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Editorial Remarks

Pratyabhijna, the UGC CARE listed research journal published
by the Department of Sanskrit Sahitya, SSUS Kalady targets a set
of well-defined objectives. This journal throws light on interdisci-
plinary subjects in the medium of Sanskrit and English. In this Issue
(Vol. IX, Issue I) the scholars and their articles are categorised into
different sectors like Indian Poetics, Art and Literature, Culture and
Social life, Philosophy and Psychology and various branches of
Technical Literature. This Issue contains 37 articles, written by vari-
ous faculty members, research scholars and renowned profession-
als from both within and outside our University.

The classical dance of Bengal is picturised by Dr. Mahua Mukharji
and gives us the cultural relationships with Sanskrit dramatic litera-
ture. Dr. P V Ramankutty familiarizes the ancient Indian work,
Aitareya Br¡hma¸a, which is related to Îg Veda and explains the
details of Y¡ga and its rituals. Dr. Anitha Kallyadan opens the con-
tributions of Northern Kerala to Sanskrit literature and its traditions.
It describes the cultural history of Kerala in regards to the Social,
Cultural and Economic status of the north side of Kerala and
Malappuram areas.

Dr. Devi and Dr. Ushakumari jointly wrote an article based on
the role of Ny¡y¡s in understanding Ayurvedic Samhitas. Two more
Ayurveda based articles are written by combined authors. Dr. Ajitha
T S and Dr. Keerthi P. The article by Pratheesh Peeter introduces
the academic importance of the study on Comparative Literature.

Ecology has been mentioned in many of our ancient Vedic and
Classical works. Dr. Vasantha discusses the elements of ecology in
Kalidas's work. Dr. Devavrata Vera reveals the ancient Indian Pol-
ity through the poem Kirat¡rjun¢ya. Dr. Dhanasurjith enlightened
the royal history of Kerala and especially speaks on contribution of
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Veera Kerala Varma to Sanskrit language and literature. Dr. Pradeep
Varma familiarize the poem ár¢k¤À¸odanta and its manuscripts. Vari-
ous Socio-cultural aspects are depicted in some articles like Ma¶alettu
in Sangam period by Dr. M Jensi, Biological changes in females
and its basis for the celebration of certain festivals in Indian sce-
nario by Dr Soumya Murukesh. The article of Alphonsa Chacko
discussed various types of worship and the special reference to Sun
worship in BraÅmapura¸a. Philosophical articles like Jainism and
its different dimensions by Feleena, áaktivic¡ra in Ny¡ya ¿¡stra by
Sruthi P A and Apavargapr¡ptiprak¡ra are discussed in this Vol-
ume. The study on Linguistics, Etymology, Geography, Indian
Aesthetic, G¢tik¡vya literature articles are perceiving in this Issue.
Technical literature like Indian Mathematics, Ayurveda, Astronomy
is also come under this. There are a good number of well-known
scholars contributed their academic excellence in this Issue. At the
same time there are new commers and research scholars also ex-
pressed their academic merits.

The articles of the contributors are published in this Volume with-
out much editorial changes in the content and form. Hence the edi-
torial board is not responsible for the differences in standpoints and
in the ideology and views presented by the contributors in any way.
The editorial board expresses the sincere gratitude to the contribu-
tors of articles. We hope, the articles of this volume will be wel-
comed and appreciated amongst the whole scholars.

Editorial Board
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Gurung vande muning vande
Vande gouri gurung muhur
Nandeyang nartanat sarbair
Yatha sarva prasadatah||
yad bharatam dhruvan nrityam
gaudesu chiracharchitam
budhanam puratastasya
kinchidadya nivedyate||

[Late Acharya Suren Dev Shastri]

According to late scholar Padmabhushan Dr. Kapila Vatsayan -
‘Apparently, the art had died by the 20th century and what would be
seen of it was only a diluted, almost degenerated form of what was
known as the nautch in the north and sadir in the south. It was like a
shadow of bygone reality.’1 Again - "The classical dance styles of
contemporary India are largely reconstructions of these fragments
of antiquity." The story of the reconstruction of Orissi in Indepen-
dent India is parallel to the story of reconstruction of Bharatan¡tyam
or the revival of the Bharatan¡tyam in the 30th of this century. It is
also parallel to the new lease of life which was given to Kathaka½i
by the efforts of poet Vallathol in Kerala....... often people mistake
the full recital on the stage as an authentic unbroken continuation of
an ancient past.  In fact, it is the reconstruction of the fragments
available from different periods and milieus as also the immediate
and remote past."2 Late scholar Prof. Mohan Khokar also echoed
the same idea -"Four major forms of traditional dance speedily came
to the fore during the Revival and each built up its own following.
So rapidly did these dances emerge and so-firmly did they estab-

GAUDIYA NÎTYA: A CLASSICAL DANCE TRADITION
OF BENGAL

Mahua Mukherjee
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lished themselves, that for a long time Bharatan¡tyam, Kathaka½i,
Kathak and Ma¸ip£ri were the only forms of classical dance in the
Indian tradition. For years, almost all writings on Indian dance re-
ferred pointedly to "the four classical forms". Only later did it be-
come increasingly evident that a number of other modes rooted in
the classical tradition existed."3

After independence in 1947, an urge for searching out a regional
cultural identity reared its head all over India, it developed as a sign
of national pride in the glories of indigenous art and culture, helped
in the establishment, development and popularity of our various
classical dance styles, one by one. The emergence of Gaudiya N¤tya
is but a natural outcome of the same, which was researched by the
author of this article over 50 years. In my childhood I visited his-
torical places and museums in and around Bengal on every Bengali
New Year and on other holidays, along with my friends and par-
ents. During those visits in the year 1970 I saw a terracotta temple
Ananta Vasudeva Mandir (temple) of 17th century C.E. in Banshberia
of Hooghly district of West Bengal, where the amazingly beautiful
sculptures of dancers and figures playing musical instruments, set
me thinking about the classical dance tradition of this land, Gaudiya
N¤tya, a composite art form colourful with dance, drama, music,
poetic sensitivity and colourful as well as rhythmic expositions and
are aptly authenticated by the archaeological and textual evidences
and at the same time, still prevailing popular dance forms of the
Bengali people. It is an age old classical dance tradition of undi-
vided Greater Bengal, which has four major strong pillars.

1. Texts or Scriptures or Lexicon
2. Architecture, Sculpture, Painting and Inscription.
3. Literature and History.
4. Guru-¿iÀya Parampara dance forms of rural Bengal.

 TEXTS or SHASTRA or LEXICON-The 14th chapter of
Bharata Muni's N¡tya¿¡stra mentions 'Prav¤tti' i.e. zonal or regional
divisions of N¡tya or N¤tya, which are-Dakshinatya, P¡nch¡li,
Avanti and Odra-magadhi.4 There was no mention of major dance
forms of present India

a) Dakshinatya means southern region. At present major off-
shoots of Dakshinatya are - Kathaka½i, Bharatan¡tyam, Kuchipudi
and lastly Mohiniy¡ttam. One by one just before independence and
after independence emerged and established as classical dance forms
of India.
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b) P¡nch¡li - Western and North Western part of India.

c) Avanti - Central and Western part adjacent to central India.

Till date no classical dance form established from these two
Prav¤ttis.

d) Odramagadhi - Eastern region major offshoot classical
dances are Odissi, Gaudiya, Sattriya and classical Ma¸ip£ri dance,
which is totally dwelt upon Gaudiya VaiÀ¸ava i.e., Bengal VaiÀ¸ava
religion, philosophy, music, texts, literature etc.

'V¤tti' or style of Odramagadhi is -

'Bharati kaishiking chaiba vrittimesa samasrita'4

So V¤tti or style of Odramagadhi is Bh¡rati and Kaishiki.'Bh¡rati'
means forceful dance with verbal dialogue and 'Kaishiki' means
graceful or lustful dance. 'Gaud' is the name of ancient Bengal and
from that the word 'Gaudiya' has been derived. Ah¡rya Abhinaya
chapter of N¡tya¿¡stra also mentions about the dress, make-up, deco-
ration, hair style of Gauda nartaka-nartaki. So in N¡tya¿¡stra we are
also getting the name "Gauda' or 'Gaudiya".

'gaudi namalakangpraya sashikha pashabenikam'5

Everything related to Bengal is referred to Gaudiya like Sri
Chaitanyadeva's Bengal VaiÀ¸avism is known as 'Gaudiya
VaiÀ¸avism'.

The Pan-Indian text M¡ta´ga Muni's 'B¤haddesi' (c. 5th-7th cent
C. E.) is a text book of only music, but the classical dance of Bengal
was so firmly established that Navarasa N¤tyabhinaya is also men-
tioned there with various types of Bengal's raga - Bangal, Gaud
Kaishki, Gaud Panchama etc. The Sa´g¢ta Ratn¡kara by
S¡ra´gadeva of 13th cent. C.E. also mentions five kinds of Prabandha
Sa´g¢ta of the then India - Lat, Carnata, Dravida, Andhra and Gauda.
So among them one is Gauda. In Abhinaya Chandrika of Maheshwara
Mahapatra of Orissa of 17th cent C.E. mentions seven school of Clas-
sical dances that were practiced in the then India, one of them was
'Gauda' means 'Gaudiya'. It is a great achievement of Gaudiya N¤tya
that our Pan Indian Sa´g¢t á¡stra granthas are strongly mentioning
the name of Gaudiya N¤tya from the time of N¡tya á¡stra chrono-
logically.

Chief text books or á¡stra Granthas of Gaudiya N¤tya are Sa´g¢ta
D¡modara and Shrihastamuktavali of Pt. Shubhankara of c. 13th-
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15th cent C.E. In  Sa´g¢t D¡modara uses jargonslike -Bhava,
Anubhava, Rasa, K¡ra¸a, Kala, Chari, Bhramari, Angahara,
Sthanka, Navarasa. N¤tya, N¡tya, a little about Hasta. Hastais viv-
idly described in ár¢hastamukt¡vali. It is a unique book on
Hast¡bhinaya, where usage (viniyoga) and its details are elaborately
narrated. There are few other important texts available in Bengal,
viz.

There are many other texts which prove the popularity of Gaudiya
N¤tya.

 ARCHITECTURE, SCULPTURE, PAINTING & IN-
SCRIPTIONS- The sculptures, paintings and inscriptions have re-
mained a mute yet irrefutable proof of dance of this land. The actual
remains of architectural monuments, i.e. temples, monasteries,
Stupas of present day do not convey an adequate idea of the state of
things in ancient Bengal. Both epigraphic records and accounts of
foreign travellers testify that the existing remains of numerous
temples and monasteries all over Bengal must have been magnifi-
cent structures. Once upon a time Ramacharitakavya of Sandhyakara
Nandi (c. 12th cent. C.E.) refers to the city of Ramavati built by
Ramapala as a city of gods and wealthy residents, having a series of
lofty temples of gods and rows of palaces with gold therein.6

Literal evidences, together with scattered remains of old shrines,
testify the construction of temples-monasteries at different places of
Bengal from a very early period. Cruel role of nature especially
sultry weather of Bengal and the iconoclastic zeal of the Turko -
Afghan invaders caused the destruction of most of these temples,
particularly in the Gangetic Greater Bengal.7 In the absence of ma-
terial evidence, it is not possible to determine when and how temple

Name of Śāstra Grantha Period Composer 
Nāṭaka Chandrika c.15th cent C.E. Śri Rupa Goswami 
Ujvalla Nilāmaṇi ,, ,, 

Bhaktirasamritasindhu ,, ,, 
Rādhākṛṣṇaganoddeśadīpika ,, ,, 

Anandavṛndāvanachampu ,, Kavi Karṇapura 
Śrīgovindalīlāmritam c.16th cent C.E. Śri Kṛṣṇadāsa Kavirāja 

Saṅgīta Dāmodara ,, Dāmodara Sen 
Nayikaratnamala c.17th cent C.E. Chandraśekhar 

&Śaśiśekhar 
Śrībhaktiratnakara c.18th cent C.E. Śri Narahari Chakrabarti 
Saṅgītsārasaṅgraha ,, ,, 
Gītachandrodaya ,, ,, 
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architecture began in this region. The building activity in
Paundravardhana comprising the northern districts of West Bengal
and Bangladesh, under the imperial Guptas.8 Mentions of the exist-
ence of temple can be found in Hiuen-Tsang's travelogue and Bud-
dhist manuscript of Nepal.

Adina Masjid was built by Sekander Shah (1358 - 89 C.E.) at his
new capital of Pandua. This great congregational mosque was con-
structed almost entirely of material taken from Hindu temples. The
main foundation of the Mosque is made up of stone.9 Commonly
people called it a temple of Shivai.e. Adyanatha temple of 8th cen-
tury at the time of King Gopal. Another mosque at Triveni namely.
-Jafar Khan Gajir Masjid. According to scholars it was Vishnu temple
- Murari Mohan Temple of 8th century.10, 11 Both the mosques the
ancient Stone temples were colossal and decorated with dancing
sculptures. After destruction there are still many more remnants
which need more research. A twelve storey temple of Siva and
Bhavani called Meru was built in Pala era. Pala king Mahipala (977-
1027 C.E.) donated that twelve storeyed palaces called Meru to his
preceptor Indra Shiva.12 There are so many temples - Paharpur
temple, Mahasthangarh temple ruins, Mainamati all are from
Bangladesh c. 6th - 7th cent. C.E. and Bangarh of North Bengal of
West Bengal. Begunia temple of Barakar of district Burdwan of West
Bengal. Among the four extant temples, temple IV, known as
Siddheshvara temple (c. 8th- 9th cent C.E.) and the other temples are
dated to 14th cent C.E. an epigraphic and stylistic consideration.13

Jagjibanpur Mahabihar of 9th cent. C.E. of Malda was a big monas-
tery of Eastern India. Garh Panchakot temple complex of Puralia
from base to top of the Panchacota Mountain (9th cent. - 10th centC.E.)
made of stone. Brick temples like - Siddheshvara temple of Bahulara
of Bankura dist. (c.11th cent C.E.), Jatardeul in Sundarban of 10th

cent. C.E.

After the Turkish invasion i.e., attacked by Baktiyar Khalji, en-
tire Bengal went under dark phase, specially its education and cul-
ture. A mute testimony to this vandalism which has left no trace of
complete structure of ancient temples with the exception of only
about half a dozen. After this silent phase from 12th to 1350/14th

cent, C.E.again Bengal started to revive their own culture and edu-
cation. After 15th century Chaitanyadeva's era started with full glory.
So in post Chaitanya period there were many Terracotta temples
and Laterite temples constructed between 16th - 18th century C.E.
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viz - Shyamraya. Madanmohan, Jorbangla terracotte temples of
Bishnupur, Radhashyama Gokulchand Laterite temples of Bankura-
Bishnupur. Anantavasudeva temple of Banshberia, Pratapesvar
temple of Ambika- Kalna, Kantaji temple at Dinajpur Bangladesh,
Putia Rajbari temple of Bangladesh, Jaideva Kenduli terracotta temple
at Birbhum and many more.

The representation of dancing in sculpture and painting helps us
to reconstruct the missing links in the history of Indian dance. So
the sculpture and painting remained mute yet irrefutable proof of
dance in this land. The technique of dancing sculpture and painting
follows faithfully the elaborate and beautiful system of proportions,
which it uses constantly to model different types of images; the sculp-
tor or painter combines the basic units of these proportions accord-
ing to well defined laws in the same way as the musician combines
the basic notes according to an elaborate system which has both an
arithmetical validity and in emotional and spiritual significance. The
arts of Bengal from pre-Christian era to four centuries under Palas,
Senas and others like Malla kings of Vishnupur and other local kings,
zamindars of Birbhum, Burdwan, Nadia, Murshidabad  and many
other provinces of undivided Greater Bengaletc. are essentially reli-
gious and inevitably reflect the religious dance music experiences
of past centuries. There were many renowned sculptors during Pala
period Dhiman and his son Bitopala were the most famous sculp-
tors. They introduced a beautiful technique in sculpture which be-
came famous as Eastern Indian style. The other famous sculptors
are - Subhota, Tata?a, Visnubhadra etc. Bengal have various types
of dancing sculptures made up of Terracotta or clay of Pre-Chris-
tian era (c. 6th cent BCE to 2nd cent. C.E.), and c.8th cent C. E. to 11th

cent. C.E. and specially after the advent of Sri Caitanyadeva, the
post Chaitanya period, Bengal was swept over various terracotta
temples decorated with innumerable number of dancing sculptures.
Apart from terracotta the other materials used - stone, metal, tusk or
ivory, wooden also with flower called Kausumi. Sculpture, Paint-
ing and Dance are three branches of the same tree.

From the inscription of Murti Siva's Vangarh Prasasti of Nayapala
Deva's reign (c. 1038 - 1053 Cent. CE.) we come to know that there
were thousand devadasis in the temple of Bengal -

"himagirimiva - shubram - ramya - ratnanshu-jalau
Pratiflita - sakeli - praudha - rama - sahasram"14
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We could get from stone inscription that Bhatta Bhava Deva, the
minister of King Harideva Barma, built a temple and arranged a
hundred devadasis to serve god.

"etasmai harimedhase basumati visranta vidyadharing
bibhranting dadhatishatang sa hi dadau sharangashabidrshah ?
dadhasyagradrisha drishibahdisatih kamasyasanjibanang
karah kamijanasya sangamagriha sangita kelishryah."15, 16

In Bengalsince time immemorial various specimens of such sculp-
tures, paintings, inscriptions existed and a variety of media have
been used for the purpose. They lie scattered in temples, museums,
and panel collections. To get clear idea of traditional classical dance
forms of Bengal are needs to study sculpture, painting and other
materials also. Without this study one can never acquire proficiency
in dancing.

Terracotta Plaque

Male Dancer', c. 9th cent II.CE Drummer playing drum with stick and
dancers are dancing, from Jagjibanpur Mahabihar Burdwan University

Museum, C.1st cent. CE.

Pillar with.dancers,
from Shyamray
Temple, Bishnupur,
Bankura, C. 16th

cent.CE.
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Stone Sculptures

Vishnu patta - Dashavatara sculpture, from Paharpur Museum,
c. 10th cent CE.

Narteshvara or Nataraja Nartaki of 8th cent CE. from Adina Masjid of
13th cent. CE. from Dhaka Museum, c. 10th Cent. CE.  (Previously it

was 8th cent CE, Adyanath Temple)
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Metal Sculptures

Nartaki of 8th cent CE. of Murari Mohan Temple & 9/10th cent CE.,
Ashtabhuja Nataraja, Kotulpur (Bankuda), Presently it is Jafar Khan

Gajir Masjid.laterial sand stone.

Dancers, Metal. Preserved in rare art gallery of Malda
Museum 9th cent C.E.
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 HISTORY & LITERATURE - Gauda is mentioned in Panini's
Astadhyayi, also occurs in Arthashastra of Kautilya. Then comes
Sunga, Kushanaand Maurya period. In this period Natyasastra was
originated. Then comes classical Imperial Gupta period. In that pe-
riod Vatsayan's Kamasutra has reference to Gauda -

'mridubhasinianuragabatyomridangaschagaudaya'17

Many documents supporting the existence of dance are to be
found in the literature of ancient Bengal. In 'Charyapada' (c.10th-
12th cent C.E.)

'ek so paduma chowhatti pakhudi
tahi chadi nacaya domni bapudi'

[Domni (untouchable lady), dancing light footedly on the lotus
which has sixty four petals.]

In 'Nathagitika'-

"nachanti je gorkhonath madale kori bhar
mati te na lage pad alag upar'

[Gaorkhonath dances not on the ground / but balanced on Madal
or Mardala, so his dancing feet do not touch the floor.]- I have learned
this dance on madal, it is known as Nachni Dance (Devadasi
tradition's decaying form) from my Guru Sashi Mahato.

These are all on Pala dynasty
(8th-12th cent. C.E.). 'In that period
a famous book 'Ramcharita kavya'
written by Sandhyakara Nandi
(C.11th-12th cent. C.E.) mentions
about Devadasi or Devabarabanita
tradition of Bengal. After Pala pe-
riod comes Sena Period (12th cent
CE). It was also Golden Period of
Bengal. Guru was known as 'Nata'.
Natahada prestigious position in
the society, few famous names were
Nata Gango, Na¶a Jayanta etc.
There were five court poets in

Lakshmansena's court of 12th cent. C.E. namely - Sharana, Dhoyik,
Umapatidhara, Govardhan Acarya and Jayadeva. Govardhan
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Acarya's 'Aryasaptashati' and 'Pavandutam' of Dhoik are very
famous books. There we get many documents of Gita, Vadya and
Nritya. Jayadeva's Gita Govinda is a very famous literary work
which inspired dance, music, drama, miniature painting, scroll paint-
ing, sculptures throughout India. One example is cited here Chaitanya
Mahaprabhu toured all over India with Gita Govinda of Bengal
and it was finally reached Kerala due to him, the first song oriented
dance drama called Ashtapadiattam started. Its syntax was less
complex, no Chutti make-up used, more appealing, the maddalam,
illatalam and flute were used as accompanying instruments. Krishna,
Radha and Sakhis were the characters in Ashtapadiattam and it was
patronized by Ittappali Tampuran with graceful and lyrical exposi-
tion of poetry, this form achieved great popularity and continued to
flourish till 1700 cent C.E., even today many songs from Gita
Govindam sing in the sanctum sanctorium of Vaisnavite temples of
Kerala. In today's Kathakali presentation they have Rasakrida item
and also in traditional Kathakali play, a song specially 'manjutara
kunjatara' is played. Here is aclose relationship of Bengal with
Kerala.18,19,20,21,22

After 12th cent C.E., Sena period of Bengal was completely dev-
astated by the Turkish invasion with the leadership of Md. Bakhtyar
Khilji and after that started the 'dark phase' for approximately 150
yearsin Bengal mentioned by Historians and scholars, after 1350
C.E. the Pre-Chaitanya era concieved, then Chaitanya era started -
15th-16th cent. C.E. and after 16th cent C.E. Post-Chaitanya era ap-
peared. This phase from 12th-18th cent. CE was Sultani period and
after 1757 cent C.E. Battle at Plassey - British Colonization period
started. Thisis the history of Bengal or Gauda Vanga.

 Parallel with Charyapada and Nathgeetika Bengal's own Mangal
Kavyas whose composition stretched from c. 11th cent. C.E. to 18th

Cent. C.E. authored by various poets have detailed analysis of dance.
According to story of Behula given in Manasa Mangal Kavya we
come across an instance of a house wife of the soil of Bengal danc-
ing in the count of Lord Indra. There are many other references that
wives of Bengal were considered famous and honourable dancers -

1) Behula

2) Vidyutprabha - wife of Jaya or Jayanta Nat

3) Padmavati-Jayadeva's wife.
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After the appearance of Sr Caitanya Mahaprabhu (1486 cent C.E.)
Bengal and not only Bengal, India had a great revival of Dance and
Music. Chaitanya deva himself was a good dancer, he was chief
maledancer of Gaudiya N¤itya of mediaeval Bengal. Hedanced in
both styles -Uchchanda and Madhura, i.e.Tandava and Lasya, which
is described in various literature of Bengal. When he performed in
female role, even his mother could not recognize him. In Post-
Chaitanya eraupto noble laureate poet Rabindranath Tagore and
others (19th - 20th cent. C.E.) we get innumerable literature which
gives the idea of traditional dance of Bengal.

 GURU- SI?YA PARAMPARA DANCE TRADITIONS OF
BENGAL - The precursors of Gaudiya N¤tya are -Purulia Chhow,
Nachni, Kirtan N¤tya. These are the major elements and along with
these -Baul, Manasamangal, Martial dance of Bengal all are sec-
ondary elements. From the evolutionary trends of classical dance,
the scholars of culture have come to the opinion that all classical
dances have developed through practice and refinement from rural
dance. Through the change in aestheticism and assimilation of folk
dances, the classical dance is formed. Like Bharatanatyam, it has
been constructed from the different rural dance forms. Especially
from the four major rural dances-Sadir, Kurubhanji, Kuchipudi and
Bhagavatamelanataka are the major elements and Chinnamelam,
Terukoothu, Bhogomelam, Harikatha etc are secondary elements.
Same things happened for all other classical dances, Bengal is no
exception. Gaudiya N¤itya is a composite art form enriched with
Rural Parampara dance traditions.

Purulia Chhow - It is a very popular male oriented mask dance
of Bengal, which is story narrative. Each and every 'Chhow' playlet
of Purulia ends with the exhibition and extermination of the evil
forces. Most of the playlets of chhow are based on stories and is
made of war-like presentation. Generally the stories of the
'Mahabharata', the 'Ramayana' and the 'Puranas' have occupied the
major part of the chhow playlets. It is a mask dance, the mask of
Gods, Demons, Animals and Birds etc. It is an open stage dance-
drama, no stage decoration is arranged in Chhow. The different Chal'
(Chari or movements) applied in the nritya are as -

i) Deva chal (movements of Gods and goddess).
ii) Danava Chal (movements of demons).
iii) Shikar chal (movents of hunter)
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iv) Pashu Chal-(movements of animal)
v) Veer Chal (movements of hero).
vi) Manavi Chal (movements of lady)

It is a Guru-bound Nritya and the Guru is called 'Ustad'.

The playlets of Purulia's Chhow is approximately forty minutes
duration. Songs are sung or recited before the dance starts.The dance
is always performed with instruments like Dhol, Dhamsa, Sehenai,
Jhanj. Recently Capacus, Casio, Harmonium etc. are being used.
Dance is performed with the tune of sehenai and rhythm of percus-
sion. The Chhow N¤itya of Purulia has got four regional streams. -
Baghmundi, Jhalda, Arsha and Bandoyan.23 It is purely male ori-
ented dance. Author of this article, was the first to learn Chhow
along with her female students from renowned Guru Padmasree
Gambhir Singh Mudha in Baghmundi style and had performed at
Baghmundi, Charida Village of Purulia on 15th May 1994, which
was absolutely impossible at that time. Still at present in 2022 prob-
ably one or two female Chhow group has been formed.

Nachni - The Devadasi system is present in Bengal from ancient
times,'Nachni' is a form of this system. Devadasi is of three types -
Devadasi (those who resides inside the temple and perform), Rajadasi
(those who dance in front of kings and landlords), Swadasi (those
who perform to entertain the Common mass). Nachni Dance is preva-
lent in Bengal since time immemorial. The female dancers perform
at darbar or royal courts with Darbari Jhumur songs were called
'Nachni'. Nachni Community is an important cultural mark of Radhra
Bengal, 'Nachnishalia Jhumur' is enriched with dance, song and
music. The Guru or keeper of the Nachni is known as 'Rasik'. Rasik
play an important role in Nachnishalia, same as Nattuvanar in South
India. Rasikhas an excellent command over dance and music, trains
the Nachni dancers, and he directs the entire performance. Nachni
wore jute or silksari, but now-a-days, it is replaced by synthetic ver-
sion, Kumkum (dot on forehead), shankha (conch bangle), sindur
(vermillion) and other jewellries are also used. Mardala or Madal,
Dhamsa, Retki, Sehnai, Banshi (Flute), Mandira, Kartal or Jhanjh
recently Harmonium,Tabla, are played. But behind the popularity
of Jhumur culture, there lies the miserable lives of the Nachni per-
formers. Due to poverty and hunger, girls blessed with melodious
voice are forced by their parents or by their parents-in-law if widow
to take up this profession at a very tender age. The Nachni have no
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life of their own, they are controlled by the Rasiks. Although like
married women they behave and stay with Rasik, but not recognised
by the society, Rasik has his own married wife and family. There
was a time when Nachnishaliya Jhumur was nourished under royal
patronage. This dance became a degraded form of mass entertain-
ment. Nachni as a form of dance and music once reached glorious
heights. But now that glory lies in ruin.24

Kirtana - Kirtana means praise. It is a Sanskrit word, means
narrating, reciting, telling or describing of an idea or story based on
Deva Mahima or Leela, the root of Kirtana is 'kri'. Aperson per-
forming Kirtana is known as Kirtaniya. We get the reference in
Bhagavat. Chaitanya Mahaprabhu gave Kirtana a new life. He used
to do 'Nritya Samkirtana'. A Kirtana performance includes an ac-
companiment of regionally popular musical instruments - Mridanga
or Shrikhol, Mahamridanga, Pakhwaj, Flute, Kartala, Jhanjh,
Harmonium, Ektara, Shankha or Conch. The Kirtanais the most
widely practised of Bengal's traditional dances. Sri Chaitanya Deva
was a great dancer of Gaudiya Kirtana Nritya, so he was designated
as - 'Gour Natabar', 'Gour Nataraja' etc. Mostly, Kirtanais the contri-
bution of the Vaishnava cult of Bengal.25 In Bengal, 5 types of
Gharanas were very famous. - Manoharsahi, Garanhati, Reneti,
Mandarini, Jhadukhandi - on which Jhumur Kirtan has derived and
Nachnis used to perform on it. Apart from VaiÀ¸ava K¢rtana, Kali
K¢rtana is also famous in Bengal.

Present day's Repertoire of Gaudiya N¤tya-

Vandana, Manga½¡cara¸, Alapchari (pure dance item),
Mah¡janap¡dan¤tya, L¢l¡k¢rtan N¤tya and AÀ¶akam, Virud N¤tya,
Da¿a or áanti Pr¡rthana N¤tya etc.

Instruments

Percussion - Shrikhol or Mridanga, Pakhawaj, Dhak, Dhol,
Dhundhubhi or Dhamsha.

Wind Instruments - Flute, Sehanai, Shankha or Conch,
Harmonium.

String Instruments - Sitar, Violin, Sarod, Esraj,

Metal Instruments - Mandira (Cymbal), Kartala, Jhanjh, Ghanta
(Bell), Ghungoor.
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Costume

Female- Kanchi (Stitch dress), Shadi, Mekhola (Skirt type of
dress)

Male - Kanchi (Stitch dress), Dhoti and Uttariya (upper covered)

Material of Costume - Baluchrari, Swarnachari, Garod Silk and
Cotton.

Female Costume

Male Costume

Mekhola Kanchi (Stitch dress)  Shadi

Kanchi (Stitch dress) Dhoti
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If life is like a boundless river, ev-
ery dancer is a wave in it. The art of
Dance is one of the manifold modes
of cultural wave of life. Gaudiya
N¤itya is one of them and was prac-
ticed and nurtured in undivided
Greater Bengal which is one of the
most beautiful forms of the flower of
Dance garden of India.
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The Aitareya Brhmana (AB) is one of the two Brahmana-s at-
tached to the Îgveda, the other one being the Kau¿itaki Br¡hma¸a.
After the áatapatha Br¡hma¸a, AB is considered important in the
hierarchy of Brahmana literature. The legendary author of AB is
Mah¢d¡sa Aitareya, the son of a woman by name Itar¡. The author's
name gets repeated in several works like the Aitareya Ara¸yaka,
the Ch¡ndogya UpaniÀad and the Jaimin¢ya UpaniÀad Brahmana
etc. We have this work today with us as it is handed down by none
other than Sayana. AB assumes significance in the context that it
has codified many views of different preceptors on the phenom-
enon of sacrificial ritual. The duties and obligations of various kinds
of priests are also seen incorporated.

The AB consists of eight panchika- s each pachika having five
chapters. So it has a total of forty chapters each chapter is again
subdivided by kha¸·a-s. There is 285 kha¸·a-s in AB. It is a work
in prose though occasionally verses are also seen. Another story
related to the biography of Aitareya is also seen narrated in the com-
mentary of Sadgurususya called Sukhaprada vrtti. The story, as the
other one about the birth of Aitareya, appears to be silly making it
unworthy to be substantiated. The story tells how Y¡jµavalkya was
unduly fond of one of his two wives disregarding the other one by
name Itar¡ in whom Mah¢d¡sa Aitareya was born.

Of the forty chapters in AB, the first sixteen describe the
AgniÀ¶omay¡ga detailing the functions of the hotaa priest. The hot¡
priest is especially well-versed in the Îgveda since the Brahmana is
attached to Îgveda, it is natural that it renders significance to the
Hot¡ priest. The AgniÀ¶oma is supposed to be the model for all

Dr. Ramankutty P. V.

THE AITAREYA BRËHMAÛA
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Somay¡ga-s. The AgniÀ¶oma is normally finished in five days. It is
on the fifth day that that most important ritual takes place. Among
the previous rituals is the hotrvara¸a (the yajamana's adoption of
hot¡) which is followed by other small IÀ¶i-s. The reception accorded
to the somalata is one of the important rites, for the somalata is con-
ceived to be the king. I would like to furnish the names of certain
rituals in their Sanskrit names themselves:

D¢kÀayan¢teÀ¶i- it is the initiation of the yajam¡na to enter into
the d¢kÀa or vow for starting the ritual

Prayaneeyan¢À¶i...that marks the commencement of the sacrifice

Rituals like pravargyaupasatt, Agn¢Àomapranatanam,
Avirdh¡napranayanam etc.

The next ritual is the sacrifice of the yajnam¤ga or the gruesome
slaughter of the animal called the Yajnam¤ga. Then we have the
pr¡tassavana, m¡dhyamdinasavana as well as the
s¡yamsavanawhich constitute the ritual of extracting the juice of
the soma creepers. Then we have the important rituals like the
Udayn¢yeÀti, avabrutam etc.

In the 14th chapter the importance and universality of AgniÀtoma
is discussed. The following three chapters deal with ukthyam,
Àodasiand Atir¡tramwhich are all some kind of yagas. Then we have
the vikrtiy¡gas in which, the above mentioned three y¡ga-s are also
included.

Chapter 18 deals with the duties and responsibilities of the
hot¡priest in satray¡ga-s the performance of which lasts for longer
days .Then the Gav¡mayana ritual is performed which lasts for 361
days.

Chapters 19 to 24 deal with the duties of the hota, a priest in
dvadasaaham. The 25th chapter discusses the prayascittavidhi-s or
rites of atonement. The most important among them constitute the
expiatory rites to be performed by a hotr priest for the errors com-
mitted by the priests during the course of the chanting of mantra-s
or while performing the complicated rituals. The hot¡ is the presid-
ing priest of the entire rituals in the sacrifice who needs to ensure
that the rituals are performed free from errors.

The entire sixth panchika, that is, from chapters 26 to 30 de-
scribe the duties of the priests of that part of soakage which is called
the ' shadaha'. It continues to the sixth panchika.
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The seventh and eighth panchika-s, that is, chapters 31 to 40,
deal with the sacrifices usually performed by the reigning monarchs.
This portion of the AB underscores the supreme authority wielded
by the priests over the ruling kings. It need not be emphasized fur-
ther that their authority was unbounded and the kings almost were
like puppets in their powerful so called spiritual authority. Several
later works including the epics bear testimony for this limitless and
in disputed priestly authority. The fortieth chapter of AB deals with
the rites for the appointment of a priest by a king. It includes por-
tions that eulogize the priests in high sounding words. Also it con-
tains some episodes related to kings and emperors. The Last khanda
in chapter forty has a portion called krtyam which is nothing but
the details of witchcraft to be practiced against the enemies.

The áuna¿epha Episode

The story of Sunassepa appears in the 33rd chapter of AB. It is a
story endowed with several connotations and implications.

It was the day when the R¡jas£yayajna was going on. The
AbhiÀechan¢ya karma was going to take place. The odour of the
sacrificial ghee was very much there in the atmosphere. The posi-
tions of the tret¡gni, or the three fires, were clearly visible. The
sacrificial utensils like the Samya, Sruva, Svadhiti were placed in
places allotted to them. It was then an interval and the assembly of
priests and kshatriya-s was going on. Seated on the golden mat the
Rgvedic priest hot¡ was beginning to narrate a story. It was the well
known story of Sunassepa. The story goes on thus:

Hariscandra was born as the son of Vedhus of the Ikshvaku race.
He had one hundred spouses, but still remained childless. The king
was sad that his race would cease to exist because of his childless-
ness. It was then that sages N¡rada and Parvata came to his palace
to meet Hariscandra.

It needs to be mentioned here that such stories of kings' child-
lessness constitute a cliche with recurring monotony in ancient San-
skrit literature where child or progeny was invariably taken for
granted to mean only male child.

The story continues as N¡rada advises the king to seek the bless-
ings of Varu¸a to have a son. He added that Varu¸a  might perhaps
yield to his prayer provided that the son thus born shall be sacri-
ficed in honour of  Varu¸a. So a son, Rohita, was born to Hari¿candra
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and Varu¸a promptly asked for the son's sacrifice unto himself. But
Hari¿candra, who was reluctant to part with his darling son and
entreated Varu¸a to wait for ten more days. After ten days again the
god asked for the victim's slaughter. Then also the loving father in
Hariscandra managed to buy time on several excuses. Rohita then
departed to the forest, for he was fed up with a god who was persis-
tently after his blood. After some time, he came to his home coun-
try. Indra, the god of the heavens met Rohita and told him to con-
tinue his travel without winding it up throughout his life. 'Caraiva,
Caraiva, get moving on, don't remain stagnant ever'- That was how
Indra advised Rohita. So he again undertook his loitering through
the unending dense woods incorporating the wealth of his experi-
ence from what he gained from his eternal travel. The sacrifice was
thus indefinitely postponed. No sooner did he come back to his
father than god Varu¸a seeking the blood of his victim. Six more
years rolled on and the sacrifice was indefinitely deferred. During
the sixth year of his forest life, Rohita met a piteously impoverished
sage called Aj¢garta who had three names by names Sunahpuccha,
áuna¿epha and áunolang£la.

Remembering the face of the blood-thirsty Varu¸a, Rohita, the.
Prince, told Aj¢garta:

'I shall give a hundred cows to you. Give me one of your son's. If
you are gracious, I can escape from the PruÀamedha. Aj¢garta told
him he could not spare the eldest one. The sage's spouse was also
reluctant to part with the youngest son. Then it was decided that
áuna¿epha, the middle son, was to be sold for the price of one hun-
dred kin! Nobody asked the middle son áuna¿epha anything. He
silently followed the buyer, for he knew he was sold to be slaugh-
tered.

Rohita met his father Hariscandra and presented áuna¿epha  to
him telling him that the latter be given over to Varu¸a instead of
himself. The father was happy and he readily agreed to exchange
áuna¿epha  to save Rohita, his son. Again Varu¸a was also de-
lighted to have a Brahmana boy to be immolated instead of a
Kshatriya one! Varu¸a was then thrilled to have the sacrifice per-
formed and he was prompt to lay bare the rites of the R¡jas£ya
sacrifice and its important ritual namely AbhiÀechan¢ya, part of
the Somayaga when the sacrificial animal is immolated.
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The AbhiÀechan¢ya Ritual

The Abhishechaneeya karma began. Sage Visv¡mitra was the
hotr. Jamadagni was in the role of the adhvaryu priest. VasiÀtha was
the brahmapurohita. Sage Atasta took the role of the Udgatr priest.
At that moment Aj¢garta came forward and said:

'Give me a hundred kin. I shall bind the yajnam¤ga to the y£pa
or the sacrificial stake. Hariscandra was, the yajamana of the sacri-
fice. But no priest came forward to bind áuna¿epha to the stake.
Aj¢garta came forward and tied áuna¿epha's neck, waist and legs
with the ropes first and then to the sacrificial stake. The father said:

'Give me hundred sons and I shall slaughter my son'. Hariscandra
again bestowed him with one hundred kin. Aj¢garta took the asi, the
sacrificial sword, and stood sharpening it. He was ready for the sac-
rifice. The priests stood nonplussed. Even they were shocked to see
Aj¢garta ready with the weapon for the kill.

At that moment áuna¿epha continuously started to utter vedic
hymns in honour of Prajaapati. The mantra-s then were centred in
several other deities also like Savitr, Agni, Visvedeva-s, Indra,
the A¿vins and the UÀas. The ropes tied on the body of áuna¿epha
loosened and in the next moment Hariscandra was rid of his
Mahodara disease to which he was subjected to, again, by means of
the wrath of  Varu¸a. Then there dawned the morning and every-
thing was also fine. áuna¿epha's fame as a great sage  sored into the
skies.

Now the connotations of the queer, strange almost gruesome story
needs to be examined and analysed. The following points in this
connection may seem to be pertinent:

1. In the concluding part the story hints at the introduction of a new
system for extracting the somarasa from somalata. It came to
be known as An¡savam'.

2. There are scholars who observe that the story of áuna¿epha points
to the existence of human sacrifice in Vedic rituals. The epi-
sode of áuna¿epha is to be read in combination with other
references to PuruÀamedha' in other texts including such ref-
erences in the áuklayajurveda.

3. There are also scholars who take such references to argue that
they have only symbolic value and there existed no actual
practice of human sacrifice.
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4. Noted Malayalam writer M P Sankunni Nair has penned an ar-
ticle on PruÀamedha quoting and translating the áuna¿epha
episode from the AB. He is of the view that the AB is as an-
tique as 5th  century BCE. His observations may be codified
thus:

Narabali or human sacrifice was a real practice in ancient times.

a. Sometimes people sacrificed their own leader for their expected
influx of prosperity and progress.

b. Sometimes a person himself makes up his mind to offer himself
as a balim¤ga or sacrificial animal.

c. There are references in áatapathabr¡hma¸a that block the prac-
tice of human sacrifice.

d. Still this blind and gruesome practice existed once. In the epic
Mahabharata, one of the reasons for which K¤À¸a determines
to kill Jar¡sandha was that he was indulging in the practice of
human sacrifice.

5. The entire episode of the áuna¿epha episode in the AB appears
to be dark and archaic given the rude and cruel way the gods,
sages, and the kings behaved in the context of the perfor-
mance of strange rituals like PuruÀamedha. Kings and seers
seem to cease to be humans when they are in the act of ritual
performance. But they were practices of the hoary past where
such rituals might have been part and parcel of religious life.
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Abstract

North Kerala has rendered invaluable contributions to the cul-
tural history of Kerala. There are many legends in North Malabar,
who had established invaluable contributions to Sanskrit literature.
They can be classified into known legends and unknown legends.
For varieties of reasons, so many unknown legends could not come
out to the social mainstreamMany of such unknown legends are no
more, but some of them are still alive. Albeit, individual description
of these hidden treasures is somewhat difficult, I would like to intro-
duce some of the unknown heroes of Kannur and Kasaragod Dis-
trict.

 North Kerala has rendered invaluable contributions to the cul-
tural history of Kerala. Northern Kerala is also known as Athyuthara
Kerala and Poozhinadu. There are descriptions about North Malabar
in the M£Àikavam¿a, the renowned work of Atula. M£Àikavam¿a is
the same place that later came to be known as Kolathunadu1 from
the 14th century onwards. Present Kasaragod, Kannur Districts,
Vadakara and Quilandy Taluks of present Kozhikode district and
Mananthavady taluk of present Wayanad district constitute North
Malabar.

There are many legends in North Malabar, who have established
invaluable contributions to Sanskrit literature. They can be classi-
fied into known legends and unknown legends. For varieties of rea-
sons, such as family problems, economic status, cultural status, or
regional issues, so many unknown legends could not come out to
the social mainstream."Heard melodies are sweet, but unheard melo-

SANSKRIT TRADITIONS OF NORTH KERALA

Dr. Anitha Kallyadan
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dies are sweeter", like so, many of these figures could have been
par with many known legends. Many of such unknown legends are
no more, but some of them are still alive. Albeit, individual descrip-
tion of these hidden treasures is somewhat difficult, I would like to
introduce some of the unknown heroes of Kannur and Kasaragod
District.

T K Krishnan Nambiar

T K Krishnan Nambiar2 dedicated his life to Sanskrit teaching
and for the propagation of Sanskrit. Born to farmer couples, Chinden
Nambiar and Parvathy Amma at Cheppanul, Vadakkancheri near
Taliparamba in Kannur District in 1931. He is a living unexposed
Sanskrit scholar, being a layman hardly had even primary educa-
tion in Sanskrit. When his father died, he dropped out of school in
the eighth standard and shifted the care of his family to his shoul-
der. Even while carrying out this responsibility, Krishnan Nambiar
went through every book he came across with an immense passion
for knowledge. Besides it, he studied Sanskrit Grammar and Litera-
ture for 32 years in the gurukula system under O K Munshi while
doing work for his family.

He was faculty in 'S¡hitya' and 'Ved¡nta' for BA Sanskrit and
MA Ac¡rya in Bharathiya Sanskrit Vidyalaya, Payyannur. He used
to perform a program "Amarav¡ni" in Ak¡¿av¡ni, Kozhikkode from
1992 onwards. He has been presenting "SubhaÀitam" a programme
in Kannur Ak¡¿av¡ni, from its origin onwards. He also represented
Payyannur Sanskrit School (Samskrita Vidyalaya) in its All India
Conference for Sanskrit Scholars, held in New Delhi, and won prizes.
He, compose poems consisting of more than 6000 words within just
20 minutes in Sanskrit as well as in Malayalam. Apart from this, he
won many prizes in "Aksharasloka Sadass" and V¡ky¡rthasadass,
etc. This scholar continues his class and discourse in addition to
writing.

Ka´ka¸av¡sasuprabh¡tam, Narasimha suprabh¡tam, B¡lamano-
d¢pika, Tatvabhodhini are a few works published, but
B¡laprobhodhini a Sanskrit translation has not been published yet.
Similarly, áaktigraham is his famous work that deals with sound,
meaning, interpretation, and cognitive approach of a receiver to-
wards a word's meaning (or concept); a debate-centric topic shrouded
the mystery over the years. This book is also not published. Like-
wise, so many unpublished works written by him were found to be
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kept with him3. Some of them are given below.

1. Kuvalay¡nanda, translate in Malayalam in the name of
Kuvalay¡loka.

2. Sukan¡sopade¿aparibh¡Àa

3. Poetical translation of chapters 13 to 16 of Raghuvam¿a of
K¡lid¡sa.

4. Ny¡yapuÀp¡µjali- highlighting the maxims of Sanskrit in
Malayalam.

5. Prahe½ik¡kalh¡ram-interpretation of Sanskrit proverbs in San-
skrit itself.

6. Dh¡rmikakira¸¡vali-written on "San¡tanadharma-s" described in
San¡tanaratnam¡lik¡ of Sri áankara.

7. R¡va¸¡yanam, Mat¤rodanam, Cint¡viÀ¶o R¡maÅ are a few San-
skrit poems presented by him in Ak¡¿av¡¸i.

This great Sanskrit scholar seems to have been sacrificing his
life for the propagation of Sanskrit literature by teaching Sanskrit to
Marattukali Panikkers and to all, who are interested in learning San-
skrit.

S¡hityabh£Àa¸am M£ttedatt Malli¿¿eri Kuberan Namb£tiripp¡¶
(1909-1991)

He was a great Vedic scholar and Sanskrit Poet. Born to M£ttedatt
Malli¿¿eri Madhavan Namb£tiri and Uma Antarjanam in M£ttedatt
Mana of Ezhom village near Taliparamba in Kannur District4. His
basic education was in the Gurukula system under his father. Later
learned Sanskrit K¡vya-s and N¡taka-s from Kamm¡ran Ezhutta-
cchan of Azhikkode. He had his higher studies in Vedas and San-
skrit from the Namboodiri Vidyalaya and Swamiyar Ma¶ham at
Trichambaram in Taliparamba. Jagadguru Kamako¶ipee¶am Sri.
áankar¡c¡rya Sv¡mikal conferred upon him the title "S¡hityabh£-
Àa¸am". Padmasree M¡¸im¡dhava C¡ky¡r was his close friend.
He worked as a teacher in M£ttetath High School established in
1894 by his grandfather Brahmasree Malli¿¿ery Kuberan Namb£diri-
pp¡¶ at Taliparamba for giving modern education to the local com-
munity. But, to propagate Vedic tradition, he had given up that job.
The Poet was one of the delegates from Kerala for the Veda Vidvat
Sammelan held in New Delhi in 1970. There, the Indian President
Dr. S Radhakrishnan, who presided over that function, appreciated
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the Poems he recited there. He passed away in 1991 at the age of 82
after an eventful and satisfying life.

M¤cchaka¶ikam Khan·ak¡vya

The story of the Prakara¸a M¤cchaka¶ika of á£draka has been
very beautifully summarised by M M Kuberan Namb£dipp¡¶ in
133 vasantatilaka verses. The poet's mastery of Sanskrit Poetry is
indeed highly appreciable.

Keralapra¿asti Khan·ak¡vya

It consists of 202 verses. The first half of this work deals with the
legend of Para¿ur¡ma concerning the origin of Kerala, the beauty
of Kerala, temple festivals, Kerala arts, the life of Keralites, etc. The
second phase is referred to the beautiful picturization of Kerala
temples from Gokar¸a to Kany¡kum¡ri. The last portion of
Keralapra¿asti gives a brief description of great personalities born
in Kerala. Sri áankara, Vilvamangala, Melputt£r, P£nt¡nam,
Vararuci, Udda¸da, Ceru¿¿ery, Tuncattezhuttacchan, Kuncan
Nambi¡r, Vallattol, R¡j¡ravi Varma etc. figures got berth in his book.
He had also written four devotional poems, namely Kad¡nuvim¿ati,
Sr¢r¡m¡À¶akam, Rangan¡th¡À¶akam, and R¡dh¡À¶akam5.

Uppo¶¶u Ka¸¸an (1825-1885)

Born in famous Uppo¶¶u tarav¡du of Kannur6 in 1825, he stud-
ied Sanskrit under P£v¡¶an Ambu. Served as Police Ameen, rev-
enue MunÀi, Head Police MunÀi, etc. in Kannur. After that in 1870,
he joined as Deputy Collector in the British Civil Service, who was
the second Deputy Collector in the British service. He qualified for
the entrance test in 1884, but has not allowed to study as he be-
longed to the t¢yya caste. After that, he gained expertise in Ayurveda
and Sanskrit. He was the first one who translated AÀ¶¡´gah¤daya to
Malayalam. The first part of this translation is named S¡rasamgraham
AÀ¶¡´gah¤dayam and the second part; Bh¡skar¢yam is printed in
Minerva Press, Kannur in four editions. Almost destroyed
Bh¡skar¢yam could be found in the Public library, Kannur. He had
also written notes on Yog¡m¤tam, a renowned Ëyurveda text.

M K Kunhir¡man Vaidyar

  M K Kunhir¡man Vaidyar, the founder of A¿oka Pharmacy
and the one who ran M¡dhavan Memorial Ëyurveda College at
Kannur, was another famous Sanskrit scholar. He translated
S£trast¡nam of Carakasamhitain the form of verses into Malayalam,
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known as Sam£labh¡À¡carakam, but it is still unknown to many of
us. Medicines used in North Malabar and their languages could be
revealed through this work. Apart from this, he wrote B¡lacikitsa,
Sant¡nacint¡ma¸i and ViÀavaidyamantr¡m¤tam.

Edakk¡d N¡r¡ya¸an Vaidyar (1928-2012)

Born to M¡d¡yi Kelu and P¡rvati in 1928 at Ka¸¸¡¶ipparamba.
He lost his basic education in class fourth; after that, he studied
Sanskrit under M K Kunhir¡man Vaidyar. He had written around
28 books in Ëyurveda, but unluckily unknown to many of us. He
interpreted the famous Ëyurvedic texts like Carakasamhit¡, Su¿ruta-
samhit¡, Ka¿yapasamhit¡, BhaiÀajyaratn¡vali, Kucum¡ratantram,
Agatatantram, Ësav¡riÀtayogavijµ¡na, Bh¡vaprak¡¿anigha¸¶u,
Kaum¡rabh¤tyatantra in Malayalam for Ëyurvedic students. Dur-
ing the initial days of the BAMS Course, over 10 years, Ayurvedic
students were taught based on interpretations of Vaidyar. He had
run a pharmacy at Edakkad and there he found time for writing.

Parayang¡d Kunhir¡man M¡ster (1916-1998)

Parayang¡d Kunhir¡man M¡ster7, the Poet, Sanskrit Scholar,
Orator born in 1885 at Pallikkunnu, Kannur. For the people of
Kannur, he was the synonym of Sanskrit. The way he approached
Sanskrit was rational and deprecatory. While teaching P¡¸in¢yam,
he used to highlight each mistake of Great P¡¸ini, but no one could
record it. According to him, Sanskrit, the language which was used
over the years for communication, later came to be in the state of
the dead of tough grammatical structure, and he has also proved
this movement. In the introduction to his work 'ku·ilenamask¡ram"
therein he has displayed many facts that constitute the gist of lin-
guistic science. All these contributions have been recorded by none,
so that it is unrecoverably lost forever. The remaining works be-
longing to Malayalam and Sanskrit could be invaluable scripts.

In 1935, he established "Sr¢ áankara Vidy¡p¢¶ham" a gurukulam.
Under the auspices of this Gurukulam, a magazine, "Dharmap¢¶ham"
was published with Parayang¡d as its Chief Editor. He used to write
simple texts aiming kids to learn basic Sanskrit lessons in this maga-
zine in name of "Samsk¤tade¿ikan". The advertisement of this
áankara Vidy¡p¢¶ham goes like this, "is interested in learning the
true history, culture, passion, etc. of India, no; the whole world it-
self? learn Sanskrit. If interested in learning Sanskrit, come to
áankara Vidy¡p¢¶ha". According to his son, he used to visit
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Sreekandapuram, Koodali, Azheekkode, Mangad, Tali, etc. places
to teach Sanskrit by walking, which was about 30 to 40 kilometers
far from his native place and he is rather a revolutionist and a revo-
lutionary poet. 'Karav¡½enduvin' is a poem published in 1946. Be-
cause of this poem that summoned the farmers to lift a life based on
the principle of social equality, he was jailed and the poem was got
banned8.

Ír¡cceri Gurukkal

Thalassery is noted for its movements on reformation and re-
naissance. For that purpose, the culture of Sanskrit gives proper
motivation. With the advent of British culture, there was a tendency
among the nationalists to redeem Indian culture and spiritualism
culminating in Sanskrit studies. Naturally, it results in the resuscita-
tion of the Sanskrit branches of Ëyurveda, JyotiÀa, V¡stu Vidya
and S¡hitya. Thus, there arise so many Gurukula-s. Rejuvenation
of Sanskrit took place during the 19th Century was materialized by
Ír¡cceri Gurukkals of Kaviyoor, near Chockly9. Kunhikkannan
Gurukkal, Kunhikkoran Gurukkal, Ch¡thappan Gurukkal,
Kunhicandan Gurukkal all together called Ír¡cceri Gurukkal and
their family belongs to the T¢yya community which was considered
a lower class then. Out of them, Kunhikkannan Gurukkal is the most
famous. He is said to have helped Herman Gundert in writing the
Malayalam dictionary. Gundert called him a "Grand old philoso-
pher". He passed away in 1841 at the age of 77 and it was mentio-
ned in Gundert's diary as well. "Kerala S¡hitya Caritram" of Dr.
Ulloor and "J¢vita Samaram" of C Ke¿avan are discussed about
Kunhikkannan Gurukkal. He had also taught forward class. Famous
Scholars such as M¡¶¡yi Mandan Gurukkal, Kakkuzhi Kunhib¡ppu
Gurukkal, Mel£tt Kunhikkannan Gurukkal are some of the disciples
of him.

Ír¡cceri Gurukkal, the scholar clan has contributed a lot to mak-
ing Thalassery the center of the Culture of Kolathunadu. They came
to be famous by making Sanskrit accessible to even lower-class
people. Sanskrit, philosophy, Ayurveda, Astronomy, Astrology,
tarka¿¡stra, etc, were a few areas they shined in. As Sanskrit educa-
tion became popular by Ír¡cceri Gurukkal, lots of Sanskrit schools
came to be originated. According to K P N¡raya¸a PiÀ¡ra¶i, there
were around 30 Sanskrit schools existed during 1880-85 in Malabar.

N¡r¡ya¸an Koyitta¶¶a
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He became a member of Koyitta¶¶a tharavadu, the famous
tharavadu for excellence in v¡stu¿¡stra on 16th September 1916.
Sri. Narayanan Koyitta¶¶a10, the great sculptural-cum-Sanskrit
scholar, practiced sculpting, learned Sanskrit and v¡stu¿¡stra from
his father Govindanac¡ri even in his childhood days itself.
Govindanac¡ri's brother and Sanskrit scholar Sri. Ke¿avan Master
translated the Sanskrit poem "sam¢rasande¿am" to Malayalam. With
enough bases obtained from ancestors in Sanskrit, Sri. Koyitta¶¶a
completed formal education from the Sanskrit school of M¡nan
Gurukkal of Kadirur. In 1944 he joined as a teacher at Brennen
school, Thalassery. He translated 'soundaranandammah¡k¡vya' of
A¿vaghoÀa, 's£rya¿atakam' of May£ra and 'soundaryalahari' of
áankar¡c¡rya to Malayalam. Malayalam version of 'manuÀy¡laya-
candrika' an architectural text in Sanskrit was prepared by him. Apart
from it, he wrote 'nav¢nabh£mij¡takam', sukhav¡sabhavanangal',
'k£pa¿¡stram' etc. are famous works in v¡stu¿¡stram. 'nalin¢div¡k-
aram', the Sanskrit work of his teacher M¡nan Gurukkal was pub-
lished in latter's commemoration. He established Tellichery Print-
ing Press and Allied Publishers at Thalassery. He passed away on
1st October 1990.

Mel£t Kunhikka¸¸an Gurukkal

Mel£t Kunhikka¸¸an Gurukkal, the disciple of Ír¡cceri
Gurukkal established a Sanskrit School at Thiruvangad, Thalassery.
His student Sri. M K Gurukkal, after his teacher's death, took over
the control of Gurukulam. He worked as a faculty in Malayalam
and Sanskrit in Brennen College from 1902 onwards. 'Kal¡vidy¡-
vivara¸am', 'j¡tidarpa¸am', 'vigrah¡r¡dhana', 'muktivivekam' are 4
works written by him. 64 Indian arts, get introduced in detail in his
'Kal¡vidy¡vivara¸am'.

P¡rambatt Rairu Nair

Rairu Nair11, the great scholar and unopposed maestro in vari-
ous Indian disciplines of knowledge, studied Sanskrit under Mel£t
Kunhikka¸¸an Gurukkal. He is the author of around 20 works writ-
ten in Astrology, Medicine, Literature, Science and Tantras¡stram.
He was a teacher at Brennen College, Thalassery from 1928 on-
wards, and he published the Sanskrit magazine "S¡hitya Candrika"
from Thiruvangad, in which he interpreted 'Vair¡gyapa´cakam' of
Ved¡nt¡c¡rya and 'Kalivi·ambanam' of N¢laka¸·ad¢kÀitar. He also
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interpreted 'Gop¡lavim¿ati', the Sanskrit work.

Indian culture, using Sanskrit, has been able to create a sense of
pride in the face of British culture. Even if a great scholar in San-
skrit, Sri. Rairu Nair, while working in Brennen College as a teacher,
could not handle official communication in English due to his in-
ability of the English language. So, he was insulted by the then
Principal and English teacher of Brennen College, Mr. P V D
Rozario. Rairu Nair learned English secretly, and the next year on-
wards pointed out the mistakes of Mr. Rozario's English language.
'Usage of shall and will' was written by him as per the request of
surprised Rozario. Priyadarsan Lal, Professor in Malayalam wrote
in Brennen Centenary Volume (the magazine published during the
centenary) that the great poet Sri. V Unnikrishnan has reportedly
seen this book.

Ku¶¶amatt Poets

The Ku¶¶amatt family was one of the most important centers of
Sanskrit studies in North Malabar during the nineteenth and the first
half of the twentieth centuries. This family is located near
Cheruvattur in Kasargod district. Ku¶¶amatt Poets were born and
brought up KunniyurTaravadu and the family members were phy-
sicians, Sanskrit scholars, astrologers, dramatists, and poets. These
scholars worked together and cherished together for around 150
years as a deemed university in promoting Sanskrit composition
and learning. The family produced a galaxy of scholars in the San-
skrit language and its multi-traditional subjects, including medicine,
during this period. They concentrated on studyingstrotra literature,
technical literature and practicing creative writing. Their devotional
literature, particularly on goddess M£k¡mbika represented a great
tradition of the heritage of Sanskrit literature of South India.

They conducted teaching in Sanskrit as in the gurukula system
and their teaching programme came down to the lower communi-
ties and castes in the region. This tradition even now continues among
the masters of p£rakkali and its compositions, in which Sanskrit
literature is also handled. Although they were great scholars, they
could not enter into the mainstream of Sanskrit literature in India
due to the only reason that they used the Malayalam script for writ-
ing instead of the Devanagari script. Their commentary of strotra-s
and creative compositions based on epics, pura¸¡-s, and dramas
had an impact on Sanskrit learning in Northern Kerala. They
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strengthen the oral tradition of P£rakkali songs and thereby create a
poetic and cultural social milieu of Indian traditions. The p£rakkali
songs remained as an informal educational system in a pre-modern
rural society of northern Kerala. Although there were around twelve
poets in the family only eight out of them were those who com-
posed works in Sanskrit. The eight poets are;12

1. Kunhunni Kurup (1813-1885), the author of 'dev¢m¡h¡tmya',
'vy¡sotpatti', 'kapotasande¿am', 'ratiprad¢pik¡', parvata¿ataka'
and sr¢cakraganita',

2. Ceriya Ramakkurup (1847-1906), the author of yamakak¡vya
'rugmi¸¢svayamvara' & 's¢t¡svayamvara', 'subadr¡hara¸a'
(mahakavya), 'gop¡lakeli', govinda¿ataka' and 'strotramanjari'
(strotrakavyas), 'sarvagaralapramojana' (medical treatise).

3. Kunhambu Kurup (1857-1911), the author of 'Indrasabh¡'
(chambu), and 'satyavati¿antanava' & "bh¢Àmaprabh¡va"
(drama).

4. Krishna Kurup (1868-1899), the author of 'kal¡vati' &
'govardhan¡r¡dhana' (poems).

5. Mahakavi Kuttamath (Kunhikrishna Kurup, 1880-1943), the au-
thor of strotrak¡vy¡s, 'm£k¡mbik¡Àoda¿¢', 'sr¢m£k¡m-
bik¡r¡mesvaram',"sr¢r¡mak¤À¸abhujangam', 'guruv¡yupu-
re¿anavakam', "anub£taman~cari', k¡min¢ka¶¡kÀa (khan·a-
k¡vya), mah¡tm¡, g¡ndhiji, r¡jar¡javarma (three felicitation
poems).

6. Vaidyaratnam Narayanakurup (1891-1969) 'Rajendrapras¡d-
acaritam' is a Sanskrit poem written by him. He translated
Mahakavi Kuttamatt's sr¢r¡mak¤À¸ag¢ta, 'B¡lagop¡lan' a
drama and P£nt¡nam's Jµanapp¡na into Sanskrit.

7. Karunakara Kurup (1895-1979) the author of 'R¡mak¤À¸ambha-
j¡myaham'

8. Vidvan K K Kurup (1914-1974) the author of 'sad¡rakÀatu' .

 Conclusion

Sanskrit education and its propagation have energized National-
ism and Renaissance, in the 19th and 20th Centuries. Rather it vital-
ized offensive mood against the alleged obligation towards
Westernisation. Sanskrit scholars popularised Sanskrit education and
thereby, Sanskrit language, which was the monopoly of the upper
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class, came to be accessible to even down traders. Sanskrit-learned
Indians obtained maturity and viability for acquiring modern west-
ern education introduced by the British. Likewise, Sanskrit educa-
tion empowered Indians to feel proud of being Indian in front of
British culture. Sanskrit learned lower class people could easily domi-
nate psychologically upon the feeling of bondage imposed on them
over centuries. It is quite unfortunate that all of these scholars are
still unfamiliar to the present generation. So it is important to dis-
cover these kinds of hidden legends and their works to make use of
them for the growth of Sanskrit.

(All the information on this topic was collected personally by
meeting the legends who are still alive and the relatives and friends
of the legends who were not with us)

Footnote

1. The contribution of Kerala to Sanskrit literature,p-52.

2. Interview with Sri. T k Krishnan Nambiar, Taliparamba.

3. Handwritten Manuscripts of these books and articles are shown by him.

4. Mricchakatikam Khan·akavya, Introduction, P-13.

5. Ibid P. 10

6. These informationwas collected from the famous Ayurveda Doctor Dr.
B Prabhakaran, Pappinissery Vishachikitsakendra, Kannur.

7. Keralasamskrithavijnanakosam, p-134.

8. Information collected from Sri. Raghu Raman, son of  Sri. Parayangad

Kunhiraman (Late) at his house at Pallikkunnu, Kannur.

9. ThalasseriyudeNavotthanacharitram,P-16.

10.Ibid,P-19.

11.Ibid,P-22.

12.Sanskrit Manuscripts of Kuttamattu Family of Kasargod, P-xiv to xx.
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Abstract

Ayurvedic Samhita's are written in Sanskrit Language. Ëc¡ry¡s
employed a variety of methods to assist lay people understand
Ayurvedic treatises. One of the most significant is the use of ny¡y¡
which is a helpful tool for better understanding, analysis, and appli-
cation of Ayurvedic principles in many areas.

A ny¡y¡ or maxim is defined as "an expression of general truth
or principle".2 There are of two types i.e. Laukikany¡y¡ and
á¡tsr¢yany¡y¡s. Laukikany¡y¡s are those utilized by the general
population in everyday life, whereas á¡tsr¢ya ny¡y¡s are those used
by the treatise's authors to explore their principles.

Introduction

Ayurveda, the age-old science, is based on the ancient Vedic
culture and has been passed from generation to generation through
an oral tradition from renowned masters to their students. A ny¡y¡
or maxim is defined as "an expression of general truth or principle".
In Sanskrit literature, there are numerous ny¡y¡. These are used to
explain the author's ideas quickly and simply through analogy.3

Ayurveda has also adopted some ny¡y¡ for the same purpose. Com-
mentators often repeat these in order to simplify difficult ¿loka and
explain the underlying meaning.

Although the term maxim is recognised in Sanskrit under the
term ny¡y¡, Maxim is not the same as ny¡y¡. And it is adopted
because numerous scholars have done so previously. Reason, logic,
justice, common sense, and other concepts are all included in the
term ny¡y¡.

Dr. Devi M. & Dr. C. Ushakumari

A REVIEW ON THE ROLE OF NYËYËS (MAXIMS) IN
UNDERSTANDING ËYURVEDA SAMHITHA'S
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The writers of Ayurvedic treatises did not mention ny¡y¡s, but
commentators, particularly Acharya Chakrapani, who wrote the
Ayurveda Deepika commentary for the Caraka Samhitha, used sev-
eral ny¡y¡'s to aid explain various concepts. This paper focuses on
a few of the most important ny¡y¡'s used in Ayurveda.

NIRUKTI / DEFINITION OF NYËYË

According to V¡caspatya, Ny¡y¡ is defined as1

pram¡¸¡nugrahastarkony¡ya:
ni¿citam¢ryate nir¸¢yate anena iti ny¡y¡:

TYPES OF NYËYË

There are two types of ny¡y¡ (Maxims): (1) Laukikany¡y¡ and
(2) á¡tsr¢ya ny¡y¡.3 Laukika  ny¡y¡s are those utilized by the gen-
eral population in everyday life, whereas á¡tsr¢ya ny¡y¡s are those
used by the treatise's authors to explore their principles.

HISTORY OF NYËYË

Maxims are utilised to describe a circumstance in particular.
Ny¡y¡s are frequently told as a common occurrence that can be
used as an aphorism to summarise an event, scenario, or circum-
stance.

These maxims have been used for a variety of purposes, includ-
ing explaining difficult subjects, providing instances, and clarifying
topics. They have been found in Pur¡¸¡s, upani¿ad, k¡vya,
n¡¶aka,dar¿ana, and other texts dating back to the Vedic period3.
Ayurvedic seers also mentioned different maxims at critical points.

Some of the ny¡y¡ explained in other literature includes:

 AÀoka Vanika Ny¡y¡: In R¡m¡ya¸a we find AÀoka
Vanikanyaya. Among various garden, R¡va¸a kept S¢ta in
AÀokavanika. He could have kept her in prison but he chose AÀoka
Vanika for no reason.Thus, whenever there is no specific reason for
the occurance of a particular thing,this ny¡y¡ is used.

 Simh¡valokana Ny¡y¡: This ny¡y¡ can be found in
Mah¡bh¡rata. After seizing its prey, a lion gives an all-around look.
Hence this ny¡y¡ is utilised whenever a subject is just skimmed
over rather than thoroughly examined.

 P¡´gu andha Ny¡y¡: Sankya darsana explains P¡´gu andha
Ny¡y¡ while discussing s¤À¶i utpatti. Like the blind and lame man,
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the prak¤ti and puruÀa labour together for their mutual advantage
by assisting one another. Helps each other get to their final destina-
tion.

 Sth¡l¢ Pul¡ka Ny¡y¡: Explained in Patanjala Mah¡bh¡Àya.
Sth¡l¢ refers to a pan or cooking potand Pul¡ka meansa lumb of
boiled rice or rice water. According to this ny¡y¡, by looking at one
of the grains of rice that has been boiled in a pot, you can tell if it is
thoroughly cooked or not.Just like that the qualities of others in a
group can be determined by evaluating the property of one in the
group.4

 Da¸·a ¡p£paka Ny¡y¡: Brihadaranyaka Upanishad explains
this Ny¡y¡. According to this ny¡y¡, if a rat can cut the da¸·a,
which is extremely hard, how can it not cut an ¡p£paka, which is
extremely soft?4

 K£pama¸·£ka ny¡y¡ Ny¡y¡: this ny¡y¡ is explained by
Prasanna Raghava Nataka. One should not have a concise mind.
Susrutha too has quoted that studying only one ¿¡stra is not enough.
We should also have the knowledge of allied sciences for the better
implementation of our sciences.3

NYËYËS USED IN AYURVEDA

In Ayurveda, there are many nyayas, but only a few are dis-
cussed in depth in this article. However, a couple more of them
could be added to the list.

Table 13

Sl. no Names of Ny¡y¡s
1. Al¡ta Cakradara¿ana Ny¡y¡

2. Bh£yas¡ Alpam Avaj¢yate Ny¡y¡

3. Dh¡tu PoÀa¸a Ny¡y¡

4. Gh¤ta Dagdha Ny¡y¡

5. Kadamba Mukula Ny¡y¡

6. K¡katal¢ya Nyaya
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7. Kapiµjal¡dhikara¸a Ny¡y¡

8. Ked¡ra Kulya Ny¡y¡

9. Khale Kapota Ny¡y¡

10. Kumbhak¡ra Pavan¡hata Pa´gakalepa Ny¡y¡

11. KÀ¢ra Dadhi Ny¡y¡

12. V¢c¢tara´ga Ny¡y¡

1. CHTRIÛO GACHNTI NYËYË2

This is the maxim of people going with umbrella in a crowd. A
crowd is moving, and the majority of them are holding umbrellas,
thus they all appear to be holding umbrellas. As a result, people
who do not have an umbrella are also considered to have one.
Acharya Chakrapani, Commentator of Charaka Samhita uses this
Ny¡y¡ in many instances. In Caraka Samhita S£trasth¡na,
tasy¡sa¿it¢yamadhy¡ya Chakrapani used this Ny¡y¡ while conclud-
ing the chapter. For all the Rtus, apathyas are mentioned except for
hemanta¤tu. Because the apathyas of hemanta ¤tu and ¿i¿ira ¤tu are
identical, they can be used interchangeably. As a result, this ny¡y¡
validates the reason for not mentioning hemanta ¤tu apathya.7

2. SÎ×GA GRËHIKË NYËYË

Various experts have offered different explanations for this
Ny¡y¡. It's the maxim  of catching an animal by the horns. Catch-
ing one horn first, then the other, is the only way to control a mad
bull. Also,  many bulls are sometimes led into a stall by holding
their horns and one by one. As a result, this ny¡y¡ pertains to the
specification or explaining of certain features one after the other.

In the commentary of Carakasamhitha S£trasth¡naÀa¶ Virecana
áat¡¿r¤tiyamadhy¡y¡, thisny¡ya is mentioned to understand the clas-
sification of drugs into da¿em¡ni (groups of ten) based on their spe-
cific actions. There have been 500 kaÀ¡ya and 50 mah¡kaÀ¡ya ex-
plained. Thedravy¡s are classified as da¿em¡ni based on their dis-
tinct actions/Karma. With the help of S¤´ga gr¡hik¡ ny¡y¡, this is
well comprehended. Thus, all 500 medications were  simply ex-
plained by categorising them into 50 groups based on specific at-
tributes.8
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3. GHUÛËKâARA NYËYË NYËYË

Ghuna refers to wood worm and akÀara refers to letters. While
devouring the wood, the ghuna creates symbols that are sometimes
mistaken for letters. As a result, this maxim is applied in situations
involving chance occurrences or unintentional incidents.

Chakrapani uses this Ny¡y¡ when commenting on yukta bheÀaja
lakÀa¸a in Carakasamhitha S£trasth¡na D¢rkhaj¢vit¢yamadhy¡ya.
Only a jµ¡nav¡n physician can perform the right yojana of the
bheÀaja . If someone who is not well versed in sastra achieves good
bheshaja results by yad¤cch¡ or accident, it is similar to inscriptions
made by ghuna.9

4. UTPALAáATAPATRABHEDA NYËYË

This ny¡y¡ is also known as Yugapat ¿atapatrabhedin¢ Ny¡y¡
or Satapatrabhedin¢. This adage alludes to the piercing of a hun-
dred Lotus leaves or petals with a needle, one above the other. We
have the impression that the needle is penetrating all of the leaves at
the same time due to the rapid succession, but this is not the case.
Chakrapani uses this maxim to establish the a¸utva of mind in
Charakasamhitha S£trasth¡na 8th chapter. The manas associates  with
the indriy¡s one by one only, but because of its subtlety, we get the
impression that they are associated simultaneosly, like  the case of
hundred lotus petals being pierced.10

5. DÌRKHA áAâKULI NYËYË

áaÀkuli is a rice flour-based round snack. When eating áaÀkuli,
one can see its shape, feel its texture, smell it, and taste it, as well as
hear the crisp sound it makes when biting it. We have the sensation
of seeing everything at the same moment. These sensory experi-
ences do not occur at the same time. Because the mind's a¸utva and
s£kÀmatva cause it to associate with the sense organs one by one in
very quick succession, we have the impression that all of our sen-
sual perceptions are occurring at the same moment.10

6. NA APÎâÙVË GURAVO VADANTI

This ny¡y¡ signifies that the Guru will not respond unless you
ask. It is built on the idea that knowledge should only be provided
to those who seek it. In all three Samhitas', this ny¡y¡ is used nu-
merous times. The shishya will raise doubts, to which the guru will
respond, and the chapter will flow like a discussion between the
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Guru and the áiÀya. Many examples may be found in the Samhitas',
particularly in the Carakasamhitha. In Carakasamhitha¿¡r¢rasth¡na-
kathidh¡purusaÀ¢yam, Agnive¿a asks Atreya queries regarding
puruÀa, and Atreya answers them.15 Charakasamhitha S£trasth¡na.
Mah¡catuÀp¡daadhy¡ya Ëc¡rya also answers Maithreya's inquir-
ies about cikits¡ and Acikitsa.11

7. áILËPUTRAKA NYËYË

'áila' means rock and 'putra' means progeny. All sculptures made
from the 'áila' are regarded as its progeny, and all sculptures made
from the ¿ila will contain the basic attributes or ¿ilatva. In Su¿rutha
Samhitha á¡r¢rasth¡na, Dalhana used this to describe the S¤À¶iutpatti.
The three gu¸¡s are present in all tatv¡s that emerged from the
trigugha¸¡tmaka prak¤ti, much as the ¿ilatva is present in sculp-
tures built from a ¿ila.4

8. SÍCI KAÚËHA NYËYË

S£ci means needle and ka·¡ha means Pan. When one guy ap-
proaches a blacksmith to make a ka·¡ha while another man arrives
to make a S£ci, the blacksmith prefers to make the S£ci first since it
takes less time. This maxim is used in ¿¡stras whenever there are
multiple tasks to complete; the one that takes the least amount of
time is chosen over the one that takes the most time.

While explaining the kinds of krim¢s in the Carakasamhitha
Vim¡nasth¡na 7th chapter, Chakrapani references this ny¡y¡, list-
ing the sequence as pur¢Àaja, ¿leÀmaja, ¿o¸itaja, and Malaja. How-
ever, malaja krimi is smallest in number compared to ¿o¸itaja krimi,
which is the least compared to ¿leÀmaja krimi, and pur¢Àaja is dis-
cussed last.16

9. GOBALÌVARDHA NYËYË

It is the maxim of cow and the bull. In its most basic usage, the
word cow refers to both male and female cows. Cow, on the other
hand, refers to a female cow, while bull refers to a male cow. As a
result, ordinary acceptance of a word is not the same as what it
strictly or deliberately denotes. This maxim is used to uncover a
context's hidden or relative meaning.In the Carakasamhitha
S£trasth¡na chapter 9 commentary, Acharya Chakrapani utilises this
ny¡y¡ to explain the word 'duÀ¶a.' According to the context, duÀ¶i
and m¡tra ¡dhikya of Mala affect the mal¡yan¡s. The word duÀ¶i
usually refers to both kÀaya and v¡ddhi. According to Gobal¢vardha
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ny¡y¡, the word duÀ¶i here refers to kÀ¢¸a because v¤ddhi  is men-
tioned by m¡tr¡dhikya. Even while only one meaning is addressed
other one is contextually understood here. This ny¡y¡ has a broader
application throughout the commentary.13

10. KËKADANTA PARÌKâA NYËYË

The words k¡ka, danta, and par¢kÀa denotes crow, teeth, and
examination, respectively. This is the maxim for examining a crow's
teeth. The crow does not have teeth. As a result, this maxim is used
to describe fruitless activities, such as checking a crow's teeth. This
ny¡y¡ is quoted by Acharya Chakrapani in Carakasamhitha
S£trasth¡na D¢rkhaj¢vit¢yamadhy¡ya adhyayam while explaining
the pratijµa. Chakrapani uses this ny¡y¡ to demonstrate the futility
of a ¿¡sthra if abhida andprayojana are not mentioned.12,14 This
can also be applied to research, where a research project that does
not assist society is worthless, similar to examining a crow's teeth.

UTILITY OF NYËYËS IN ËYURVEDA

Ny¡y¡s have a wide range of utility in Ayurveda. It aids in un-
derstanding the context's meaning as well as revealing hidden mean-
ings and also assist in conveying the significance of a prakara?a. It
also helps to convey the ideas of the author with an analogy2. In
Ayurveda, ny¡y¡s aids in determining various diseases, finding the
differential diagnosis and treating diseases. They also help to plan
the treatment and administer various drugs in treatment.

CONCLUSION

When the Ny¡y¡ is understood, it can be applied wherever it is
needed as long as the core concept in both instances is the same.
Even if the context is unclear, Ny¡y¡s can provide definitive knowl-
edge. In Ayurveda, analogy plays an important part in comprehend-
ing a less well-known thing by comparing it to a well-known object.
It is impossible to learn Ayurveda solely through a narrow tech-
nique while ignoring the philosophy. For the typical scholar, philo-
sophical concepts are quite difficult to comprehend. Hence ny¡y¡s
helps to simplify them too.
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Ayurveda evolved as a system of healing and has deep roots in
Indian philosophy. It is an ancient medical system that mostly relies
on natural and holistic healing. The system emphasizes on preven-
tion and cure of diseases. The medicaments include diet and lifestyle
and exercises suitable for the treatment. The medicines mainly con-
sist of plant derivatives, animal origin, or mineral origin. Even though
Ayurveda proposes rigid basic principles of its own (Swa
Siddhantas), it has always incorporated contemporary developments
in the path of health and healing. Rasa¿¡stra (Knowledge of miner-
als and metals), á¡stra karma (Surgical procedures), Marma Vidya
(Knowledge of Vital points), and N¡d¢ Par¢kÀa (Pulse diagnosis)
are a few to name. BhaiÀajya Kalpana, the Ayurvedic wisdom on
medicamentsand their utility, has put forward a concept of
Panchavidha kaÀ¡ya kalpana (the five basic formulations) and their
derivativesfor manufacturing of medicines. The branch which has
contributed heavily to the therapeutic and treatment aspect of
Ayurveda is the Rasa¿¡stra. It comprises mainly of treatment using
formulations containing metals and minerals especially Mercury
(Rasa or Par¡da). The branch Rasa¿¡stra flourished in the tenth cen-
tury A.D and gradually became one of the most advanced branches
of Ayurveda. The mercurial preparations are an inevitable part of
Rasa¿¡stra and are still a potent tool in Ayurvedic treatment if used
appropriately. The Rasa medicines often referred to as Rasa ras¡yanas
can be broadly classified into four, viz., Khalwiya, Parpati, Pottali,
and Kupipakwa ras¡yanas. These are classified based on the mode
of preparation or the type of final product. Rasasind£ra is a widely
used broad-spectrum Rasa preparation, a potent Kupipakwaras¡yana.
The therapeutic application varies from Jwara (fever) to Vata vyadhi

Dr. Arjun M. & Dr. Archana Prashant Gharote

RASASINDÍRA - A SNEAK PREVIEW OF THE POTENT
AYURVEDIC FORMULATION
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(rheumatic disorders) and a simple Aj¢r¸a (indigestion) to mostdeadly
Arbuda (cancer) according to suitable anupana (adjuvant). It com-
prises Par¡da or mercury (Hg) and Gandhaka or sulphur (S). The
formulation is Alpha Mercuric Sulphide.

Preparation of Rasasind£ra

The preparation of Rasasind£ra is divided into three stages,
namely, preoperative (P£rvakarma), operative (Pradh¡nakarma),
and postoperative (Pa¿c¡tkarma) stages. The traditional method of
preparation of Rasasind£ra is done in a kachakupi (glass bottle)
using a Valuka yantra.1 But this method has been modified by us-
ing porcelain vessels instead of kupi and Electrical Muffle Furnace
(EMF) instead of Valuka yantra.

Purvakarma

Extracted mercury and purified sulphur are taken in an appropri-
ate ratio and triturated in an iron mortar till the whole mixture is
converted into a fine black, lustreless powder known as Kajja½i. Then
this mixture is levigated (the process called bh¡vana) three times
with Vatajata swarasa (juice of Ficus benghalensis). Kajja½i is filled
up to one-third of the kupi. The kupi is wrapped with mud-smeared
cloth seven times and is placed in a Valuka yantra on a traditional
furnace in such a way that the neck of the kupi remained just out-
side the sand, in such a way that the kupi could receive an equal
distribution of heat.2

Pradhana karma

Preparation of Rasasind£ra by the traditional furnace is done by
igniting charcoal in a controlled intermittent manner and gradually
increasing the temperature. Initially, three hours of mild (120-250°C)
and moderate temperature (250-450°C), and lastly, an intense fire
at a temperature of 450-600°C are used. A red-hot iron rod (áal¡ka)
is repeatedly inserted in the neck of the bottle to burn any accumu-
lated sulphur there. A copper coin is kept above the mouth of the
kupi to assess the accumulation of free mercury. The free mercury
coming outside causes patch-like changes in the copper coin, which
is a confirmatory test. After observing the confirmatory tests, the
mouth of the kupi is corked and the temperature is increased to
around 50°C to facilitate sublimation of the final product inside the
neck of the kupi. This temperature is maintained for a minimum of
two hours. Then the fire is put off and allowed to self-cool.
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Pa¿c¡tkarma

On the next day, after self-cooling for about 20 hours, the bottle
is carefully scraped, broken, and the product deposited at the neck
is collected and weighed. The product is transferred to a khalwa
yantra (mortar and pestle) and ground well.

Concept of Jarana & Murchana

The term jarana means to digest. In this context, the mercury is
made to digest the other purified metals and minerals in different
ratios, to boost its therapeutic efficacy. Even the purified mercury
alone does not have deserving therapeutic utility. The jarana of
Gandhaka in different ratios ranging from 1:1 (ekagu¸a balijarana)
to 1:6 (shadgu¸a balijarana).3 The therapeutic property of
Rasasind£ra varies with the proportion of Gandhaka added to that
of Par¡da and also the duration of Gandhaka Jarana according to
the classical text Rasatara´gi¸i. It is claimed in the text that the more
the quantity of Gandhaka added, the more the potency. See Table
1.4

Table 1.

‘’

Ratio of Parada      Therapeutic property
and Gandhaka

1:1 Samanya gada nashana (cures
only the common ailments)

1:2 Maharoga vidhunana (cures
maharoga)

1:3 Pumsatwa prakashana: (induces
virility)

1:4 Mahotsaha medha smriti
vivardhana (improves
utsaha, medha and smriti)

1:5 Sheshagada santapa nashana:
(cures chronic ailments)

1:6 Vividha adbhuta karya krit (gives
extraordinary powers)
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Here Rasasind£ra can be prepared by taking Parada and
Gandhaka in any of the ratios depending on the formulation.

Murchana is an act of imbibing definite therapeutic properties
(vy¡dhina¿aka ¿akti) in purified mercury used in any of the com-
pound formulations (with or without Sulphur - Sagandha or
Nirgandha) through various pharmaceutical procedures. This can
be done with or without the help of fire or heat (Sagni or Niragni).
Rasasind£ra is a classic example of Sagandha Sagni murchana.

Therapeutic Dose5

Table 2

Medical Use

There are several Rasasind£ra types mentioned in Ayurvedic clas-
sical texts. In the textbook Rasatara´gi¸i, there are 37 different dis-
ease conditions and their suitable anupanas mentioned for
Rasasind£ra.

Crystalline structure and Published Research

A study conducted in Bhabha Atomic Research and Raja
Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology found out that
Rasasind£ra is 10000 times less toxic than Methyl Mercury. The
research also revealed that free mercury is absent in it. X-ray Ab-
sorption Fine structure (XAFS) proved that 100% HgS formation in
Rasasindura with nanocrystals of 20nm size.6 Acute toxicity results
showed that the drug did not produce any signs and symptoms of
toxicity or mortality up to an oral dose of 2000 mg/kg in rats.7 Em-
pirical pieces of evidencefrom clinical trials substantiate the effect
of Rasasind£ra in the treatment of cancer. The previous studies prove
the presence of nano-sized particles in the Rasasind£ra sample.
Rasasind£ra is determined to be composed of single-phase α−HgS

Age Dose

1 year 1/16 ratti = 7.8 mg

2 years 1/7 ratti = 17.8 mg

6 years 1/3 ratti = 41.6 mg

12 years 1/2 ratti = 62.5 mg

Above 12 years 1 ratti = 125 mg
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nanoparticles (size ~24 nm), free of Hg (0) or organic molecules; its
structure is determined to be robust (<3% defects).8

The XRD (X-Ray Diffraction) profile of Rasasind£ra matched
exactly with α−HgS. Therefore, it can be inferred that Rasasind£ra
has a single crystalline α−HgS phase. The EDAX study at a differ-
ent position (small and large particles) showed an approximately
similar Hg to S ratio (Hg:S = ~84:16 wt %), which was close to the
stoichiometric concentration of HgS (Hg:S = 86.22:13.78 wt.%).
HRXPS profile of Rasasind£ra at the Hg 4f region showed only one
4f7/2 peak (after de-convolution). The 4f7/2 XPS peak was ob-
tained at 100.8 eV, which closely matched with α−HgS.9

A study revealed that the dietary Ëmalaki Ras¡yana or Rasasindura
prevented accumulation of inclusion bodies and heat shock pro-
teins, suppressed apoptosis, elevated the levels of heterogeneous
nuclear ribonucleoproteins and CAMP response element-binding
protein and at the same time improved the ubiquitin-proteasomal
system for better protein clearance in affected cells.10

A study conducted on two formulations - Ëmalaki Ras¡yana
and Rasasind£ra in Drosophila melanogaster revealed that two
Ayurvedic formulations reveal formulation-specific effects on sev-
eral parameters of the fly's life, which seem to generally agree with
their recommended human usages in Ayurvedic practices. feeding
to Drosophila melanogaster did not show any heavy metal toxic-
ity.11

Conclusion

Rasasind£ra is a potent kupipakwa ras¡yana that was contrib-
uted by ancient scientific wisdom. It is a compound formulation
which involves Par¡da and Gandhaka in different ratios. The prepa-
ration of Rasasind£ra is a unique process, that is often referred to as
bali jarana and murchana and is rendered fit for application in many
acute and chronic ailments using different anupanas. The incorpo-
ration of modern technologies has made the process of manufactur-
ing easier. The toxicological studies prove that the administration
of Rasasind£ra in optimum dose is very safe for therapeutic appli-
cation. The advancement in research detected the presence of nano-
sized particles has opened new arenas in the field of treatment.
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ABSTRACT

K¡la is 'Bhagav¡n' having neither a beginning nor anend.
Ëyurveda has given great importance to the k¡la for the svastha as
well as the atura. K¡la is a primary factor in Ëyurveda on which
doÀa, agni, bala, ah¡ra, vy¡dhi, auÀadha and cikitsaare related. Time
is the cause of genesis, existence and destruction of all effects (k¡rya)
because nothing generated, exists destroyed without time.In this era,
time is a very important factor in almost all sciences as exact preci-
sion of time is required everywhere.

INTRODUCTION

K¡la (Time) has a vital role from birth to death of a man. Ëyurveda
considers that the living person is the product of time. Ëc¡rya
Su¿rutahas used an analogy to explain birth of man where he com-
pares it to the sprouting of a plant whichrequires proper time, field,
water and seed. Similarly time, womb, nutrition and gametes are
required for the production of a human being. In Ëyurveda, k¡la is
considered as one among the navak¡ranadravya. Whole universe is
in the influence of k¡la (Time). Ëyurveda has given great impor-
tance to the k¡la (time) for the svastha (healthy) as well as the ¡tura
(disease).  The basic aspects likedinacarya (daily regimen), ¤tucarya
(seasonal regimen), doÀak¡la (time of each doÀa), avasthap¡ka
(stages of digestion) k¡la, dh¡tupoÀa¸a (process of nourishment)
k¡la, the process of ageing, developing saÆpr¡pti (pathogenesis)
in a disease to itscikits¡ (treatment), all these factors depends on
time. The importance of k¡la in Ëyurveda in the context of classifi-
cation of vy¡dhi, nid¡na for roga, kriyak¡la, s¡dhya-as¡dhyat¡ of

Dr. Gopikrishnan. P. T. & Dr. Haroon Irshad

A COMPREHENSIVE INSIGHT INTO THE AYURVEDIC
PERSPECTIVE OF KALA (TIME)
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the vy¡dhi, ariÀ¶a and in cikits¡. Thus k¡la plays an important role
in sv¡sthyarakÀa¸a and vik¡rapra¿amana.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Literature search were carried out in Brihatrayees, Databases like
PubMed, DHARA and Google Scholar.

VYUTPATTI OF KALA

 kal¡¿abdasyakak¡r¡k¡raul¢dh¡to¿calak¡ram¡d¡yak¡la¿abdaniÀpattiÅ|
   kak¡ra & ak¡ra of kal¡¿abda + l¢dh¡tu
   ka + a + la = kala

 k¡lahas been derived from the saÆsk¤taroot 'Kala' which means -
  kala sa´khy¡ne¿abde ca | (¿a.ka.dru)

 sa´khy¡ne= To calculate, To enumerate

 The meaning of count has to be accepted with a view that the
period that has elapsed from the beginning of the evolution to this
date can be divided into different fractions.

NIRUKTI OF KËLA

 kalayatiity¡yuÅitik¡la: | ¿abd¡rtha:

k¡la pervades each and every aspect of ayu

 k¡layatim¤tyusam¢paÆnayat¢tiv¡k¡laÅ [Su.Su. 6/3 Dalhana]

k¡la brings existences to the ultimate end

 sa´kalayatisukhadu: kh¡bhy¡Æbh£t¡niyojayatiitiv¡k¡laÅ|
[Su.Su.6/2 Dalhana commentary]1

k¡la associates human beings with sukha and du?kha

DIVISIONS OF KËLA

k¡lo hi nityaga¿c¡vasthika¿ca; tatr¡vasthikovik¡ramapekÀate,
nityagastu¤tus¡tmy¡pekÀaÅ (Ca.Vi.1/6)2

Mainly divided into

1. Nityaga-It's the eternally moving (time). Eternally moving time
refers to day-night etc. Eternally moving pertains to seasonal
suitability. Its again divided in to  ayan¡sieuttar¡yana and
dakÀi¸¡yana.

2. Avasthika- It explains doÀaavastha and vyadhiavastha. It refers
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to status of disease (acute, chronic etc) and also age such as
childhood etc.

LAKâAÛËS OF KËLA

 at¢t¡divyavah¡rahetuÅk¡laÅ|sacaikovibhunitya¿ca|[tarkasa?graha]3

k¡la is a factor which helps in describing any entity in terms of
Past, Present & Future.

 jany¡n¡Æjanaka:  k¡lojagat¡m¡¿rayomataÅ| par¡paratvadh¢-
hetuÅkÀa¸¡diÅsy¡dup¡dhitaÅ| [Mukt¡vali]

k¡la has been considered as the base of the universe. It has been
accepted as the causative factor in the paratva & aparatvabuddhi
and is having kshanadi components, which are the based on the
upadhi.

 apar¡sminnaparaÆyugapat ciraÆkÀipramitik¡lali´g¡ni? [K.U.]

These lakshanas of k¡la are mentioned in kan¡da-s£tra.

yugapat = simultaneous, cira = late, ¿ripra = quick or instantaneous.

KËLA IN DARáANA

Ny¡y¡ and Vai¿eÀika have accepted k¡la as Dravya and it is
stated as vibhu. Regarding pilup¡ka and pi¶harav¡da, Vai¿eÀika and
Ny¡yika have mentioned the k¡la as a measurement of duration
required for any change. The ksanak¡la has been mentioned re-
lated to pilup¡ka. S¡Ækhyadar¿ana accepts that, k¡la is within Na-
ture and the converse is not true, it does not extend outside the natu-
ral occurrence. Each entity and process has its own de¿a (Space) &
k¡la (Time) relativity. [Sa.Ka.-61]. Sos¡Ækhyadar¿ana has not ac-
cepted k¡la as a separate tatva.

In vy¡saobh¡Àyan Yoga s£tra, k¡la is stated as buddhi nirmita,
which Ëc¡rya Vy¡sa has considered kÀa¸a as representing the ulti-
mate unit of change. Based upon relativity. M¢m¡Æs¡di have also
accepted the existence of k¡la for transformation.

C¡rv¡ka Dar¿ana have not directly referred to the k¡la, and indi-
rect references may be traced out. C¡rv¡ka believes only in the per-
ception (PratyakÀa) and since the pratyakÀa provides the knowl-
edge of the Present hence Past & Future have not been considered.

Jain Dar¿ana believes that all the pad¡rth¡s of the world are trans-
formable and k¡la is the causative factor for this. According to
Jainism the consideration of k¡la is based on inference. It is consid-
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ered totally different from Ëstikya Dravy¡s.

In Bauddha Dar¿ana, applied aspect of k¡la has been discussed
but to a lesser extent. Being a Nastikya Dar¿ana, "Sautantrika' have
accepted only present K¡la, but 'Vaibh¡Àika have accepted all the
three types of k¡la i.e. past, present and future. Buddha Dar¿ana
believes in kÀa¸ika-v¡da / kÀa¸abha´gurav¡da which states Ksana
i.e. fraction of k¡la is applicable for state of life. The same is ac-
cepted and described in CarakasaÆhita. kÀa¸ais divided into three:
-(1) utpatti, (2) sthiti & (3) laya. [B.D.-P/224, 225]

KËLA IS ONE OF THE KËRAÛA-DRAVYAS

kh¡d¢ny¡tm¡manaÅk¡lodi¿a¿cadravyasa´grahaÅ | (Cha.Su.1/49)
   paµcamah¡bh£tas (the five fundamental elements (¡k¡¿a,v¡yu,
tejas, aap and prithvi), atm a(soul), manas (mind), kala (time) and
dik (orientation in space) are collectively called dravya (elements).

Dravya is itself a member of Shad-Padarthas. Three characteris-
tics of Àa·pad¡rth are:

 Àa¸¸¡mapipad¡rth¡n¡Æasthitvaabhidheyatvajµeyatv¡ni?
(Pra¿asthap¡da)

They are

Asthitva- The existence of k¡la is as old as the life.

Jµeyatva- It could be known by presence of the light and dark-
ness, in the form of day and night as well as with the help of watch,
calendar etc.

Abhidheyatva- It has many names, as described earlier, out of
them k¡la and samaya is frequently used.

RELATIONSHIP OF KËLA WITH KËRANA DRAVYAS

paµcamah¡bh£tas participate in the process of k¡ranadravya,
k¡la affects their quantity and quality. Relation of k¡la with
paµcamah¡bh£tas participate can be summarised in the table 2

k¡la mah¡bh£ta ras¡bhivardhana
¿i¿ira ¡k¡¿a+v¡yu tikta
vasanta v¡yu+p¤thvi kaÀ¡ya
gr¢Àma v¡yu+agni ka¶u
varÀa p¤thvi+agni amla
¿arat jala+agni lavana
hemanta p¤thvi+jala madhura
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K¡la, Manas and Atma

 sv¡rthendriy¡rthasa´kalpavyabhicara¸¡cc¡nekamekasminpuruÀesattvaÆ,
rajastamaÅsattvagu¸ayog¡cca; nac¡nekatvaÆ, nahyekaÆhye-
kak¡lamanekeÀupravartate; tasm¡nnaikak¡l¡sarvendriyaprav¤ttiÅ|
(Cha.Sha.4/8)

Manas having a¸utva and ekatvagunas have a relationship with
K¡laie  while watching a film, we will be able to perceive both sound
and picture which is due to the subtleness of manas. So the process
of arthagraha¸a of different indriy¡s seems to take place at the same
time and the process gets initiated due to manas. But the conjuga-
tion of manas and indriy¡s takes place at different times with known
perceivable time interval. So we can conclude that the
sarvendriyaprav¤tti is not occurring simultaneously. Simultaneous
formation of holes in utpala¿atapatra with one prick shows the
a¸utva/fastness of manas. Its explained as utapala¿atapatrany¡ya.

In Bhagavat Gita, 2nd chapter s¡Ækhya yoga explains the nityatva
of ¡tmaie 'nainaÆchindantti¿¡str¡¸inainaÆdahatip¡vaka:'. Atma is
¿¡¿vata and nitya. Nityagatva  also elucidate the relation between
k¡la and atma.

Kala & Dik

Among the ten di¿¡s, mainly di¿¡s viz. urdhva, adhaha and tiryak
are described in concerned with sarira. Regarding Vy¡na Karma
i.e. rasa vikÀepa¸a, Ëc¡rya Caraka has mentioned yugapatk¡la. That
means rasa vikÀepa¸a takes place simultaneously in the whole body
i.e. in £rdhva, adhaÅ and tiryak direction. The same concept has
explained by Acharya SuÀruta in the chapter 'so¸itavar¸an¢yam'.

K¡la & Prak¤ti

k¡l¡daya¿ca¿ukra¿o i̧tamevakurvantaÅprak¤tijanak¡bhavant¢titantr¡ntare¿u-
kra¿o¸itagatadoÀe¸aivaprak¤tyutp¡dodar¿itaÅ| (Cha. Vi. 8/95 -
Cakrapani)

k¡la also plays an vital role in the determination of dehaprak¤ti.
At the time ¿ukra and ¿o¸ita union, the dominant doÀa forms
dehaprak¤ti.

K¡la & Agni

Since the bala is depending on the agni the seasonal regimen
especially the food styles are described in order to keep the
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j¡¶har¡gni in proper level. For example in hemanta¤tu due to
¿¢tasaÆrodha, agni will be predominant so the food substances with
guru guna like godh£ma, navamanna and vasa etc are adviced.

The increase of agni is due to the blockage of ¿ar¢roÀma by the
cold air like the pa´ga (mud) around the potter's clin prevents the
heat coming from coming out. Its known to be kumbhak¡rapavana-
pa´galepany¡ya.

But in the case of varÀak¡la, digestive power is weakened due to
the previous ¡d¡nak¡la. So in this ¤tu the food substances should
be able to do the £Àmatejana that is with laghugu¸ayuktadravya for
example mastu with panchakolac£r¸a, vykta amla lavanasneha will
increase the action of digestive power.

K¡la & Ëh¡ra

Ach¡ryaka¿yapa mentioned ¡h¡ra as mah¡bhaiÀajya that means
with proper administer of food itself we will be able to keep our
health as well as prevent diseases. K¡la is also said as one among
the 6 ¡h¡rapari¸¡makarabh¡vas.The selection of the food should
be according to k¡la. So its included under aharapari¸¡makara
bhava. The relationship between k¡la and doÀa, the food should be
predominant in qualities opposite to the quality of the season to
prevent the doÀa vitiation.

General Code for Ëh¡ra taken in Nityaga K¡la

Seasons in which the days are very long (gr¢Àma and pr¡v¤¶ -
summer and early rainy seasons respectively), food suitable to the
season should be partaken in the afternoon. Seasons in which both
day and night are equal (¿arad and vasanta- autumn and spring sea-
sons respectively) food should be partaken at the middle, dividing
the day and night equally.

Ëh¡ra K¡la (Timely food) & Health

Kalabukt¡nna will be digested in the koÀ¶ha with the j¡¶har¡gni
which can be compared to processing of rice in a vessel. In that the
first stage, there will be formation of kapha and second stage forma-
tion of pitta and timely the food will be dried and digested by the
agni will leads to the formation of v¡ta. The proper digestion will
cause the formation of each dhatus. The finally formed sukradh¡tu
will determine quality of the digestion. The whole essence or the
potency or teja up to the sukradh¡tu is known as ojas which is the
entity responsible for the dehasthitinibandhanamiebala.
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In Su¿rutasaÆhita, its explained in the context of viÀam¡¿ana
the inappropriate administration of food in different k¡la will lead
to ghor¡nvy¡dhi or marana. So its mentioned as Kale
bhojanamarogyavardhan¡n¡mie in the k¡l¡¿ana will lead to the
proper digestion ins¡yam and pr¡taÅ and it nourishes bala, var¸a,
puÀ¶hi and tuÀ¶hi etc and eventually causes the ¡yurviv¤ddhiie kale
buktamsamamsamyakpacatya¡yurviv¤ddhaye.

K¡la & Bala

Bala is the factor prevents the diseases in terms of immunity. In
this present scenario of Covid, researches are carried out in the field
immunomodulatory compounds. Ëyurveda gave a practical as well
as effective method to increase the bala. K¡laja Bala can be attained
by following dinacarya and ¤tucarya. We can also denote the im-
portance of K¡la in Balavruddhikara Bh¡va (Balavatdeshe kale cha).

K¡la in JanapadoddhvaÆsa (Treating on the epidemics)

K¡la plays an inevitable role in the causation of diseases espe-
cially injanapadoddhvaÆsaroga. A¿ubhotpatti won't occur without
adh¡rma. Because of the disappearance of the dharmika, acts which
should be performed by the political officers and subordinates etc,
the whole community of the city deviate from their duties and propa-
gate adh¡rmika activities. Because of the disappearance of righ-
teous acts, even the Gods desert the people living in such placesand
there will be ak¡lajavarÀa,v¡ta vitiation etc and the declination of
gunas of prthvy¡dhimah¡bh£ta etc. Adharma practiced by a com-
munity will cause the improper formation iemithy¡yoga of k¡la
which will be the main cause for the formation of infectious dis-
eases as well as environmental pollution. This beingkaliyuga usu-
ally due to the andhardh¡na of dharma there will be declination of
¡yupram¡na of living beings as well as the gunas of
prithvy¡dimah¡bh£tas.

K¡la & Vy¡dhi

The Three main causes for disease in Ëyurveda.4

Misuse of intellect (prajµ¡par¡dha) prajµ¡ means "wisdom"
or "intelligence", and apar¡dhameans "offence." So the literal mean-
ing of prajµ¡par¡dha is "an offence against wisdom."

Misuse of senses (as¡tmendriy¡rthasaÆyoga) ...

Seasonal variations (pari¸¡maor k¡la)
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K¡la is one among the trividhaprakopakahetu. Some of the dis-
eases in which the knowledge of k¡la determines the diagnosis.The
manifestation, chronicity and complication depends on the nid¡na,
doÀa, d£Àyavi¿eÀa so the absence and presence of all rogas are due
to the vik¡ravigh¡ta bhava abh¡vaprativi¿eÀa. In v¡tikajvara,
viÀam¡rambhavisargitvam are the features related to the onset of
jvara. Similarly in paittikajvara and kaphajajvara, the features like
yugapat agama are related to k¡la. These denote the k¡lasaÆpr¡pti
of jvara which is explained as

 naktaÆdinartubhukt¡Æ¿airvy¡dhik¡loyath¡malam|" (AH Ni 1/
11)

In the context of kuÀ¶ha also its mentioned that the taruna- acute
one is easily curable and if it's not treated properly or not treated it
will transform into kil¡sa due to the parin¡ma.

K¡la and AuÀadha Relation

 bahukalpaÆbahugu¸aÆsampannaÆyogyamauÀadham||
(AH.Su.1/28)5

These are the four factors which determines the effectiveness
ofauÀadha. So the timely collection of drugs processing of drugs,
preserving, manufacturing and usage gives correct better results.
Various parts of a plant are told to be collected in different seasons.
For eg: kÀ¢ra in ¿arat¤tu and pushpa in yath¡¤tu etc. There is a slight
difference in this opinion among ¡chary¡s that will be based on the
de¿a but ¡chary¡s described the time based on the rasa sampat.

K¡la and Potency of Drugs

The shelf life of a prepared medicine will determine the effec-
tiveness of the treatment so the medicine which are expired beyond
a time won't give better results which is explained by Acharya
¿¡r´gadhara. For example, cur?a will lose its potency after 2 months
of preparation. Likewise gh¤ta, taila and ¡sava have the maximum
shelf life of 16 months. We should note that the ¡sava, ariÀ¶ha and
rasauÀadhi will be more potent when they kept for a longer dura-
tion.

K¡la & Cikitsa

Nityagak¡la, the eternal one is divided into two based on the
solstitial  movement of sun. The first one is uttar¡yana or adana is
the ayana in which the movement of sun towards the north direction
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hence its called as uttar¡yana and it also extracts the bala (strength)
of n¤¸a (person) and so its called as ad¡nak¡la. It includes sisira,
vasanta and gr¢Àma¤tu. dakÀi¸¡yana, as the name suggests the move-
ment of the sun is towards dakÀi¸a direction and it will cause the
visarjana of b¡la hence its called visarga k¡la which includes VarÀa,
¿arat and hemanta.

With complete division of a saÆvatasara of k¡la is for the as-
sessment of caya (stage of accumulation of doÀ¡s), prakopa (stage
of aggravation of doÀ¡s) and prasama (stage of spreading of doÀ¡s)
as well as to administer the respective saÆ¿odhana (purification
therapy). The v¡tadoÀa will cause the caya in gr¢Àma¤tu.. So the
role of physicians is to prevent the transformation of vata to the next
stage that's is prakopa by administering the suitable treatment like
basti based on the level of vitiation of doÀa, in abhrak¡la (varÀa)

The pitta doÀa which is causing the caya in varÀa should be detoxi-
fied in the ¿arat¤tu. In hemanta, sisira¤tu the caya of kapha occurs
and saÆ¿odhana (elimination therapy) for thiskapha should be done
in the Vasanta¤tu. This ¤tu¿odhana is to prevent the diseases due to
doÀavaiÀamya occurring based on k¡la and to prevent Uttara gati of
doÀa that is to be stages or avasthas like Prakopa Prasara,
sth¡nasaÆ¿raya etc (saµcaye'pah¤t¡doÀ¡labhantenott¡ragat¢Å)

Cikitsa of vyadhi according to avastha

Treatment varies depending upon the acute or chronicity of the
disease.

For eg: In tarunajvara (fever within 7 days)-"la´ghanaÆsveda-
naÆk¡loyav¡gvastiktako rasa||

p¡can¡nyavipakv¡n¡ÆdoÀ¡¸¡Ætaru¸ejvare" | (Ca.Chi.3/143)

In j¢r¸ajvara-¿amanakaÀ¡ya, gh¤tap¡na, kÀ¢raprayoga, virecana,
nir£havasti, anuv¡sanbasti, ¿irovirecana and using of external
prayogas according to avasth¡s.

Considering the case of jvara, k¡la is considered as one of the
factors to be considered in the treatment. So based on the avasthak¡la
also can be taken. In purana jvara, and those who are having
kÀ¢¸akapha pitta and d¤·h¡gni we can induce the anuv¡sana for
the constipation.

In the case of nirupadravaraktapitta the saÆ¿odhana should be
done sukha Kale (iehemanta¤tu and sisira¤tu). The k¡laprakarsha
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makes the raktagulma to be treated after 10 months of p¡ka. The
¿odhana karma are to be administered according to ¤tu likewise we
can see the selection of k¡la in all of theaÀ¶¡´g¡s. Concept of p¡ka
of vra¸a also ie the apakva, pacyam¡na, pakva stages of a vrana is
due to the action of k¡la and those who unaware of these state is
called kuvaidya. Treatments like tarpa?a and pratis¡ra¸¢yakÀ¡ra etc
are to be retained for a specific time. In vamana, physician is asked
to watch the patient for 1 muh£rta (48 min) after giving the emetic
medicine. The kriyak¡la means the time of the administration for
the proper treatment a physician should be able to recognize the
symptoms of each kriyak¡la.

k¡lecarabhate karma yattats¡dhayatidhruvam|| (Cha.Su.10/
7)

Vaidya is known as Kalavith. So the physician should be able to
prescribe the treatment in appropriate time.

atulyad£Àyade¿artuprak¤tiÅp¡dasampadi| (AH.Su.1/31)

Indicates k¡la as a prognostic factor which can be be applied in
many diseases.

AuÀadhasevanak¡la (Time of administration of medicines)6

A well-versed physician will be able to cure the disease with less
medicine by the application of bheÀajak¡la in the practice. In the
mainly vitiated v¡ta is considered for example in the ap¡na vitiate
diseases like arshasbheÀajak¡la is ann¡dau.

Sl. No Method of administration Indication

1. AnannaÆ (without food) Diseases of kapha origin,
In severe ailments and in
strong patients

2. Ann¡dau (before food) In vitiation of ap¡nav¡yu

3. Madhy® (amidst food) In vitiation of sam¡nav¡yu

4. Ant® (after food) In vitiation of vy¡nav¡yu
(after breakfast), in vitiation
of ud¡nav¡yu (after supper)

5. Kabal¡natar® (between each In vitiation of prana v¡yu
bolus of food)

6. Gr¡s®gr¡s® (within each bolus In vitiation of prana v¡yu)
of food)
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KËLA IN TERMS OF RESEARCH

Time period is a very important aspect of research studies. A
broad classification of research is into prospective research and ret-
rospective research which is based on the time factor. In retrospec-
tive studies, the outcome of interest has already occurred and the
data are collected either from records or by asking participants to
recall exposures. In prospective studies, the outcome has not oc-
curred when the study starts and participants are followed up over a
period of time to determine the occurrence of outcomes.

A few research papers which shows the importance of k¡la is
enlisted below.

7. Muhu (frequently) In viÀa (poisoning), chardi
(vomiting), hidhma
(hiccup), t¤À¸a (thirst),
¿v¡sa (asthma) and k¡sa
(cough)

8. S¡nnam (blended with food) In aruci (anorexia)

9. S¡mudgam (before and after In kampa (tremor),  ¡kÀepaka
food) (convulsions) and hidhma

(hiccup)

10. Ni¿i (at night) In ailments affecting head
and neck

(AH.Su.13/36)

Research Paper
1. Effect of Climate Change on

Phytochemical Diversity, To-
tal Phenolic Content and In
Vitro Antioxidant Activity of
Aloe Vera7

2. Evaluation of the effect of
Ritucharya on Spirometric Pa-
rameters in Patients of Bron-
chial Asthma8

3. Impact of seasons and dioecy
on therapeutic phytoconsti-
tuents of Tinospora cordifolia,
a Rasayana drug.9

This paper suggests that different agro-
climatic conditions have effects on
the phytochemicals, total phenolic
content (TPC) and antioxidant poten-
tial of the A.vera plant.
Study reveals that regular observance
of ?tucarya has direct influence on
clinical features and lung functions
in the patients of Bronchial Asthma.

This paper suggests Best harvesting
season may be either winter or late
summer to obtain optimal yield of
phytoconstituents of T. cordifolia for
its best antioxidant potential and
immunomodulator activity.
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CONCLUSION

k¡lo hi n¡ma (bhagav¡n) svayambhuran¡dimadhyanidhanaÅ |

atrarasavy¡patsampatt¢j¢vitamara¸e ca manuÀy¡¸¡m¡-
yatte|[Su.Su.6/3]10

Factor which is not in our control is k¡la and which can control
our life also. Human being should accommodate himself with the
changes of k¡la (time). Modification of life style according to the
changes of k¡la will maintain homeostasis of the individual. Ac-
cording to k¡la, individual must consume food and perform his daily
routine. All kriyas in ¡yurveda are based on k¡la. Manifestation of
disease is decided by time factor. cikitsa (Treatment modalities)
should be planned based on k¡la only.
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ABSTRACT

In Sanskrit literature there are four periods like the Vedic age,
Epic age, Mythological age and classical age. Vedic age describes
gods like Indra, Agni and Varuna. The Epic age starts with the first
poem Ramayana. The mythological age (Puranic) is noted by the
occurrence of eighteen Puranas. The age of Poetry is characterized
by evolution of poetic drama. The poetic drama is derived from the
epic mythology by selecting gemlike stories and by including po-
etic principles. These four periods are known as four Yugas. The
Vedic age is known as Krita Yuga. The epic period is set in
Threthayuga. The mythological age is known as the Dwaparayuga.
The last age is the poetic age. Our modern literature begins with
Bhasa and Kalidasa. It may be noted that there is no Sanskrit poet
before Bhasa and Kalidasa. This paperdescribes the ecosystem of
nature which was depicted in Sanskrit literature especially in
Kalidasa's works.

Keywords- Ecology, Kalidasa, Kumarasambhava,
Meghasandesha, Rithusamhara, Season.

INTRODUCTION

There are many legends regarding with Kalidasa. The following
verse substantiates the existence of Kalidasa.

v…x¥…xi… Æ˙I…{…h…EÚ…®…Æ˙À∫…Ω˛…‰∂…R¬ÛE÷Ú
¥…‰i……±…¶…]¬ı]ıP…]ıEÚ{…«Æ˙EÚ… ±…n˘…∫…&*
J™……i……‰¥…Æ˙…Ω˛ ®… Ω˛Æ˙…‰x…fi{…i…‰∫…¶……™……®…¬
Æ˙ix…… x…¥…Ë¥…Æ˙Ø˚ S…x…«¥… ¥…GÚ®…∫™…** (V™……‰ i…Ã¥…n˘…¶…Æ˙h…®…¬)

Dr. Vasantha K.

ECOLOGICAL ELEMENTS OF KALIDASA'S WORKS
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 In the light of the above sloka it can be seen that K¡½id¡sa is one
among Navaratna who were laureates in the court of Vikramaditya.
Beyond this evidence we have no information regarding the real
life and ancestry of K¡½id¡sa. We know that K¡½id¡sa composed
seven literary texts like Îthusamh¡ra, Meghasande¿a which are lyri-
cal poems, two epic poems like Reghuvam¿a, Kum¡ra Sambava,
three dramatic plays like Vikramorva¿¢ya, Ma½avik¡gnimitra,
Abhijn¡na á¡kunta½a.

It is difficult to deal with ecology in a K¡½id¡sa. So be may try to
indicate certain strains of ecological overtones in him. Ecology is
known as Parithasthiti or Paristiti The state surrounding us is known
as ecology which can involve thee states, events and animate and
inanimate objects or being.  In short, it can be referred to by the
terms - Bhuprakrithi and bhuvinjana, etc. All these meanings can be
attributed to it.

Îithusamh¡ra

Îthusamh¡ra is the earliest work of K¡½id¡sa. This work itself is
a study of nature. There are six seasons from summer to spring in
which days also change according to the season and each season
stretching to two months. There is the rainy season in the two months
with full of good rain. Moon light burnishing bright days is the char-
acteristic of the Autumn. Misty cold is winter. In the two months of
spring there are blossoming flowers. The seasons abovesaid are
found in north India but in Kerala there are only two seasons now-
a-days during the six months from June to November we have the
rainy season. The other season is from December to May. During
these six months we have summer. In the eyes of a luscious and
amorous person, the nature is always reflected in his eyes and man-
ners and we find it in Îthusamh¡ra.

It describes the changes that nature causes over time. The six
seasons, including summer, are beautifully illustrated in six sargas.
It shows a change in human life and other living beings in nature as
the seasons change. The coolness of winter can be seen to be viv-
idly described facetiously.

|…°÷Ú±±…x…“±……‰i{…±…∂……‰ ¶…i…… x…∫……‰x®……n˘EÚ…n˘®§… ¥…¶…⁄ π…i…… x…*
|…∫…z…i……‰™…… x…∫…÷∂…“i…±…… x…∫…Æ˙…Δ ∫…S…‰i……Δ ∫…Ω˛Æ˙Œxi…{…÷Δ∫……®…¬** (4-9)

Summer is a time of joy for the mind. The heart of the people is
joyful when they see the lotus blossoming in the lake (sarovaram)
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and the swans swimming in its coolness.

Meghasande¿a

Meghasande¿a starts at onset of a rainy season. Rain, clouds,
rutting, elephants, flags, fluttering lightning- all these are hilarious
to lusty people. In this work countries, cities, lakes, forests, moun-
tains all form the landscape from Ramagiri to Alakapuri the cloud
takes Journey through Vindya Mountains, Amrakudam, Neechaise,
Himalayas, Kailash. Vetravadi, Reva, Charmanuavathi, Saraswathi,
Ganga - all these places come to view in quick succession. K¡½id¡sa
takes the cloud as a messenger and it is because human lust has no
discrimination between beings and entities whether animate or in-
animate.1 The messenger cloud makes journeys through nature.
Lusty people as also living and non-living world will become happy.
The cloud is a life-giving object giving rise to rain. The Earth is
filled with vegetation fed by the rain which gives water to all. If
there is no vegetation and rain, there is no life. If vegetation is thick
the impure air is exhausted and the pure air is inhaled. The nature
becomes thick with vegetation.

Here is a beautiful description of a good omen that nature gives
to the cloud that goes with the message to Alkapuri.

®…xnΔ̆®…xnΔ̆x…÷n˘ i…{…¥…x…∏S……x…÷E⁄Ú±……‰™…l……i¥……®…¬*
¥……®…∏S……™…Δx…n˘ i…®…v…÷Æ˙∏S……i…EÚ∫i…‰∫…M…xv…&**  ({…⁄¥…«®…P…®…¬-9)

Wind has flapped in favor thereby encourage your journey and
there is no doubt that your relative chathaka bird definitely sings the
song sweetly on sitting at the left.

The description of the cloud that is sitting on amrakudaparvatha
for rest which is mentioned in the deep relationship of human with
nature

UÙz……‰{……xi…& {… Æ˙h…i…°Ú±…t…‰ i… ¶…& EÚ…x…x……
∫…i¥…™™……∞¸f‰̄ ∂…l…Æ˙®…S…±…& ∫…{…«¥…‰h…“∫…¥…h…Ê*
x…⁄x…Δ™……∫™…i™…®…Æ˙®…l…÷x…|…‰I…h…“™……®…¥…∫l……®…¬
®…v™…‰∂™……®…& ∫i…x…<¥…¶…÷¥…& ∂…‰π…… ¥…∫i……Æ˙{……hb÷̃&** ({…⁄¥…«®…P…®…¬-14)

Kumarasambhava

Kumarasambava begins with the King of Himavath2  as the Atma
of Gods. Earth, water, life is connected to one another. Life is formed
on Earth; water is indispensable to the sustenance of life. In the
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third Sarga of Kumarasambhava spring season is described in de-
tail.

In the spring Mango trees flower and these flowers are used as
arrows to break the minds of lovers. In the known animate world,
we see human emotions in action but the sages are highly disci-
plined and they are not swayed by the cupid's arrows but Madanan
enters the hermitage and it becomes an orchid garden. All animals
and birds including ruddy goose, lusty youths and their beloveds,
trees as well as creepers are filled with amour. We see the beat of
life especially sexy life everywhere. There is no other poet in the
world who knows the heart of the nature as K¡½id¡sa does. Parvathy
is sum total of forest wind as well as living beings.

There can also be seen a beautiful description of a golden bond
which bridges the ocean by sunbeam.-

{…∂™…{…Œ∏S…®… n˘M…xi…±…Œ®§…i…… x…Ã®…i…Δ ®…i…EÚl…‰ ¥…¥…∫¥…i……*
n˘“P…«™……|… i…®…™……∫…Æ˙…‰®¶…∫……Δi……{…x…“™…®…‰¥…∫…‰i…÷§…xP…x…®…¬** (8-39)

Reghuvam¿a

K¡½id¡sa describes the physique of King Dileep in the first sarga
of Reghuvam¿a. Here the Raja is described as composed of five
elements. He is created with five bhutas: the Earth, the water, the
light, the air and the sky. These five Bhutas reveal themselves as
Rasa, odour, touch, etc. which are useful for all others.

∫…¥……« i… Æ˙HÚ∫……Æ‰̇h…∫…¥…«i…‰V……‰% ¶…¶…… ¥…x……*
Œ∫l…i…& ∫…¥……Êz…i…‰x……‰¥…‘GÚ…xi……®…‰Ø˚ Æ˙¥……i®…x…&** (1-14)

When we confront the virtues of the king we will be convinced
that Brahma created him with earth, water, light, air, sky. All these
elements went into the making of the king Dileep. Because all forms
Rasa, odor, touch is useful to others.

Sage Vasista entreats the king to rear a cow3 implying that a
ruler should care for the nature in the second Sarga. He must be
ready to sacrifice his life and everything for the responsibilities be-
stowed upon him. Rearing and caring are the key notes in the life of
a king. Life is based on five things: The Ganges, the Geetha (Bhavat
Geetha), Gayatri (Goddess of wisdom) and Guru (Spiritual precep-
tor), Cow (Go math)

The Ganges makes our body pure. The Geetha makes us per-
fect. It is a purifier of our hearts and minds. In every step the Guru
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shows the light of Dharma and the cow is the basis of the health of
the body.

In the fourth chapter of Reghuvam¿a the universal conquest of
Reghu begins and it is now autumn there. The flower of casam re-
sembling white silk and face shining like lotus, is of the foot steps of
beautiful slouching women, resembling, blooming slender, rice plants
are some of the characteristics of autumn. During this season Rama
and Seetha are journeying from Lanka to Ayodhya in the aeroplane
called Pushpaka Vimana. First, they are above the sea and now
above mountains and rivers. In the thirteenth chapter this is described
in an enticing way. The Scenery on either side, above and below, is
described. Rama edifies Seetha in the following way.

+l……i®…x…& ∂…§n˘M…÷h…ΔM…÷h…Y…&
{…nΔ̆ ¥…®……x…‰x… ¥…M……Ω˛®……x…&*
Æ˙ix……EÚÆΔ̇¥…“I™… ®…l…& ∫…V……™……Δ
Æ˙…®…… ¶…v……x……‰Ω˛ Æ˙ Æ˙i™…÷¥……S…** (13-1)

In the concept of Pancha Bhootha the sky comes first in its char-
acteristic sound. The sky is also known as Visnu Patha. Rama knows
the Genesis of all Ratnas of the Sea. Rama is none other than Visnu
and now he also travels in Visnu Patha.

¥…Ën‰̆ Ω˛! {…∂™……®…±…™…… u˘¶…HÚ®…¬
®…i∫…‰i…⁄x……¶…‰ x…±…®…®§…÷Æ˙… ∂…®…¬*
UÙ…™……{…l…‰x…‰¥…∂…Æ˙|…∫…z…-
®……EÚ…∂…®…… ¥…πEfiÚi…S……Ø˚i……Æ˙®…¬** (13-2)

Sita Look | As the sea till the Malaya Mountain is divided by the
Ram Sethu which divides the waves of the foaming fretting sea so
the divided sky manifests the stars innumerable.

|…¥…fii…i…®……j…‰h…{…™……Δ ∫…{……i…÷-
®……¥…i…«¥…‰M……iß…®…i……P…x…‰x…*
+¶…… i…¶…⁄ ™…π]ı®…™…Δ∫…®…÷p˘&
|…®…t®……x……‰ M… Æ˙h…‰¥…¶…⁄™…&** (13-14)

As the sea starts drinking water, the clouds began gyrating as if it
is trapped into the whirling sea. It gives the impression of being
churned and churned by the Mandara Mountain.

n⁄̆Æ˙…n˘™…∂…S…EÚ x…¶…∫™…i…x¥…“
i…®……±…i……±…“¥…x…Æ˙… V…x…“±……*
+¶…… i…¥…‰±……±…¥…h……®§…÷Æ˙…∂…‰&
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v……Æ˙… x…§…r‰̆¥…EÚ±…ΔEÚÆ‰̇J……** (13-15)

From a distance the southern sea looks like an iron wheel rusted
all along its edge as the green dark palm trees standing on the beach
of the southern curvy sea gives the impression of the beach being
rusted.

Further away, the beach of the southern sea looks like, on ac-
count of dark green palm leaves as a patch of rust spread across the
whole length of the edge.

Bi…‰¥…™…Δ∫…ËEÚi… ¶…x…x…∂…÷ HÚ
{…™…«∫i…®…÷HÚ…{…]ı±…Δ{…™……‰v…‰&
|……{i……®…÷Ω⁄̨i…Êx… ¥…®……x…¥…‰M……i…¬
E⁄Ú±…Δ°Ú±……¥……ÃV…i…{…⁄M…®……±……®…¬** (13-17)

On account of the terrific speed of the Pushpakviman, we have
reached the shore lashed by the pearly waves of the sea where gar-
den abounding in areca trees is bent over  by the burden of bunches
of nuts and fruits.

E÷ÚØ˚π¥…i……¥…i…EÚÆ˙¶……‰Ø˚! {…∏S…-
x®……M…Ê®…fiM…|…‰ I… h…! o˘Œπ]ı{……i…®…¬*
Bπ…… ¥…n⁄̆Æ˙“¶…¥…i…& ∫…®…÷p˘…i…¬
∫…EÚ…x…x…… x…π{…i…“¥…¶…⁄ ®…&** (13-18)

Beautiful Sita, as you are looking backwards, the sea is retreat-
ing further away from us and the lush forest land farther away in the
front is coming up to us.

Vikramorvasiyam

The hero and heroin Vikramorvasiya are Urvasi and Pururaves
and in the genesis of the names shows a relation to nature itself. The
meaning Puru in Sanskrit is very or much. The term ravam means a
roaring sound. When the steam rises into air, it forms a cloud and it
then roars. When looked in this way Pururavas is a cloud. Uru means
till at the further distance.

Since it is pervading and permeating, the meaning of Urvasi is
interpreted as Vidyut =Ø˚+¶™…∏…÷i…‰* (Pervading to a great distance.)

+{∫…÷∫…Æ˙ i…< i…+{∫…Æ˙…4 - A Woman gives direction to water remaining
in the Atmosphere.

=¥…« ∂…¥……+{∫…Æ˙…‰{…÷∞¸Æ˙¥……& {… i…& +l…™…∫®……Œx®…l…÷x……i…¬ +…V……™…k…n¬̆+…™…÷&*
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So, Says Satapata Brahmna, Life is food, says the dictionary.
Rain is caused by the union of Purooravas and Urvasy. As it rains,
crops grow and food is also produced.

In Vikramorvasiyam a lot of description also can be seen which
are connected with the nature like pramadavanam,
gandhamadanavanam etc.

Malavikagnimitra

The Visavaidya in Malavikagnimitra is related to prakriti.
Malavika the heroine of Malavikagnimitra, falls in love with
Agnimitra from the ponnashoka tree in the garden. The third act of
the play begins in the garden. At the behest of Dharinidevi, Malavika
entered the garden fertilized the ponnashoka tree for flowering.
Dharinidevi told Malavika that the tree would bloom within five
days if fertilized. Malavika killed on the tree with her foot which
was wearied the anklet (Chilanka) and adorned with hennaed
(Chembanji). The next act of this play begins with the blossom of
Ashoka. In the 5th act of this play the Asoka tree is being flowering.
As it has blossomed within the five days, Malavika made possible
that the encounter of Agnimithra. This shows the intimacy of man
and nature.

Agnimitra is the one who combined with the friend which is a
fire. Those eyes cannot see anything without the help of lamp.  it
cannot be able to do anything freely. Agnimithra previously have
said it.

+l…»∫…÷|… i…§…xv…®|…¶…÷Æ˙ P…M…xi…÷Δ∫…Ω˛…™…¥……x…‰¥……*
o˘∂™…Δi…®… ∫…x…{…∂™… ∫…n˘“{…‰x… ¥…x……∫…S…I…÷Æ˙ {…** (1-9)

A beautiful description of a madhumasa can be seen in
malavikagnimitra in third act

Æ˙HÚ∂……‰EÚ∞¸S…… ¥…∂…‰ π…i…M…÷h……‰ §…®§……v…Æ˙…±…HÚEÚ&
|…i™……J™……i… ¥…∂…‰π…EΔÚE÷ÚÆ˙§…EΔÚ∂™……®……¥…n˘…i……Ø˚h…®…¬*
+…GÚ…xi…… i…±…EÚ GÚ™……S… i…±…EËÚ±…Mx… u˘Æ‰̇°Ú…\V…x…Ë&
∫……¥…\V…‰¥…®…÷J…|…∫……v…x… ¥…v……Ë∏…“®……«v…¥…“™……‰ π…i……®…¬** (3-5)

Here is mentioned about the Ponnashokadohadam which is a
cause for accomplishment of Malavika's love. Dharini Devi saying
to Malvika that you must do the fertilize for Ponnaashoka and after
5 days if it would be flowering the tree, you will get a precious gift.
Malavika is sitting in the garden, until Bakulavalika is brought the
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Chilanka which can be used on ankle and other items.

Abhijnana Sakunthalam

In the benediction verse there is a presentation of sivaas Prakrithi
is seen (Ashtamurthy)

™……∫…fiŒπ]ı& ª…π]÷ıÆ˙…t…¥…Ω˛ i… ¥… v…Ω÷̨i…®…¬
™……Ω˛ ¥…™……«S…Ω˛…‰j…“,
™…‰u‰̆EÚ…±…Δ ¥…v…k…&, ∏…÷ i… ¥…π…™…M…÷h……
™……Œ∫l…i……¥™……{™… ¥…∑…®…¬
™…®……Ω÷̨& ∫…¥…«§…“V…|…EfiÚ i… Æ˙ i…™…™……
|…… h…x…& |……h…¥…xi…&,
|…i™…I…… ¶…& |…{…z…∫i…x…÷ ¶…Æ˙¥…i¥…-
∫i…… ¶…Æ˙π`ˆ… ¶…Æ˙“∂…&** (1-1)

The first creation is water giving have as to the respective Gods,
Agnihoma is life, and the Sun and the moon signify Kaala (Time).
The sky helps the ear to perceive sound permeating everywhere all
living creatures being born in the earth, Vayu is the Prana all are
presented. Prakrithi is based on Panchabhooda. There is also
Prakrithi emanating from Ashtta Devya and Ashtta Moorthy.

 A man enamored of pure love can even control nature

™……i™…‰EÚi……‰%∫i… ∂…J…ÆΔ̇{… i…Æ˙…‰π…v…“x……-
®…… ¥…πEfiÚi……‰%Ø˚h…{…÷Æ˙& ∫…Æ˙BEÚi……‰%E«Ú&*
i…‰V……‰u˘™…∫™…™…÷M…{…n¬̆¥™…∫…x……‰n˘™……¶™……Δ
±……‰EÚ…‰ x…™…®™…i…<π…Ë¥……n˘∂……xi…Æ‰̇π…÷** (4-1)

On one side of setting mountain, we see moon. The sun on the
other side. Between these two fires. There is rise and fall. That is
happiness and sorrow are determined by Prakrithi. The Rise and
setting of the sun and the moon signify the change in fortune of
man.

As a Sakunthala is given a sendoff to her husband's house, we
see man in union with nature.

{……i…÷®x…|…l…®…Δ¥™…¥…∫™… i…V…±…Δ™…÷π®……∫¥…{…“i…‰π…÷™……
x……n˘k…‰ |…™…®…hb˜x…… {…¶…¥…i……Δ∫x…‰Ω‰̨x…™……{…±±…¥…®…¬*
+…n˘…Ë¥…& E÷Ú∫…÷®…|…∫…⁄ i…∫…®…™…‰™…∫™……¶…¥…i™…÷i∫…¥…®…¬
∫……‰™…Δ™…… i…∂…E÷Úxi…±……{… i…M…fiΩΔ̨∫…¥…ÍÆ˙x…÷Y……™…i……®…¬**

Trees and plants are thirsty and as they have no water to drink
First, she gives water to them. Without giving to them she also does
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not drink water. She does not pluck your flowers of the plant on
account of her love for them. When the first flower blooms, she is
exhilarated. O Prakrathi, Shakunthala who loved you so much goes
to her husband's house. So, you also give consent for going to her
husband. As Shakunthala gives farewell to Vanajyothsana and ex-
pecting female deer by giving them to have maids. Seeing these
touching scenes, all are in tears.

A lot of description about the deep relationship of human with
nature can be seen Sakunthala which is a great work of K¡½id¡sa
rather than other works of K¡½id¡sa. Even the costume of Shakuntala
is a specific wooden cloth (Maravuri) which is made by a particular
wood. K¡½id¡sa described that even the wearing with wooden cloth
her beauty has not lost.5

In fourth act of Shakunthalam. Shakuntala's journey to her hus-
band, the grief of Shakuntala's separation from the living beings
and flora, who were immersed in the atmosphere of the monastery
and loved like brothers, is indescribable. K¡½id¡sa describes the suf-
fering of both parties in a very vivid way. Anyone who reads fourth
act of Shakunthalam will not be able to complete it without blinking
an eye. The views are so emotional. Thus, the indescribable natural
beauty is skillfully espoused by K¡½id¡sa.

Conclusion

A comprehensive interpretation of other extension activities with
the knowledge of nature can be seen in works of K¡½id¡sa. K¡½id¡sa
was a great scholar who had a deep awareness in fourteen
vidyasthanas and four vidyasthanas which have been learnt by
brahamans and kshatriyas respectively. So K¡½id¡sa excels all other
world poets.  K¡½id¡sa entreats man to show mercy to all creatures.
Prakrthiitself is jeevana. And this adage should resound in our inner
years.

Footnote
1. v…⁄®…V™……‰ i…& ∫… ±…±…®…Ø˚i……Δ∫… z…{……i…& C¥…®…‰P…&

∫…xn‰˘∂……l……«& C¥…{…]÷ıEÚÆ˙h…Ë& |…… h… ¶…& |……{…h…“™……&*
<i™……Ëi∫…÷C™……n˘{… Æ˙M…h…™…xM…÷¡EÚ∫i…Δ™…™……S…‰
EÚ…®……i……« Ω˛|…h…™…EfiÚ{…h……∏S…‰i…x……S…‰i…x…‰π…÷** ({…÷¥…«®…‰P…®…¬-5)

2. +∫i™…÷k…Æ˙∫™……Δ n˘ ∂…M…‰¥…i……i®……
 Ω˛®……±…™……‰x……®…x……M……v…“Æ˙…V…&*
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{…⁄¥……«{…Æ˙…Ë¥…… Æ˙ x…v…“¥…M……¡
Œ∫l…i…& {…fi l…v…… ¥…¥…®……x…n˘hb˜&** (1-1)

3. ∫…i¥…Δ®…n˘“™…‰x…∂…Æ˙“Æ˙¥…fi k…®…¬
n‰̆Ω‰̨x… x…¥…«i…« ™…i…÷Δ|…∫…“n˘&
 n˘x……¥…∫……x……‰i∫…÷EÚ§……±…¥…i∫……
 ¥…∫…fiV™…i……Δv…‰x…÷ Æ˙™…Δ®…Ω˛π…Í&** (2-45)

4. Rigveda 10-95-7
5. ∫…Æ˙ ∫…V…®…x…÷ ¥…rΔ̆∂…Ë¥…±…‰x…… {…Æ˙®™…®…¬

®… ±…x…®… {… Ω˛®……Δ∂……Í±…I…®…”i…x……‰ i…*
<™…®… v…EÚ®…x……‰Y……¥…iEÚ±…‰x…… {…i…x¥…“*
 EÚ ®…¥… Ω˛®…®…v…÷Æ˙…h……Δ®…hb˜x…Δx……EfiÚi…“x……®…¬* (1-19)
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v……i……‰&(3/1/91) <i™… v…EÚ…Æ‰ ±…b…t…n‰∂……&  ¥… Ωi……&* ¥…i…«®……x…‰ ±…]¬ (3/2/123)  < i…
∫…⁄j…‰h… ¥…i…«®……x……l…«¥…fik…‰v……«i……‰& ±…b…n‰∂…&  ¥… Ωi…&* B¥…\S… ¥…i…«®……x…EÚ…±…& ±…]¬ ±…EÚ…Æ∫™……l…«& < i…
+x…‰x… ∫…⁄j…‰h… Y……™…i…‰* i…j… |……Æ§v……{… Æ∫…®……{i…i¥…Δ ¶…⁄i…¶… ¥…π™… n¬¶…z…i¥…Δ ¥…… ¥…i…«®……x…i¥…®…¬*

i…j…… {… ∫…xn‰Ω…& §…Ω÷v…… ¶… ¥…i…÷®…Ω« xi… ™…l…… +…i®…… + ∫i…, {…¥…«i……& ∫… xi… <i™…… n¥……C™…‰π…÷
+…i®…x…& + ∫i…i¥…Δ i…l…… {…¥…«i……x……®…¬ + ∫i…i¥…\S… ¥…i…«®……x…EÚ… ±…EÚΔ EÚl…Δ ¶… ¥…i…÷®…Ω«i…“ i…*
EÚl…Δ i…j… ¥…i…«®……x…EÚ…±…‰ ±…EÚ…Æ∫™… |…™……‰M…&? Bi……o∂…∫…xn¶…‰«π…÷ i…k…iEÚ… ±…EÚ…x……Δ Æ…Y……Δ  GÚ™……™……&
+ x…i™…i¥…®……n…™… i… z…π`…‰i{…i™…… nEÚ®……n…™… ¥…i…«®……x…i¥…Δ ¥…HÚ¥™…®…¬* +l……«n¬ Æ…Y…& V…“¥…x…EÚ…±…‰
+…i®…… + ∫i…, {…¥…«i…& + ∫i… <i™…‰¥…®…¬* ¶……π™…‰%{™…÷HÚ®…¬ - Æ…Y……Δ ¶…⁄i…¶… ¥…π™…ui…«®……x……t…&
 GÚ™……& ∫…k……™……& + v…EÚÆh… ®… i…* +j… Æ…V…… < i… E‰Ú¥…±…®…÷{…±…I…h…®…¬* i…j… ™…& EÚ…‰% {… ¥……
¶…¥…i…÷ |…v……x…“ i… EfiÚi¥…… Æ…V…… <i™…÷HÚ®…¬* M……‰ ¥…xn…n“x……Δ ™…‰π……Δ EÚ‰π……®… {… ∫…k…… nEÚ®……n…™… +…i®……
+ ∫i… < i… |…™……‰M…& ∂…C™…&* B¥…®…‰¥… Æ…®……n“x……Δ ™…‰π……Δ EÚ‰π……®… {… ∂…Æ“Æ…¥… SUz…Δ ∫…k…… nEÚ®……n…™…
{…¥…«i……x……Δ ¥…i…«®……x…i¥…Δ ¥…E¬Úi…÷ΔΔ ∂…C™…®…¬*

B¥…Δ ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ…l…« ¥…S……Æ&  ¶…z…‰π…÷ O…xl…‰π…÷  x…∞Ú {…i…&* ∫……®……x™…‰x… ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ∫™… +l…«&
¥…i…«®……x…EÚ…±…& < i… i…l…… i…j… EÚl…Δ  ¶…z…∫…xn¶…‰«π…÷ ¥…i…«®……x…i¥…Δ ¥…HÚ¥™… ®…i™…… nEÚ…™……« h… ∫… ¥…∫i…ÆΔ
 ¥… ¥…v…‰π…÷ O…xl…‰π…÷ O… l…i…®… ∫i…* ±…]¬ ±…EÚ…Æ∫™… EÚ‰¥…±…Δ ¥…i…«®……x…EÚ…±…& x……l…«&, ¶…⁄i…¶… ¥…π™…nl…‰«π¥… {…
±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ∫™… |…™……‰M…& §……‰¶…÷¥… i…* EÚ…Ë®…÷t…n…Ë ∫… ¥…∫i…ÆΔ ∫……‰n…ΩÆh…Δ ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ…∫™…  ¶…z……l……«&
|… i…{…… ni……&* i… uπ…™…‰ EÚ…¥™……‰n…Ω…Æh…… x… {… Æ∂…“±… ™…i…÷®…j… {… Æ∏…®…&  GÚ™…i…‰* ∫……®……x™…EÚ…¥™…‰π…÷
Bi… uπ…™……‰n…ΩÆh…… x… x™…⁄x…… x…* ∂……∫j…EÚ…¥™…‰π¥…‰¥… + v…EÚΔ o∂™…i…‰* i…l…… {…  EÚ… x…S…x…
∫……®……x™…EÚ…¥™……‰n…ΩÆh……x™… {… +j… {…Æ…®…fiπ]… x…*

i…j… +…n…Ë + ∫i… ∫…⁄j…Δ ¥…i…«®……x…∫……®…“{™…‰ ¥…i…«®……x…¥…u… (3/3/131)* ¥…i…«®……x…∫…®…“{…‰ ¶…⁄i…‰
¶… ¥…π™… i… S… ¥…i…«®……x……n¬ v……i……‰& ¥…i…«®……x…¥…n¬ |…i™…™……& ¶…¥… xi…* + ∫i…  ∫…r…xi…EÚ…Ë®…÷t…Δ
®…R¬M…±…∂±……‰EÚ& -

®…÷ x…j…™…Δ x…®…∫EÚfii™… i…n÷HÚ“& {… Æ¶……¥™… S…
¥…Ë™……EÚÆh… ∫…r…xi…EÚ…Ë®…÷n“™…Δ  ¥…ÆS™…i…‰* < i…*

¶…… ¥…x…& §…÷r…Ë  ¥…π…™…“EÚÆh……n¬ +j…  ¥…ÆS™…i…‰ < i… ¶…… ¥… x… +l…‰« ±…]¬ ±…EÚ…Æ& |…™…÷HÚ&*

Dr. Jyotsna G.

±…bl…«¶…‰n…&
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{…÷ Æ ±…÷R¬ S……∫i…‰ (3/2/122)  <i™… ∫i… +x™…i∫…⁄j…®…¬* {…÷Æ…∂…§n™……‰M…‰ ¶…⁄i……x…ti…x…‰
 ¥…¶……π…… ±…÷R¬, S……±±…]¬, x… i…÷ ∫®…™……‰M…‰* x……Æ…™…h…“™…‰% ∫i… +x™…SU¬±……‰EÚ& B¥…®…¬ -

x…i¥……M…∫i™…Δ ∫…®…∫i……∂…Æ x…EÚÆ∫…{…j……EÚfi i…Δ i……{…∫…‰¶™…&
|…i™……Ë∏……Ëπ…“&  |…™…Ëπ…“ i…nx…÷ S… ®…÷ x…x…… ¥…Ëπh…¥…‰  n¥™…S……{…‰
•…º®……∫j…‰ S…… {… nk…‰ {… l…  {…i…fi∫…÷æ˛nΔ ¥…“I™… ¶…⁄™……‰ V…]…™…÷Δ
®……‰n…i…¬ M……‰n…i…]…xi…‰ {… ÆÆ®… ∫… {…÷Æ… {…\S…¥…]ı¨…Δ ¥…v…⁄]ı¨…** (34-7)

Æ…®……™…h…EÚl…… ¥…¥…Æh…∫…xn¶…‰« +™…Δ ∂±……‰EÚ&* +l… ¶…M…¥……x…¬ Æ…®…& +M…∫i™……∏…®…Δ |……{™… i…Δ
x…®…∂S…EÚ…Æ* i……{…∫…‰¶™…&  |…™…Δ EÚi…÷» Æ…I…∫……x……Δ ¥…v…Δ |… i…V…Y…‰* ®…÷ ni…& +M…∫i™…& Æ…®……™…  n¥™…Δ
S……{…Δ •…¿…∫j…Δ S… nn…Ë* ®…v™…‰®……M…»  {…i…÷& ∫…÷¿nΔ V…]…™…÷Δ oπ]¥……x…¬* ®……‰n…iM……‰n…i…]…xi…‰ {…\S…¥…]¬™……Δ
¥…v…⁄]ı¨… {…÷Æ… {… ÆÆ®… ∫… <i™…j… ¶…⁄i……x…ti…x…‰ +l…‰« {… ÆÆ®… ∫… {…÷Æ… < i… {…÷Æ…∂…§n™……‰M…‰ ±…]&
|…™……‰M…&*

+j… +x™…nl…» {…∂™…i…-

¶……‰V…Æ…V…¶…fii…EÚ∫i¥…l… EÚ ∂S…i…¬
EÚπ]n÷π]{…l…o π]Æ Æπ]&
 x…π ÷̀Æ…EÚfi i…Æ{…π ÷̀ x…x……n-
 ∫i…π`i…‰ ∫®… ¶…¥…i…‰ ¥…fiπ…∞Ú{…“ (x……Æ…™…h…“™…®…¬ 70. 6)

+l… ¶……‰V…Æ…V…¶…fii…EÚ& EÚπ]n÷π]{…l…o π]&  x…π ÷̀Æ…EÚfi i…& + Æπ]& EÚ ∂S…n¬ i…÷ ¥…fiπ…∞Ú{…“
+{…π ÷̀ x…x……n& ¶…¥…i…‰  i…π`i…‰ ∫®…* +j…  i…π`i…‰ < i… +…i®…x…‰{…n|…™……‰M…& B¥… |…EÚ…∂…x…∫l…‰™……J™…™……‰∂S…
< i… ∫…⁄j……x…÷∫……ÆΔ ∫¥…™…Δ |……EÚ…∂…i… < i… t…‰i…™… i…* i…j… i…‰x… ±…]¬ |…™……‰M…‰h… ∫…Ω ∫®… < i… |…™…÷HÚ&*
i…l…… i…j… ±…]& +l…«∫i…÷ ¶…⁄i……l…«& ∫…Δ¥…fik…&* Bi… uπ…™…‰ +{…Æ…‰I…‰ S…‰ i… ∫…⁄j…Δ |…¥…fik…®…¬* i…l…… B¥…
¶…⁄i……x…ti…x……{…Æ…‰I……l…‰« +l……«n¬ ±…Rl…‰« S… ±…]¬|…i™…™…& ¶…¥… i…* +j… ±…Rl…‰« ±…]& |…™……‰M…&*

±…]¬ ∫®…‰ (3/2/118)  < i… +x™…ui…«i…‰ ∫…⁄j…®…¬* ∫®…™……‰M…‰ ¶…⁄i……x…ti…x…{…Æ…‰I……l…‰«π…÷ +l……«n¬
 ±…bl…‰« ±…]¬ ¶…¥… i… < i… +∫™… ∫…⁄j…∫™… +l…«&* ¶…⁄i……x…ti…x…{…Æ…‰I……l…‰« ±…]& |…™……‰M…& B¥…Δ  -

+™…‰ ∫…÷i…Δ n‰ Ω V…M…i{…i…‰& EÚfi{……-
i…ÆR¬M…{……i……i{… Æ{……i…®…t ®…‰
< i… ∫®…∫…ΔM…fiº™…  {…i……i¥…nR¬M…EÚΔ
®…÷«Ω÷̨®…÷«Ω÷̨&  ∂±…π™… i… V……i…EÚh]EÚ&** (x……Æ…™…h…“™…®…¬ 42.9)

¶…M…¥…i…&  ¥…πh……‰& EÚªh…™…… <n…x…” Æ I…i…Δ {…÷j…Δ ®…‰ n‰Ω“i™…÷HÚ¬¥…… ¶…M…¥…xi…Δ EÚÆ…¶™……Δ M…fiΩ“i¥……
 {…i…… x…xnM……‰{…& {…÷±… EÚi…& ∫…x…¬ ∂…Æ“Æ…¥…™…¥……x……®…… ±…R¬M…x…Δ S…EÚ…Æ <i™…l…«&*  ∂±…π™… i… ∫®… < i…
|…™……‰M…‰h… ¶…⁄i……x…ti…x…{…Æ…‰I……l…«& |…™…÷HÚ&*

 ¥…¶……π…… EÚl… ®…  ±…R¬ S… (3/3/143) <i™… ∫i… +x™…i∫…⁄j…®…¬* EÚl… ®… ={…{…n‰ M…Ω…«™……Δ
M…®™…®……x……™……Δ v……i……‰&  ±…R¬|…i™…™…& ¶…¥… i…, S…EÚ…Æ…n¬ ±…]¬ S… < i… +∫™… ∫…⁄j…∫™……l…«&* Bi…∫™……‰n…ΩÆh…Δ
{…∂™…i…-

+ {…  ∂±…π™… ∫… M……‰{…“Δ∫i¥…Δ E÷Ú§V…Δ V……i…÷ ∫{…fi∂…∫™… {…
∫j…“ π¥…il…®… ¥…∂…‰π…‰h… EÚl…Δ x……®…… ∫… S…\S…±…&** (∫…÷¶…p…ΩÆh…®…¬ 11 -39)

∏…“EÚfiπh…‰x… ®…‰ ±…i…Ÿ ®…SUz…V…Ÿ«x…& u…ÆEÚ…Δ ∫…Δ|……{™… ¥…n i… ™… n EfiÚπh…& |……{∫™…i…‰ i… Ω« +ΩΔ i…Δ
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M……f®……±…‰I™…… ®… ™…i……‰  Ω Ω‰ EÚfiπh…, + {… i¥…Δ M……‰{…“& ∫{…fi∂… ∫…* i…l…… i¥…Δ E÷Ú§V……®… {… ∫{…fi∂… ∫…*
Bi…n¬ +x™……™™…®…‰¥…* ∫j…“π…÷ B¥…Δ M…®™……M…®™……{…Æ…®…∂…Êx… EÚl…Δ x……®… i¥…Δ S…\S…±…& + ∫…* M…¡« ®…nΔ
i…iEfiÚi™…®…¬* +j… |…EfiÚi…∫…⁄j…‰h… EÚl…Δ∂…§n…‰{…{…n‰  x…xn…™……Δ ∫…¥…«±…EÚ…Æ…{…¥……n& ±…]¬ |…™…÷V™…i…‰*

M…Ω…«™……Δ ±…b {…V……i¥……‰& (3/3/142) < i… ±… ]¬¥…v……x… ¥…π…™…‰ + ∫i… +x™…i∫…⁄j…®…¬* M…Ω…«™……Δ
M…®™…®……x……™……Δ + {…V……i¥……‰& ={…{…n™……‰& v……i……‰& ±…]¬ |…i™…™…& ¶…¥… i…* ¥…i…«®……x…EÚ…±…‰  ¥…v…“™…®……x…& ±…]¬
±…EÚ…Æ&  j…π…÷ EÚ…±…‰π…÷ x… |…¥…i…«i… < i… +x…‰x… ∫…⁄j…‰h… EÚ…±…∫……®……x™…‰  ¥…v…“™…i…‰* i…j……‰n…ΩÆh…Δ {…∂™…i…-

®…xj…‰ V……i…÷ ¥…nxi™…Y……∫i¥…Δ i……x…{™…x…÷®…x™…∫…‰
EÚl…Δ x……®… ¶…¥……ƒ∫i…j… x……¥…Ë i…  Ωi…®……i®…x…& ( ¶… ^EÚ…¥™…®…¬ 18. 16)

Æ…¥…h…¥…v……x…xi…ÆΔ ™…÷ v… π`Æ∫™… |…±…{…x… ®…n®…¬* ®…xj…‰ V……i…÷ +Y……& ¥…n xi…* i¥…Δ i……x…¬ +x…÷®…x™…∫…‰*
+Y……& ={… n∂… xi…, i……x…¬ B¥… +…{i…i¥…‰x……R¬M…“EÚÆ…‰ i… <i™…‰i…n÷¶…™…®… {… M… Ω«i…®…¬* M…Ω…«™……Δ
V……i…÷∂…§n™……‰M…‰ ±…bj… |…™…÷HÚ&*+…i®…x…&  Ωi…Δ EÚl…Δ x……®… x… +¥…Ë i…* ¶…¥……x…¬  ¥…u…x…¬ S…‰n {…
+…i®…x…&  Ωi…Δ  EÚ ®… i…EÚl…Δ x… V……x…… ∫… <i™…j…… {… M…Ω…«l…Ê EÚl…Δ∂…§n™……‰M…‰  ¥…¶……π…… EÚl… ®…  ±…R¬
S…‰ i… {…⁄¥…«∫…⁄j…‰h… ±…]¬ +x¥…∂…… ∫…*

x…x……Ë {…fiπ]|… i…¥…S…x…‰ (3/2/120) < i… +x™…i∫…⁄j…Δ ¥…i…«i…‰* i…∫™… B¥…®…l…«&, x…x…÷∂…§n‰
={…{…n‰ |…∂x…{…⁄¥…«EÚ‰ |… i…¥…S…x…‰ ¶…⁄i…‰ +l…Ê ±…]¬|…i™…™…& ¶…¥… i… < i…* +l……«i…¬ |…∂x…∫™……‰k…ÆEÚl…x…‰
v……i……‰& ¶…⁄i…‰ +l…Ê ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ& ¶…¥… i… x…x…÷ < i… +¥…v……Æh…{…⁄¥…«EÚ‰ +¥™…™…‰ ={…{…n‰* ¥……∫…÷n‰¥…EÚ ¥…x……
 ¥…Æ S…i…‰ ¥……∫…÷n‰¥… ¥…V…™…‰ Bi… nil…®…÷n…¿i…®…¬ -

 EÚ®…n… v…x…®… l…«x…‰ ∫…®…∫®…… < i… {…fiπ]&∫¥…V…x……‰%®…÷x……‰x®…x…“∫…x…¬
∫…EÚ±……‰% {… nn… ®… x… x¥… i… p…R¬x… nn…®…“ i… i…÷ x……‰ {…÷Æ… x™…M……n“i…¬* 4˛8)

EfiÚπh…‰ V……i…‰ ∫… i… i…∫™… V……i…EÚ®…«  ¥…v……i…÷®…÷i∫…÷EÚ&  {…i…… x…xnM……‰{…& ∫…‰¥…EÚ®…{…fiSUi…¬ -  EÚΔ
i¥…Δ ∫…¥…«∫®…Ë + l…«x…‰ v…x…®…™…SU n i…* i… ∫®…z…¥…∫…Æ‰ ∫…EÚ±……‰% {… =iEÚ h`i…S…‰i……& ∫¥…V…x…¥…M…«&
{…fiπ]|… i…¥…S…x…i¥…‰x… nn… ®… x…x…÷ +l……«n¬ nk…¥……x…‰¥… < i… Z… ] i… |…i™…¥…ni…¬* + ∫®…x…¬ {…t‰ x…x…÷
< i… ∂…§n…‰{…{…n‰ x…xn‰x… {…fiπ]∫™… |… i…¥…S…x…‰ ¥…HÚ¥™…‰ ¶…⁄i…∫……®……x™…‰ +x…‰x… ∫…⁄j…‰h… ±…]¬  ¥… Ωi…&*

x…x¥……‰ ¥…«¶……π…… (3/2/121) < i… ∫…⁄j…‰h…… {… ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ&  ¥…v…“™…i…‰* x…∂…§n‰ x…÷∂…§n‰ S……‰{…{…n‰
{…fiπ]|… i…¥…S…x…‰  ¥…¶……π…™…… ±…]¬ |…i™…™…& ¶…¥… i… +x…‰x… ∫…⁄j…‰h…* ¶… ^EÚ…¥™…‰ +∫™……‰n…ΩÆh…Δ
{…∂™…xi…÷-

+{…fiπ]…‰ x… •…¥…“ ®… i¥……Δ ®…xj…‰ ®……i……®…Ω…‰  Ωi…®…¬
x… EÚÆ…‰®…“ i… {……Ë±…∫i™… i…n… ®……‰Ω…k¥…®…÷HÚ¥……x…¬ (18.17)

®…fii…Δ Æ…¥…h…Δ oπ]¬¥……  ¥…¶…“π…h…∫™… + i…nŸ&J…‰x… EÚl…®…‰i…n¬*  ¥…S……ÆEÚ…±…‰ ®……i……®…Ω& ®……±™…¥……x…¬
¶…¥…xi…Δ {…l™…®…¥……‰S…i…¬ ™…i…¬ - Ω‰ Æ…¥…h…, i¥…Δ ∫…“i……Δ Æ…®……™… ∫…®…{…«™…‰ i…*  EÚxi…÷ Ω‰ {……Ë±…∫i™…, i¥…Δ
®……‰Ω¥…∂……n¬ i…l…… S…Æ…®…“i™…÷HÚ¥……x…¬* i…∫™… °Ú±…Δ ∫……®|…i…®…x…÷¶…¥…i…“i™…l…«&* + ∫®…x…¬ ∂±……‰E‰Ú x…
•…¥…“ i… <i™…j… x…÷∂…§n…‰{…{…n‰ x… EÚÆ…‰ ®… <i™…j… S… x…∂…§n‰ ={…{…n‰ ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ& ¶…⁄i……l…Ê +x…÷ ∂…π]&*

+…∂…Δ∫……™……Δ ¶…⁄i…¥…SS… (3/3/132)  < i… ¥…i…«i…‰ ±… b¬¥…v……™…EÚ…x™…i∫…⁄j…®…¬* +|……{i…∫™…
 |…™……l…«∫™… |……{i…÷ ®…SU… +…∂…Δ∫……* i…∫™……∂S… ¶… ¥…π™…iEÚ…±…&  ¥…π…™…&* i…j… ¶… ¥…π™… i… EÚ…±…‰
+…∂…Δ∫……™……ΔM…®™…®……x……™……Δ v……i……‰& ¥…… ¶…⁄i…¥…n¬ ¥…i…«®……x…¥…SS… |…i™…™……& ¶…¥… xi…* ∫…÷¶…p…ΩÆh…‰
Bi…∫™……‰n…ΩÆh…®…‰¥…®…¬ -
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¥…x…®……±……¶…fii…Δ x…“±…Δ {…“i……®§…Æ®…ΩΔ  |…™…®…¬
{…∂™…… ®… {…÷hbÆ“EÚ…I…Δ ™… n M……fΔ {… Æπ¥…V…‰** ( 11-38)

+V…«x……‰%j… EÚl…™… i… ™…i…¬ ™… n ¥…x…®…… ±…x…Δ x…“±…Δ {…“i……®§…ÆΔ +®§…÷V…±……‰S…x…Δ EfiÚπh…Δ {…∂™…… ®…
i… Ω« i…®…ΩΔ M……f®……∂±…‰π™…… ®…* + ∫®…x…¬ ∂±……‰EÚ‰ +…∂…Δ∫…… ¶… ¥…π™…iEÚ…±… ¥…π…™……
+|……{i…∏…“EÚfiπh…… ±…R¬M…x…∞Ú{……* {…∂™…… ®… {… Æπ¥…V…‰ < i… +…∂…Δ∫……™……Δ ¶…⁄i…¥…SS… < i… ∫…⁄j…‰h…
¥…i…«®……x…¥…±±…]¬|…i™…™…&*

 EÚΔ¥…fik…‰  ±…{∫……™……®…¬ (3/3/6) < i… ∫…⁄j…‰h…… {… ±…]&  ¥…v……x…Δ o∂™…i…‰* ±…§v…÷®…¬ <SU…
 ±…{∫……*  EÚΔ∂…§n x…π{…z……x……Δ ∂…§n…x……Δ ™……‰M…‰  ±…{∫……™……Δ M…®™…®……x……™……Δ ¶… ¥…π™… i…  ¥…EÚ±{…‰x… ±…]¬
+x…‰x…  ¥…v…“™…i…‰* ∫…÷¶…p…ΩÆh…®…Ω…EÚ…¥™…‰ Bi…n÷n…ΩÆh…Δ o∂™…i…‰-

|…™…SUi™… i… l…¶™……‰%z…®…¬ +j… EÚ…‰ v…x…¥…… x… i…*
nni……‰ ™……‰% i… l…¶™……‰%j… ∫… ∫¥…M…» M…SUi…“ i… S…** ( 11-31)

∏…“EfiÚπh…Δ pπ]÷Δ u… ÆEÚ…®…÷{…‰i…& +V…÷«x…& ∫…¥…«j… ∫…®{…z…i……Δ {…∂™… i…* +j… EÚ& v…x…¥……x…¬
+ i… l…¶™…& +z…Δ n…∫™… i…? ™…& + i… l…¶™…& +z…Δ n…∫™… i… ∫…& ∫¥…M…» ±…{∫™…i…‰ < i… ¥…ni…&
•…º®…h……x…¬ n™……±…¥…& M…fiΩ∫l……& ¶……‰V…™… xi… ∫®…* u…ÆEÚ… i……o∂…“ ¶…⁄ i…™…÷HÚ… +…∫…“ n i… ¶……¥…&*
+ ∫®…x…¬ ∂±……‰E‰Ú EÚ…‰ v…x…¥……x…¬ |…™…SU i… <i™…j…  EÚΔ∂…§n™……‰M…‰ |…{…⁄¥…«EÚ…n¬ b÷n…\…¬ n…x…‰ < i…
v……i……‰&  EÚΔ¥…fik…‰  ±…{∫……™……®…¬ < i… ∫…⁄j…‰h… ±…]¬  ¥… Ωi…&*

±……‰bl…«±…I…h…‰ S… (3/3/8) < i… ¥…i…«i…‰ +x™…i∫…⁄j…®…¬* ±……‰bl…«& |…Ëπ…… n& ±…I™…i…‰ ™…‰x…
i… ∫®…z…l…Ê ¥…i…«®……x……r…i……‰& ¶… ¥…π™…i™…l…Ê ±…]¬ ¥…… ∫™……n¬* ™…∫®……r…i……‰&  ¥… v… x…®…xj…h……n™…&
±……‰bl……«&  ¥… Ωi……& i…∫®……i…¬ ¶… ¥…π™…i™…l…Ê  ¥…EÚ±{…‰x… ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ& +x…‰x…  ¥… Ωi…&* ∫…÷¶…p…ΩÆh…‰
BEÚ…n∂…∫…M…Ê +∫™……‰n…ΩÆh…®…‰¥…Δ o∂™…i…‰ -

oπ]¬¥…‰Ω ™…÷π®……x…¶™…‰i™… x…®… xi… ™… n x……M…Æ…&
i……x…¬ ∫…®…fir¬™…l……∂…“ ¶…«∫∫…¥…“™……«  Ω  uV……n™…&** (11.34)

∏…“EfiÚπh…‰x… ∫…Ω ®…‰±…x……l…«®……M…i…& +V…÷«x…& ∫…ΩË¥……M…i……x…¬  uV……x…¬ B¥…Δ ¥…n i… - u…ÆEÚ…™……Δ ™… n
x……M…Æ…& ™…÷π®……x…¬ oπ]¬¥…… x…®… xi… i… Ω« ™…⁄™…Δ i……x…¬ +…∂…“ ¶…«& Bv…v¥…®…¬* < i…* + ∫®…x…¬ {…t‰ ∫…®…fir¬™…l…
<i™…j…  ¥…v™…l…«& o∂™…i…‰ <i™…i…& ±……‰bl…«±…I…h…‰ S… < i… ∫…⁄j…‰h… ¶… ¥…π™… i… ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ& |…™…÷HÚ&*

 ±…{∫™…®……x… ∫…r…Ë S… (3/3/7)  < i… +x™…i∫…⁄j…®… ∫i… ±… b¬¥…v……™…EÚ®…¬*  ±…{∫™…®……x… ∫…r…Ë
M…®™…®……x……™……Δ ¶… ¥…π™… i… EÚ…±…‰ v……i……‰&  ¥…¶……π…… ±…]¬|…i™…™…& ¶…¥… i…*  ±…{∫™…®……x…‰x……z…… nx……
∫¥…M……« n ∫…r…Ë ¶… ¥…π™…nl…Ê +j… ±…]¬* ¥……∫…÷n‰¥… ¥…V…™…‰ {…\S…®…∫…M…Ê +∫™……‰n…ΩÆh…Δ pπ]÷Δ ∂…C™…i…‰-

EÚ…‰ n…∫™…i…‰ nn i… ™…‰ ∂…®…™… xi… i…‰%n& EÚ…Ë±…il…®…z… ®…i…ÆSS… ¥…ni∫…÷ ¥…π…Ê&
 ¶…I…… ui…“™…®… {… S…‰Ω i…÷Æ“™… ¶…I……Δ p…Mn…Æ¥……‰  Ω n ®…x……‰ x…  ¥…∂…‰Æi…‰%l…Ê** (5-6)

+ ∫®…x…¬ ∂±……‰EÚ‰ nn i…, +™… xi… <i™…j… EÚ…Ë±…il…… nx…… ∫…÷J…‰{∫……™……& M…®™…®……x…i¥……n¬ +x…‰x…
∫…⁄j…‰h… +j… ±…]¬±…EÚ…Æ&  ¥… Ωi…&*

™……¥…i{…÷Æ… x…{……i…™……‰±…«]¬ (3/3/4)  < i… +∫i™…x™…i∫…⁄j…®…¬* ™……¥…i{…÷Æ…∂…§n™……‰ x…«{……i…™……‰ª{…{…n™……‰&
¶… ¥…π™… i… EÚ…±…‰ v……i……‰±…«]¬ |…i™…™…& ¶…¥… i…* ¶… ^EÚ…¥™…‰ +π]…n∂…‰ ∫…M…Ê Bi…∫™……‰n…ΩÆh…Δ o∂™…i…‰ -

x… M…SU… ®… {…÷Æ… ±…R¬EÚ…®……™…÷™……«¥…qP……®™…Ω®…¬
EÚn… ¶…¥… i… i…‰ |…“ i…∫i¥……Δ {…∂™…… ®… x… S…‰nΩ®…¬** (18. 35)
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Æ…¥…h…¥…v……x…xi…ÆΔ  ¥…¶…“π…h…∫™…  ¥…±……{…& +™…Δ ∫…xn¶…«&* Ω‰ Æ…V…x…¬, +ΩΔ ™……iEÚ…±…Δ V…“ ¥…π™…… ®…
i……¥…iEÚ…±…Δ ±…R¬EÚ…Δ x… M… ®…π™…… ®…* +ΩΔ ¶…¥…xi…Δ x… {…∂™…… ®… i… Ω« ®…®… |…“ i…& EÚn… ¶… ¥…π™… i…?
x…Ë¥… ¶… ¥…π™…i…“i™…l…Ê |…™……‰M…&* +j… nv…… ®… < i… b÷v……\…¬ v……Æh…{……‰π…h…™……‰& < i… v……i……‰& ™……¥…i{…n™……‰M…‰
i…l…… {…÷Æ… x… M…SU… ®…< i… M…®…¬ v……i……‰& S… ™……¥…i{…÷Æ… x…{……i…™……‰±…«]¬ < i… ∫…⁄j…‰h… +x…÷ ∂…π]&*

 ¥…¶……π…… EÚn…EÚ¡…Ê& (3/3/5)  < i… + ∫i… ∫…⁄j…Δ ±… b¬¥…v…™…EÚ®…¬* EÚn…EÚ¡…Ê& ={…{…n™……‰&
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Abstract

Comparative literature is an interdisciplinary field in which it stud-
ies the literatures across national borders, literatures of different time
periods, languages, genres and it also deals with the art forms such
as music, painting, dance, film etc. in detail. This article tries to
portray how the discipline gained much importance in recent times.
It is only a natural phenomenon that, we will have an urge to com-
pare the literatures in our language with other literatures in English,
Sanskrit and so on. Comparative Literature can be defined as an
overall view of literature, culture, art, music etc.., it also analyses
the similarities, dissimilarities and parallels between two literatures.
This study also tries to discuss the terms like Orientalism,
Eurocentrism, East-West literary relations etc.

Keywords: Orientalism, Eurocentrism, Culture, Compare

Among the topics taught at our universities and colleges at present,
comparative literature has gained much importance in recent times.
This is in addition to the literatures in English, Malayalam and other
regional languages in India. In fact, the study of literatures in re-
gional languages is an impetus to the study of comparative litera-
ture since the discipline never focused on a single genre of literature
or culture; it has the "ideology of inclusion of the other." (Zepetnek
13)

For more than two centuries Indian educational institutions have
given much importance to the study of English literature. We have
also studied or know a little bit the literatures in our classical lan-
guages. It is only a natural phenomenon that, we will have an urge

Dr. Pratheesh Peter

THE RISE OF COMPARATIVE LITERATURE AS A NEW
ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE
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to compare the literature in our language with other literature in
English, Sanskrit and so on. Comparative Literature can be defined
as an overall view of literature, culture, art, music etc.., it also "analy-
ses the similarities and dissimilarities and parallels between two lit-
eratures. It further studies themes, modes, conventions and the use
of folk tales, myths in two different literatures or even more." (Das
1)

The classical language Malayalam is blessed with world renowned
literatures. It is only natural that we compare the Mah¡k¡vyas in
Malayalam such as Um¡kera½am (U½½£r) and Chitrayogam
(Va½½atho?) with K¡½id¡sa's Mah¡k¡vyas like Reghuvam¿am,
Kum¡rasambhavam etc., similarly elegies in English as well as in
Malayalam. For instance there are pastoral elegies like Lycidas,
Adonis and Thyrsis in English. These can be compared with the
elegies in Malayalam such as Rama¸an (Changampuzha Krishna
Pillai), Praroddhanam (Kumaran Ashan), Oru Vil¡pam (V.C
Balakrishnapanikar) and Ka¸¸un¢rthu½½i (Nalappattu Narayana
Menon).

There are several reasons for spreading or getting popularity of
comparative literature as an academic discipline in educational in-
stitutions because more people are learning more languages. A writer
or a literary figure "expresses the concepts with appropriate word-
ings" (Achuthanunni 33) and such works get more readability. In
India we have several languages and each ethnic group has its own
languages and also we have 6 classical languages so far (Tamil,
Sanskrit, Malayalam, Kannada, Telugu and Odia). The literatures
in these languages have also gained significance in genre of world
literature. Literatures in foreign languages other than English are
also being taught and studied in our educational institutions. The
most prominent among these languages are French, German, Span-
ish, Russian, Chinese and Japanese.

The linguists like Noam Chomsky have found many similarities
among the languages of the worlds. The natural consequence to
this is that more and more people have started learning comparative
literature. Disciplines that are allied to language and linguistics such
as Philosophy, psychology, Anthropology, History are also helpful
in studying and understanding languages and literatures. Therefore
one can say without any doubt that, the study of comparative litera-
ture is at present gaining an excellent momentum.
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2.1 Inter-cultural and Intra-cultural Elements in Literature

There are two types of relationship among persons, societies,
nations, languages etc. Let us take in the case of culture, we speak
of inter- cultural and intra-cultural relationship and when there are
many cultures which co-existed at the same time and place the rela-
tionships among these cultures are described as inter-cultural rela-
tionships.

The relationships among various cultures in India can be called
inter-cultural relationships. Cultures can be a matter of religion, place
of habitation or the customs and manners followed. The example
can be taken from India that there can be relationship between the
Hindu culture and Muslim or Christian cultures. There can also be
relationships between Kerala culture and Tamil culture. The differ-
ence and similarities among these cultures can be seen or reflected
in respect to the language also.

Intra-cultural relationship means the relationship among the vari-
ous elements within the culture. For instance Kerala is a geographi-
cal territory and unique in many ways even though it has many
religions within it. It has almost same culture but within the partners
of the same culture. There are differences based on religion, cus-
toms and manners and so on. They are called intra-cultural relation-
ships.

Therefore inter means outside and intra means inside or within.
Both these are important in the study of languages and literatures.
These two expressions are used in the words like international, in-
terpersonal, interreligious, intra-religious, intra-personal, intra-lin-
guistics and so on. As far as cultures are concerned, these relation-
ships are very much significant.

2.2 East West Literary Relations

As far as Culture is concerned, the entire world is mainly divided
into two parts, the East and West. The east consists the continents
like Asia and Africa and the West consists of the continents of Eu-
rope and America. The member countries have been in constant
inter-relationship between the countries of the west and the coun-
tries of the east. The western languages have two classical languages
that are Greek and Latin and the modern languages such as En-
glish, French, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese etc. and the Eastern lan-
guages are the languages of India and Africa.
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The epic like Iliad and Odyssey in Greek have always been a
great influence on the literature in modern European languages. And
there are great epics in Eastern languages also such as the R¡m¡ya¸a
and Mah¡bh¡rata. The literary forms in modern European languages
such as the novel, short stories, sonnets etc. greatly influence East-
ern languages and these literary forms sprang up in Eastern lan-
guages. The social novels of Europe were responsible to produce a
so called perfect novel like Indulekha by O Chandu Menon in
Malayalam. There was a counter influence also by eastern litera-
tures on west such as the influence exerted by the Kabuki theatre
from Japan on European theatre.

2.3 Eurocentrism

Eurocentrism can be described as the attitude of the western schol-
ars to the literatures of the world. European scholars look patroniz-
ingly at the languages and literatures of the east. One example is
that the Eurocentrists consider only the Iliad and Odyssey as the
only classics of the world. They do not give much importance to
Indian epics like the R¡m¡ya¸a and Mah¡bh¡rata. Thus we can
see that Eurocentrism can be considered as a defect in critical per-
spective.

The term Orientalism should also be taken into consideration
along with Eurocentrism. Orientalism describes the strategies adopted
by the Europeans to colonize and dominate the east in particular
and the world in general. In cultural and literary matters the world
has been divided into the occident (West) and the orient (East).
However, the Orient is an "idea that has a history and a tradition of
thought, imagery, and vocabulary that have given it reality and pres-
ence in and for the West. The two geographical entities thus sup-
port and to an extent reflect each other" (Said 13). Even though
western scholars have studied the classics of the east, they treated
eastern classic and other literary work in a patronizing manner. For
instance the German scholar Max Muller studied Sanskrit and wrote
much on eastern classics. It is alleged that he is also as an orientalist
who looked at eastern classic in a patronizing manner.

In the recent past when much attention is being paid to the litera-
tures of the East and the orientalist frame of mind slowly disappear-
ing and their literatures of the eastern hemisphere are still in lime-
light.
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Geometry in Ancient India - An Introduction

Indian mathematical intellectuals gave more emphasis to com-
putation and to the developments in arithmetic and algebra. But it is
to be noted that the basis and inspiration for the Indian mathemati-
cal world is geometry. Geometry was often known as 'kÀetraga¸ita'.
The beginning of algebra can be very well traced to constructional
geometry of the sulbas£tra period. Indian mathematicians have of-
ten represented algebraic truths on geometrical grounds. Arithmatical
operations, multiplication and division were illustrated through geo-
metrical interpretations. Trigonometry is often considered as geom-
etry of triangle. So also the study of theory of numbers were really
the study of the right triangle and rational rectilinear figures.

Thus geometry can be taken as the branch of mathematics which
received the earliest attention - observes T.A. Sarasvati Amma.1

The Sulbas£tras preserved only a part of the mathematical knowl-
edge of ancient India. Sarasvati Amma points out that even in Math-
ematical field, as in Ëyurveda, the great teachers provided only
manuals for easy reference while explanation and rationale were
left for oral instruction, and that foreign invasions have resulted for
the loss of scientific knowledges. She adds that commentaries con-
tained significant proofs and derivations. This she observes as the
reason for absence of proofs and demonstrations in Indian math-
ematics in general and geometry in particular.2 She observes that
Indian geometry has three distinct periods historically - Pre Aryan,
Vedic or Sulbas£tra, Post Christian.3 Louis Renou4 has listed 8
sulbas£tras - Laug¡kÀi, M¡nava, Var¡ha, Baudh¡yna, V¡dhula,

Dr. P. M. Mini

THE GEOMETRICAL IMPLICATIONS OF TRILAT-
ERAL FIGURES MENTIONED IN THE

GAÛITASËRASA×GRAHA (G.S.S.) OF MAHËVÌRA
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Ëpastamba, Hira¸yake¿in and K¡ty¡yana. Maitr¡ya¸a is also added
by Datta.5 Sarasvati Amma has mentioned that Tattv¡rth¡dhigamas£tra
of Um¡sv¡ti, the Sth¡n¡ngas£tra, the Jambudv¢papannatti,
Anuyogadv¡ras£tra, KÀetrasam¡sa are jaina works with mathemati-
cal material and she points out that almost all jaina works, canonical
or other, has mathematics in them. Jainas did give importance to
correct calculations in their cosmography.6

The 7th chapter of GSS is completely given for geometry.  In this
chapter Mah¡v¢ra discusses different geometrical shapes like trilat-
eral, quadrilateral, curvilinear  and the methods to find their area.

In addition to these, Mah¡v¢ra was the first Indian Mathemati-
cian to discuss the following shapes.

a. Yav¡k¡ra b. Murj¡k¡ra c. Pa¸av¡k¡ra d. Vajr¡k¡ra
e UbhayaniÀedha kÀetra d. EkaniÀedha kÀetra
f. Hatadanta kÀetra g. âa¶bhuja kÀetra

Jaina mathematicians like Mah¡v¢ra, V¢rasena, Yativ¤Àabha,
ár¢dhara, etc. have applied their mathematical talents to find out the
areas volumes, etc. of not only simple figures and objects but also
of complex ones. They include triangular shapes, quadrilateral
shapes, circular and ring shapes and combinations of these.

 Trilaterals

Three types of trilateral figures are discussed by Mah¡v¢ra. They
are equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle and scalene triangle.
Mah¡v¢ra considered a triangle as a quadrilateral of one side zero
and gave the following rule to find its area.

¶…÷V…™…÷i™…v…«S…i…÷πEÚ…n¬̆¶…÷V…Ω˛“x……r˘… i…i……i{…nΔ̆∫…⁄I®…®…¬*
+l…¥…… ®…÷J…i…±…™…÷ i…n˘±…®…¥…±…®§…M…÷h…Δ x… ¥…π…®…S…i…÷Æ˙∏…‰**7

In this sloka Mah¡v¢ra says that from the half of the sum of four
sides of a quadrilateral subtract each side (separately). Finding the
product of such quantities and then taking the square root the mi-
nutely accurate measure of the area of the quadrilateral is obtained
or the product of the perpendicular from the top to the base and half
the sum of the top measure and the base measure will give the mi-
nutely accurate area of a quadrilateral.

Since Mah¡v¢ra considered a triangle as a quadrilateral with one
side zero the formula for minutely accurate area of a trilateral figure
is given as                          ,                     , where a, b, c are the 3 sides.√s(s-a)(s-b)(s-c) s= a+b+c

2
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Also area        where c is one side of the triangle and 'p' is the
perpendicular distance of the opposite vertex from this side. Mean-
while the formula for finding p is also given in GSS 7.49.

¶…÷V…EfiÚi™…xi…Æ˙¶…⁄æ˛i…¶…⁄∫…R¬ÛGÚ®…h…Δ j…§……Ω÷̨EÚ…§……v…‰*
i…r÷̆V…¥…M……«xi…Æ˙{…n˘®…¥…±…®§…EÚ®……Ω÷̨Æ˙…S……™……«&**8

In the sloka cited above it is given that by doing sankrama¸a
between one side (base) and the difference between the squares of
the other sides as divided by the base will give the two segments of
the base. The square root of the difference between the squares of
these segments and of the corresponding adjacent sides gives the
measure of

the perpendicular ie.,  then

In G.S.S. 7.171 ½  Mah¡v¢ra gives the rule to find the base and
side of an isosceles triangle if the approximate and exact areas of
the triangle is  known.

°Ú±…¥…M……«xi…Æ˙®…⁄±…Δ u˘M…÷h…Δ¶…⁄¥™……«¥…Ω˛… Æ˙EΔÚ§……Ω÷̨&*
¶…⁄®™…v…«®…⁄±…¶…Ci…‰ u˘∫…®… j…¶…÷V…∫™… EÚÆ˙h… ®…n˘®…¬ **9

In the above sloka Mah¡v¢ra explains that find twice the square
root of the difference of the areas (exact and appropriate). This is
taken as the base and the approximate area is taken as the side of an
isosceles triangle. Dividing the above base and side by half the square
root of the above base will give the base and side of the required
isosceles triangle.

If A
e
 and A

a
 are the exact and approximate areas of an isosceles

triangle then
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=
c px
2
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side =

If a is the base and b is the side  of an isosceles triangle then

So

 So the rule is verified.

Similarly the side10 of an equilateral triangle of given areas (ex-
act and approximate) is given by Mah¡v¢ra as side

Ëryabha¶¢ya 2.6 clearly gives the formula for area of a trilateral
figure as   area

Brahmagupta also gives the formula11 for the same as

where a,b,c are the sides and
by treating triangle as a quadrilateral with one side 0. Even though
Mah¡v¢ra and Brahmagupta give the formula for area of a triangle,
its credit is attributed to  Heron of Alaxandria.12

But in Yuktid¢pika 2.531-534 the area of a triangle is found in a
different way by converting it into a quadrilateral and then finding
its area.13
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In fig. 3, triangles (3) and (4) will coincide with (1) and (2) re-
spectively.

∴ Area of the triangle ABC = Area of the new quadrilateral EFGH

= base × height = 1/2  base of triangle × altitude

In L¢¢l¡vati - 166 also we can see the same formula for area of a
triangle.

Though Brahmagupta gives an expression for the circumradius
of triangle in Brahmasphu¶asinddh¡nta 12-27, Mah¡v¢ra is the first
to speak of a circle inscribed in a triangle and its diameter.14

{… Æ˙v…‰: {……n‰̆x…¶…V…‰n˘x……™…i…I…‰j…∫…⁄I…¬®…M… h…i…Δ i…i…¬
I…‰j……¶™…xi…Æ˙¥…fik…‰ ¥…πEÚ®¶……‰%™…Δ  ¥… x…Ãn˘π]ı:15

The above given verse points out that the exact area of any fig-
ure other than a rectangle should be divided by one-fourth the pe-
rimeter to get the diameter of the circle inscribed within that figure.

The rule is quite true because if r is the radius of the incircle

Fig. 4
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Abstract

India is a land of biodiversity and hence it is really normal to
have different poisonous creatures to co-exist with humans. So to
manage the threat raised Indians have formulated the indigenous
solutions for poison. In this article, the treatment of poison in
Ayurveda is explained.

Key words

Ayurveda-aÀ¶¡´gas-tridoÀasiddh¡nta- dhatus-visha-dushivisha-
susrutasamhita- mantra- gara

Human life had been in constant fight with the poisonous sub-
stances and venomous creatures.  Death, the only end always horri-
fied him. Gradually, he began to identify those animals, plants and
substances that made him suffer. His zeal for existence was so pro-
found that he developed his own theories to solve the problem. Thus
a new branch of knowledge i.e the science of poison evolved. Mod-
ern science gives the name Toxicology for the newly developed
branch and defines it as -"The scientific study of poison, its effects,
manifestations and treatment."

In India, Garudavidy¡, T¡rk¡Àyavidy¡, Sarpavidy¡ and
Visaharividy¡ were the words used to denote the early forms of
Toxicology.  In the early stages of development, spells, charms and
superstitions were governing the treatment. Later on, by the advent
of scientific thoughts, the typical Indian system of medicine viz.
Ëyurveda got established. Then all the knowledge pertaining to
health and hygiene got related to the new system. As a result Toxi-
cology became one of the eight auxiliaries of Ayurveda. It is de-

Dr. Ajitha T. S.

TREATMENT OF POISON IN AYURVEDA -
AN OVERVIEW
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noted by the names Agadatantra, ViÀacikits¡and DamÀ¶racikits¡. It
has been defined by ¡yurvedic physicians thus-

agadatantramn¡masarpak¢¶al£t¡m£Àak¡didaÀ¶aviÀavijµ¡n¡rtha
mvividhaviÀasamyogopa¿aman¡rthamca1

Nature of poison

Ëyurveda identifies poisons as the foreign substances invading
into the body so as to disturb the equilibrium of the whole system.
One peculiarity of toxicological treatment is the nature of medicines
used. When all ¡yurvedic medicaments are commonly harmless,
antidotes (agadas- special medicinal preparations to treat poison)
possess poisonous properties. If applied on a healthy person they
produce symptoms of poisoning. Hence detection of poisoning is
an important step of toxicological treatment. This has been empha-
sized by Su¿ruta. Hence symptoms are to be observed closely. Food,
drinks and cloths of the victim are subjected to examination. Thus
Agadatantra becomes a discipline which requires much care and
vigilance on the part of the physician. Caraka Samhita gives a brief
but comprehensive account of poison i.e. that which originates from
water, is fire like in action, having two divisions, eight impulses, ten
properties and twenty-four remedial measures.

Classification of poison

Ëyurvedic system classifies poison into artificial (Chemical tox-
ins) and natural poisons (Bio-toxins). Based on the receptacles natural
poison is further divided into mobile (ja´gama) and immobile
(sth¡vara).2 Artificial poison (gara) is a toxic combination of either
poisonous or non-poisonous substances. This doesn't kill the victim
instantly but exert a toxic effect after sometime.3 Another variety of
viÀa is d£À¢viÀa (chronic poison). Poison, either artificial or natural
in an inactivated state can be called as d£À¢viÀa. Due to its low po-
tency it cannot kill the victim but can remain in the affected body
for years and exert a bad impact on health.  It gets agitated by the
habitat, season, food and day-sleep and is powerful enough to con-
taminate the dh¡t£-s.4

Poisonous plants

Based on the locus of poison the system classifies poisonous
plants into seven groups. i.e. those having poison in their roots,
leaves, fruits, flowers, bark, sap, and tubers.5 A list of plants be-
longing to each group is also given. Poisonous plants like a¿vam¡ra,
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guµj¡, sugandh¡, sarpagh¡ti, k¡lak£¶a, p¡laka and vatsan¡bha are
included in the list.

Venomous snakes

Ëyurvedic system gives utmost importance to the treatment of
snake poisoning. Physicians formulated their laws based on obser-
vation and experience. Caraka gives the three fold division of ter-
restrial snakes. i.e., into 1. Hooded snakes (Drav¢kara), 2. Snakes
with stripes on the body (R¡j¢m¡n), and 3. Snakes with patches on
the body (Ma¸·ali).

Su¿rut¡ mentions of four kinds of snake bites. viz a) poisonous
bite (sarpita) b) laccrated bite (radita) c) poison free bite (nirviÀa)
and d) hurt by the snake body (sarp¡´g¡bhihata).

This topic seen in ¡yurvedic treatises seems to echo the well
accepted principle of modern snake bite treatment i.e., "poisonous
snake bite is not synonymous with snake bite poisoning".6 It has
been undoubtedly proven that over one half of the victims of poi-
sonous snake bite escape without poisoning. The biological pecu-
liarities of snakes reveal the secret behind this fact. Snakes bite only
in defense. Hence it rarely results in the injection of venom. Though
injected it may not reach the fatal dose. The marks of fangs are very
important in determining whether it is a poisonous or non-poison-
ous bite. If the bite is a poisonous one, the mark of the fangs will be
visible at the upper portion. This will be accompanied by the small
marks of teeth. Marks of fangs can be distinguished from that of
others by analysing their depth and size. If a non poisonous snake
bites, all the marks will be of same size and depth.

It should also be kept in mind that, the snake bites of fear and the
victim also will be in a state of confusion. Hence the fangs may not
be located correctly on the body of the victim. Though placed they
may not be visible. Sometimes certain scratches or pits may be seen.7

Even though ¡yurvedic system is aware of determining the pres-
ence or absence of poison by analysing the marks of fangs, their
ideas are coloured by the belief that there are four poisonous fangs
in a snake. They assume that the increasing number of marks points
to the fatality of the bite.

Treatment for snake bites

Ëyurveda presents a complete package for the treatment of poi-
son in which first-aid, systematic treatment, and incantation are in-
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volved. Thus we may see a holistic approach combining both the
physical and psychological sides of treatment. CS is the only text
enlisting all the measures accepted in the treatment of poison.

®…xj…… Æ…π]ı…‰i{…“bx…S…⁄π…h…… Mx…{… Æπ…‰EÚ…&* +¥…M……ΩÆHÚ®……‰I…h…¥…®…x… ¥…Æ‰EÚ…‰{…v……x…… x…*
æ˛n…™……¥…Æh……\V…x…x…∫™…v…⁄®…±…‰Ω…Ëπ…v…|…v…®…x…… x…* |… i…∫……Æh…Δ|… i… ¥…π…Δ∫…ΔY……∫…Δ∫l……{…x…Δ±…‰{…&**
®…fii…∫…\V…“¥…x…®…‰¥…S… ¥…Δ∂… i…Æ‰i…‰S…i…÷ ¶…«Æ v…EÚ…&*8

Even though incantation has been identified as the first measure,
Caraka has furnished no further detail. When these portions are
analysed, it can be noticed that in Caraka Samhita both mantra-s
and medicines have been considered as complementary to each other.
But treatment with mantra-s is not mentioned by Caraka.

As far as Su¿rutasamhita is concerned, mantra-s have little im-
portance in treatment. Acknowledging his age as that of deteriora-
tion, Su¿ruta prefers medicines to mantra-s.9 From these accounts it
can be assumed that samhit¡ works do not follow the mantra tradi-
tion.

AriÀ¶a (binding), utkartana (incision), niÀp¢·ana (compression),
c£Àa¸a (sucking), agni (heating), pariÀeka (sprinkling), avag¡ha
(bath), and raktamokÀa (bloodletting) are the accepted first aid imple-
mentations. Vamana (emesis) and vireka (purgation) are the means
to expel unabsorbed poison. Upadh¡na (medication on incised scalp),
h¤day¡vara¸a (protection of heart), aµjana (collyrium), nasya (snuff-
ing), dh£ma (smoking), leha (linctus), auÀadha (other medicament,),
pradhamana (blowing up through nose), pratis¡¤a¸a (local applica-
tion), prativiÀa (antidotes), samjµ¡samsth¡pana (rasuscitation), lepa
(pastes) and m¤tasaµj¢vana (revival) are the measures of symptom-
atic treatment.

Caraka gives a description of the benefits of these measures.
According to him incision stops poison from spreading. Sucking
gives a passage for poison to come out. AriaÀ¶a-s work like water
bunds and protect affected tissues. Heating burns away the poison
situated in skin and flesh.  Bloodletting oozes out the vitiated blood.
Ingested but unabsorbed food can be eliminated either by emesis or
by purgation.

First aid measures

a. Binding: Ëyurvedic system was very conscious of the speed
with which poison spreads in the body. Hence a number of mea-
sures for slowing down the pace are taken. The first measure advo-
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cated by the system is the application of tournique. This is useful in
blocking the passage of venom. This is beneficial only when the
bite is on the hands or legs of a person. Su¿rut¡ says that ligature
should be tied tight four a´gulas (8cm) above the bite. He also em-
phasizes that the tournique should not be so tight that the blood
circulation might be blocked.

b. Incision: Incision through the fang marks is the second step.
Su¿ruta says that this is applicable in those cases where binding of a
ligament is not possible.10 While incising it should be kept in mind
that the knife or other things used for the task are neat and tidy,
otherwise it will lead to inflammation of the wound. Incision done
immediately after the bite is found to be beneficial.

c. Compression: If the bite is not occurring at a vulnerable part,
and a part of the fang is remaining in the spot, it should be com-
pressed so as to ooze out the venom.

d. Sucking: After incision suction is advised. Though oral suc-
tion is the easiest one, mechanical one is advocated, because in oral
suction a number of things have to be kept in mind. Before oral
suction, it should be affirmed that there is no oral lesions. As a pre-
caution, the man, who is going for oral suction is advised to fill his
mouth with barley powder or dust.Su¿ruta advises to keep a piece
of cloth in the mouth. He also says that if he is not keeping the cloth
in the mouth he had to bite the snake which has bitten or a piece of
stone. The latter part may be given in assurance of confidence and
courage.

e. D¡ha (Heating): Heating is the method done in all the cases,
except in that made by viper venom. Heating is capable of destroy-
ing the poison instantaneously. On heating viper venom vitiating
bile, may spread to other places.

f. PariÀeka (sprinkling): The wound which is subjected to heat-
ing, incision and sucking should be sprinkled with antidotes.

g. Avag¡ha (bath): The wound sprinkled with antidotes has to
be washed continuously with a solution of sandal wood paste and
u¿ira.

h. RaktamokÀa¸a (bloodletting): This is also very important. If
done immediately after the bite, it is helpful in the elimination of
poison. A vein near the site of bite has to be punctured. It will help
to eliminate poison along with the flowing blood. Even though this
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has been identified as a fruitful one, modern medicine warns of the
dangers coming through this. Sometimes venipuncture may result
in uncontrollable bleeding and quick absorption of the venom. In-
flammation caused by wound infection may result in local tissue
damage.11 However venipuncture can only be done by a trained
person.

Medical treatment

Coming to the systematic treatment, we can see a wide spectrum
of treatments. Caraka enumerates 13 measures of the treatment.12

They are 1. Upadh¡na (Medication on incised scalp), 2. H¤day¡vara¸a
(Protection of heart), 3. Aµjana (collyrium), 4. Nasya (snuffing), 5.
Dh£ma (smoking), 6. Leha (linctus), 7. AuÀadha (other medica-
ment), 8. Pradhamana (blowing up through nose), 9. Pratis¡ra¸a
(local application), 10. PrativiÀa (antidotes), 11. Samjµ¡samsth¡pana
(rasuscitation), 12. Lepa (paste) and 13. M¤tasaµj¢vana (revivation).

A number of agadas viz. gandhahasti, mah¡gandhahasti, ajita,
kÀ¡ra, m¤tasaµj¢vani, saµj¢vani, kalyanagh¤ta, mah¡sugandhi, hita,
himav¡n, am¤tagh¤ata etc. are mentioned in this episode. Poison-
ous rats and dogs

The portion on the diseases caused by rats and other animals
show how useful Ëyurveda is to a society, which is very conver-
sant with animal pets. Even though the epidemics like plague were
not familiar to the sages, some of the diseases like rat bite fever
seem to be treated in those days. Su¿ruta was aware of the fact that
rats are not poisonous by nature but are made poisonous by the
change coming in their internal constitution. In this context, apart
from symptomatic treatment, special treatments are also given. The
agada, viz. m£ÀikaviÀ¡ri is very important. As modern medicine
cannot bring back a patient from the final stages of Rabies,
¡yurvedic solutions for Rabies become significant.

Criminal poisoning

The portion on criminal poisoning helps in identifying a poi-
soned foodstuff. The ¡yurvedic solutions for poisoning of 29 es-
sential commodities of life are given in this portion. They include
food, tooth brush, mouth gargles, anointing oil, massaging materi-
als, bathing materials, clothes, comb etc. The details of artificial
poison viz. gara given in the texts are relevant even today. In this
age of increased atmospheric pollution and administration of bio-
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logical weapon by the hostile armies, ¡yurvedic solutions for poi-
soning become important.

Poisoning by insects

By the term insect, ¡yurvedic books refer all lower creatures ex-
cept spiders and the poisoning or irritating effect produced by them,
are included under the head insect poisoning or k¢¶aviÀa. Here the
poisoning caused by wasps, garden lizard, galagolika, centipede,
frog, big scorpion, ahinduka, ants, honey bee, mosquito, leech,
ucciti´ga, fishes and house lizards is treated in detail.  Solutions for
all the problems created by these creatures are provided in the trea-
tises. Spider poison is considered as more dreadful than snake
venom. Here a number of special recipes are also given. They are
padmak¡gada, campak¡gada, mandar¡gada and gandham¡dan¡gada.

From this study, it has been revealed that Ëyurveda provides all
the necessary solutions for the needs of the society. Of course, some
of the portions given in the texts are wrong. But we cannot blame
the sages for those portions because all these portions were pre-
pared in a less sophisticated age and society. For their conclusions,
they depended mainly on observations. And to understand the real
anatomy and physiology, observation is not enough. So for the
wrong conclusions, they may be excused. But we cannot consider
that everything told in ¡yurvedic treatises are wrong. Many details
given in those texts are highly scientific and authentic.

Footnotes
1. Susrutasamhita, Sutrasthana, 1, p.3.
2. Susrutasamhita, Kalpasthana, p.423.
3. Carakasamhita, p.365.
4. Susrutasamhita, Kalpasthana, 11, p.424
5. Susrutasamhita, Kalpasthana, II. p.419.
6. H.A. Reid. "The principles of snakebite treatment", Snake venoms and

envenomation, p. 127.
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ABSTRACT

Ayurveda is a life science that takes a holistic approach to health
and provides tailored medicine. It is one of the oldest medical sys-
tems, including thousands of medical theories and principles. Re-
search has become the need of the hour in every science. The
Ayurvedic and modern research methodologies focus on observa-
tions and experimentation, but the tactics are distinct. The 44
V¡damarga mentioned by Carak¡charya in the Vim¡na Sth¡na of
Caraka Samhita includes Paµc¡vayava V¡kya, which is not simply
a set of techniques for conquering a hostile debate with an oppo-
nent, but it is also a way for establishing one's own theory in front of
a scientific committee. The traditional criteria of the Ayurveda á¡stra
and Modern Research instruments and procedures have a lot in com-
mon.

INTRODUCTION

Darsana is the means by which we obtain Tatvajµ¡na. Dar¿ana
¿¡stra is primarily concerned with discovering the origin of uni-
verse. As Ayurveda is concerned with the human body, it is neces-
sary to understand how the human body is formed, which is dis-
cussed in a systematic manner in the Dar¿ana ¿¡stra. However,
Ayurveda has used these Principles of Tatva most of the time in
relation to disease. Certain factors play a significant role in Ayurveda
and have a Dar¿anic effect on it.

All of the Dar¿anas, in general, have some impact on Ayurvedic
beliefs. The S¡Ækhya and Vai¿eÀika Dar¿anas have influenced not
only Ayurveda, but all modern disciplines as well. The T¡tvika

Dr. Keerthi P. & Dr. Leena P. Nair

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PAØCËVAYAVA VËKYA IN
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
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Vivechana of S¡Ækhya and Ny¡ya Dar¿anas, in particular, have
had a significant impact on Ayurvedic doctrines. The similarities
between Ayurveda and the ideas discussed in S¡Ækhya Dar¿ana
suggest that the two systems of knowledge are mutually impacted.
Both of these systems contain commonalities in terms of the theo-
ries listed below, indicating a connection between the two sciences.
The first person to explain Pad¡rthas was Vai¿eÀika Dar¿ana (mate-
rials and substances which comprise the creation). Vi¿eÀa Pad¡rtha
was particularly well-described. The same six Pad¡rthas are de-
scribed in Ayurveda, although in a different order based on the
science's utility. In Caraka Samhita, there is a lot of influence from
Ny¡ya Dar¿ana. The Ny¡ya Dar¿ana theories have been thoroughly
discussed by Caraka.

Pram¡¸as are Ny¡ya Dar¿anas specialty subject; Ny¡ya Dar¿ana
has placed a strong focus on Pram¡¸as in general, and Anum¿na
Pram¡¸as (learning by inference) in particular.5 In Ayurveda and
Yoga Dar¿ana, concepts such as Pram¡¸as, Nidra, Sm¤ti, Abhy¡sa,
I¿vara Sam¡natva, AÀ¶asiddi, and others are mentioned and ex-
panded in comparable ways6. According to Yoga Dar¿ana, the state-
ment on Yoga "yogaÅ saÅ saÆyoga ucyate" is found in Ayurveda.
P£rva M¢m¡Æs¡ thought that if a person performed rituals such as
Yajµa and Y¡ga, he or she would achieve MokÀa or salvation.
Acharya Caraka asserted that Brahma Pad¡rtha referenced in Vedanta
Dar¿ana is the Antar¡tma or soul in our body while expressing the
philosophy of Loka PuruÀa S¡mya (similarities between nature or
creation and human being). Caraka explained the impact of past
deeds (P£rva Karma), the doctrine of Paµcikara¸a, sriÀ¶i, laya,
j¢v¡tma, mokÀ¡ and the techniques of reaching MokÀ¡, among other
things, in Vedanta Dar¿ana. In Tarka Sa´graha, the context of
Anum¡napram¡¸a, two types of Anum¡na have been mentioned,
Sv¡rtha Anum¡na and Par¡rtha Anum¡na. Sv¡rtha Anum¡na-
pram¡¸a refers to the self-perspective guessing of inference that
occurs after indriyar¡rthasannikarÀa with an object.4 When a per-
son tries to explain his inference of fire from the presence of fumes
over the hilly area to another person to make him get the jµ¡na
about it, such sort of pram¡¸a is denoted by the word Par¡rtha
Anum¡napram¡¸a. Where while trying to convince the second per-
son, the first person uses 5 steps or methods. They are Pratijµ¡,
Hetu, Ud¡hara¸a / D¤À¶¡Æta, Upanaya, and Nigamana.4 In Ny¡ya
Dar¿ana, these are mentioned as Avayava; i.e., pratijµ¡het£-
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d¡hara¸opanayanigaman¡ni "avayav¡Å''.5 The 44 V¡damarga men-
tioned by Carakacharya in the Vim¡na Sth¡na of Caraka Samhita
includes Paµca¡vayava V¡kya, (Pratijµ¡, Hetu, Ud¡hara¸a /
D¤À¶¡Æta, Upanaya, and Nigamana) which is not simply a set of
techniques for conquering a hostile debate with an opponent, but it
is also a way for establishing one's own theory in front of a scien-
tific committee.1

A theory (Siddh¡nta) is defined by Acarya Caraka as the result
of a scientific method that includes several attempts at investigation
by many investigators, all of which are supported by evidence.1

"Creative and methodical work used to establish or confirm facts,
reaffirm the findings of prior work, solve new or existing issues,
support theories, or generate new theories" is how research is de-
fined once more.2 Ayurveda's critical scientific approach is based
on the understanding of Pram¡¸a, Paµc¡vayava v¡kya, and other
scientific tools of research. Pram¡¸a is an ancient method of re-
search in Ayurveda that has been used to build research methods.
The process used to establish any principle or truth through correct
validation of different tests and investigations is known as
Paµc¡vayava v¡kya.

The term "Research" refers to a search for information. A rigor-
ous and systematic search for relevant knowledge on a given topic
is also known as research. In a nutshell, research is the art of con-
ducting scientific investigations. Some people consider research to
be a voyage from the known to the unknown. Research, according
to Clifford Woody, comprises defining and redefining problems,
formulating hypotheses or suggested solutions; collecting, organiz-
ing and evaluating data; making deductions and reaching conclu-
sions; and at last, carefully testing the conclusions to determine
whether they fit the formulating hypothesis.2 In a sentence, research
is the pursuit of knowledge through a process of finding a solution
to a problem that is objective and systematic.

Descriptions of Paµc¡vayava v¡kya:

PRATIJØË (Proposition)

"athapratijµ¡-pratijµ¡n¡mas¡dhyavacana?; yath¡- nityaÅpuruÀaiti ||"

The statement of the research problem is known as Pratijµ¡. It's
a claim about the thing that needs to be proven. It's possible to link
it to the hypothesis. After Pratijµ¡, Sth¡pan¡ confirms the same
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hypothesis with the help of Hetu, D¤À¶¡Æta, Upanaya, and
Nigamana. Pratijµ¡ is here... Man (PuruÀa) is Eternal.1

"p£rvaÆ  hipratijµ¡, kiÆhyapratijµ¡taÆsth¡payiÀyati|"

That is, there must first be a proposition or Hypothesis, and then
it must be established, because what can be established without a
proposition. Sth¡pan¡ and Pratisth¡pan¡ are establishment and the
counter establishment. In Sth¡pan¡ the establishment of the propo-
sition is made through Hetu, Ud¡hara¸a, Upanaya and Nigamana.
Proposition is also establishment for others. The Anum¡na has five
components, thus pratinja also comes as factor for establishment.
Here the pratinja is being established so under Sth¡pan¡ the four
steps hetu etc comes. Pratisth¡pan¡ is establishment of ones own
proposition against the opponents proposition.1

HETU (Cause/Reason)

athahetuÅ-heturn¡mopalabdhik¡ra¸aÆ; tat pratyakÀam,
anum¡nam, aitihyam, aupamyamiti; ebhirhetubhiryadupalabhyate
tat tattvam||

Hetu and D¤À¶¡Æta are critical in reaching the conclusion. When
offering a rationale or a possible cause to explain any fact, means
and methods of study should be considered. Hetu is the source of
knowledge such as PratyakÀa (direct perception), Anum¡na (infer-
ence), Aitihya (traditional wisdom), and Aupamya (analogy or
simile). This is tattva, which is indicated by these factors (truth).1

Ëptopade¿a: It is the cornerstone of all investigation techniques.
Every research project starts with knowledge that already exists.
This is why every study requires a pre-review. Whatever is observed
(PratyakÀa) or deduced from reasoning and inferences has a foun-
dation of prior knowledge, which is referred to as Ëptopade¿a. Apart
from these fundamental investigation methods, the Vim¡na Sth¡na
of Caraka Samhita mentions Paµc¡vayava V¡kya [Fivefold State-
ment for Establishing Facts].

PratyakÀa: The PratyakÀa, or direct observation, refers to the
knowledge received via direct contact with the thing by the senses.
With the naked eye, you can evaluate colour, form, size, shine, and
other visual items. Similarly, we can boost the capacity of several
sense organs by using mechanical aids such as microscopes,
endoscopes, and other similar devices, as well as thermometers, pulse
oximeters, clinical hammers, and stethoscopes.
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Anum¡na: When having an important way of clinical examina-
tion with visual aids does not show benefit, we turn to logical con-
clusions, which operate as a link between cause and effect and
achieve the study goal. Anum¡na is the name for this. For example,
while testing joint swelling in Arthritis, we can use a measuring tape
(PratyakÀa), but when testing overall improvement, we ask the pa-
tient to walk and see whether they can walk without assistance or
discomfort, which indicates our Anum¡na or inference showing the
efficacy of the anti-arthritic medicine.

Upam¡na: Upam¡na Pram¡¸a is used when we are conducting
study on the efficacy of a drug in rats or other animals. Because the
medicine has an effect on lower animals, it is quite likely that it will
have an effect on the human body. It all depends on the loka-PuruÀa-
sam¡nya concept once more (uniformity of nature).

Yukti Pram¡¸a: Yukti is nothing more than the conclusions de-
rived from PratyakÀa and Anum¡na. It is similar to Anum¡na, with
the exception that Anum¡na is concerned with a single object or
process, whereas Yukti takes a multi-dimensional approach. It comes
in handy when undertaking medicinal research. For example, by
changing the way a medicine is taken, it can be utilized to treat a
variety of diseases. Triphala alone can help you lose weight, but
when combined with honey and lukewarm water, it can help you
lose weight faster.1

UDËHARAÛA/DÎâÙËêTA (Example)

athad¤À¶¡antaÅ-d¤À¶¡nton¡mayatram£rkhaviduÀ¡Æbuddhis¡m-
yaÆ, yovar¸yaÆvar¸ayati |yath¡- agniruÀ¸aÅ, dravamudakaÆ,
sthir¡p¤thivi, ¡dityaÅprak¡¿akaiti|

Instance or Illustration. If present, the thing's similarity or image
must be proven. For instance, the sky is forever, yet fire is extremely
hot. The accuracy of the assertion is supported by such examples or
illustrations.1

UPANAYA (Correlation)

upanayaÅ-yath¡c¡k¤takam¡k¡¿aÆ, taccanityaÆ, tath¡puruÀaiti|

The PuruÀa is uncreated and eternal, just as the sky is uncreated
and eternal.

The use of comparison or co-relation aids in the illustration of
the problem and provides a logical order for prior actions. ParikÀa is
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the Sanskrit word for investigation or inquiry, which refers to a
researcher's desire to learn something new.1

NIGAMANA (Conclusion)

nigamanaÆ-tasm¡nnityaiti ||

The conclusion-self is eternal. The conclusion is taken from the
findings of such experiments or observations by Nigamana through
a logical reasoning procedure, using instances and correlation. As a
result, Siddh¡nta refers to the information acquired.1

athasiddh¡nta:

siddh¡nton¡masayaÅpar¢kÀakairbahuvidhaÆpar¢kÀyahetubhi¿ca-
s¡dhayitv¡sth¡pyatenir¸ayaÅ|

Siddh¡nta is a conclusion reached by scientists after putting their
theories to the test in a variety of methods and demonstrating them
with logic.1

RESULTS

Validation of Paµc¡vayava v¡kya  with Modern Research

PRATIJØË:

We can associate pratijµ¡ with hypotheses such as "M¡Æsa pro-
motes muscle bulk," "M¡Æsa is effective in emaciation," and "Does
M¡Æsa Increase Muscle Bulk?" Is the m¡Æsa beneficial in the treat-
ment of emaciation? And the Sth¡pan¡ and Pratisth¡pan¡can be
considered as Hypothesis and Null Hypothesis.

HETU:

Ëptopade¿a, PratyakÀa, Anum¡na, Upam¡na, and Yukti have
been included. Ëptopade¿a refers to the literature, reputable jour-
nals, and past m¡Æsa studies that provide us with accurate informa-
tion on the substance. PratyakÀa refers to the malnourished patient's
subjective criteria before and after treatment, as well as the clinical
examination. Anum¡na Pram¡¸a is linked to the patient's muscle
mass and objective parameters before and after the study. We some-
times assess the efficacy of m¡Æsa in animals and come to a
favourable conclusion, as in the case of Upam¡na Pram¡¸a. Yukti
Pram¡¸a is similar to probability and reasoning. During the study,
statistical software and methodologies such as parametric and non-
parametric tests were used (chi-square test, student t test etc.). The
Yukti pram¡¸a is comparable to statistical testing.
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UDËHARAÛA/ DÎâÙËêTA:

The consumption of m¡Æs¡h¡ra increases muscular growth and
corrects emaciation.

UPANAYA: The body's muscle bulk is enhanced by consuming
m¡Æs¡h¡ra, which helps to alleviate emaciation.

NIGAMANA : As a result, "M¡Æsa enhances Muscle Bulk,
M¡Æa is useful in emaciation" can be concluded.

DISCUSSION

Modern Research Methodology and Paµc¡vayava V¡kya  meth-
odology were determined to be identical. To put it another way,
there are five phases to establishing any fact. After defining the prob-
lem and determining the purpose, the Hypothesis is stated and the
literature on past work is evaluated. It must begin with a precise
assumption, either positive or negative. In Paµc¡vayava V¡kya, it
is the same as Pratijµ¡. The physical actions that a researcher en-
gages in to collect data are referred to as Research Methods. Docu-
ment Analysis, Textual Analysis, Interviewing, Surveying, Experi-
mentation, and Observation are all typical Methodologies.2 This is
comparable to Hetu. It can be compared to a Review of Literature,
in which examples such as prior paper works and research works
are considered, and the gap between them is identified and an at-
tempt is made to close the gap. The step of Research when the ac-
quired data is processed and the outcomes are determined is Obser-
vation and Results. This stage is comparable to the Paµc¡vayava
V¡kya  step. The investigation concludes with the fact that the Hy-
pothesis has been revalidated. This stage validates the previously
described Hypothesis in terms of the result reached, which can be
compared to in Paµc¡vayava V¡kya. Considering the famous ex-
ample from the Tarka Sangraha, regarding the hill is fiery as its
smoky. To substantiate that, the Pratijµ¡ is the mountain is fiery.
The Hetu goes like the mountain is fiery because it is smoky. The
Ud¡hara¸a whichever is Smokey it is fiery as in kitchen or hearth
and the Upanaya is, as there is fire in the kitchen and it is Smokey
so if there is smoke in the mountain it will be fiery. By this we reach
at the Nigamana as the mountain is Smokey, it is firey.4

For example, the Trisutra of Ayurveda is Hetu, Li´ga and AuÀada.
"hetuli´gauÀadhajµ¡naÆsvasth¡turapar¡ya¸am|
tris£traÆ¿¡¿vataÆpu¸yaÆbubudheyaÆpit¡mahaÅ||"7
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Validating this statement, by Paµc¡vayava V¡kyaas Hetu, Li´ga
and AuÀadajµ¡na is essential for the fulfilment of the aim of main-
taining the health of a healthy person and to cure disease of a pa-
tient. These Tris£tracan be viewed under two headings, ie; Svastha
and Ëtura. In Svastha, the Tris£tras are Svastha Hetu, Svastha Li´ga
and Svastha AuÀada and in Ëturathe Tris£tras are Ëtura Hetu, Ëtura
Li´ga and Ëtura AuÀada. AuÀada term here is inclusive for Pathya.
The Hetuand Li´ga are inclusive of áar¢r¡. The best way is to be
followed by Svastha and Ëtura comprises of nothing but the knowl-
edge of Hetu, Li´ga and AuÀada, which is the essence of Ayurveda.
Ayurveda mainly advocated way to live, which is nothing but do's
and don'ts for healthy and long life. All the signs and symptoms
which are indicative of health or disease or the signs indicating the
forthcoming death all are included under Li´ga. The Pathy¡h¡ra
which is cause for good health is AuÀada in diseased state other
treatment modalities too are counted under AuÀada. Thus whatever
comes under Ayurveda can be explained under this Trisutra, so we
can conclude that Ayurveda can be summed up as three sutras.

Another example is that, regarding Paµc¡mahabhuta'sarvaÆ-
dravyaÆp¡µcabhautikama-sminnarthe' is the Pratijµ¡.8 The Hetuare
whatsoever in this world, both living and non-living elements are
composed of P¤thvi, Ap, Teja, V¡yu and Ëk¡¿a. Ud¡hara¸a are
the similar references from Brihatray¢'s are, "asmiµch¡strepaµcam-
ah¡bh£ta¿ar¢risamav¡yaÅpuruÀaityucyate|"9 'bh£tebhyo hi
paraÆyasm¡nn¡sticint¡cikitsite ||"10 which adds up that everything
in this world are composed of Paµcamah¡bh£ta. Now the Upanaya,
in the context of embryonic development, When sperm and ovum
are embedded in the uterus with Chetana, V¡yu Mah¡bhuta begins
to divide in the embryo, forming do?a (humours) and Avayavas
(organs). Teja Mah¡bhuta aids in biotransformation by providing
energy, Jala Mah¡bhuta provides Kledana (moisture), P¤thvi
Mah¡bhuta provides strength by consolidation, and Ëk¡¿a
Mah¡bhuta aids in overall embryonic growth.11 In the context of
áodhana Dravya, According to Sushruta Acharya, Virechana
Dravyas (purgative substances) always have P¤thvi and Jala
Mah¡bhuta dominance because P¤thvi and Jala Mah¡bhuta have
Guru gunas (gravitational properties), and Adhopatana (gravity) is
the prime property of guru guna, according to Vai¿eÀika Dar¿ana
(philosophy). Because the Agni and V¡yu Mah¡bhuta are
Urdhvag¡mi (inclined upward) and have laghugunas, dravya with
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the dominance of these two Mah¡bhuta aids in Vamana karma (in-
duced emesis). We can infer the logic of other karmas based on
these sensations and inferences (Actions).12 In the context of thera-
peutics, Drugs with a high percentage of Ëk¡¿a Mah¡bhuta have a
áaÆ¿amana (Allievation) effect on the body; drugs with a higher
percentage of V¡yu Mah¡bhuta act as Sangr¡hika (Astringent), ab-
sorbing moisture due to its áo¿aka (absorption) property; and drugs
with a high percentage of Agni Mah¡bhuta help to aggravate
Jathar¡gni (digestive fire), resulting in an increase in appetite. Drugs
with both V¡yu and Agni Mah¡bhuta predominance function as
Lekhaniya Dravya (scraping agent), whereas drugs with P¤thvi and
Jala Mah¡bhuta predominance operate as brumhana (weight gainer)
on the body.12 Similarly in the DoÀa, Mano Gu¸a, âa¶rasa, Dh¡tuare
Paµcabhautika. So we can rule out into the conclusion that every-
thing in this world are composed of Paµcamah¡bh£ta.

Every concept in Ayurveda are validated using Paµc¡vayava
V¡kya and this the same methodology is carried out in Modern
Research Methods,i.e. to establish any fact 5 steps are mandatory.

TABLE 1: Corelation of Modern Research Methods with
Paµc¡vayava V¡kya

Modern Research Methods Paµc¡vayava V¡kya

Statement of hypothesis Pratijµ¡

Plan of work and collection Hetu
of data.

Analysis and Interpretation. Ud¡hara¸a/ d¤À¶¡Æta

Assessment and observation Upanaya
of results.

Conclusion of the fact. Nigamana

CONCLUSION

Paµc¡vayava v¡kya is very much essential in explaining a topic
and also in research methodology. In a situation when there is a
high desire for drastic changes to Ayurvedic Research Methodol-
ogy, this comparative attempt took the form of determining the de-
gree of agreement between classical and current Research Method-
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ologies. To summarise the comparison between Ayurvedic and cur-
rent Research Methodologies, the Research Strategy, Research At-
titude, and Research Principles are all the same. The execution of
Research Methodologies is the only distinction. The two systems
are comparable due to a meaningful agreement of basic constructs
connected to the Research Process.
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Sangam literature, often known as the poetry of the noble ones,
refers to ancient Tamil language and is South India's earliest known
literature. The earliest accessible Tamil literature is known as
Sangham literature. The Sangham period is roughly between 300
BC and 300 AD, while the majority of the work is thought to have
been created between 100 CE and 250 CE.

Poets and Paµcanilas

According to Tina Poetics, the entire geography (nilams) can be
divided into five, namely Kurinji, Pala, Mulla, Marutham and
Neythal and hence known as Ainthinas. Out of this, mulla is consid-
ered as the habitat of the shepherd population in the Y¡dava com-
munity. Lord Vishnu is considered as the central deity of this par-
ticular nilam. It is a place of great floral prosperity. Jasmine is the
national flower. There exists a famous dictum called "Aayarmakkal,
mullamakkal" (The pastorals are the children of mulla or jasmine).
Flowers like Pidavam, Kodal, Kayamboo, Konnavetchi, Thalavam,
Kallai, Karuntham, Pankar, Venkanthal, Chenkanthal are also con-
sidered as the flowers of Mullamakkal (pastors). They make use of
these flowers to make garlands and to cover their body as well as to
offer their daily prayer at their deity. C¡ma, Varak, Mutira and
Malaye½½u (mountain sesame seeds) were the chief crops for culti-
vation. Cultivation methods like ploughing, sowing, plucking pests
and harvest as well as grazing cattle and milking them accounted to
the common ways of living. They used to hold many cows to have
milk, curd and ghee, which were sold from door to door by the
womenfolk.

Dr. Jensi M.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE BRUTAL PRACTICE OF
MATALETTU IN THE SANGHAM LITERATURE
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Mulla people engaged in entertaining adventures like
eruthazhuval, kadaviduthal, manchuvirattal, which are also known
as K¡lapporu (bull fight), Konnakkuzhaloothu, Madaleruthalam
(Matalettu) and Premasatyagraha accompanied by Kuravakk£tta¶¶am
and refreshing showers at the wild streams (K¡¶¶¡rile kuli). Out of
this, K¡lapporu(bull fight) and Ma¶alerutalam (Matalettu)were cruel
practices1.

Akam-Puram

Several Centhamil texts written during this period were classi-
fied into 'akam' and 'puram' (or Koudumbika and S¡m£hya) texts
according to ancient poetic characteristics into various collections
and thus constitute Sangham texts.  This particular prabandhas con-
sists of 18 top order texts (melka¸akku), 18 from the bottom order
(k¢zhkanakku) and the Pancamah¡k¡vyas. The long poems in the
top order (melka¸akku) are known to be as Kalittoka songs
(Kalittokapp¡¶¶ukal).

When earlier Tamils depicted their lives in literary forms, they
used to categorise it into two forms namely akapporul and puraporul.
Akapporul included day-to-day aspects of life such as romantic love,
marriage, the pleasures and difficulties in familial life, ethical and
loyal modes of living along with strong criticism towards those who
deny it. Purapporul includes socio-cultural aspects, courtly affairs,
war, donations and fame. The entirety of Kalithoka resides in verse
(poetic) form.

Kalithokai2

Kalithokai is the sixth collection of long poems in the collection
of Ettuthokai in Tamil Sangha literature. This is a work in Akam
movement that depicts the scenes of family life like love, longing,
marriage, filial affection. It is a collection of 150 songs that refer to
the various aspects of  the state of love. Perunkatunkon Palai, Kapilar
Kurinchi, Marutanilanakan Marutam, Nalluruttiran Mullai,
Nallanthuva Neytal Kalvivavalar Kanda Kali contains the works of
five poets named.

Kali in one sense depicts suffering or the deity concerned with
suffering, at the same time it represents prosperity, upraise, sound,
intoxication, enthusiasm as well as cheer and enjoyment. It also rep-
resents the coalition of the sounds made by anklets and rippling
waters in the half-filled pots carried by mountain men (malamankars)
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upon their waists. Hence, the very title Kalithoka depicts that the
poems contained in it are onomatopoeic in tone.

The Kalittokai anthology uses the kali metre  of varied length.
This metre is more advanced and complex than the akavalmetre
found in earlier Sangam poetry. The kali metre combines aciriyam
and venpa, creating opportunities to set dialogues within the metre.
The poets who composed the Kalittokai created what comes across
as a  one-act plays, sometimes with coarse, spicy, racy, rude, bawdy,
or humorous dialogues, states Zvelebil. According to Herman
Tieken, these compositions are examples of lasya minor dance
scenes as described in the chapters 19 and 31 of the Natyasastra.
The kali metre has several structural subtypes, each suited for dif-
ferent literary purposes.

Kalithoka is considered the sixth among eight long poems in
Ettuthokai poetic collection of Tamil literature. It deals with the usual
familial themes of love, separation, incest and polygamy, paternal
love etc. This work is included in the 'akam' genre of Tamil litera-
ture. This consists of 150 songs that sing about various stages of
romantic love.

The period from 200 B.C. to 300 A.D. is believed as the famous
Madhura-Tamil Sangha era. However, on the context of H¡l¡sya
M¡h¡tmya along with certain legends and ancient poetic movements,
accompanied by modern arithmetic science, this era is marked as
A.D. 498-817 where these three Tamil Sanghas existed according
to modern interpretations.

Gandharva Marriage

In Tamilnadu elsewhere, the Gandharva form of marrying was
prevalent in ancient days.  Men and women loved and married with-
out the consent of their relatives. Tolkappiyam says that in ancient
times there were no rituals for marriage.  The Gandharva marriage
is a form which men and women had freedom of will which deterio-
rate in course of time because of the falsehood and pretences inevi-
table in it.

Tolkappiyam says that the love depicted in the five Tinais has
the quality of Gandharva, one of the eight recognized forms of mar-
riage in the Brahmin territory.3  In other words it is only the love
story of a hero and heroine united in wedlock by mutual consent.
The love story is divided into two sections, Kalavu and Karpu.
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Claudestine meeting and separating before marriage are included in
Kalavu.  Karpu includes separations after marriage on account of
reasons like pride or may be a journey.  As Tolkappiyar says it, all
this should be taken as poetic convention and not as an actual cus-
tom.

Tolkappiyar attributes four states to Kalavu.  The first of these is
natural union or Iyarkai-Punarchi.4 The second stage is
Idanthalaippadu, the meeting, the very next day, at the same spot at
the same time.  The heroine also turns up with the same idea.  The
third stage is Pankan k£¶tam (Union through the friend).  The last
stage is Tozhiyir-k£¶tam or Union through the heroine's attendant.
And this is the most decisive stage.5

The hero believes that he will be able to see his beloved at his
will only if he could gain her attendant's help.

When the heroine and her attendant should be in come corn-
fields or so when the hero comes.6 Meanwhile she closely watches
her mistress to worship the moon. The heroine blushes and does not
join in.  In those days it was not considered proper to worship any
god besides one's husband. Next the attendant tells her lover who
usually comes that why and trembles. The maid also senses a new
fragrance on her mistress body and guesses the truth, being intelli-
gent. Then she sets out to test the lover's fidelity by arguing with
him. Finally the hero threatens to mount the matal,7 denotes only an
attempt to die.  Usually in Sanskrit works these states are described
in order and 'death' is seldom described.  In the Abhijµ¡na¿¡kunthala,
K¡lid¡sa the first eight stages of the heroine's state are mentioned.
But in Tamil one stage, Ma¶aleruthal is denied to women. There
could be no poem in Sangham literature depicting women mount-
ing the madal horse.  This kind of self-mortification of the hero is
described in Nattinai 220; (see also Kalithokai 138-141.)

It was customary for the  forlorn lover wearing a garland of bones
and Erukku flowers, to mount the dummy horse, made of the sword-
sharp stalk of the palmyrahfroud and offer 'satyagraha' by the road-
side ignoring the sun and the rain.  This was called 'mounting the
matal'.  Valluvar thinks it is a credit to women that thought their
love swells like the sea they do not mount the matal.  Tolkappiyar
also in Porulathik¡ram (Porulathikaram-35) declares that it was not
customary for women to mount the matal.8
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Ma¶alettu: The Hunger Strike by the hero

There are four poems (songs) in Kalithoka that sings about
Ma¶ale¶¶u9  (138 to 141). Men who get a failed love affair make
horses out of palm wood and get on to it with garlands made out of
flowers from shrubs like Ilavu (Bombaxcebia), Thazhut¡ma
(Boerhaviadiffusa) and Erukku (Maddar Plant- Calotropisgigantea)
tied together in the thread with tightly packed Manip¢li. These gar-
lands are considered as garlands of death, which the heroes wear
and reach the doorstep of their heroines on their wooden horses to
have an indefinite hunger strike. This protest would later be taken
into consideration by the commons around who finally takes initia-
tive to their marriage.

Manippeelichoodiyanooloodu...
...Padarumpanaiintamaavum-chudarizhai. (Kalithoka)

The love affair between the heroine, who is a part of the neythal
geography, and the hero, who is a part of maruthan,  finally ends up
in indefinite hunger strike of the hero upon a wooden horse-back.
The hero manages to convince the truth towards the local people as
well as those who were doubtful and envious about their love affair.

Kandavirellam...
...aavirakkanni." (Kalithoka)

Whoever see me now stares at me like a stranger. Now I am
boarded not upon a wooden horse-back but on a real horse. And
what I wore is not a gold chain. It posses the best flowers of ti¸a
fields like p£la, uzhiµja which are tied together with other raw ma-
terials like koonthal and peeli from the mountains that gives it a
golden appearance.

We could trace out the socio-cultural picture of the times from
such Kalitoka songs.

Men usually do Ma¶alettam when their ladylove or their family
rejects them, for which they present their helplessness before the
public. It is not ferocious like K¡½apporu (bull fight). This practice
influences and changes the mindset of the opponent (here: hero-
ine).

Dr. K. N.Ezhuthachan refers to the custom of Matalerutal or
Matalettu in his historical epic Keralodaya.
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In some places certain young men having become desperate of
their love affair, received death. Then they would adorn themselves
with flowers and plume climb upon the heap of Palmyra leaves and
committed suicide.

Conclusion

The Purananuru and Patittuppattu are Puramkritikal. That is.
Social, political, and other external issues are covered in them.
Nattinai, Kurunthikai Ainkarun£ru, Kalithokai, and Akan¡n£ru are
five compilations which are Akamkritikal. That is, the inner themes
like love, family life, etc. are depicted in them. Both inside and out-
side are mixed in the poems. It is possible to know about the Adi
Chera Kings and the social life of their time from the works of
Patittuppattu, Akan¡n£ru and Puran¡n£ru. From them we can un-
derstand many things about the way of life, work, trade, food, dress,
government, warfare, art, religion, culture etc of the ancient people
of Kerala.

The poems include cultured love situations, as well as erotics,
folk motifs and vulgar situations. Its poems are categorized into the
five tinais according to the mood and subject matter conforming to
the Sangham Landscape.

Footnote
1. Chilappatikaram, P. Chinmayan Nair, Universal Press & Publications,

2021.
2. V. Murugan, Institute of Asian Studies, Chennai,  1999.
3. Ibid., p.92
4. Ibid., p.30
5. Ibid., p.25.
6. Kurunthokai, p.335.
7. Kurunthokai, 17, 32, 173, 182.  The last stage of lovelorness, viz. death

Porul, 100.
8. Kunjan Pillai, Elamkulam, Studies in Kerala History, National Book

Stall, TVM, 1970, p.69.
9. Kalithokai, 138-141 songs
10. Keralodaya,VI/64
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Lexicology and lexicography are derived from the Greek word
Lexiko (Adjective from Lexis meaning 'speech' or 'way of speak-
ing' or 'word'). Lexicology is derived from lexico'word' and logos
'learning or science' i.e. the science of words. Lexicography is de-
rived from lexico 'word' and graph 'writing' i.e. the writing of words.
The etymological meaning of these words speaks for itself the scope
of these branches of linguistics. Lexicology is the science of the
study of words whereas lexicography is the writing of the word in
concrete form i.e. in the form of dictionary.1

Nigha¸¶u is the earliest available Vedic lexicon and it is also
known as Sam¡Æn¡ya or collection of numbers of words nominal
as well as verbal, which are peculiar to the Veda-s composed in
Sanskrit language. There are references to various lexicons seen in
many Sanskrit texts such as those of K¡ty¡yana, V¡caspati, Vy¡·i,
Vararuci, Bh¡guri, Dhanvantari, AmarasiÆha etc.., but none of these
except for Dhanvantari's and AmarasiÆha's are extent. Between the
two the latter work N¡maling¡nu¿¡sana popularly known as
Amarako¿a is very familiar to every student of Sanskrit.2 Right from
the Amarako¿a of AmarasiÆha of the 6th Century CE up to the
Ko¿¡vatamsa of R¡ghavakavi of early 19th century CE, there are a
number of lexicons handed down to us. Bhandarkar who has given
quite an exhaustive list of Sanskrit lexicons in his introduction to
Amarako¿a, there were nearly more than 80 such works written by
various lexicographers.3

It can be seen that there are a number of dictionaries which per-
taining to various subjects like ayurveda, astronomy and mathemat-
ics. But these dictionaries did not get enough prominence like the

Dr. Sooraj R. S.

A CRITICAL STUDY ON THE GAÛITANËMAMËLË OF
HARIDATTA
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literary dictionaries, especially in the case of astronomical dictio-
naries. 'Indian Lexicography' is an important study on lexicographic
treatises in Sanskrit, but references of Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ is only seen
in this study.

David Pingree has a note on Astronomical Ko¿a-s in his work
JyotiÅ¿¡stra Astral and Mathematical Literature. According to him
"though various normal Sanskrit dictionaries contain definitions of
termsused in astronomy and astrology (e.g., a large part of the first
kh¡¸·a of AmarasimÆha's Li´g¡nu¿asana), very few specialized
dictionaries of such termswere produced. It appears that the only
one describing the traditional Sanskrit vocabulary is Haridatta's
Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡, of which the earliest dated manuscript was cop-
ied in 1697. K¤À¸d¡sa, a protege of Akbar, wrote a P¡ras¢prak¡¿a
in about 1575. This work consists of two parts: a Persian Sanskrit
dictionary (including terms relating to the heavens, to the directions
,and to time), and a Persian grammar in Sanskrit. This, however,
was entirely insufficient for translators of Persian astronomical and
astrological works into Sanskrit; so, in 1643, M¡lajit, who received
the title Ved¡´g¡raya from Sh¡h Jahan, wrote his P¡ras¢prak¡¿a at
ár¢sthala in Gujarat. In consideration of thenumerous translations
made from Persian and Arabic, both in the Mughal period and be-
fore, one must conclude that many other aids were available. Theone
that we are definitely informed of is the bilingual Muhammad
Ëbidda who assisted Nayanasukhop¡dhy¡yaa; and it should also
be noted that many Persian technical terms used by al-Q£shji are
given their Sanskrit equivalents in the Hayatagrantha".4

Through the work 'Science Texts in Sanskrit in the Manuscript
Repositories of Kerala and Tamil Nadu', K. V. Sarma has identified
and unearthed several Nigha¸¶u (dictionaries) on astronomy, as-
trology and Mathematics. All of them being hitherto unknown and
unpublished. They include A´kanigha¸¶u, K¡rakanigha¸¶u,
Grahanigha¸¶u, Jyotirnigha¸¶u, Dv¡da¿asth¡nanigha¸¶u,
NakÀatranigha¸¶u, Bh¡vanigha¸¶u, Bh¡varatnako¿a, R¡¿inigha¸¶u,
Lagnanigha¸¶u, Sankhyanigha¸¶u, and Sth¡nanigha¸¶u. These dic-
tionaries deserve to be examined for their content, nature of presen-
tation and value for an understanding of astronomical synonyms
and definitions.

Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ is an astronomical lexicon which deals with
the synonym of astronomical as well as astrological terms and which
was written by Haridatta.  It is included in the Dv¡da¿ako¿¡naÆ-
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sa´graha (Lithographed edition in the Dv¡da¿a-ko¿a-saÆgraha,
Varanasi, ¿aka 1787 (1865-66)).5 The other texts in those collec-
tions are Medin¢ko¿a, Ek¡kÀar¢ko¿a, Dvaidvir£pako¿a,
Trik¡¸¶a¿eÀa, Anek¡rthamaµjari, H¡r¡val¢, Dhanaµjayako¿a,
Vararuciko¿a, N¡mam¡l¡ko¿a and Amarako¿a. After the publica-
tion of this work, there is no studies or editions are made on the
Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡. The present study is an attempt to explore the
text Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ and its authorship which is yet to be identi-
fied.

Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡:- The Text

The Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ appears with different names viz.
Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡, Ga¸itaratnam¡l¡ and JyotiÀaratnam¡l¡. Prof. K.V
Sarma in his article 'Scientific Texts in Sanskrit: Critical Edition
and Study', quotes Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ as Ga¸itaratnam¡l¡ or
JyotiÀaratnam¡l¡ of Haridatta.6 Claus Vogel in his 'Indian Lexicog-
raphy' observe thus on the Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ as: "... JyotiÀako¿a-s,
concerned with astronomical and astrological terms, as for example
the Ga¸ita or Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ of Haridatta, a Brahmin of Ka¸¶£la
or Ka¸¶ola family and son of ár¢pati, whose time is unknown; in
128 verses. Lithographed in the Dv¡da¿a-ko¿a-saÆgraha, Varanasi,
¿aka1787 (1865/66) and ¿aka 1929 (1872/73).7 Vogelused the two
names Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ and JyotiÀan¡mam¡l¡.

A Hand List of Sanskrit and Prakrit Manuscripts in the Library
of the Welcome Institute for the History of Medicine Vol II, Dominic
Wujastyk quoted the names Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ and JyotiÀan¡mam¡l¡.8

The manuscript of Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute (RORI),
Jodhpur named as Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡. According to the RORI Cata-
logue the name of the text is Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡.9 Dr. W. Norman
Brown in his article "New Acquisition of Sanskrit Manuscripts",
while he discussing about the Procurement of manuscripts by Penn-
sylvania University from India mentions the title Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡
as: "among the rare works in the new acquisition is the
Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ by Haridatta, an astrological work".10 Jayakar
Knowledge Resource Centre, Savitribai Phule Pune University, Pune
also mentioned the name as Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡.11 New Catalogues
Catalagorum mentions two names viz. Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ and
JyotiÀan¡mam¡l¡. V. Raghavan has given thus: JyotiÀa lexicon of
astronomical terms in 132 verses by Hari (or Hara) data, son of
ár¢pati of Ka¸·(o)la family.12 Not with standing he has mentioned
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the name Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ while mentioning the details of manu-
script of the Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡.13

From the available transcript, it can be assumes that the name of
the text is Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡. There is no reference to JyotiÀan¡mam¡l¡
or Ga¸itaratnam¡l¡. The another scribe uses the term denoting the
name of the treatise as ""M… h…i…∫™…x……®…®……±……Δ¥…I…‰M… ÷Ø˚|…∫……n˘i…&''(1a) and
""x……®…®……±……EfiÚi……∏…‰π ˆ̀…M…÷Æ˙…‰& |…∫……n˘i……‰®…™……''(128b) and ""M… h…i…∫™…x……®…®……±……'' (Colophon)
suggests the name of the text as Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡.

Manuscript Details of Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡

According to New Catalogues Catalagorum, the manuscripts of
Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ are available in the different repositories of India
and abroad.14 Apart from New Catalogues Catalagorum other cata-
logues also provides the manuscript details for Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡. A
Hand List of Sanskrit and Prakrit Manuscripts in the Library of the
Welcome Institute for the History of Medicine VolIImentiones two
manuscripts.

(1) Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡/ Haridatta Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ of a Hari,
Leaves1,2. Also known as JyotiÀan¡mam¡l¡, The author was the
son of ár¢pati of the Ka¸¶olajµ¡ti, Copied by Pandit Abhayasomamuni.
The text is refers in Bibliography by Pingree, HIL, JAML, 117,
NCC V.262a, VII.362a; Vogel, HIL, IL, 378 (50). Script used in
the manuscript is Jaina N¡gari, Shelved at MS Indic _399.

(2) Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡/ Haridatta AD 1702 leaves 1, 9 also known
as JNM, Copied by Dev¡dasachab¢lad¡sa's son, of the
Bh¡radurv¡jjµ¡ti and copied in Thursday 5 Ph¡lgunak¤À¸am¡sa
1758, Copied in Ko¶ikamdhari, Bibliography: NCC V.262a,
VII.362a; follows ABC 164, no. 2975.

Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Jodhpur contains three copy
of it.

(1) Ganita-Nama-Mala Sanskrit Devnagari Jyotisa 133(Roll no.)
1690 (Record no.) 13 (No. of Folios) 31480 (Access no.)

(2) Haridatta / Ganita-Nama Mala Sanskrit Devanagari Jyotisa
30 410 4 28235

(3) Haridatta / Ganita-Nama Mala Sanskrit Devanagari Jyotisa
30 411 8 29739.

Jayakar Knowledge Resource Centre, Savitribai Phule Pune Uni-
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versity, Pune contain two copies of the manuscript having manu-
script numbers 3457 and 3663.

Content of the text Ga?itanamamala

The text Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ is not divided according to chapters.
But before the commencement of a new topic on at the end author
provide the details of the topic that he dealt with. The name of the
topics which in the text are as follows: x…I…j…x……®…… x…, x…I…j…∫… ΔY……,
BEÚ…v™…ΔEÚ…x……Δ∫…ΔY……, Æ˙… ∂…, u˘…n˘∂¶……¥…x……Δ, E‰Úxp˘ j…EÚ…‰h…{…h…°ÚÆ˙+…{……‰ŒC±…®…∫…ΔY……, ¶…÷¥…x…∫…ΔY……,
∫…⁄™…«x……®…… x…, S…Δp˘x……®…… x…, ¶……Ë®…x……®…… x…, §…÷v…x……®…… x…, M…÷Ø˚x……®…… x…, ∂…÷GÚx……®…… x…, ∂… x…x……®…… x…,
Æ˙…Ω÷̨E‰Úi…÷x……®…… x…, O…Ω˛x……®…… x…, ®……∫…x……®…… x…, P… ]ı{…±…|…Ω˛Æ˙∫…ΔY……,  n˘x…∫…ΔY……, Æ˙ j…∫…ΔY……, {…⁄¥……«xΩ˛{…Æ˙…xΩ˛∫…ΔY……,
{…I…∫…ΔY……, @Òi¥…™…¥…x…¥…π…«∫…ΔY……, Æ˙…∂™…Δ∂…EÚ±……∫…ΔY……,  n˘Mx……®…… x…, S…Æ˙Œ∫l…Æ˙ u˘¶……¥…∫…ΔY……,
n˘ I…h……‰k…Æ˙…™…h…∫…ΔY……, ∫…ΔGÚ…Œxi…∫…ΔY……, @ÒC∫…ΔY…, x…fiS…i…÷π{…n˘V…±…EÚ“]ı∫…Æ˙“∫…fi{…∫…ΔY……, x…¥…|…EÚ…Æ˙EÚ∫…ΔY……,
∫¥…M…fiΩ˛∫…∫…ΔY……, ∫…⁄™……«n˘“x……®…÷SS…∫…ΔY……, ∫…⁄™……«n˘“x……Δx…“S…∫…ΔY……, ∫…⁄™……«n˘“x……Δ{…Æ˙{…x…“S…∫…ΔY……,
∫…⁄™……«n˘“x……Δ®…⁄±… j…EÚ…‰h…∫…ΔY……, ∫¥…M…fiΩ˛…‰SS…®…⁄±… j…EÚ…‰h…∫…ΔY…….

The Author of the text Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡

The Authorship of this text belongs to Haridatta, though in the
edition, it can be seen that the scribe used two names viz. Haridatta
and Haradatta "¥ … …± … … x … … Δ   Ω ˛ ∫ … ÷ § … … ‰ v … … ™ …Ω ˛   Æ ˙ n ˘ k … … ‰  u ˘ V … … O …h … “ & ' ' (1b)
"EΔÚb˜…‰±…Y…… i… ¥…|…‰h…Ω˛Æ˙M…k…‰x…v…“®…i……'' (128.a)" and "< i…∏…“Ω˛ Æ˙n˘k……S……™…Êh… ¥…Æ˙ S…i…ΔM… h…i…∫™…-
x……®…®……±……∫…®……{i……'' Colophon). Vogel, K.V.Sarma, Wujastyk, Catalogue
of Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Jodhpur15 and Savitribai
Phule Pune University Digital Library16 cited the name as Haridatta.
New Catalogues Catalagorum contains both the names Haridatta
and Haradatta. Whereas Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ mention both the names
"¥……±……x……Δ Ω˛∫…÷§……‰v……™…Ω˛ Æ˙n˘k……‰ u˘V……O…h…“&'' (1b), "EΔÚb˜…‰±…Y…… i… ¥…|…‰h…Ω˛Æ˙M…k…‰x…v…“®…i……'' (128a),
and "< i…∏…“Ω˛ Æ˙n˘k……S……™…Êh… ¥…Æ˙ S…i…ΔM… h…i…∫™…x……®…®……±……∫…®……{i……'' (colophon). The manu-
script number 3451 which is an uncompleted manuscript extent only
upto twenty-third verse, which mentions the name Haradatta
"¥……±……x……Δ̨∫…÷J…¥……‰v……™…Ω˛Æ˙n˘k……‰ u˘V……O…h…“&''. Whereas the second manuscript bears
number 3663 attests the name Haridatta "¥……±……x……Δ∫…÷J…§……‰v……™…Ω˛ Æ˙n˘k……‰ u˘V……O…h…“&''.

The present Haridatta is different from the popular Haridatta17

from Kerala. Thomas Hockey refers to one Haridatta in his work
Biographical Encyclopaedia of Astronomers as "An astronomer who
flourished in Rajasthan in the 17th century, and called Haridatta-II
by historians".18 Above mentioned Haridatta-II wrote an astronomi-
cal work entitled as Jagadbh£Àa¸a.

Clemency Montelle in her article "The Emergence of "cyclic"
tables in Indian Astronomy in the seventeenth century: Haridatta's
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Jagadbh£Àa¸a and its Islamic inspiration" give much detail regard-
ing the date of Haridatta-II, and Jagadbh£Àa¸a as "Jagadbh£Àa¸a
of Haridatta, composed in Mewar, Rajasthan with an epoch of 31
March 1638.  Haridatta composed the Jagadbh£Àa¸a during the re-
gion of JagatsiÆha- I (1628-1652). The title of this work is no doubt
a double-entendre; bh£Àa¸a means 'ornament' and Jagat means
'world' but also here refer to Jagat-siÆha, so the title means "orna-
ment of the world' and also 'ornament [offered to the ruling prince]
Jagat [siÆha]'. There is a text which accompanies the tables.3 Ma-
terial in the colophon tells us that Haridatta's father was Haraj¢. The
text is divided into 5 chapters which cover topics on the true longi-
tudes of the sun, the moon, and the planets, and gives key dates,
parameters, and algorithms on how to use the tables. The text is
around 130 verses long, with variations in chapter composition be-
tween different copies.19

According to the encyclopaedia of science dictionaries, Haridatta
was the son of Haraj¢, composed the Jagadbh£Àa¸a in 1638 in
Mewar, Rajasthan, during the reign of JagatsiÆha (1628-1652); noth-
ing else is known of him. The JB consists of tables for computing
planetary positions (utilizing the Babylonian "goal-year" periods)
and solar and lunar positions. These tables are described by D.
Pingree, "Sanskrit Astronomical Tables in the United States," in
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, n.s. 58, pt. 3
(1968), 55b-59b; "On the Classification of Indian Planetary Tables,"
in Journal of the History of Astronomy, 1 (1970); and "Sanskrit
Astronomical Tables in England," in Journal of Oriental Research.20

The Haridatta of Jagadbh£Àa¸a might not the author of the
Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡.

Haridatta- Period and Province

From the available transcript it can be understood that he be-
longs to the province Ka¸¶ola, which refers in the work i.e.
"EΔÚb˜…‰±…Y…… i… ¥…|…‰h…Ω˛Æ˙n˘k…‰x…v…“®…i……'' (128a). Haridatta belongs to Br¡hmin com-
munity and it can be identified from his own verses "Ω˛ Æ˙n˘k……‰ u˘V……O…h…“&'',
"EΔÚb˜…‰±…Y…… i… ¥…|…‰h…Ω˛Æ˙n˘k…‰x…v…“®…i……''(128a). There may be a chance to have
Ka¸·£lato the modern Kandla in Kuch district of Gujarat.

Vogel and Wujastyk suggest that Haridatta is the son of a ár¢pati,
but we don't see any reference ár¢pati to in this text. However the
manuscript number 3663 contains an extra verse which attest that
the Haridatta is the son of ár¢pati.
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∏…“{… i…∫…÷i…‰x…Ën˘i§……±……x……Δ§…÷ r˘¥…fir˘™…‰*
M… h…i…∫™…x……®…®……±……EÚŒ∂S…iM…÷Ø˚|…∫……n˘i…&**

But existed one ár¢pati is the most prominent Indian mathemati-
cian of the 11th century CE.  ár¢pati (fl. CE 1039-1056) is best known
for his writings on astronomy, arithmetic, mensuration, and alge-
bra.21 As Kripa Nath Sinha opines: "from  ár¢pati's own works (in-
cluding the J¡takapaddhat¢) and the testimony of Mahadeva in his
commentary on the JyautiÀaratnam¡l¡, one learns that  ár¢pati was
the son of N¡gadeva and the grandson of Ke¿avabha¶¶a, a Br¡hmi¸
by caste and a K¡¿yapa by lineage. According to  ár¢pati's own
statement in the Dhruvam¡nasa, he composed that work at
Rohi¸ikha¸·a. The work that definitely locates  ár¢pati's home in
Maharastra is his Marathi commentary on the JyautiÀaratnam¡l¡.
Panse M. G. has identified Rohi¸ikha¸·a with Rohinikheda in the
Buldhana District of that state".22

There must have a chance of the Haridatta to be the son of this
ár¢pati.

Date of Haridatta

Dominic Wujastyk, in his work 'A Hand List of Sanskrit and
Prakrit Manuscripts in the Library of the Welcome Institute for the
History of Medicine Vol II', lists Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ and gives some
of the details of the scribe, and states that the Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ of Haridatta
Copied by Dev¡dasachab¢lad¡sa's son, of the Bh¡radurv¡jµ¡ti and
copied in Thursday 5 Ph¡lgunak¤À¸am¡sa in1758, which is equal
to 16 February 1702. From this it can be assumes that Haridatta's
date goes back to 1700 AD.23

David Pingree opines that "It appears that the only one describ-
ing the traditional Sanskrit Vocabulary is Haridatta's Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡
of which the earliest dated manuscript was copied in 1697.24 There
is a probability that  Haridatta might be the son of ár¢pati (11th cen-
tury CE), the author of J¡takapaddhat¢. If Haridatta is the son of
ár¢pati, then Haridatta must belonging to 11th century CE.

Conclusion

After the critical examination of the manuscripts of
Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡, the observations and findings analysed through
the study as follows.

 Haridatta is the author of the text Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡, and he has
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belonged to Br¡hmin community, he has mentioned his per-
sonal details in few parts of his text.

 There is a probability that Haridatta might be the son of ár¢pati
(11th century CE), the author of J¡takapaddhat¢. If Haridatta
is the son of ár¢pati, then Haridatta must belonging to 11th

century CE.

 The Haridatta of Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡ is lived about 11th century CE,
So it can be clearly say that Haridatta of Grahac¡ranibandhana
(7th century CE), Haridatta of Jagadbh£Àa¸a (17th century CE)
are different from Haridatta of Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡.

 Haridatta has might have lived in Kandla in Kuch district of Gujarat,
because he has referred a place Ka¸·£la, which similar to
Kandla.

 It is indeed to critically edit the manuscripts of the Ga¸itan¡mam¡l¡
for the better understanding of the text and of the author.
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Eclipse is an astronomical phenomenon that occurs when an as-
tronomical object is temporarily obscured, either by passing into
the shadow of another body or by having another body pass be-
tween it and the observer. The term eclipse is most often used to
describe either a solar eclipse or a lunar eclipse, involving Sun, Moon
and Earth.

Earlier people were keen observers of the changes in the sky and
they tried to articulate all their observations with mythology. In a
similar manner, they observed astronomical phenomena such as
eclipse and related it with the story of R¡hu and Ketu, the mythical
characters in Indian tradition. The eclipses are explained through
the existence of a body-less head of R¡hu who tried to eat up the
Sun and the Moon due to an enmity towards them. Pur¡¸a-s of
different kinds as well as many Sanskrit poetries support this narra-
tion. The astral science texts composed in Sanskrit have a clear vi-
sion on the concept of eclipse and its occurrence.

Eclipse in Indian Astral Science texts

Treatises on both the astronomy and astrology composed from
the scientific period (~5th Century CE) widely discussed on different
aspects of lunar and solar eclipses. Ëryabha¶a (5th century CE), the
first astronomer in scientific period has initiated a discussion on so-
lar and lunar eclipses. He has recorded his observations and find-
ings in his treatise ¡ryabha¶¢ya (499 CE) as:

UÙ…n˘™… i… ∂…∂…“ ∫…⁄™…» ∂… ∂…x…Δ ®…Ω˛i…“ S… ¶…⁄SUÙ…™……*1 (4.37)

During solar eclipse, the moon hides the sun, whereas as lunar
eclipse, shadow of the earth hides the moon, this way ......

Geethu S. Nath

FEATURES OF VAÙAááERI PARAMEáVARA'S WORKS
ON ECLIPSE
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Var¡hamihira (6th CE) explains the cause of eclipse in his
B¤hatsamhit¡ as:

¶…⁄SUÙ…™……Δ ∫¥…O…Ω˛h…‰ ¶……∫EÚÆ˙®…E«ÚO…Ω‰̨ |… ¥…∂…i…“xn÷̆&*
|…O…Ω˛h…®…i…& {…∂S……z…‰xn˘…‰®……«x……‰∂S… {…⁄¥……«r˘…«i…¬** 5.82

+…¥…Æh…Δ ®…Ω nxn…‰& E÷Úh` ¥…π……h…∫i…i……‰%r«̆∫…\UÙz…&*
∫¥…±{…Δ Æ¥…‰™…«i……‰%i…∫i…“Ih… ¥…π……h……‰ Æ ¥…¶…«¥… i…** 5.123

At the lunar eclipse, the moon enters the shadow of the earth and
at a solar eclipse the moon enters the sun's disc. Therefore it is that
the lunar eclipse does not commence at the western limb, nor the
solar at the eastern limb. In the case of a lunar eclipse, the conceal-
ing agency is very big, while in that of the solar, it is small. Hence in
semi-lunar and semi-solar eclipses, the luminous horns are respec-
tively blunt and sharp.

And Var¡hamihira gives credits to the seers for the knowledge
of the causes of eclipses by saying:

B¥…®…÷{…Æ…M…EÚ…Æh…®…÷HÚ ®…nΔ  n¥™…o M¶…Æ…S……™…Ë«& *
Æ…Ω÷̨EÚ…Æh…®… ∫®… z…™…÷HÚ& ∂……∫j…∫…n¬¶……¥…& ** 5.134

: In this manner, the seers endowed with divine insight have ex-
plained the causes of eclipse. Hence the scientific fact is that the
R¡hu is not at all the cause of eclipse.

Apart from the two important texts, many other Astral Science
treatises viz. Pancasiddh¡ntik¡ of Var¡hamihira (6th CE),
Laghubh¡skar¢ya and Mahabh¡skar¢ya of Bh¡skara I (7th CE),
Kara¸aratna of Deva (7th CE), ¿iÀyadh¢v¤ddhida of Lalla (8th CE),
Laghum¡nasa of Munj¡la (9th CE), Siddh¡nta¿iroma¸i of Bh¡skara
II (12th CE), Grahal¡ghava of Ga¸e¿adaivajµa (16th CE) have pro-
vided a clear idea about the cause and different aspects of eclipses.
The present paper is an assessment of Va¶a¿¿eri Parame¿vara's ob-
servation on eclipses.

Va¶a¿¿eri Parame¿vara

Va¶a¿¿eri Parame¿vara (15th century CE), a prominent Kerala
astronomer was keen observer of various astronomical phenomena.
Parame¿vara known with the family name Va¶a¿¿eri, located in the
village of ¡lattiy£r, the present Tirur of Malappuram district, North
Kerala.

Parame¿vara had composed and commented large number of
works on astronomy, mathematics and astrology. His works can be
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classified under different heads like works on spherical astronomy,
works on eclipse, works on astrology, commentaries of astronomi-
cal works and commentaries of astrological works.

Works of Va¶a¿¿eri Parame¿vara on Eclipse

Graha¸ama¸·ana, Graha¸¡À¶aka and Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡ are
his works that entirely deal with calculations and observation on
solar and lunar eclipse. Beside these works, ParameÀvara added
observations on eclipse in his other commentaries also.

Parame¿vara elaborately discusses about eclipse while comment-
ing the commentary of Mah¡bh¡skar¢yabh¡Àya5 named
Siddh¡ntad¢pik¡. He points out that he had been observing eclipses
from ¿aka year 1315, he had found that the observed times always
preceded the computed times. So he goes on to enunciate different
astronomical concepts and processes of calculation in the computa-
tion of eclipses and the various corrections to be applied at the dif-
ferent stages of computation.

< i…  ¥…∫i…Æi…& |……‰HÚΔ O…Ωh…Δ ∫…⁄™…«S…xp™……‰& *
o∂™…i…‰ i…j… oM¶…‰n& EÚ…±…‰  §…®§…‰ EÚn…S…x… ** 1

Ê i… l… ¥…∂¥…∫…®…‰ ∂……EÚ‰ |……Æ¶™… O…Ωh…Δ ®…™……*
+x…‰EÚ®…“ I…i…Δ i…‰π…÷  ¶…z…& EÚ…±……‰ o∂…… ∫…n… ** 2

|…i…‰™…I…EÚ…±…∫i…‰π…÷ |……MM… h…i……x…“i…EÚ…±…i…&*
+i…& EÚ…™……‰«%j… ∫…Δ∫EÚ…Æ…‰ ™…& EÚ ∂S…n¬ M…h…EÚ…‰k…®…Ë&** 36

ParameÀvara explains eclipse in the Bha¶ad¢pik¡ commentary
on Ëryabha¶¢ya as: : ∫…⁄™…» O…Ωh…EÚ…±…‰ ∂…∂…“ U…n™… i… x… i…÷ Æ…Ω÷̨& ∂… ∂…x…Δ O…Ωh…EÚ…±…‰
®…Ωi…“ ¶…⁄SU…™…… U…n™… i… x… i…÷ Æ…Ω÷̨&*7 ∫°÷Ú]∂… ∂…®……∫……xi…‰ ±…®§…x…∫…Δ∫EfiÚi…‰%®……¥……∫™……xi…EÚ…±…‰
{……i……∫…z……‰%±{… ¥…I…‰{…S…xp…‰ ™…n…E»Ú |… ¥…∂… i… i…n… v…EÚ…‰x…Δ O…Ωh…®…v™…®…¬* + v…EÚEÚ…±…∫™……±{…EÚ…±…∫™…
S…xpO…Ωh…∫™… ®…v™…Δ i…n… ¶…¥…i…“i™…l…«&* {…I……xi…‰ {……Ëh…«®……∫™…xi…‰ ™…n… S…xp…‰ ¶…⁄SU…™……Δ |… ¥…∂… i…
i…n… S…xpO…Ωh…∫™… ®…v™…Δ ¶…¥… i…* EÚË ∂S…k…÷ ∫°÷Ú]∂… ∂…®……∫……xi…Δ E‰Ú¥…±…®…®……¥……∫™……xi…Δ i…j…
O…Ωh…®…⁄v¥…«M…i…Δ ¶…¥… i… EÚn S…n⁄x…®…v……‰M…i…Δ ¶…¥… i…*8

Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡

Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡ has been composed for explaining the ra-
tionale of the theory of eclipses. Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡ is a sequel to
Graha¸ama¸·ana and Graha¸¡À¶aka. The author himself stated in
the invocatory verse as: Reverence to the Sun! The Lamp of eclipses
is created by me for the computation of methods which are already
set forth in Ma¸·ana and other works.9 Ma¸·ana might be the
Graha¸ama¸·ana written by him and other works might be
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Graha¸¡À¶aka and Siddh¡ntad¢pik¡. Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡ gives the
astronomical constants necessary for eclipse computation and the
indication of the methods in 85 verses. Distance of the sun and the
moon, method for calculating the true distance of the sun and the
moon, diameter of the sun, the moon and the earth, method for cal-
culating the true diameter, the sun and the moon at eclipses, compu-
tation of the eclipses, and graphical representation of eclipse are
discussed here.

Graha¸ama¸·ana

Graha¸ama¸·ana mainly deals with the methods for the actual
computation of the eclipses of the moon and the sun, and the spe-
cial work applicable only to the solar eclipses taken up. And it also
includes the calculation of the orbital diameters of the sun, the moon
and the earth's shadow, the different corrections to be applied to the
mean position and thus, arrive at their correct position at the full
moon or new moon. Basic features of eclipse like possibility, nature
and occurrence of eclipse, and graphical representation of eclipse
are discussed here. There are two versions of Graha¸ama¸·ana
exists, one of 89 verses and other of 100 verses.10

Parame¿vara says about the appearance of eclipse as: Just as the
reflection of one's face can be seen clearly in a mirror, the eclipse of
the sun and the moon can be seen on the sphere.

+…i®…“™… §…®§…Δ |…n∂™…«i…‰ n{…«h…‰ ™…l…… ¥™…HÚ®…¬*
i…ui…¬ M……‰±…‰ O…Ωh…Δ |…n∂™…«i…‰ S…hb¶……x…÷∂…“i……Δ∂¥……‰& **11

He defines eclipse as: In the solar eclipse, the moon hides the
sun as a pot by another pot, and during the lunar eclipse, shadow
hides the moon like submergence in water.

E÷Ú®¶……xi…Æ‰h… E÷Ú®¶……‰ ™…l…… i…l…… S……ti…‰ Æ ¥…& ∂… ∂…x……*
¥…… Æ|…¥…‰∂…¥…i∫™……i…¬ S…xp∫™… U…nx…Δ i…®…∫……**12

Graha¸¡À¶aka

Graha¸¡À¶aka is a concise manual on the calculation of eclipses
compressed in eight verses. He stated this in the introductory verse
as:

x…i¥…… ¶……∫EÚÆ®…∂¥…il…O……®…V…& {…Æ®…‰∂¥…Æ&*
∫l…⁄±……‰{…Æ…M…M… h…i…Δ EÚl…™…i™…π]EÚ‰x… S…** (1)

By worshiping the Sun, Parame¿vara who hails from
A¿vathagrama, promulgates the wide computation of eclipse in eight
verses.
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Here the objective of the author is to enunciate certain principles
in the calculations and to give revised measurements and tables as
contrasted with the older system which it takes for granted. Correc-
tions to the longitude, angular diameter, latitude of the place, the
correction for parallax in longitude, latitude for the solar eclipse,
and magnitude of the eclipse are the subject matter of this text.

Purpose of Parame¿vara's works on Eclipse

Kerala astronomers continuously observed the sky and the move-
ments of planets and stars. They should know these matters to be-
come an expert in astronomy and astrology. Parame¿vara declared
that he has composed Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡ and Graha¸ama¸·ana
to be made use of by expert astronomers. And, as learned from
Laghutantra,13 and keenly observing the position of sphere,
Graha¸ama¸·ana is created by me for the pleasure of astrologers.

Working methodology of Parame¿vara

Parame¿vara composed these texts because the observed values
of eclipse obtained by Parahita14 and other systems of computation
made by earlier scholars show some deviations in their observed
values.15 He included the aspects of his predecessors on eclipse in
these works along with the corrections made by him. Methodology
of his works can be classified as theory, calculation method and his
corrections on it. At first he used the theory and proof for finding
the various calculations of eclipse proposed by early scholars. Then
after analysing, he added his correction methods on it.

The most notable feature of Parame¿vara that he had made a
graphical representation of eclipse. He had given the methods to
convert measures of time into lengths and to construct the eclipse-
graph using them. And also the methods to construct eclipse dia-
gram to measure off eclipse at any desired moment during their
course. It can be seen both in Graha¸ama¸·ana and
Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡.

Invocation to the Sun

Prame¿vara starts all of his three works on eclipse with invoca-
tion to the Sun, as:

V…™… i… V…M…i……‰  nx…‰∂…& |…§……‰v…EfiÚi™…∫™… ¶……x…÷∫…Δ{…EÚ…«i…¬*
∂… ∂…¶…fiM…÷V…i……ÆEÚ…t…V™……‰ i…n˘‘{i™…… |…n∂™…«i…‰** (Graha¸ama¸·ana. V.1.)

x…®…& ∫… ¥…j…‰ O…Ωh…‰  GÚ™…i…‰ x™……™…n“ {…EÚ…* (Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡, V.1.)
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x…i¥…… ¶……∫EÚÆ®…∂¥…il…O……®…V…& {…Æ®…‰∂¥…Æ&* (Graha¸¡À¶aka, V.1.)

Conclusion

Prominent Indian astronomers like Ëryabha¶a, Bh¡skara-I and
Var¡hamihira have deeply discussed about eclipse along with other
subjects of astronomy and mathematics. Parame¿vara, a productive
writer in the field of astronomy astrology and mathematics and also
a highly dedicated observer, is the first astronomer who composed
separate books on eclipse. Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡, Graha¸ama¸·ana
and Graha¸¡À¶aka deal with all aspects of eclipse, even though these
three works are entirely different in their subject matter. Parame¿vara
tried to compile almost all matters about eclipse which was said by
early scholars. And, he added his own findings and corrections to it
through his three works on eclipse.

Footnote
1. H. Kern, The Ëryabha¶¢ya with the commentary Bha¶ad¢pik¡ of

Param¡d¢¿vara, (Delhi: Eastern Book Linkers, 1990), 94.
2. V. Subrahmanya Sastri and M. Ramakrishna Bhat (Trs.), Varahamihira's

Brihatsamhita, (Bangalore: V. B. Soobbiya and Sons, 1946), 47.
3. Ibid, 48.
4. Ibid.
5. Mah¡bh¡skar¢yabh¡Àya is the commentary written by Govindasv¡min

on the Mah¡bh¡skar¢ya of  Bh¡skara I.
6. T. S. Kuppanna Sastri, Mah¡bh¡skar¢ya of Bh¡skar¡c¡rya with the

Bh¡Àya of Govindasv¡min and the Super commentary Siddh¡ntad¢pik¡
of Parame¿vara (Madras: Government Oriental Manuscripts Library,
197), 321.

7. H. Kern, The Ëryabha¶¢ya with the commentary Bha¶ad¢pik¡ of
Param¡d¢¿vara, (Delhi: Eastern Book Linkers, 1990), 94.

8. Ibid, 95.
9. x…®…& ∫… ¥…j…‰ O…Ωh…‰  GÚ™…i…‰ x™……™…n“ {…EÚ…*

EÚ®…«GÚ®…∫i…÷ i…j… |……R¬ ®…hbx……n…Ë |…n ∂…«i…&** (Graha¸any¡yad¢pik¡ 1.) p. 3.
10. Graha¸ama¸·ana, p. xvii.
11. Ibid, v. 2,p. 3.
12. Ibid, v.36, p. 16.
13. ¥…Y……™… S… ±…P…÷i…xj…Δ oπ]¬¥…… M…±…∫™… ∫…Δ ∫l… i…Δ §…Ω÷̨∂…&*

M…h…EÚ…x……Δ ∫…xi……‰π…|…nΔ ®…™…… O…Ωh…®…hbx…Δ  GÚ™…i…‰**
Laghutantra is the Laghubh¡skar¢ya written by Bh¡skara I.
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14. Parahita is a system of astronomical computation used for the calculation
of religious purposes; existed in Kerala propounded by Haridatta, a 7th

CE Kerala astronomer.
15. ™…∫®…… nxn÷̆O…«Ω˛h…‰ x… ∫…Δ¥…n i… {…Æ Ωi…… n ∫…r%i…&*

<xu…n‰Æ…x…™…x…Δ {…⁄¥…Ë«& EËÚ ∂S…i|…nÃ∂…i…Δ ¥…I™…‰** 3, Graha¸ama¸·ana, p.3.
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In the history of Kerala Sanskrit literature, V¢rakeralavarma was
a renowned scholar who became the king of Kochi in 1809 CE.
V¢rakeralavarma scrupulously scrutinized the literature of that pe-
riod. His contemporary scholars like Kall£rNamp£tirippat,
Arurattitiri and Cheranall£r Krishnan Karta were very popular in
the history of Kerala literature. He had protected numerous court
poets and courtiers. Kochi became the centre of arts and literature
through the efforts of V¢rakeralavarma. He tried to grab knowledge,
and his thrust areas were literature, politics and the writings of
Ë¶¶akkatha works (Kathaka½i) the propagation of M¡dhva philoso-
phy.

Date and Life of V¢rakeralavarma

V¢rakeralavarma was born as the son of Cittammathampur¡n.
Cochin kingdom follows the matriarchy system. Among the poets
in the Cochin kingdom, he adorned the literary firmament of San-
skrit and was a great patron of literature. He nourished the poems
and literary works in his style. Scholars have been intrigued about
the personality of this great genius and have bought to date and
chronicle him. He was a follower of Madhvism. Ko¶¶¡rathil
áa´ku¸¸i, in his Aitihyam¡l¡, says that V¢rakeralavarma and his
elder brother wish to study Vedas. At that time, the reign was by
áaktan Thampur¡n, because the compulsion of Ci¶¶ammathampur¡n
allowed them to study Veda from Brahmaswam Madham at Trissur.
The caste system did not allow them to study Veda, even though
they belonged to the royal family. Madhva followers belonged to
Sode mutt from Udupi. Once, they took the courage to teach the
Vedas to Royal members. The M¡dhva cult influenced

Dr. Dhanasurjith D.

CONTRIBUTIONS OF VÌRAKERALAVARMA TO
SANSKRIT LITERATURE
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V¢rakeralavarma. The followers of Madhva implemented Madhva's
ideas and gained superiority as the teacher of the Cochin kingdom
for ages.

Cittammathampur¡n was the foster mother of R¡mavarma, popu-
larly known as áaktan Thampur¡n (1790-1805AD). He was en-
tirely against the concepts of M¡dhva followers. According to one
reference about V¢rakeralavarma, on one occasion, in the absence
of áaktan Thampur¡n, Sodaya Sw¡miy¡r converted the two princes,
namely R¡mavarma and V¢rakeralavarma, into the Madhva cult.
The Sw¡miy¡r also converted three-fourth parts of the members of
the palace into M¡dhvism. V¢rakeralavarma was the 28th king of
Cochin from 984 ME to 1003 ME (AD 1809-1828).1 He had three
brothers and two sisters. His sister Subhadra was an eminent scholar
in Sanskrit and literature. R¡mavarma was his elder brother, an eru-
dite scholar in Sanskrit literature and the previous king before the
administration of the Cochin kingdom by V¢rakeralavarma.2 These
two brothers had a profound influence on Madhva philosophy. So,
both became the Madhva cult's followers with the help of Vadir¡ja
Sw¡mikal and Ved¡nat¡c¡rya. They tried to propagate the prin-
ciples of M¡dhva philosophy. V¢rakeralavarma had two wives,
LakÀmi and Kuµjikk¡vu, from Kannezhathu Matham.3

His son R¡mavarma later (1835) converted to Christianity and
accepted the name Constantine R¡mavarma. V¢rakeralavarma died
on 7th August 1828 at Trippunithura at the age of Sixty two. He is
known as the Raja, who was demonized in Karkkitakam.4

Administration of V¢rakeralavarma

V¢rakeralavarma was a mild and benevolent prince, an eminent
scholar but a weak ruler. He devoted his time and attention chiefly
to religious and philosophical studies and left the Government of
his state in the hands of his ministers.5 Col. Munro became the Diwan
of Kochi in 1812. He was the previous Diwan of Travancore. Col.
Munro decided to take the administration of Kochi because the situ-
ation in Kochi was hazardous under the administration of Col.
Macaulay. Col. Munro, with the help of Diwan Nanjappyya, orga-
nized many diplomatic circumstances to develop the Kochi King-
dom. V¢rakeralavarma handled the administration with the help of
these officers. He was the first king who made a survey of land in
Kochi in 1821. For the proper administration of justice, two subor-
dinate courts were established at Trippunithura and Trichur in 1812,
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each was presided over by a Hindu, a Christian judge and a Sastri,
and a Huzur court presided over by four judges, including the
Diwan.6

Several roads and bridges were constructed, though of a primi-
tive pattern, and a large number of Sirkar buildings, which had,
through the neglect of years, fallen into dilapidated condition, were
repaired or are reconstructed. Preventive measures were taken to
minimize the smuggling of tobacco and pepper, which were articles
of Sirkar monopoly and salt was also made a monopoly article. On
this occasion, Col. Munro organized an accounting department and
introduced a system of accounts. Thirty-three Vernacular schools
were started in the reign of V¢rakeralavarma. He ruled over nine-
teen years from 1809 to 1828 after his elder brother R¡mavarma.
Historical shreds of evidence pointed out three reasons for the fall
of administration. Out of his nineteen years reign, fifteen years were
very smooth, but the last four years were in trouble. He spent much
money on the propagation of M¡dhva philosophy, which evoked
bitter feelings among the Brahmins, and he was criticized for the
same. Secondly, he was affected by Rheumatism, which had been
with him since childhood. The last cause was that he had been mar-
ried to two ladies from the Kannezhathu Ma¶ham. Some indigenous
verses are u¶uppum kanne¾uttumayi, which denoted the nature of
V¢rakeralavarma.7 Because 'Uduppu' means 'M¡dhvabhakti' and
'Kannezuttu' means 'two marriages named LakÀmi and Kuµjikk¡vu
from Kannezhathuma¶ham.

Propagation of Madhva School

V¢rakeralavarma and his elder brother were very interested in
the teachings of Madhva and used their influence to popularize them
in the state.8 R¡mavarma wrote several Stotrak¡vya about God
P£r¸atray¢¿a. Among the Stotrak¡vya, P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka, he imple-
mented the Madhva's ideas with the help of these aphorisms. He
tried to propagate Madhva's ideas and wrote fifty-four Kathaka½i
works, both of which have the priority of M¡dhvism.
V¢rakeralavarma and R¡mavarma declared that Sv¡miyar at Uduppi
as the 'Spiritual Guru.' They even carried out active propaganda in
favour of the new faith, which naturally created great consternation
among the old schools and resulted in minor quarrels in the royal
household. V¢rakeralavarma's invisible faith in the Madhva system
of philosophy, which at the time rose to a frenzy, is reflected in
many places in his literary works.
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C. Acyuta Menon mentioned the Madhva's influence in the Kochi
kingdom, especially in the case of V¢rakeralavarma in The Cochin
State Manual. In the preceding period of V¢rakeralavarma's reign,
the Sw¡miyar of the Sode Mutt at Udupi visited Trippunithura and
led the Raja by his preaching and discourses and his brother to ac-
cept the tenets of M¡dhvism. áaktan Thampur¡n unceremoniously
expelled Sw¡miyar from the state, and as the princes stood in whole-
some dread of him, they made no open profession of their new faith
during his reign. Soon after his death, the brothers sent for the
Sw¡miyar publicly announced their conversion to M¡dhvism and
actively exerted themselves to make new converts to their faith. As
sectarian differences were unknown in the state since the date of
áa´kar¡c¡rya, this conversion created great excitement in the coun-
try and greatly annoyed the people, especially the Namb£tir¢s. The
members of the royal family, however, remained staunch. The last
militant Madhva in the family was the R¡j¡ Ravi Varma, who died
in 1864; since his time, the family returned to its ancient Sm¡rta
fold.9

Generous of Literature

V¢rakeralavarma being as a generous patron of literature, who
attracted many scholars and poets of the times to his court. Arur
Madhavan Atitiri to the place as a tutor for Prince R¡mavarma after
V¢rakeralavarma became the prince in 1828 CE. ArurAtitiri,
Cer¡nall£r Krishnan Karta, Bhaskara of Mutukuru¿¿i, N¡r¡ya¸an
Namb£tiri of I½ayidam and Itavettikk¡ttu Namb£tiri were also
patronised by the king.10 Queen Subhadra, the sister of
V¢rakeralavarma, also was a renowned scholar. She assembled
Yuddhak¡´·a and Sr¢r¡mapa¶¶¡bhiÀeka to elder brother
R¡mavarma's Sundarak¡¸·am P¡na. Many references critically
evaluate the time of V¢rakeralavarma and his encouragement of lit-
erature and education. Kall£r N¢laka´·an Namb£turi (1776-1835)
was a court poet who had mentioned incessant friendship with
V¢rakeralavarma in his B¡livijaya and Madukai¶abhavijaya. In
B¡livijaya,

i…n xi…EÚ∫l…‰x…∫…n…j…EÚ‰x… S…n¬
 uV…x®…x……EÚ…Ë ∂…EÚM……‰j…V…x®…x……*
 ¥…ÆS™…i…‰ Æ…¥…h…§…xv…x…… ¶…v……
EÚl…… ¥…x……‰n…™…i…n“™…∫… z…v……Ë**11
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The Poet indirectly mentioned the friendship through 'Sadha'
words. In the same Ë¶¶akkatha mentioned the creativity and nature
of V¢rakeralavarma.

™…∫™……xi…∫°ÚŸÆh…ΔEÚÆ…‰ i…∫…i…i…Δ∫……I……n…x…xn…‰{… Æ
∏…“∂……‰™…&∫…Ÿ®…x……‰V…x…… {…«i…®…Ω…Ω∫i™…∂¥…Æix…… nEÚ&*
M…Δ¶…“Æ…‰V…x…EÚ∏…“™……{™…±…®…v…Ÿπ™…∂S…… ¶…M…®™……‰x…fih……Δ
∫……™…Δ¶…… i…M…Ÿh……h…«¥……‰ i…∫…Æ∫…&∏…“®……]{…fil¥…“{… i…&**12

Arur Atitiri lived in the early half of 19th CE. In UttaranaiÀad¢ya,
he alludes V¢rakeralavarma,

®……]I®…‰∂…∫…Ω…‰nÆ“∫…nEÚÆ…‰p…Y…“∫…Ÿ¶…p… ¶…P……
∫……l……«J™……™…Ÿ¥…Æ…V…{…Ÿj… ¥…x…™……™……x……™™…™…Δ{…Ÿ j…h…“
∫……®Æ…V™…… v…EÚfii…‰x…i…‰x… ¥… Ωi……‰™… ∫®…xM…ŸÆ…‰ x…«πEÚ™…
∫i…‰x…Ë¥…… {…«i…V…“¥…x……‰¶…¥… i…™…&|…i™…§n®…§n ∏…™……**13

Itavettikk¡ttu Anujan Namp£tiri was a great Muktaka poet; he
also patronized the Kochi kingdom in the period of V¢rakeralavarma
and his brother R¡mavarma. Ulloor S. ParameswaraIyer mentioned
one event from his life of Anujan, Aniyan Namb£tiri astonished
V¢rakeralavarma by the oral translation of one verse from his
Rukmi¸¢svayamvaracampu for two hours continuously,

+…™……i…ΔΩ Æh……™…i……I…“ EÚ®…±……®……‰ n|…¶……i…Δ∫…Æ…-
M……Æ…∂S…‰i™…¥…v……™…«i……Δ uV…EÚŸ±……±……{……‰¶…¥…‰z……x™…l……
∫x……™……®…R¬M…±…®…hbx…… x…i…x…Ÿ™……™……™…… ∂∂…¥……™……&{…nΔ
¶…⁄™……k…‰{… i…ªrfii…… Æ Æ i…∫…|…™……iEÚfii……∂…“ n«¬¥…V…&**14

Literary works of V¢rakeralavarma

V¢rakeralavarma was a good scholar of Sanskrit. His literary
works pointed out the priority of Sanskrit composition. He was a
born genius with deep knowledge. He wrote fifty-four Kathaka½i
works and two scholarly Sanskrit works; they are P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka
and Da¿¡vat¡rastotram¡la. P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka is fully found out,
but Da¿¡vat¡rastotram¡la only three parts are now available. The
skills to select words are special.

In Bh¡rgav¡vat¡ra,

¥…I™…… ®… ¥…πh……‰&{…Æ®……¥…i……ÆEÚl……Δ Ω™… ∫®…x®… Ωi……¥…i……Æ‰*
+…v……Æn…i…fii¥… ¥…®…Ÿ HÚni¥…‰ ¥…πh¥…ËEÚM…‰i™…{™… ¥…nSS…±……‰EÚ&**

In ár¢r¡m¡vat¡ra,

™…∫™……¥…i……Æ∫™…EÚl…… x…§…xv…{…“™…⁄π…V……±…∫™…{…™……‰®§…ŸÆ…∂…“&*
 ¥…πh…Ÿj…“∞Ú{…∫∫… ¥…v…Ÿ∂S…®…v¥……‰¥……±®…“EÚV……i…∫∫…ŸÆv…‰x…Ÿ∞Ú{…&**
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His style of the arrangements of words is beautiful in its depic-
tion in ár¢k¤À¸¡vat¡ra,

 x… J…±… x…M…®…oπ]…oπ]®…ŸJ™……l…«EÚfiπh…-
|… ®… i… ¥…π…™…EÚ…l…‰«∏…“®…Ω…¶……Æi…‰% ∫®…x*
®… Ωi…i…®…®…Ÿn…ÆΔ™…n¬M…fiΩ“i¥……¥…i……ÆΔ
i¥…EÚl…™…n J…±…Δi…SU HÚ{……Ëj……‰®…ŸEÚŸxn&**15

The influence of M¡dhva's thoughts was firmly influenced
throughout his life, and his works were the pact of his dedicated
effort for the Madhva cult and philosophy. Most of his characters in
Kathaka½i works stretched as they belong to M¡dhvism.

P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka is a 'Stutikavya' of the deity P£r¸atray¢¿a in
Trippunithura Temple. The author tried to express the Madhva cult,
rituals and philosophical ideas through his works. V¢rakeralavarma
penned P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka because of the compulsion of Vadiraja
of Sode Matt. His writings aimed to achieve the appreciation of
Vadiraja. He  has depicted it in P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka,

±…I®…“EÚ…xi…i…¥…… {…®…v¥…{…¥…x…∏…“¥…… nÆ…V……J™…™……‰-
Æ∫®…q‰ ∂…EÚ¥…™…«™……‰∂S…{…Æ®…|…“i™…l…«®…‰i…iEÚfii…®*
§……±…‰x…… {…®…™……™…nj… Ω ¥…ªrΔ∫™……x®…nY……x…i…&
∏…“®…x®…v¥…∫…Ÿ∂……∫j…i…∫i…n J…±…ΔI…xi¥……|…∫…“n|…¶……‰!**16

There are many rituals based on VaiÀ¸ava worship. The Royal
patrons used 'BhajanaÆ' in front of P£r¸atray¢¿a as an observance
of the M¡dhva cult. He refutes the theories of Advaita and tries to
develop M¡dhva philosophy in P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka,

¥…… ∫…π`…x¥…™…¶…⁄π…h……n¬¶…Ÿi…M…Ÿh…∏…“EÚfiπh…n‰¥…‰ Æi…-
∏…“∫…⁄j……l…« ¥…ªr®……M…®…¥…S……‰ ¥…u‰ π… x…®…Ÿ« HÚEÚ®*
V…“¥…‰∂…C™… ¥…v……™…EÚΔEÚŸ∫…Ÿ®…™…Δ Ωi¥……∫…Ÿ∂……∫j…Δ{…ÆΔ
®……v¥…Δ™…‰|…{…` xi…i…i∫…ŸM… i…nΔ{…⁄h…«j…™…“∂…Δ¶…V…‰**17

"Kusumayam' in verse is one of the technical terms in Advaita
philosophy, which means his probe erudition in both philosophies.
There are many attractive verses of heartfelt Bhakti that can be seen
in P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka.

V¢rakeralavarma has used the Madhva cult and philosophy in
all of his works. He transliterated more than fifty of his works, in-
cluding Kathaka½i, P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka and Da¿¡vat¡rastotram¡la,
to Malayalam from Sanskrit, converted all his characters into
Madhva followers. The interesting fact about the style of Kathaka½i
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works had many similarities to the writings of Kottayam Tampuran.
Vadakkumkur observed that 'he copied the style of Kottayam
Tampuran'. Ulloor alludes the capability of word making
(Padani¤miti) of V¢rakeralavarma;

V¢rasenasyanandanaÅsurarÀaipit¤nandanaÅ
SauribhaktajananandanaÅkr£ramay¢daityaninadaÅ18

Nevertheless, Vadakkumkur says that Ulloor was unhappy be-
cause of King's copied style from Kottayam Tampuran and
Kottarakkara Tampuran.19 Fifty- four of his Ë¶¶akkathas are now
available. They are, S¢t¡svayamvaraÆ, B¡livadhaÆ, NalacaritaÆ,
Sagarop¡khy¡naÆ, Niv¡takavacak¡lakeyavadhaÆ, Aj¡milamokÀaÆ,
Bh¡rgavacaritaÆ, T¡¶akavadhaÆ, Y¡garakÀ¡, Ahaly¡mokÀaÆ,
Vy¡s¡vat¡raÆ, DakÀay¡gaÆ, á¡kuntalaÆ, Balabhadrat¢rthay¡tra,
V¡manam¡h¡tmyaÆ, M¡dhvavijayaÆ, KabandhamokÀÆ, Sit¡nveÀa¸aÆ,
R¡va¸apar¡jayaÆ, GajendramoksaÆ, Sant¡nagop¡laÆ, Jar¡sandha
(Pradhama) par¡jayaÆ, Rukmi¸¢viv¡haÆ, P¡rij¡t¡pahara¸aÆ,
MitravindasvayamvaraÆ, Revat¢svayamvaraÆ, Bhadradevis-
vayamvaraÆ, K¡l¢svayamvaraÆ, Nil¡dev¢svayamvaraÆ, LakÀa¸a-
hara¸aÆ, RugmivadhaÆ, D£tav¡kyaÆ, Du¿¿¡s¡navadhaÆ,
Sundopasundop¡khy¡naÆ, Kirm¢ravadhaÆ, Bh¢masenadigvijayaÆ,
Jar¡sandha (Carama) par¡jayam, K¤À¸¡vat¡raÆ, AÀ¶¡kÀaram¡h¡tmyaÆ,
R¡jas£yaÆ, R¡sakr¢·¡, Kir¡taÆ, Kaly¡nasaugandhikaÆ, Dhruva-
caritaÆ, Sugr¢v¡bhiÀekaÆ, SudakÀi¸avadhaÆ, Sundar¢swayamvar-
asaÆ, Ambar¢ÀacaritaÆ, Am¤tamathanaÆ, Subhadr¡hara¸aÆ,
Devayan¢caritaÆ, P£tan¡mokÀaÆ, R¡va¸abhayotbhavaÆ and
MucukuntamokÀaÆ.20

V¢rakeralavarma belongs to the VaiÀ¸ava cult, but he wrote about
áaiva plots in his works viz., Kir¡taÆ and DakÀay¡gaÆ; those works
are very eminent. Nevertheless, V¢rakeralavarma represents áiva
as ∏…“®…z……Æ…™…h……Δ uu™…∫…Æ ∫…V…Æ…V…x®…v…Ÿ|……∂…x……‰iEÚ∏…“®…n¬¶…fiR¬M…|…§…Ω…« ™… i…* Even though,
all of these Kathaka½i works are not possible to perform. Because he
kept to including the ideas of the M¡dhva cult in Kathaka½i more
than sentiments (Rasa), his language and style for Kathaka½i works
are simple narration. In Na½acarita, x…±…&¥…“Æ∫…‰x…∫™…x…xnx…&∫…ŸÆ π…« {…i…fix…xnx…& like
sloka, he transformed Na½a as the follower of M¡dhvism, the 'Pada'
also is entirely in Sanskrit. However, he was eminent in Malayalam;
Rukmi¸¢svayamvaramramamukhareni´gal ¿¤u¸utaV¤Àivararemahit-
ar£pavanamitumehi..... Padabhangi of Gitas are very much inter-
ested and beautiful. It is suitable to sing and dance, for instance, in
M¡dhvavijaya,
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∏…“±…I®…“∂…{…n…§V…¶…HÚV…x…i……®…“ ±…∫…ŸÆ…v…“∂¥…Æ
∏…“®…v¥…VÆv…Æ… n¥… xni…{…nΔªp…Δ∂…¶…⁄i…… j…V…®*
∏…“®…v¥……™…Ÿ ¥… x… ®…«i……‰k…®…®…Ω…∂…j…Y…®…ŸJ™…Δ™… i…
|……ËfΔi…ŸR¬M…∫…Ÿ¥…h…«¥…h…«∫…ŸV…b…¶……Æ…‰±±…∫… SUπ…«EÚ&**21

In all this way, V¢rakeralavarma was an achievement for San-
skrit literature in Kerala.

Conclusion

V¢rakeralavarma proved his ability in both Sanskrit and
Malayalam. He nourished poems and prose in his period by himself
and with his court poets. He developed primary education. Never-
theless, sometimes it was limited only to Namputiribrahmins. He
reconstructed temples and old buildings. He made some amend-
ments to the ritual and building structure of Trippunithura
P£r¸atray¢¿a temple, Pa¾aayann£r Bhagavati Temple etc. The in-
tact administrative machinery, in due time thoroughly modernized.
He was the benefit of Kerala's literary purpose.

Virakeralavarma has a great place in the cultural history of Kerala.
He was well-intentioned and good-natured. He tried to propagate
Madhva philosophy in his Kingdom. Those literary works have lit-
erary merits and simultaneously historical and philosophical merits.
The tenets of Madhva philosophy can be traced from the verses.
The philosophical terms and tittles have used in the works might be
a new approaches and a sources for further studies.ith rare patience,
the colonel put up with, and gradually minimised, these aggravat-
ing demands on the crippled resources of the state, and at the same
time succeeded in keeping the Raja in good humour.

Footnote
1. Kerala Sahitya CaritraÆ, Ulloor S. Paramesvaralyer, p. 476ff.
2. Kerala Samsk¤tavijµ¡nako¿a, Dr. N. Poovattor Ramakrishna Pillai, p.

473ff
3. (a) Op.cit, Ullur,p.476ff. (b) Kerala Samsk¤tas¡hityacaritraÆ,

Vadakkumkur Rajarajavarma,p.354.
4. Genealogy of Cochin Royal Family, RamesanThampuran, p. 11.
5. The Cochin State Manual, C. AchutaMenon, p.177ff.
6. ibid., p. 192ff.
7. (a) Op.cit, Ulloor, p. 476. (b) P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka,Virakeralavarma,

Introduction, 1ff.
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9. Op.cit., C. AcyutaMenon, p. 178.
10. (a) Op.cit.,  Kunjunni Raja K., (1980), p. 165 ff.

(b) Sanskrit Tradition of Trippunithura, ed. Dr. C.M. Neelakandhan, p.
14ff.

11. Op.cit., Ulloor. p. 582.
12. Op.cit., Vadakkumkur Rajarajavarama Raja, p. 356.
13. Quoted by Kunjunni Raja (1980), p.166.
14. Quoted by Ulloor, p.307.
15. Quoted by Ulloor, p. 480ft.
16. P£r¸atray¢¿a¿ataka, V¢rakeralavarma, v. 101.
17. ibid., v. 76.
18. Op. Cit., Vadakkumkur, p. 352 ff.
19. Quoted by Vadakkumkur,  p 447.
20. ibid., p. 346.
21. Op.cit., Vadakkumkur,p. 347 ff.
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Indian epistemologists have traditionally explained the linguistic
expression of words as the relation or function of words ie.
'áabdav¤tti' or 'áabdavy¡p¡ras'. This serves as the link between the
words and meanings. To convey a meaning, different epistemolo-
gists have admitted different functions (abhidh¡, lakÀan¡, vyaµjan¡
and tvtparya) of a word. Among the Ëlamk¡rikas, Abhinavagupta
who for the first time refers t¡tparya as a separate v¤¶¶i or function
of words to explain the syntactic unity of a sentence. This vy¡p¡ra
functionsin the abhihit¡nvaya theory of verbal comprehension. Ac-
cording to Abhinavagupta, there are four distinct functions of words
:- abhidh¡, t¡tparya, lakÀan¡ and vyaµjan¡. He arranges them un-
der four separate classes1.

In the opinion of Abhinavagupta, abhidh¡ is the power of the
words to signify the primary meaning and it refers only to the uni-
versal and not to the particular. In a sentence, the individual words
by their primary function of abhidh¡ refer only to the isolated word-
meanings. The syntactic relation of these is conveyed by the
t¡tparya¿akti of the words. The general purport of the utterance or
the intention of the speaker is obviously to give a unified purpose-
ful sentence-meaning. Hence the words are considered as a power
to convey the syntactic relation among the various isolated word -
meanings. This power is called t¡tparya¿akti2.

Followers of Abhinavagupta such as Mamma¶a and Vi¿van¡tha
have proposed speaker's intention (t¡tparyavrtti) facilitates the com-
prehension of syntactico-semantical relations between various word-
meanings according to the abhihit¡nvaya theory. These referents
(word-meanings) are obtained from words through the primary sig-

Dr. N. S. Sharmila

CONCEPT OF TËTPARYA (INTENTION)
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nification of words or denotation (abhidh¡) and hence, the same is a
sentence-function (v¡kyav¤tti). Mamma¶a in his k¡vyaprak¡¿a gives
references to t¡tparya as a separate v¤tti and there in explained its
function also3.

In S¡hityadarpa¸a, Vi¿van¡tha repeats the same idea and refers
to the t¡tparyav¤tti as a separate function as being accepted by the
abhihit¡nvaya theory4. In his opinion, it is the sentence as a whole
that conveys the t¡tpary¡rtha and hence the power of t¡tparya must
rest with the sentence as a whole. On the basis of the statements of
Abhinavagupta and Mamma¶a, many of the later Ëlamk¡rikas have
also referred to this function-t¡tparya.

It is also notable that among the Ëlamk¡rikas, Ënandavardhana
refutes t¡tparya as an anti-dhvani theory. Even though he refers to
the importance of the speaker's intention in conveying the meaning
of a passage, he never refers to t¡tparya as a separate v¤tti or ¿akti of
words. He says that in linguistic discourse, there are only three func-
tions of words to be accepted- the primary, the secondary and the
suggestive5.

Bhoja, another Ëlamkarika, has a unique way of treating
t¡tparya6. He divides t¡tparya into three types namely: expressed
(v¡cya or abhidh¢yamana) implied (prat¢yam¡na) and suggested
(dhvanir£pa). From the verses of S¤ng¡ra praka¿a7, we can see that
Bhoja hold 'T¡tparya' is arthadharma and dhvani is ¿abda dharma.
According to him, t¡tparya is internal, is the saubh¡gya of v'k or
speech and dhvani is external hit L¡va¸ya of v¡k.

Bhoja rejects both abhihit¡nvaya and anvit¡bhidhana and ac-
cepts the position of the anubhayav¡dins. He prefers a third view;
according to which words convey the sentence-meaning by their
cumulative effect or samhatyak¡rit¡ to the t¡tparya¿akti of words.
Jayanta, the famous Naiy¡yika attributes this samhatyak¡rita to the
t¡tparya¿akti of words8.

Dhanika, the commentator of Da¿ar£paka advocates the theory
that dhvani is included in t¡tparya9. According to him, it is not nec-
essary to recognize a new function called dhvani and there is no
limitation of the term t¡tparya to the expressed sense. But it can
cover the whole range of the speaker's intention and cover all impli-
cations coming up in the train of the expressed sense10.

It may be noted that Jayantabha¶¶a, the author of Ny¡yamaµjari,
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was the first to bring forward t¡tparya being a separate v¤tti. After
discussing the various theories about verbal comprehension held
by various schools, Jayanta advocates a modified form of
abhihit¡nvaya theory. In his opinion, words express their isolated
word-meanings by the power of abhidh¡, and they have another
power, t¡tparya¿akti, which indicates the mutual relationship among
the word-meanings. The function of this power is to reveal the mean-
ings of the words obtained in a sentence as being mutually related.
This power belongs to all the words in common and lasts till the
independent judgement is produced11.

This should be very clear that this t¡tparya¿akti is the same as
the samsargamary¡da accepted by the later Navyany¡ya School12.
Professor S Kuppuswami á¡stri says13 that the additional element
conveyed by a sentence, over and above the separate concepts con-
veyed by separate words, is the intended relation of the concepts
(pad¡rthasamsarga) and this additional element, which is the dis-
tinctive feature of verbal judgement (v¡ky¡rtha) is conveyed through
the particular juxta-position of words (samsargamary¡da), and not
through a primary or secondary significative power of words (abidh¡
or lakÀan¡)

He also says thatt¡tparya has to be accepted as a motivating fac-
tor in verbal comprehension, but there is no need to assume a sepa-
rate function of words called t¡tparyavrtti. That is why it has not
been accepted as such by later writers.

According to the Pr¡bh¡karas, t¡tparya makes the primary
significatory power itself capable of conveying not only the indi-
vidual word-meanings. But their mutual connection as well. Thus
even when tatparya is not taken as a separate vrtti, it could be re-
ferred to as the motive force conveying the syntactic relation; infact
P¡rthas¡rathi Mi¿ra himself refers to the function of t¡tparya14 and
Jayanta quotes Kumarilabha¶¶a in support of his theory that tatparya
is a separate vrtti of the words which conveys the syntactic relation
of the word-meanings15.

M¢m¡msakas, as reported by Rhetoricians, formally recognized
t¡tparya as a distinct sentence function (v¡kyav¤¶¶i) that conveys
the syntactic-semantical relations. Among the M¢m¡msakas,
N¡r¡ya¸abha¶¶a, the great authoritative writer on Bh¡tta M¢m¡msa
says that t¡tparya is not a separate factor in conveying the syntactic
relationship of the word-meanings16. But some of the ancient com-
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mentators and modern scholars following Bh¡¶¶aschool, have thus
associated t¡tparyav¤¶¶i with the Bh¡¶¶a school of M¢m¡msa17.

Among the Logicians, while the Pr¡cyas considered t¡tparya to
be a capacity or power (¿akti) of sentence, Navyas considered the
same to be merely the fourth essential factor that facilitates the sen-
tence-meaning along with ¡k¡nkÀ¡, yogyat¡ and ¡satti. They have
held mainly on the ground that sentence - meaning or syntactico-
semantical relations between word-meanings, being merely relations,
and not being any meanings (referents), do not require any separate
power or function of sentence to convey them. Hence according to
the Navyas, t¡tparya is the fourth essential condition of áabdabodha.
But in later times, Navyanaiy¡yikas like Gad¡dhara replaced the
concept of t¡tparya as a fourth necessary condition that facilitates
the comprehension of the syntactico-semantical relations between
word-meanings with their theory of samsargamaryada (unifying force
of relations). ie á¡bdabodhecaikapad¡rtheaparapad¡rthasyasamsar-
gaÅsamsargamary¡day¡ bh¡sate18.

So we can conclude that Indian Epistemologists, especially Lo-
gicians, M¢m¡msakas and Rhetoricians too have recognized the fact
that T¡tparya or speaker's intention plays a very significant role in
determining the exact meanings of words. In their opinion, words,
despite being grammatically correct and semantically competent,
may fail to convey any meaning in the doubt or in the absence of
the knowledge regarding the exact intention of the speaker to con-
vey a particular meaning. This opinion is very clear from the fa-
mous example 'saindhavam¡naya'. Thus, they have admitted that
ascertainment of speaker's intention (t¡tparya) plays a significant
role in the determination of the exact meaning to be conveyed and
hence it is an associate cause of ¿¡bdabodha.
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Jainism isone of the oldest religions and philosophical systems
in India. It shows a strong altruistic attitude toward all kinds of life,
including both plants and animals. Ahimsa or nonviolence, is the
core principle of Jainism. 'Ahimsa Paramo Dharma' says that ahimsa
is the greatest virtue. Jainism is noted for its ahimsa culture. It is also
known as the ahimsa religion and ahimsa culture. 'Na hanyet-
naghatayet' should not kill and should not cause others to kill is the
motto that Jainism upholds. It advises not to hurt, mistreat, oppose,
enslave, insult, torment, torture, or kill any creature or living being.
As Jainism is a compassionate religion that seeks the well-being of
all living creatures. Forcing someone to do something againstone's
will and curtailing somebody's freedom is considered as himsa in
Jainism. Ahimsa and ecology are inextricably linked in the Jaina
tradition. It highlights the significance of ahimsa and states that no
environmental conservation can be practised without a real emotion
toward ahimsa. Ahimsa is a universal law and a rational maxim that
should regulate one's entire life. The practise of ahimsa is the purest
and most reliable strategy for environmental protection.

Jains advocate ahimsa in its strictest sense and spirit. It can occa-
sionally go to the extreme of not lighting candles or cooking meals
after sunset, because this attracts worms to the light, resulting in
their death. The Jain monks walk by scrubbing the path with a fine
brush in their hands to ensure that no single life, even a worm, comes
under their feet. Sexual contact destroys a large number of microor-
ganisms that are created and demolished by heat and friction. Hence,
they conquer sexual desires. Even a thick garment can trap insects
and bacteria. Hence, the greatJaina monk Mah¡v¢ra spent his final

Feleena C. L.

EXPLORING ECOLOGICAL DIMENSIONS IN JAINISM
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years of life completely naked, a practice that originated from the
Digambaras.

When one realizes that all living entities, including plants, ani-
mals and humans, are made up of the same j¢va or consciousness;
only then can onetreat them with supreme ahimsa. With this realiza-
tion, one can recognize the spiritual aspect in all living things.
Jainism's ecological philosophy arises from its spiritual quest. From
ancient times, Jains have been strong protectors of nature. Jain ecol-
ogy emphasises the value of every creature's life. 'Sarvodayav¡da'
is the terminology used to describe the ecological philosophy of
Jainism. According to the eminent Jain philosopher S¡mantabhadra,
sarvodayav¡da is concerned with the upliftment of all life forms.

The metaphysics or theory of reality of Jainism is Anekandav¡da
(non- absolutism). It is the doctrine of manyness of reality. It im-
plies that reality has several aspects and accepts the possibility of
multiple opinions and perspectives. In contrast to dogmas, it is a
multidimensional approach that synthesizes and integrates oppos-
ing points of view. It is intellectual non-violence, as well as toler-
ance and relativism. It is because it views reality as having innumer-
able characters and accepts each and every aspect of reality.
Jainism's epistemological and logical aspect is called syadv¡da, or
the theory of relativity. It is the doctrine of 'may be'. It claims that
truth is relative to one's perspective of view. There is no such thing
as ultimate truth. It holds reality has infinite aspects which are all
relative while we can know only some of the aspects.

With its doctrines of anekandav¡da and syadv¡da, Jainism does
not view the universe from an anthropocentric perspective.
Anekantav¡da and syadv¡da both encourage people to treat all liv-
ing things with respect. It considers the perspectives of other crea-
tures, communities, and nations, as well as other humans. It teaches
us how to live without harming others with our words, behaviours,
and thoughts by considering other people's perspectives as valid as
one's own. One should follow ahimsa in thought, word and deed.
Acharya Jinasena emphasized the same perspective of social equal-
ity by saying that the entire human world is one as diverse compo-
nents of his community are interconnected. Only by respecting life
in all of its forms, including microorganisms and the environment,
can one achieve the highest stage of enlightenment.
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All sorts of cruelty to animals and humans are considered viola-
tions against ahimsa. Animal sacrifice to the Gods was a frequent
practice many years ago. However, it was condemned by Jainism
as a sinful activity. It is against the law to keep animals in captivity,
to lash, mutilate, overburden them, or deny them enough food and
water. Domestic animals may be tied or beaten on occasion, but it is
always done compassionately, with care, and without anger. The
Jaina faith has a long history of animal conservation that might serve
as a model for how to connect with nature. Jainas are strict vegetar-
ians and do not eat meat, fish or eggs. Taking vegetables for life is
permissible in Jainism. However, it is not permissible to intention-
ally take another person's life for food or sport. They also promoted
fasting as a means of self-purification.

According to Jains, even metals and stones may contain life in
them and should not be approached recklessly. Animals are of the
highest order and humanshave logic and intuition as well.  Being a
highly evolved form of life, human beings bear a huge level of moral
responsibility in their interactions, dealings and mutual relationships.
The Jaina tradition became a nest for the environmental protection
andideology of harmony because of the explicit, unavoidable, ethi-
cal responsibility of human beings.

Jains advocate relying on natural resources to meet one's needs.
The ecological problem is caused by self-centred greed. Misuse of
any part of nature is viewed as a kind of stealing. In Jainism, exces-
sive consumption is addressed by non-possession (aparigraha) and
non-stealing (asteya). It promotes a lifestyle of moderation and re-
straint, as well as abstinence and austerity. We can use the planet
similarly to bees sucking honey from a flower without harming the
blossom and strengthening itself. Our appetites and wants should
be suppressed and limited. Consumption mustremain within rea-
sonable and permissible bounds. Possessions, accumulation and
enjoyment for personal benefit should be limited. They prefer to
work in professions that cause the least amount of harm to humans,
animals, and plants. We can only locate a few farmers in the Jaina
tradition because agriculture harms the earth's bodies as well as two
sensed worms present in the soil. None of them will participate in
the trade of animal products. The purpose of wealth accumulation
must be philanthropic. Jains have found significant success in the
cotton sector by pursuing a career in the production and sale of
things made from one-sensed beings.
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Jaina denies the existence of an intelligent first cause as the
universe's creator. The universe, according to Jainism, has no ori-
gin or end. Jains believe that life takes many different forms. The
four elements of earth, water, fire and air, as well as microbes
(nigodha), plants, and animals, all contain a life - force. Jainism
used the two eternal principles of jiva and ajiva,to explain every-
thing. Jiva denotes consciousness, while ajiva denotes something
devoid of consciousness. Dharma, Adharma, Ak¡Àa, Pudgala, and
K¡la are the five substances of ajiva. Pudgala is a Sanskrit word
that signifies matter. It is made up of individual atoms called
paramanaus. Atoms can be seen, heard, smelt, tasted and touched.

The life form adhering to the earth's surface moves slowly,
whereas the life force contained in an insect or bacterium may quickly
move. The enhancement of one's consciousness about one's karma
is the purpose of Jainism, which leads to reincarnation in the human
body and the choice of a nonviolent lifestyle, which will ultimately
release a person from all karmic entanglements. The soul was tied
to the physical realm by the asravas or karmic dust. It goes through
a never-ending cycle of death and rebirth as part of personal progress
that can eventually lead to moksha. The life force transfers from
one body to the next at the point of death, depending on its karmic
component. One ascends to the realm of perfection at this final de-
gree of perfection (Siddha Loka) where one resides permanently,
observing the functioning of the world, yet not surrendering to its
temptation.

The Jaina evolution theory is based on the grading of physical
bodies containing souls based on their sensory perception abilities.
Essentially, all souls are equal. The jiva has no forms, but it takes
on the forms of the body in which it manifests and is subjected to
karmic dust influx. Only one sensed organism exists in the lowest
form of the physical body. Trees and vegetation have a sense of
touch and can also feel pleasure and pain. They have souls as well
as. According to Jaina cosmology, everything in the world has feel-
ings and consciousness. The earth is aware of human presence and
responds accordingly.

The Jaina tradition saw the environment as a necessary compo-
nent of both spirituality and daily material life. Man's greatest threat
in the future is not from nature, but it is from himself. Psychological
pollution contributes to environmental pollution. Jainism consid-
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ered pollution and garbage generation both to be acts of violence. If
the current pace of pollution is not reduced, man will be forced to
see, eat, and breathe pollution; therefore, the solution rests in bal-
ancing economic development and environmental protection. The
balance of nature has been disturbed as a result of industrialization.
Materialized industrialization has resulted in population expansion
and ecological imbalance.

Technological advancement and consumerism are the primary
causes of environmental pollution. Consumerism is based on the
belief that the universe is made up of deadly objects. It also advises
a man to let go of his technological and material narcissism, be-
cause there can be no responsible, effective, or genuine environ-
mental ethics in the world. Other reasons contributing to the imbal-
ance and pollution include excessive exploitation and use of natural
resources, an increase in the destruction of plants and chemicals
(deforestation), food habits and modern life, soil erosion (due to
deforestation and fertilizers) and desertification.

Traditional Jaina teaching can serve to remind the world of
nature's power and complexity, as well as the moral benefit of liv-
ing simply in accordance with nonviolence vows.Happiness, for
them, stems from genuine altruistic compassion and loving-kind-
ness, with the goal of bringing light and happiness to all sentient
creatures. Traditional Jaina teaching can serve to remind the world
of nature's strength and complexity, as well as the moral advantage
of living simply according to nonviolent vows. Inter-species and
intra-species justice are central to environmental justice. Liberating
oneself from materialism might be seen as a necessary step toward
environmental protection.

Jain monks and nuns were careful observers of the natural world's
elements and living organisms. Mah¡v¢ra is also a keen observer of
the natural world. He admired the beauty of trees because of their
inherent value and beauty, not because of their utilitarian or mon-
etary value. Trees are not to be cherished for their fruits, but rather
to be respected and treated with care to avoid harm. Every life form
has inherent worth that should be respected, not for its own sake.
Care ethics can be applied to the entire biotic community.

Jainism is primarily an eco-religion that has transformed ecol-
ogy into a religion. Jains have been able to develop an environment
friendly value system and code of conduct as a result of it. Jains are
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always ready and eager to look positively and enthusiastically upon
environmental concerns because of the Jaina tradition's reliance on
reason. They are at the forefront of raising awareness and putting
their cardinal beliefs on the environment into practise, both in India
and across the world. Those who ignore or deny the presence of
earth, air, fire, water, and vegetation ignore their own existence,
which is inextricably linked to them.

The Jain faith provides a multifaceted, multi-life perspective on
the world's nature and purpose. We live in a moral cosmos con-
trolled by the rules of cause and consequence. Moral agency neces-
sitates paying attention to and respecting the natural world. Mah¡v¢ra
promoted tree preservation, believing that any harm done to nature
would immediately confine and obstruct the soul. Jaina believers
have created a biological investigation that exposes the interconnectedness
of all life forms. With this understanding comes a great deal of moral
responsibility. Knowing that life depends on other kinds of life, the
Jainas encourage humans to be cautious and loving in all ways, and
to take only what is absolutely necessary, lessons that are especially
relevant in today's world of over-consumption and resource exploi-
tation. All people can be reminded of the sanctity of life through
Jainism's moral discourse.
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Introduction

Amarako¿a is a Sanskrit lexicography text with 10000 Sanskrit
words and their synonyms. Amarako¿a is the threshold to the San-
skrit language. Through this, the students will get acquainted with
the words, their gender, and also the synonyms of the particular.
And the whole text is arranged in verse patterns so everyone can
memorize it without difficulty. Amarako¿a is authored by the 4th

century scholar Amarasimha. In the first place, the text was named
N¡mali´g¡nu¿¡sana, the book that teaches the gender of nouns.
Amarako¿a has 60 commentaries, and it has been translated into
different languages. This shows the acceptance of Amarako¿a among
the scholars of lexicography.

The text has a total of 1608 verses, are divided into three chap-
ters called k¡ndas. The prathamak¡nda (first chapter) is divided into
vargas like heaven, sky, direction, time, cognition, sound, drama,
nether world, hell and water. The vargas of dvit¢yak¡´·a (second
chapter) deal with the earth, towns or cities, mountains, forests,
medicines, animals, humankind, brahma, kÀatriya, vai¿ya and ¿£dra
classes. The trit¢yak¡´·a (Third Chapter) has vargas like adjective,
miscellaneous, polysemy, indeclinable and gender.

Dvit¢yak¡´·a starts with the varga called Bh£varga, which means
the chapter for the earth. The synonym of the earth has presented in
twenty verses. And it gives some resemblance to the geographical
features of India. Godson Robert Mtallo (2015) quoted Fillip "The
meaning of a word is to be derived from the relations between words,
concepts and things in the real world". So every word has a connec-
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tion with the world. Here this paper tries to analyse the Bh£varga
with the Geographical features of India.

Bh£rbh£miracal¡nanth¡ras¡viswambhar¡sthir¡
Dhar¡dharitr¢dhara¸¢kÀo¸¢jy¡ k¡¿yap¢kÀitiÅ (Amarako¿a, 2.1.2)

From this ¿loka the bh£varga starts. These are some general syn-
onyms for the earth. Sarvamsaha, sthir¡, acal¡, vasumat¢, vasudh¡,
ku: and the like.

Geographical features of India Reflected in Bh£varga

India has diverse geographical features, including mountains,
deserts, and coastal areas.  India is always referred to as the Indian
peninsula. Peninsula is a landmass which is surrounded by water on
three sides.These geographical divisions have their peculiarities and
now let us analyze the words in bh£varga.

Ary¡varttapu¸yabh£mirmadhyamvindhyahim¡gayoh
N¢v¤jjapad°de¿aviÀayaut£pavarttanam || (Amarako¿a, 2.1.9)

The meaning of Vindyahim¡gayomadhyam is the place between
vindhya mountain and Himalaya mountain. The Vindhyahim¡gayo-
madhyam is the place that starts from the east ocean to the west
ocean and from the Himalayas to the southern side, and from Vindhya
to the northern side. (Amarako¿a commentary, p.293). From this
viewpoint, it is evident that it refers to the Indian peninsula. The
word Ëry¡varta is defined in the Geographical Encyclopaedia of
Ancient and Medieval India as follows; The Vindhyas bound
Ëry¡varta in the South, the Himalayas in the north and the two seas
- the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea in the east and west. (p.34).
So through this verse, the reader gets the concept of the Indian pen-
insula.

De¿aÅpr¡gdakÀi¸apr¡cyaÅud¢cyaÅpa¿cimottaraÅ
Pratyanthomleccade¿aÅsy¡nmaddhyade¿astumaddhyamaÅ ||

(2.1.8)

Sharavatiriver originates and flows through the Karnataka state.
In the commentary of Amarako¿a, the word Pr¡cyaÅ explains the
region of south east region of Sharavati river, and Ud¢cyaÅ means
the northeast of the same river. The river can be considered a geo-
graphical division between the northern and southern parts of India.
Mleccade¿aÅ is the place where the C¡turvar¸ya system does not
exist. In the commentary, this place is located in Baluchistan, Af-
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ghanistan. And Madhyade¿aÅ means the middle region of India.
Through these two verses, the entire picture of the Indian peninsula
is portrayed by Amarasimha.

The major geographical divisions of India are The Himalayan
Mountains, The North Plains, The Peninsular Plateau, The Indian
Desert, The Coastal Plains, and The Islands. The synonyms pos-
sess the characteristics of some geographical divisions.

The Himalayan Mountains

The Himalayas are the fold mountains which lay from west to
east direction. These eastern mountains act as the great wall of India
and can be classified into three: The Himadri, The Himachal, and
The Siwaliks. The Himadri is also known as the Great Himalayas or
Inner Himalayas. It is the northernmost range of the Himalayas. Most
of the part of this region has granite; also it covered with snow, and
many glaciers originate in this area. The Himachal is also known as
the Lesser Himalayas, situated south of Himadri. This region is fa-
mous for the valleys. Siwalik is the outmost area of the Himalayas.

The little snow that does settle and provide moisture to the soil
helps a soft downy grass grow in the summers. Hence the people of
these regions adopted animal husbandry for their livelihood ... At
the Himalayan foothills, communities plant the fertile alluvial lands
with grain crops and use folding with river waters for irrigation
(Garghy Banerji, p.2).

The meaning of the synonym Gotra (2.1.) is the place where
mountains are present, and it possesses a favourable environment
for the cows. The next one, Sadval (2.1.11), means Grassland.
Jalapr¡yam and An£pam (2.1.11) give meaning to excess water.
The water for agriculture is taken from the river, which is explained
by the word Nad¢m¡t¤ka (2.1.13). At last, the words Gosth¡nakam,
GoÀ¶am and GauÀt¢nam (2.1.14) explain the best place for cattle
breeding.

The word, as mentioned earlier, meanings are related to the dif-
ferent parts of the Himalayas. This much information is available
about the Himalayas.

The Northern Plains

The northern plains have a rich content of alluvial soil. The high-
est fertile land is the main attraction of the Great Plains. The north-
ern plain is divided into three parts Punjab plains, Ganga Plain, and
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Brahmaputra plains. This area is packed with alluvial soils and is
very soft and fertile. The fifth ¿loka of this varga starts with the
names of soils. And the first one is Urvar¡ (2.1.5) which means the
fertile lands. The major crops of India are cultivated here; in fact,
this plains is known as the food bowl of India.

E.B. Norm and his fellow scholars mention the northern soils
like this; "The spring-wheat subregion extends from the Red River
Valley westward and southward to the range country of Montana
and South Dakota. Its eastern part includes mainly loamy and sandy
soils (of the Chernozem soil region), developed on varied glacial
deposits" (p. 495). In Amarako¿a, the word Sikat¡vati (2.1.12) for
the sandy land. Again E.B Norm mentions the fallow state of the
soil of the northern plain due to the lack of rainfall (p.496). In
Amarako¿a, the word Khilam and Aprahatam (2.1.6) denotes the
fallow land. ÍÀaÅ and KÀ¡ram¤ttik¡ (2.1.5) are the words mentioned
in Amarako¿a which means the salty land. And numerous areas of
the central red river valley of North Dakota have saline soils (E.B.
Norm, p.502). The word Pa´kilaÅ (2.1.11) means the marshy land,
and in the south of the Bhabar belt, the rivers and streams create the
Terai region, which is marshy, wet and swampy (Physical features
of India, p.3). áarkkar¡, áarkkarilaÅ and áarkkar¡v¡n are the pebble-
studded zones; in northern planes, there are pebble-studded rock
holes very high, and the streams sink and flow underground. The
words have a resemblance to the geographical features of the north-
ern plains.

Peninsular Plains

Madhyapradesh, Jharkhand, Chattisgarh, Karnataka, Tamil Nadu,
Telengana, Odisha and West Bengal form the Peninsular Plateau.
Pr¡cyaÅ and Ud¢cyaÅ (2.1.8) are the two words which denote the
location of the Peninsular plateau. Pr¡cyaÅ is on the northwest side
of the Sharavati river, and Ud¢cyaÅ is on the southwest side. And
the Sharavati is the river that flows in the Karnataka state. The pla-
teau is divided into two Central Highlands and Deccan Plateau. The
Western Ghats and the Eastern Ghats belong to the western and
eastern edges of the Deccan plateau, respectively. Most of the place
is covered with hard rock and rich with the deposit of diverse min-
erals. Ratnagarbh¡ (2.1.4) is meant for a place with a rich diamond
deposit. In the peninsular region, people depend on rainwater for
their agriculture. And the word Devam¡t¤kaÅ (2.1.13) means agri-
culture is done by rainwater. The word Lava¸¡karaÅ (2.1.20) means
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the place where salt is produced. In the peninsular region, there
were so many salt-producing places. Kumudv¡n (2.1.10) is the place
favourable for the growth of water Lilly, and vetasv¡n (2.1.0) is the
place with many reeds. The peninsular plateau is the largest area in
Indian geographical features. But here, only a few words resemble
the peninsular plateau.

The Coastal Plains and Indian Desert

There are few words related to the coastal plains and Indian desert.
Abdhimekhal¡ (2.1.4) is a word which means the ocean surrounds
it. MaruÅ and Dhanv¡ (2.1.6) mean the desert. Sikat¡vati (2.1.12)
means the sandy place, which is all about the dessert. These are the
words for the dessert and coastal areas. No other features are ex-
plained.

In this Bh£varga, twenty ¿lokas are here, which explain the dif-
ferent aspects of the earth; some geographical aspects, some roads
and so on. Amarasimha tried to explain the earth from his experi-
ence, mostly belonging to the northern part of India. So the words
related to the northern side are huge in number compared to the
other parts.

Conclusion

Amarako¿a is the lexicography text written by Amarasimha,
which provides the words, their gender, and synonyms. The words
given for the earth are categorized according to India's geographi-
cal features. It includes various soil forms, water sources, flora and
the like. Maybe the words are popularly used by the native people
to refer to a particular region. Amarasimha compiled the words in
Bh£varga to coin the synonyms for the earth. The study of Bh£varga
gives the knowledge of the earth's synonyms and geographical fea-
tures. In a nutshell, Amarasimha archived the geology of India
through his text.
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Abstract:

The studyof consciousness would have revealed that Conscious-
ness does not have a long history in the West.  However, twentieth
century and its predecessor, the nineteenth century have witnessed
overwhelming attention paid on this topic, and as a result, varieties
of theories emerged on consciousness during this period.Some think-
ers believe that it is only the attribute of the brain.  All these views
we have categorized under two major heads, reductionism and Non-
reductionism. In contemporary Analytic Philosophy, there is a deep
division in Consciousness studies between Reductionists, (those who
think there are only physical problems to be solved) and Non-re-
ductionists, (those who think any physicalist explanation will be
inadequate to explain the problem of consciousness.) Here I would
like to explore the major contributions of classical Indian thinkers
towards consciousness studies through Reductive - Non-reductive
division.

Key Words: Reductionism, Non-Reductionism, Consciousness

In Indian Philosophy employed various forms in conceiving con-
sciousness. The major system Advaita of áankara is the most ideal-
istic school believes that consciousness is the ultimate reality.
Whereas the total materialist theory C¡rvaka believes that conscious-
ness is a by-product of matter. The mind in western context changed
to self or soul in Indian Philosophy and they also admit that beyond
mind there is an empirical self-called Jiva. Vedanta called this as
pure consciousness and it has been identified as the single entity
which pursuing human life.

Soumya A. S.

REDUCTIONISM AND NON-REDUCTIONISM IN
INDIAN SCENARIO
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This chapter is an attempt to study consciousness from an Indian
perspective. There are some schools in Indian Philosophy that try
to explain the nature and status of consciousness. They believe that
the existence of a metaphysical self is the essence of the individual
being.

5.1 Reductionism in Indian Scenario

The concept of consciousness has emerged from various Indian
schools and they brought under different heads. The most influen-
tial reductionism found in C¡rvaka materialism, and this school has
tried to reject the concept of mind and consciousness and they be-
lieve that all our conscious experience are caused by the elements
of Nature. That is, according to them, consciousness arises from the
combination of material elements like earth, water, fire and air. That
is, in Indian reductionism, consciousness is reduced to a function of
matter and have no separate existence between mind/soul and Body.
Some theorists argue that C¡rvaka theory of consciousness is simi-
lar to the western thought called Epiphenomenalism, they believe
that consciousness is the by-product of matter/body.

C¡rvaka Theory on Consciousness

C¡rvaka believes that the conscious self arises out of our body
naturally. According to B?ahaspathi consciousness inheres in the
body and emerges from it and when we die, it ends with us. The
C¡rvakas are  realists also. They claim that world is real and it is not
an illusion. But we don't know why it exists, or why we are here,
and we live in what purpose. They were living for a modest life of
learning and contemplation. It is just that they didn't believe in any
of the elaborate theories of the universe, or the Br¡Åman, or the
priests.

There arealso some criticism against this school. Some of them
believes that this system entirely focuses on senses, perceptions,
and experiences as the ultimate source of truth. They ignore sources
of knowledge, such as mathematical patterns and logical reason.
C¡rvaka sees events in the universe as being unpredictable and oc-
curring without any cause. This conflicts the scientific spirit of cause-
effect relations in events. The ideas of interference and design in
science are not found in C¡rvaka.

C¡rvaka believes only one's passions and pleasure. Though, plea-
sure and pain are two dualities that reside on the same coin. But
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C¡rvaka admits that one should gain pleasure and stay away from
pain as much as possible. It was quite different from other philoso-
phies in India during that time. There was no concept of self-disci-
pline, temperance, fasting or self-denial in their philosophy. An-
other criticism is, their rejection of spirituality and a higher con-
sciousness. Indian society has been given importance to medita-
tion, spirituality, and yoga from the beginning. These are separate
from religion and are obtained through sensory experiences itself,
but there is a long path to follow before one can solve them.  C¡rvaka
believes that the path is not worth taking because it goes against the
pursuit of pleasure.

Ny¡ya-Vai¿eÀika

There is another system called Ny¡ya-Vai¿eÀika, a realistic school,
who believes that consciousness is the accidental property of the
soul, also it is a stream of awareness and which functions with the
quality of knowledge. They claim that consciousness is not an es-
sential property of the soul and they assert that the stream of con-
sciousness is separate from the self and is only embedded in the
self. The self is not involved in the stream of consciousness, it is
only the witness and it is an unconscious principle capable of being
qualified by the states of consciousness1.

According to Gautama, the founder of Ny¡ya school, claims that
consciousness is not a quality of the body and points out that in a
dead body consciousness is absent. Neither consciousness is a quality
of mind because, mind is under the control of the self. Ny¡ya advo-
cates that there is an interaction between the self and the body and
the body regarded as the machine of experience and the self is the
experienced. The world consist of objects of experience and the
senses are the organs of experience.

According to Ny¡ya, the self is a kind of spiritual substance,
different from any of the other substances and it is considered as the
substratum of consciousness. In Ny¡ya view, the self, does not have
externally perceptible qualities or actions. Though, as a substance,
the self must have some qualities or actions, these are only inter-
nally perceivable. Ny¡ya thinkers states that there are five physical
substances such as, earth, water, fire and air, and ether and three
additional substances aside from the self. Of these, the first two are
space and time, both of which are infinite and continuous and the
third is the inner sense/manas. The inner sense is imperceptible but
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is inferred to account for the direct awareness of internal states like
pleasure, hence, the inner sense is working as a regulator like the
eye ensures that perceptions come to us in an ordered manner. Hence,
Space, time and the inner sense are neither physical substances nor
spiritual substances, so they lack consciousness.

The Vai¿eÀika views are similar to Ny¡ya system and according
to Kanada, consciousness necessitates the subject-object distinction.
Because consciousness inheres in the subjectand the self and the
rest of the world are objectified. However, consciousness does not
inhere in the senses, or in the mind, theself motivates all cognitions,
then we can say that consciousness is the mother of all perceptions.
Therefore, consciousness has been sustained by the atman, though
it is not an essential characteristic of self.That is, consciousness is
neither the essence of the soul nor an inseparable quality of the self.
Hence, this inconsistent position of consciousness, the Ny¡ya-
Vai¿eÀika system had face more challenges from the other schools.

5.2 Non Reductive views of Consciousness

The Indian theories like S¡mkya-Yoga, Jainism and M¢m¡msa
schools are categorized as the major Non reductive schools. Ac-
cording to them, consciousness cannot be reduced to a material en-
tity, it is non material but not transcendental.

5.2.1. S¡Ækhya-yoga School

S¡Ækhya and Yoga system together treated as a single system
which incorporated in its theory and practices the non-vedic and
vedic traditions. The S¡Ækhya school is one of the ancient philo-
sophical traditions of India, and most of the ideas are taken from
Îigveda and the early UpaniÀads. S¡Ækhya is the theoretical part
and Yoga, explained in Pataµjali's Yogas£tra. We can find that these
systemshave the view that dualism between consciousness and mat-
ter. S¡Ækhya-Yoga system believes that the ultimate principle of
matter is prak¤ti, and the mind is a part of the material world, which
metaphysically grounded in prak¤ti. According to them, the body is
also part of the realm of prak¤ti, therefore, mind and body are held
to be the same metaphysical substance. In western philosophy we
use the term mind as in the S¡Ækhya system called it as, manas,
buddhi, and ahamk¡ra. Of these, Manas is viewed asa special organ
of cognition, like the eyes are the special organs of sight andhence,
manas is held to be closely connected with perception.
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Our ordinary perception is conditioned by the activities of manas,
and manas is referred as the sixth organ of sensation and also held
to be responsible for the cognitive functions of analysis, such as
deliberation and decision. Manas is closely associated to buddhi,
which is translated as  'intellect' or 'reason.' Buddhi is the more pow-
erful ability than manas, which is responsible for the high level in-
tellectual functions, which require intuition, insight and reflection
and it is regarded as themanifestation of prak?ti. Whereas, manas is
responsible for low level discursive thought and analysis. There-
fore, the combination of manas and buddhi are considered as the
objective or impersonal mental faculties in western philosophy.

S¡Ækhya-Yoga recognizes ahamkara is a third component, it is
considered as the ego or phenomenal self. The buddhi, manas and
ahamk¡ra are the three faculties, they are referred to as antahkara¸a,
which is compared to the individual self of the western philosophy.
In S¡Ækhya-Yoga, the realm of prak¤ti or matter inherently uncon-
scious, and therefore, unable of produce consciousness. According
to S¡Ækhya, the manifestations of prak¤ti are always objects, and it
is argued that objects can never transform themselves into subjects.
This dualistic position claims that mind and matterare not capable
of generating consciousness out of unconscious ingredients. Here,
Subjective awareness is seen as a distinct ontological category, and
it cannot be derived from the stuff of which objects are made. So, in
western view, S¡Ækhya-Yoga philosophy holds that the Hard Prob-
lem of consciousness and it cannot be solved within a materialistic
framework.

According to the S¡Ækhya-Yoga, the dynamics of prak¤ti are
governed by the relations of the three gu¸as, namely sattva, rajas
and tamas. The physical phenomena are consisting of the mixture
of these three types of gunas, and the instability of these mixtures is
the cause for the evolution and transformations of the material world.
So, the conceptual processes sustained by the mind are governed
by the mechanical and unconscious interplay of the gu¸as, so, mental
phenomena are viewed in purely 'physicalistic' or mechanical terms.
These unfolding of thought-forms is an integral part of the evolu-
tion of prak¤ti, and mental processes are simply the result of appro-
priate transformations of unconscious material substance. On the
other hand, Consciousness belongs to a different ontological cat-
egory and it is placed in the realm of puruÀa, the absolute, uncondi-
tioned self. Here, PuruÀa is labelled as pure awareness, and it is
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immutable and inactive, to be formless and without parts or limiting
characteristics. PuruÀa is the metaphysical principle underlying the
individual person, and closely corresponds to the atman of the
Ved¡nta school. PuruÀa is held to exist in complete independence
of the material realm, and so the basic dualism in the S¡Ækhya-
Yoga metaphysics is between puruÀa and prak¤ti, between conscious-
ness and matter. So, the mind belongs to the world of matter and the
self belongs to the realm of pure awareness, therefore, the mind and
the self are ontologically distinct.

M¢m¡msa Theory of Consciousness

Though there are two schools of M¢m¡msa are Prabhakara
M¢m¡msa and Bhatta M¢m¡msa, both of them have a slight change
towards their approach of consciousness. According to Prabhakara,
consciousness is the quality of the self but it is not the mind. Whereas,
Kumarila Bhatta claims that consciousness is an action of the self, it
is the result of its cognitive action. According to M¢m¡msa, the self
is the substratum of consciousness and consciousness cannot exist
in in the body or senses. After the death of the body the permanent
entity takes another birth. According to Prabhakara, the permanent
entity is self and it is the mere consciousness. They believe that
consciousness is self-luminous and so it manifests both its knowing
self and the known object. For Prabhakara the act of consciousness
has three factors, and they are consciousness of an object, conscious-
ness of the subject and the self conscious awareness/ consciousness
of consciousness. According to Prabhakara, there is no internal per-
ception or I consciousness apart from the consciousness of the ob-
ject.

Kumarila Bhatta holds the view that self is not revealed as the
subject by consciousness together. For him consciousness can nei-
ther reveal itself nor the subject, but it can reveal only the object, it
is not self-luminous. So, the self is not known directly. According
to Kumarila, the self is the object of internal perception or I con-
sciousness. Because the self is a conscious substance and conscious-
ness is a dynamic mode of the self and it's result seen in the object
only and it becomes illuminated by it. But Prabhakara cannot admit
this and he argues that the self cannot be the subject and the object
of consciousness. That idea is self contradictory to assume that the
self is the object of perception then the self cannot be both the per-
ceived and the percipient. Here,we can seethe epistemicdifference
between Prabhakara and Kumarila.
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Jaina Theory of Consciousness

The Jainas advocates that consciousness is the essence of the
soul as well as consciousness is the essential characteristic of the
self. According to them, consciousness is neither the brain and nor
the body, it is only the self. Jainism believes that this universe is
made up of two co-existing categories namely Jiva and Ajiva. Here,
Jiva is the conscious spirit and Ajiva is the unconscious non-spirit
or non living substance. Jiva's are bound to earthly existence be-
cause they are covered with karmas. Ajiva is divided into matter or
pudgala, space or akasa, motion or dharma, rest or adharma and
time or kala. All these have without life and consciousness. The
nature of consciousness is varied therefore, it is always present in
the soul. According to them, consciousness is not present in every-
where, but it can be situated in the body and mind is only an internal
sense organ composed of a number of atoms.

The jaina theory of consciousness is categorized as metaphysi-
cal but not the transcendental one. Jivas are technically said to be
qualitatively alike and quantitatively distinct, but in experience they
are qualitatively and quantitatively distinct. Every jiva is identified
with the life of the being and jiva takes the form of the body and
illuminates it. Every soul is coextensive with body. Some of the
Jaina thinkers believes that the mind is the sense organ but others
believed that mind is beyond the sense organ and it functions as a
sense organ. Unlike the external sense organ, the internal sense or-
gan, mind is imperceptible and it's function is not restricted in one
manner. Mind is involved to attend one or other sensory inputs and
abandons others. As a sense organ mind cannot depend on any other
sense organs in its discriminatory functions, at the same time mind
does not apprehend external objects without the sensory inputs from
the other organs. Hence, the external organs are limited to perceive
objects in spatio-temporal closeness, but the mind is capable of ap-
prehending objects remote in space and time. There are some jaina
thinkers considers that mind is physical, because it responds to physi-
cal events. According to this view, the primary function of the mind
is to mediate in cases of ordinary knowledge and give us the knowl-
edge of objects. In brief, jaina school believed that consciousness is
an essential attribute of the self, which remains dormant because of
the invasion of karma particles and leaves a false impression that it
is empirical and restricted to the physical body. In brief, all these
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theories are categorized under the head of Non-reductionism, they
claim that consciousness is not reducible to any physical system.
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There have been many literary genres in different languages and
in different periods. Gitikavya as a literary genre. It became very
popular in India after the 10th century. Gitikavya can also be found
in modern Sanskrit literature.

Types of Gitis

The opinion of Matanga - there are seven gitis, namely, Suddha,
Bhinnaka, Gaudika, Ragagiti, Sadharani, Bhashagiti and Vibha?a.

The opinion of Durgasakti (Durga) - there are five gitis: Suddha,
Bhinna, Vesara, Gaudi and Sadharita.

The opinion of Bharata - there are four gitis, Magadhi, Ardhama-
gadhi, Sambhavita and Prthula.

The opinion of Yastika - there are three gitis, Bhasa,Vibhasa and
Antarabhasa.

The opinion of Kasyapa -there are two types of gitis, Bha?agiti
and Vibhasa.

The opinion of Sardula - there is only one giti called Bhasagiti.

The description of Gitis

Suddhagiti

®…xj……®…xj…Ë∂S…i……ÆË∂S… @ÒV…÷ ¶…±…« ≥i…Ë& ∫…®…Ë&*
∫¥…ÆË∂S… ∏…÷ i… ¶…&{…⁄h……« S……‰I…… M…“ i…Ø˚n…æ˛i……** 1

Bhinnagiti

∫…⁄I®…Ë∂S… |…S…±…Ë¥…«GËÚØ˚±±… ∫…i… |…∫…… Æi…Ë&*
±… ±…i…Ë∫i……Æ®…xnË∂S…  ¶…z…… M…“ i…Ø˚n˘…æ˛i……** 2

Nusrath Kunnathiyil

GITIKAVYAS IN MODERN SANSKRIT LITERATURE
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Gaudigiti and its component Ohati

+…‰Ω˛…]“ ±… ±…i……∂S…… {… ∫¥…Æ… M……Ëb˜¨…∂S… ∂……‰¶…x……&*
ΩEÚ…Æ…ËEÚ…Æ™……‰™……ÊM……n…‰Ω…]“ {… ÆEÚ“ i…«i……**3

  S…§…÷EÚΔ æ˛n™…‰ x…fi∫™… +…‰Ω…]“ ®…xpV…… ¶…¥…‰i…¬*
pŸi…… p÷i…i…Æ… EÚ…™……« ∫¥…ÆEÚ®{…‰x… {…“ bi……**4

+…‰Ω…]“ ±… ±…i…… S…… {… oπ]¬¥……oπ]‰x… EÚ®…«h……*
 j…∫l……x…EÚÆh…Ë™…÷«HÚ…Ë  j…∫l……x…S…±…x……E÷Ú±…… **5

S…±…÷Ã¥…v…… i…l……ËΩ… ] EÚi…«¥™…… M…‰™…¥…‰ n ¶…&*
∫…®……I…Æ… ∫…®…… S…Ë¥… EÚ…™……«Æ…‰Ω…¥…Æ…‰ Ωh…“ **6

+…‰Ω…]“ ®…xpV……‰{……k… |…™……‰M…‰ v……‰ x…EÚ ®{…i…Ë&*
+ ¥…∏……®…‰h…  j…∫l……x…‰ M……Ëb“ M…“ i…Ø˚n…æ˛i……** 7

Ragagtii

±… ±…i…ËM…«®…EËÚŒ∂S…j…Ë& |…∫…z…ËÆ…ËÆ∫…Ë& ∫…®…Ë&*
Æ\V…EËÚ& ∫¥…Æ∫…xn¶…Í& Æ…M…M…“ i…Ø˚n…æ˛i……**8

S…i…÷h……«®… {… ¥…h……«x……Δ ™……‰ Æ…M…& ∂……‰¶…x…‰ ¶…¥…‰i…¬*
∫… ∫…¥……‰« ™…‰π…÷ i…‰x… Æ…M…… < i… ∫®…fii…… **9

Sadharanigiti

@ÒV…÷ ¶…±…« ±…i…Ë&  EÚŒ\S…i…¬ ∫…⁄I®……∫…⁄I®…Ë∂S… ∫…÷∏…¥…Ë&*
<«π…n¬ p÷i…Ë∂S… EÚi…«¥™…… ®…fin÷ ¶…±…« ±…i…Ë∫i…l……**10

|…™……‰M…Ë®…«∫…fih…Ë& ∫…⁄I®…EÚ…E÷Ú ¶…∂S… ∫…÷™……‰ V…i…Ë&*
B¥…Δ ∫……v……Æh…“ Y…‰™…… ∫…¥…«M…“ i…∫…®……∏…™……**11

Bhashagiti

|…™……‰M…ËM……«j…V…Ë& ∂±…Ih…Ë& EÚ…E÷ÚÆHËÚ& ∫…÷™……‰ V…i…Ë&*
EÚ ®{…i…Ë& EÚ…‰®…±…Ën˘‘{i…Ë®……«±…¥…“ EÚ…E÷Úx…… x¥…i…Ë&**12

±… ±…i…Ë& ∫…÷EÚ÷®……ÆË∂S… |…™……‰M…Ë∂S… ∫…÷∫…®™…÷i…Ë&*
¶……π……M…“ i…& ∫…®……J™……i…… Bπ…… M…“ i… ¥…S…I…h…Ë&**13

™…l…… ¥…Ë ÆV™…i…‰ ±……‰EÚ∫i…l…… ¥…Ë ∫…®|…™…÷V™…i…‰*

Vibhashagiti

±… ±…i…Ë§…«Ω÷ ¶…n˘‘{i…Ë& EÚ ®{…i…ËÆ…ËÆ∫…Ë& ∫…®…Ë&*
i……Æ… i…i……ÆË®…«∫…fih…Ë®…«v™…‰ ®…v™…®…n“ {…i…Ë&**14

M…®…EËÚ& ∏……‰j…∫…÷J…nË±…« ±…i…Ë∫i…÷ ™…oU™……*
 ¥…¶……π…M…“ i…∫i…÷ ∫…®™……‰V™…… ™…l…… ±……‰EÚ…‰Æ˙x…÷ÆV™…i…‰**15
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Bharata Vasundharasantvanam

Bharata Vasundharasantvanam written by Tharacharan
Bhattacharya. The work contains 25 cantos.

Buddhodayakavya

The Buddhodayakavya by Santibhikshu Satri can be treated as
one of the modern works in Sanskrit poetical tradition especially in
gitikavya type of literature. The life of Bhagavan Gautama Buddha
is depicted as fully as possible in the work. The work contains ten
prasangas arranged as hundred Slokas, thirty Gitis, and two hun-
dred and forty Geyapadas. Each prasanga describes the life stories
of Buddha. In the work used as the metre is 'Sardulavikriditam'.
The work 'Buddhodayakavya' was published on the day of
'Buddhapaurnami'.

Ramanagita

Ramanagita written by kavyakanta Ganapathi Muni. It consists
of eighteen chapters.The work was published in 1946 from
Thiruvannamalai. The work modelled on the Bhagavatgita, in which
Ramana answers some of the questions raised by the devotees.

Gitamahaviram

Gitamahaviram by Rames Candra Sukla, The work published
by Aligarh Sanskrit Parishad, Aligarh.  The work depicts the life of
Mahavira, a Jain pilgrim.

Yaddrstihkarunamayitanubhaktamtapatrayonmulini
Yadvaninrtadarsinijanamanahksonyamsudharsini
Yatpadabja rajah prasadakanikavisvodhihtarini
Sahpujyojayatacirammunimahavirohyayamsadhani

Govindagitanjalih, Sangitalahari and Makarandika

Jagadiscandra Pranasankar Acaryawrote three gitikavyas,
Govindagitanjalih, Makarandika and Sangitalahari. Sangitalahari is
a collection of 48 gitis that can be sung in different raga and tala.

Girvanagitani

Girvanagiti written by G V Tekedar. The work is a collection of
65 poems on various subjects. This work was published in 1996.
Kedar's writings, whether epic or lyrical, basically portray national-
ism and national leaders in different meters.
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Ganakalika

Ganagalika of E P Bharatha Pisharody. The work is a collection
of 10 devotional songs in Sanskrit. It is based on the Sopanasangita
in Kerala. The first could be sung in Sanmugha Priya raga and in
Adital, second one is Mohana set to Adital, the third one is Kambhoji
in Adital, the fourth one is in Bilahari set to Adital, fifth one is
Sayama, sixth is Kedargoud, seventh one is Vasantha, eighth one is
Atana and so on.

Sanghagita and Tirthabharatam

Sanghagita and Tirthabharatam are two gitikavyas composed by
Sridhar Bhaskar Varnekar. The work illustrates the importance of
Sangha, the disadvantages of disunity, and the benefits of team vol-
unteers. Tirthabharatam includes 5 chapters, each of which is known
as Theertha. The first chapter has 52 divisions, the second 32 divi-
sions, the third 30 divisions, the fourth 30 divisions, and the fifth 30
divisions.

Sraddhanjalih and Rastravani

Both of these gitikavyas were written by Ramanath Pathak. These
works were published in 1958. Ramnatha Pathak is well versed in
literature, Grammar, and Ayurveda on the one hand and Hindi,
Bhojpuri and Sanskrit on the other, which can be called the "Triveni
Sangam."

Gaurigirisam

Gaurigirisam is the work of Srikrsnananda Dhimre. He has con-
tributed many lierary works, including epic, gandhakavyam,
dootakavyam, stotrakavyam, muktakavyam and drama.

Bharatasatakam and Svarabharati

Bharatasatakam and Svarabharati are gitikavyas written by
Paraman and Sastri. Bharatasatakam depicts environmental hazards
and the destruction of wildlife and forests. Svarabharati was pub-
lished from Aligarh in1989. Many gitis depict nationalism and uni-
versal brotherhood. Instead of using Sanskrit meters, the poet has
used folk tunes along with Hindi and Urdu meters.

Lalitagitalahari, Aksayagitaramayanam and Aksayagitamukundam

Ogeti Pariksit Sarma's three gitikavyas are Lalitagitalahari,
Aksayagitaramayanam and Aksayagitamukundam.
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Lalitagitalahari - The work which saw the light of the day in
1967 from Sharada Gaurava Granthamala, Pune continues the tra-
dition of Amaruka and Jayadeva as it were.

Aksayagitaramayanam - The work based on the Ramayana, the
108 Gitis in raga and tala was published in 1981, and a second
edition was published in 1994 from the Hindu Temple in Ottawa,
Canada.

Aksayagitamukundam - The work was written in Astapadi,
equivalent to Jayadeva's Gita Govinda, and contains 108 gitis to
indicate the traditional number of Astotarasattva. The work was
published in 1999.

Mandakini, Avahanam, Bharatabharati and Rasakeli

Sribhasyam Vijayasarathy has written four gitikavyas, Mandakini,
Avahanam, Bharatabharati and Rasakeli.

Mandakini was published in 1980. In the work, the poet beauti-
fully describes Goddess Ganga coming down from heaven to earth.
Unity in diversity is depicted here. The Poet says that he is careful
in composing gitikavyas as there is not much lyric poetry in modern
times.

Garjantijarjantighanagandhachalesu
Sphurjantidharjantibhumimutpadyesu
Dhanvantichinvantidhanvaprasadesu
Sphurjatihurjatisvacchesukacchesu
Garvatigurvatigangambusaranami
Ganjantigrajanti gangambusaranami16

These lines indicate the greatness of the work -

Kvacitprasannagambhirakvacitchachulacankrama
Kvacitojasvinikapimandasundaragamini.
Kvacitvividhasastrarthasambhinnapadabandhura
Kvapinanarasaihslistajiyanmandakini krtih.17

Avahanam - the work was published in 1991 by the Sarva Vaidik
Sansthan in Karimnagar. It consists of two chapters. The first chap-
ter include Rastrasuktam, Visadalahari and Ahuti. The second chapter
deals with the Kavisukta, Kauleyasukta, Anusilanam and Avahanam.

Bharatabharati- this is a collection of 24 ghandakavyaspublished
in1991.This work won the Vacaspati Award from K .K Birla foun-
dation, Delhi.
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Rasakeli - The content of the work is the Rasalila of Radha and
Krishna in "Srimat Bhagavatam". The work published in1991.

Kavyasrimati and Gitajavaharam

Kavyasrimati and Gitajavaharam are two gitikavyas written by Ram
Kisor Misra. Kavyasrimati was published in 1996 and Gitajavaharam
in 1946. Kavyasrimati received UP Sanskrit sansthan Award.

Bhavanjalih, Nirjharini, Unmesah and Yajnatma Bharatam

Nalini Sukla has written four gitikavyas, Bhavanjalih, Nirjarinih,
Unmesah, and Yajnatma Bharatam. Bhavajalih is a collection of
devotional gitikavya published in 1977 in Kanpur. This work re-
ceived U.P Sanskrit Academy Award. The Vaidarbhi style follows
uniformly throughout the work. Nirjharini is a collection of fifty
five gitis published in Kanpur in 1989.

Bhati Me Bharatam Jayabharata Bhume

Ramakant Sukla wrote two gitikavyas, Bhati Me Bharatam and
Jayabharata Bhume. Bhati Me Bharatam was published in 1980 and
Jayabharata Bhume in 1981.

Bhati Me Bharatam is a Gitikavya in 108 stanzas composed in
Sragvinimetre depicting national unity, national integration and pa-
triotic fervor. The work was published in 1980 in Delhi and later
was brought out in the form of an audio cassette.

Poet's intense patriotism is evident here-

Bharatamvartate me paramsambalam
Bharatamnityamevasmaramipriyam
Bharatenasti me jivanamjivanam
Bharatayarpitammekhilamcesthitam
Bharatatbhati me bhutalambhutam
Bharatasyapratisthasti me manase
Bharato'hamprapasyamivisvosvaram
Bharatisenimtubhyam namah18

Samskrta Calanacitra Gitam and Samskrta Desabhakti Gitam

Samskrta Calanacitra Gitam and Samskrta Desabhakti Gitam are
gitikavyas written by Subhash Vedalankar.

Nirjharini

Bhaskaracharya Tripathi's Nirjharini was a gitikavya published
by Nag Publishers in Delhi in 1997. The work is divided into nine
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tarangas - Tirtha Taraga, Loka Taranga, Prakrit Taranga, Vak
Taranga, Vibhrama Taranga, Sattva Taranga, Samvedana Taranga,
Varna Taranga and Sukti Taranga.

Vagvadhuti, Mrdvika and Srtimbhara

These three gitikavyas were written by Rajendra Misra. Vagvaduti
was published in 1978 in Allahabad. It contains fifty five gitis.
Mrdvika was published in Allahabad in 1985. It contains fifty three
gitis. The work is divided into six parts like Namasya, Rupasri, Rtusri,
Jijivisa, Rastrasri and Prakirna. Srtimbhara was published in
Allahabad in 1986. The work consists of fifty five gitis and divided
into five parts: Samskrtadhvanih, Rastradhvanih, Pravasadhvanih,
Nisargadhvanih and Atmadhvanih.

Madhuparni

This is a Gitikavya published during the Sanskrit year celebra-
tions 1999 - 2000 which can be divided into three parts - Galajjalika,
Gitih and Muktachandah.

Agnisikha and Sambhavi

Agnisikha and Sambhavi are two gitikavyas by Puspa Diksit.
Agnisikha was published in1984 in Jabalpur.

Utkalika, Balagitali and Gitakandalika

Utkalika, Balagitali and Gitakandalika are three gitikavyas by
Haridatt Sarma. Utkalika was published in 1989 in Allahabad with
the financial aid of the U.P Sanskrit Academy. Balagitali for chil-
dren that was published in 1991 in Allahabad with the financial aid
of the Rastriya Sanskrit Sansthan.

Gitamandakini

Iccharam Dvivedi's Gitamandakini was published in1992 from
Nag publishers, Delhi.

Sagaragitam

Sagaragitam by D N Dixit was published in1990 from Hoshiarpur.

Nisyandini

Nisyandini is agitikavya by Janardan Prasad Pandeya. The work
was published in 1995 from Devavani Parishad, Delhi.

The gitikavyas in Sanskrit is related to bhakti cult. It can be found
in other languages also. The tradition of gitikavya in Sanskrit con-
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tinues to modern times. Gitikavya is relevant both as a performance
and as a literature. If in the early days devotion to any god was
important, in modern times it becomes patriotism.

Footnote
1. Brhaddesi, chapter 4, p 179.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid., p180.
4. Ibid.
5. Ibid.
6. Ibid.
7. Ibid.
8. Ibid., p 181
9. Ibid.
10. Ibid.
11. Ibid.
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid.
14. Ibid., p.182
15. Ibid.
16. 20th century Sanskrit Poets and their Contribution, p39.
17. Ibid., p 40.
18. Ibid., p.62 & 63.
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SYNOPSIS

By Hindu renaissance, we understand a renewed interest that de-
veloped around the classical Vedanta in the 19th century. The result-
ant idea of this renaissance is generally termed Neo-Vedanta. This
is a movement identified with the ideas of Brahmo Samaj, Arya
Samaj, Swami Vivekananda, Mahathma Gandhi and many other
prominent contributors. However, the real spirit of Neo-Vedanta was
not spiritual or theological, but political and reformatory. On one
side, it echoed the spirit against 'foreign ideas' in defense of Indian
culture and religion. At the same time, it also largely imbibed the
very values which it tried to oppose, i.e., the modern western ideas
and the ideas of Islam and Christianity.

Many factors contributed to the evolution of Neo-Vedanta. One
was obviously the way in which the western opinion viewed Indian
legacy i.e., the influence of orientalism. The second is ideas of mod-
ern Europe such as equality and fraternity. The third is the influ-
ence of Islam and Christianity. All these reacted and combined in
various ways with the Indian political reality of the times and Neo-
Vedanta is an outcome of this reaction as well.

This paper tries to explain the multifold factors that influenced
the development and evolution of neo-Vedanta philosophy.

The Hindu renaissance of the 19th century is associated with the
renowned interest that a section of Indian elite developed over clas-
sical religious texts. The ideas in these texts were subject to reinter-
pretation and further, the literature was largely translated into En-
glish and vernaculars, thereby giving it a wide publicity, as against

Dr. R. Sharmila

HINDU RENAISSANCE- THE FACTORS
THAT INFLUENCED
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its earlier secluded character. Further, the doyens of this renaissance
looked to the classical texts for clues to fight the contemporary Hin-
duism, which they thought, was in a state of fallenness.

Some of the names that are identified with this renaissance in-
clude Rajaram Mohan Roy, the Brahmo Samaj founded by him;
Arya Samaj, Swami Vivekananda and Mahathma Gandhi. They tried
to interpret the prasthanatrayain the light of new ideas and though it
retained the name Vedanta, the movement was political and refor-
matory in essence.Vedanta essentially pertain to the nature of what
is 'Real', the relation between the existence in this world and the
'other world' etc. But the neo-Vedanta carries a political and refor-
matory seal. Bipin Chandra viewed the new interest to defend the
religion and to reconstruct traditional knowledge as the expression
of the concern against intrusion of colonial culture and ideology
and pointed out that evidence in this regard can be seen in the de-
bates between Rajaram Mohan Roy and Christian missionaries1.

The renaissance thinkers do not fall in a well knit group. Of course,
they don't all carry the same idea and even in individual thinkers,
we find opposing ideas evolving over a period. One classic example
is Gandhian ideas on caste as exemplified below.

Justifying Varnashrama, in 1921, Gandhi wrote 'I have always
believed that there are no more than four varnas. I believe that one
acquires one's caste by birth. One who is born in a Brahmin family
dies a Brahmin. If he becomes a non-Brahmin through his qualities
of character, his Brahmins body does not cease to be such' 2.

Later, in 1932, he wrote in a letter to Motilal Roy that 'I also
seem to see more clearly than before that the law our ancestors dis-
covered was not that the varnas were four and were always to re-
main four, but that everyone had to follow his own varna which is
most nearly expressed by the word profession in English. It was no
part of varnadharma to regulate dining or marrying, varna deter-
mined the profession'3. Thus, he discarded his earlier views on
Varnasrama which held that Varna was attached to body at birth
and was immutable.

Later, in yet in another phase, we find Gandhi upholding the
Dharma with a truly new interpretation. In a letter to Vallabhram
Vaidya (1945), he says, "What I believe is that if we want to pre-
serve whatever is good in varnashrama every Hindu has to become
not only a Shudra but an atishudra, and regard himself as such. And
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as a true indication of it marriages should really take place only
between atishudras and the so-called other varnas"4.

What we find here is Gandhi upholding three different views but
trying to establish that all these divergent interpretations are based
on the scriptures or authenticated by the established traditions. This
is a feature common to all adherents of Neo-Vedanta. So it is a key
feature of Neo-Vedanta that its adherents accept and uphold the
ideas of the Vedas and more specifically, the Prasthanatraya. All
these thinkers at one time or the other despise the current fallen state
of the religion to be something that owes to the corruption of the
pure ideals of the religion which once had a glorious past.

Another aspect is the idea of a personal God. As we know, though
there are exceptions, the general trend of Vedanta has been set by
Sankaracharya and focus on a non-qualified Brahman. However,
we find the neo-Vedanta turning towards a more intimate personal
God. So while upholding Vedanta (Advaita Vedanta was the most
influential and we find renaissance organizations being named
Brahmo Samaj), it does not lay emphasis on theoretical correctness,
but accepts God as the Supreme entity. However, as distinct from
Vedic poly theism, the theism of neo-Vedanta was more or less,
strictly monistic.

These two are theoretical preoccupations. Neo-Vedanta schools
also had a few practical considerations. One was its stark opposition
to Idol worship. Second was opposing the evils of Hindu Social
life.Idol worship has been a key feature of Indian religion at least
since the Gupta era. But this was very strongly objected by early
renaissance thinkers like Rajaram Mohan Roy and was a mission of
Brahmo Samaj (1828), Prarthana Samaj (1867) and Aryasamaj
(1875). In order to understand this trend, it is necessary to know
how both Islam and Christianity influenced the renaissance move-
ment.

The life history of Ram Mohan Roy is especially significant in
this context. Ram Mohun Roy was sent in his ninth year to Patna,to
learn Persian and Arabic5. This was on account of the supremacy
that these language's commanded owing to them being the language
of the Court (prior to popularization of English). Anyone who
wanted to work for the Government needed to know these languages.
Thus he learned Arabic before he learned Sanskrit.
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Later, he learned English from Willium Carey, an English Mis-
sionary, who visited India in 1973 to propagate Christianity and
Christian literature. From 1803 till 1815, Ram Mohan served the
East India Company. The direct influence of Islam on his monothe-
istic ideas can be discerned from the fact that he translated the
Tuhfatul Muwahhiddin (a gift to monotheists) in Persian with an
Arabic Introduction to defend the idea of monotheism. So great was
the influence of Islam on him that he was, till his death, called a
Moulavi6.

His relationship with Christianity was also similar, one of great
influence and opposition. Christian ideology was also so deep rooted
in him that many in his own time regarded him as Christian in his
opinion7. The influence of Christianity was so deep on the Brahmo
Samaj that it later split and the Samaj. The Brahmosamaj of India
was formed under the leadership of Kesub Chandra Sen who incor-
porated Chrsitian theology within its scope. The group which car-
ried the original name was led by Debendranath Tagore.

The other spiritual societies of the time also shared similar pre-
mises. The Prarthana Samaj started in Bombay and its meetings
were for discussion, the singing of hymns, and the sharing of a com-
munal meal prepared by a low-caste cook. Members ate bread baked
by Christians and drank water brought by Muslims10. Naturally,
Prarthanasamaj was greatly influenced by Christian and Muslim
theology as well.

Dayananda Saraswathi and Arya Samajup held the supremacy
of Vedas. But he was greatly influenced by the Brahmosamaj dur-
ing his journey to Bengal during 1872-73. Further, he extensively
studied the other existing religions and in the introduction to
Satyarthaprakash, he wrote "We have incorporated in this book
whatever is true in all religions and in harmony with their highest
teachings but refuted whatever is false in them"11. Chapter XIII of
this book deals with Christianity and Chapter XIV with Islam. He
was a harsh critique of both religions. But through Brahma Samaj
and his own readings, there was a lot of give and take with other
beliefs as well.

Vivekananda stood up, while holding his belief in Sanatana
Dharma, for universal religion, which, he expected to imbibe that is
good from all religions. Gandhi too while upholding his Hindu faith,
equally venerated Islam and Christianity and believed that they were
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all different roads to one truth. Thus, while both Christianity and
Islam were largely regarded as alien, the Hindu renaissance think-
ers had in-depth knowledge in these theological systems and owes
to these religions theologically.

Another common thread that binds the renaissance thinkers is
the vision that their religion had a proud past which has of late been
corrupted. They opposed the existing practices such as un-
touchability and menial status bestowed upon women. The very
aim of Raja Rammohan Roy in bringing out the translations of the
Upanishads was to bring out this point. He wrote about the English
translation of the Upanishads that

"The present is an endeavor to render an abridgment
of the same into English, by which I expect to prove to
my European friends, that the superstitious practices
which deform the Hindoo religion have nothing to do
with the pure spirit of its dictates!"8

He also realized the fact that the contemporaneous Hindu reli-
gion was a hindrance to political emancipation. He wrote-

"I regret to say that the present system of Religion
adhered to by the Hindus is not well calculated to pro-
mote their political interest. The distinctions of caste
introducing innumerable divisions and sub-divisions
among them has entirely deprived them of patriotic feel-
ing and the laws of purification have totally disquali-
fied them from undertaking any difficult enterprise".9

Thus we find, for the first time, the question of caste being addressed
with a political intention and attempt to subdue caste identity under the
umbrella of religious identity of Hinduism. Along with the caste issue
was the issue of conversion, mainly by missionaries. In fact, From Rajaram
Mohan Roy to Gandhi, religious conversions was a major concern. One
way to defend these conversions was to improve their own religion by
containing within its fold what challenged it.

The examination of the social activities of the neo-Vedantins in-
dicates a clear attempt to withstand mass conversions to Islam and
Christianity. This is evident in the writings of DayanandaSaraswathi
and Swami Vivekananda. Vivekananda, while hinting at the mass
conversions in Malabar and the social status the converts gained
after accepting a Muslim or Christian name, stated that
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The poor Pariah is not allowed to pass through the
same street as the high-caste man, but if he changes his
name to an English name or to a Mohammedan name,
it is all right. What inference would you draw except
that these Malabaris are all lunatics.10

Gandhi too criticized the missionaries for holding that no one
can go to Heaven unless he renounces and denounces Hinduism11.

Conclusion- The Neo-Vedanta, though through its name has a
direct reference to Vedanta, is in fact a modern idea which has in
various ways been influenced by political considerations. In the pro-
cess of its evolution, it has incorporated within its fold the ideas of
Islam, Christianity and the modern west. It also incorporates the
defense of Hindu religion against conversions and attributes all its
defects to the fallenness of the original ideas. It is more political and
reformatory in in character and the religious content is only ancil-
lary.

Footnote
1. Bipin Chandra - India's Struggle for Independence- p .89.
2. Collected works of Mahathma Gandhi- Vol 22- p 314.
3. Ibid- Vol 57- p 374.
4. Ibid- Vol 88-p 418).
5. English works of Raja Ram Mohan Roy (p ii).
6. English works of Raja Ram Mohan Roy (p iii).
7. English works of Raja Ram Mohan Roy (p xv).
8. Raja ram Mohan Roy, The English works of Raja Ram Mohun Roy.

Ghose J. C.(Tr.) p. 4.
9. Sophia Dobson Collect, Life and  letters of Rammohan Roy, Calcutta,

1913, p .124.
10. Complete works of Swami Vivekananda, Volume III- Future of India.
11. Harijan 13.3.1937.
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Brahmapur¡¸a is one of eighteen Mah¡pur¡¸as. The contents
of this ancient Indian encyclopedia include cosmology, geneaology,
Mythology, geology and more. The lakÀa¸a of pur¡¸a is very fa-
mous.1 The eighteen mah¡pur¡¸as divided into three categories
Sv¡tvikapur¡¸a, R¡jasvikapur¡¸a and T¡masikapur¡¸a.2 The eigh-
teen mah¡pur¡¸as3 and the eighteen upapur¡¸as4 show that the
Sun worship was very important during that period. This pur¡¸a
known as the Ëdipur¡¸a as it is the first of the eighteen pur¡¸as.
The Brahmapur¡¸a is also known as the Saurapur¡¸a as there are
many chapters that refer to the Sun.

A SHORT DESCRIPION ABOUT BRAHMAPURËÛA

The structure of the Brahmapur¡¸a is similar to that of sage DakÀa
narrating the stories of Brahma. There are about a thousand verses
in this pur¡¸a in two hundred and forty five chapters. The first part
of this pur¡¸a describes the origin of gods and demons, manvantaras,
Kings of the lunar race, the holy centre sighted, horse sacrifice,
Pu¸yat¢rta: their greatness. The dialogue between Brahma and
Sages, the origin of idols, the sacred temple of India and the great-
ness of the holy shrine as well as the description of over a thousand
temples and the national greatness, etc., are also mentions here.

The following section deals with the relations of the Sun to at-
mospheric changes Ëdityavar¸ana, the cause of day and night on
earth, rituals of brahmi¸s, Var¸¡¿ramadharmas, Duties of those born
in mixed races, The role of woman and man, Dharma rituals, the
Var¸¡¿ramadharmas and the way out of the flood, etc.

Dr. Alphonsa Chacko

SUN WORSHIP IN BRAHMAPURËÛA
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SUN WORSHIP AND BRAHMAPURËÛA

According to the pur¡¸as, primitive man worshipped the Sun as
a manifest deity rather than a source of heat and energy. The
Brahmapur¡¸a deals with various topics as well as the importance
of the Sun. In this pur¡¸a, it is possible to see the various blessings
that can be attainable by sun worship, the importance of devotion to
the sun and the healing power attained by sun worship etc., Al-
though the importance of the sun mentioned in many pur¡¸as, it is
only in the Brahmapur¡¸a that the famous Ko¸¡rk Sun Temple
mentioned in great deal.

Brief and extensive references to Sun worship found not only in
the eighteen mah¡pur¡¸as but also in the upapur¡¸as. The
mah¡pur¡¸as described in detail the power and glory of the Sun,
the different types of Sun vows, how to perform them. In addition,
it mentioned about the chariot of the Sun, the idol of the Sun, the
benefits of worshiping the Sun daily, the benefits that Sun devotees
receive from the Sun and the benefits of telling others about the
special powers of the Sun, etc.

Benefits of Devotion to the Sun God

Anyone who reverently tells the story of the Sun worships him
and maintains the sacred fire is known as an eternal devotee. The
man who performs the pious deeds of the Sun is of the highest kind
of devotion. However, the Sun devotee should not blame other dei-
ties or be jealous of the devotees of those deities. By worshiping the
Sun with prayers, holy names, gifts and pious deeds, anyone can
get rid of from his sins. It also tells us how to be a Sun worshipper.5

Rituals

On the sixth day of the second week of the lunar month, the Sun
devotee should eat only once. The one who worships the Sun on
the seventh day with great devotion and observes the sacred rules
will get the benefits of offering consolation. When a person who
worships the Sun God by fasting day and night dies, he will go to
the world of the Sun God in a fiery chariot and achieve the ultimate
goal. All blessings bestowed on one who observes the v¤ta piously
and, worship the Sun god with a variety of fragrant flowers. A devo-
tee who lights a lamp to the Sun god with ghee or gingelly oil will
get a long life and beautiful look.6 The devotee who performs this
sacrifice will never lose his sight. Those who decorate the lamp
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with saffron and sandalwood while worshipping the Sun will get a
life of wealth, fame and glory.

Method of Observing the Sacred Rites of the Sun God

When the direction of the Sun changes, the devotee should stand
facing the Sun from sunrise to sunset and practice the prayer. He
should constantly recite any prayer or hymn. With such Ëdityav¤ta
the Sun God will free the devotee from all sins. He who submits
everything to the Sun God with water at sunrise will be free from all
sins.7 He who submits to the Sun God along with gold, cow, bull,
earth and cloth will get the benefit of lasting up to seven births.8

The Sun God will give back to his devotee a thousand times any
item that he submits to the Sun God and by worshiping the Sun God
he will be freed from all his physical, verbal and mental sins.

The Story of the Birth of the Sun God

This is how Brahma tells the story of the birth about the Sun God
in Aditi, the daughter of Ka¿yapa. All the gods were born from Aditi.
Aditi once prayed to the Sun to save his children gods during a
battle between gods and demons. In order to please the Sun, she
controlled her diet, fasted and concentrated her mind on worshiping
the Sun.9 As a result of a long prayer, the Sun God appeared to
Aditiand asked her what kind of blessings she wanted. Aditi also
pleaded with S£ryadeva to save her children from the demons and
to accept fellowship of her children. At Aditi's request, the Sun God
showed his true form, as he could not see the Sun god shining with
his eyes.10 S£rya enters Aditi's womb at her request to accept fel-
lowship of her children.11 Realizing that the radiant fetus had the
effect of the rising Sun, Ka¿yapa praised the Sun god with great
reverence.12

As soon as the Sun shone in the battle between the gods and the
demons, all the demons reduced to ashes. All the heavenly being
rejoiced greatly in that battle and praised Aditi and Aditi's son
Sr£ya.13 When Vi¿vakarma began to cut off part of the Sun to re-
duce the Sun's heat, the whole universe became agitated by the sud-
den movement of the Sun. By seeing this change in the worlds, the
gods of the sky, Indra, sapt¤Ài, sages like VasiÀ¶a and Atri were
worshiping the Sun along with Brahma.14 The B¡lakhilyas15 praised
the Sun God for their kind words and passages. Angiras,
Vidhy¡dharans, YakÀas, Kinnaras and N¡gas praised the Sun with
folded hands and words that were pleasing to the ears and mind.
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The Apsaras praised the Sun with various dances and the Gandharvas
with their beautiful songs.16

Various Names of the Sun God

Brahma tells the sages that the whole universe, including gods,
demons and human beings originated from the Sun and that the
Sun is the origin of all the three worlds.17 The Sun is the supreme
god, the cause to the glory of the goddesses, the glory of the heav-
enly beings, the light of all worlds, the soul of all, the ruler of all and
the root cause of all three worlds.18 It then goes into detail about the
change in color of the Sun during each season.19 It tells us about the
twelve names20 of the Sun and the importance of praying over them.
It describes in detail each of the twelve months in which the Sun
appears in the sky each month.21

The Sun God's favorite prayer is the prayer, which uses twenty-
one names of the Sun mentioned earlier.22 This prayer is famous in
all three worlds. By reciting this prayer, the wealth and glory of the
devotee will increase. This prayer, named after the twenty- one
names of the Sun, known as the royal prayer among the prayers to
the Sun. The devotee who praises this prayer at sunrise and sunset
is freefrom all sins. Therefore, it says that everyone should praise
the Sun God, who gives blessings and fulfills desires.

One Hundred and Eight Names of the Sun God

Brahma tells the sages that while explaining you the hundred
and eight names of the Sun itself will give you heavenly pleasures
and salvation. The thirty first chapter of this pur¡¸a mentions the
one hundred and eight names of the Sun.23 He then goes on to
describe the benefits of reciting the hymn to these one hundred and
eight names.24 A man who recites the hymn of one hundred and
eight names with concentration at sunrise will have good sons, good
wives, wealth, a collection of precious gems, and the ability to re-
member things from the past, good intellect and a good memory.

Excellence of the Sun God

Brahma tells the sages that the Sun is the highest deity. The Sun
is eternal, unchanging and the force of the universe. The Sun illu-
minates all three worlds with its rays. He is the witness of all the
good and bad things that happen in the world.25 The Sun is the lord
of universe and god of all gods.26 It is located in a permanent abode
where the Sun never sets. The whole universe originates at the time
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of creation and joins the Sun at the time of the separation of body
and soul.27 Just as the birds of the air depend on the branches of the
tree, so the sages and liberated souls with the gods treasured in the
Sun with thousands of rays of the Sun.

áukan, the son of Vy¡sa attained yoga and entered the rays of
the Sun. In the Vedas, it mentions that all the gods are the givers of
happiness. They represent by words but the visible God, the Sun,
dispel darkness and gives light to all. Therefore, it says that every-
one should always worship the Sun God.28 The Sun itself, spreads
out and located in twelve physical forms.29

This is how N¡rada tells Brahma about the Sun. In the Vedas,
their associated sects and Pur¡¸as, the Sun is regarded as the great
creator. People worship the Sun every day during the four stages of
life. There is no one greater than the Sun. The Sun is father and
mother of all things in the universe.30 The Sun God is greater than
all the objects in the universe so we should worship the Sun God
every day.31 The deities who take different forms worship the pri-
mordial form of the Sun at every stage of their lives. The Sun gives
salvation to all who worship it. The Sun is omnipresent and inde-
scribable with ordinary features.

After taking about the benefits of worshiping the Sun, Brahma
says that one should not share what he has said before with anyone
other than the devotees of the Sun God. People who hear these
things about the Sun God and tell it to the Sun devotees will enter
the Sun God with a thousand rays at the end of their lives. Those
who hear the story of the Sun God from the beginning will get free-
dom from sickness and pain. Those who want to acquire knowl-
edge will attain perfect knowledge and desired goal. Those who
read this description will get salvation. Therefore, you should all
worship the Sun god.32

The Gloryof Ko¸¡rk Sun Temple

Orissa's former name is O¸·ade¿a. The main deity of the place
is the Sun God Ko¸¡ditya. Anyone who visits this Sun temple and
sees the Sun God will be freed from all his or her sins.33 The Sun
God with a thousand rays resides in that Sun temple and those who
worship that Sun God will get worldly happiness and salvation.34 It
then tells us how to worship the Sun along with fasting according to
the ruling. It tells in detail about the prayers while praying to the
Sun from turning in each direction.35 This chapter says that one
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who remembers the Sun traveling in all the three worlds will be
happy and the one who worships the Sun God with great devotion
and pure heart will achieve a great goal. The sick will get freedom
from disease, and he who seeks wealth will receive wealth. He who
seeks knowledge will get knowledge. There will be good fertility.
Worshiping the Lord of the universe with a thousand rays will bring
the benefit of consolation sacrifices. When the Sun devotee dies, he
goes to the world of the Sun God through the chariot sung by the
Gandhavas. He who is reborn as a human being will become a vir-
tuous king.

According to the Brahmapur¡¸a, there is a deity in the sky, which
is Surya, who is more glorious and powerful than all the other dei-
ties, including Brahma, ViÀ¸u and áiva. When all the gods are con-
fined to words and hymns, the Sun god can see with the naked eye.
The story of S£rya's birth as Aditi's son also narrated in this pur¡¸a.
They are sons of Aditi and thus known as Ëdityas.  The
Brahmapur¡¸a mentions not only the twelve names of the Sun but
also twenty- one and one hundred and eight names of the Sun. It
also said that famous characters in this pur¡¸a worshiped the Sun,
including gods, Fairies, Harpists, Serpants, Gandharvas and Apsaras.
Due to its emphasis on Sun worship, the pur¡¸a describes in detail
the various fasts to be performed for the Sun, how to perform sacri-
fices with the Sun God, the effect of performing ritualistic sacrifices
and the greatness of the Sun.

Footnote
1. Sarga¿chapratisarga¿cavam¿omanvanthar¡¸ica

Vam¿¡nucaritamcaivapur¡¸am panchalakÀa¸am//
2. Sv¡tvikapur¡¸a includes ViÀ¸upur¡¸a, N¡radapur¡¸a, Bh¡gavatapur¡¸a,

Garu·apur¡¸a, Var¡hapur¡¸a and Padmapur¡¸a. R¡jasvikapur¡¸a
includes Brahmapur¸a, Brahm¡¸·apur¡¸a, Brahmavaivartapur¡¸a,
BhaviÀyapur¡¸a, V¡manapur¡¸a and M¡rka¸·eyapur¡¸a. T¡masika-
pur¡¸as includes áivapur¡¸a, Agnipur¡¸a, Matsyapur¡¸a, Skandapur¡¸a
and Lingapur¡¸a.

3. Agnipur¡¸a, Bh¡gavatapur¡¸a, BhaviÀyapur¡¸a, Brahm¡¸·apur¡¸a,
Brahmapur¡¸a, Brahmavaivarthapur¡¸a, Garudapur¡¸a, K£rmapur¡¸a,
Lingapur¡¸a, M¡rka¸·eyapur¡¸a, Matsyapur¡¸a, N¡rad¢yapur¡¸a,
Padmapur¡¸a, Skandapur¡¸a, V¡manapur¡¸a, Var¡hapur¡¸a,
V¡yupur¡¸a and  ViÀ¸upur¡¸a.
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4. Bh¡skaram, Devibh¡gavatam, Dhurvasoktam, K¡likam, Kalki, K¡pilam,
M¡he¿varam, M¡r¢cam, Nandike¿varayugmam, N¡rad¢yam, Narasimham,
Ou¿anasam, Par¡¿aroktam, á¡mbham, Sanatkumaram, áivadharmam,
V¡ru¸amand, V¡yu.

5. The man who always remembers the Sun God while standing, walking,
sleeping, waking up and closing his eyes is a Sun devotee. The pious
man who worships the Sun God is in effect, the equivalent of orbiting
the entire universe, which consists of seven continents.

6. ibid., 27.33-37.
7. opcit., Brahmapur¡¸a, 27.47.
8. ibid., 27.50-58.
9. Brahmapur¡¸a., 30.1-15.
10. ibid.,30.21-23.
11. ibid., 30. 32-34.
12. ibid.,30.35-37.
13. ibid., 30.88-92.
14. ibid., 30.96.
15. B¡lakhilyas was a group of sage. Kratu, one of the sapta¤Ài who have

sixty thousand sages was born from santati. Theyare known as
B¡lakhilyas. The sizes of them are half of a thumb and they are very
brightful like Sun. They situated in S£ryama¸·ala. They travelled in
front of the Sun in the form of birds. They were rawhide; they have
thumb-sized body and they all are moralistic peoples. They did sacra
ments like deities. They worshipped Sun every day. There was a belief
that the world lives in truth because of the B¡lakhilyas penance they all
are stand around the Sun.

16. ibid., 30.108-109.
17. ibid., 29.1.
18. ibid., 29.2-3.
19. ibid., 29.12-13.
20. Ëditya, Savita, S£rya, Mihira, Arka, prabh¡kara, M¡rt¡¸·a, Bh¡skara,

Bh¡nu, Chitrabh¡nu, Div¡kara and Ravi.
21. Brahmapur¡¸a, 29.19-26.
22. ibid., 29.31-33.
23. ibid., 31.33.
24. ibid.,31, 41-49.
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25. ibid., 28.9.
26. ibid., 28.12.
27. ibid., 28.14.
28. ibid., 28. 19-21.
29. Indra, Dh¡ta, Parjanya, TvaÀ¶a, P£Àa, Aryama, Bhaga, Vivasvat, ViÀ¸u,

Am¿a, Varu¸a and Mitra.
30. Brahmapur¡¸a, 28.53-63.
31. ibid., 28.80.
32. ibid., 28.86-92.
33. ibid., 26.9.
34. ibid., 26.18.
35. ibid., 26.35.
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ºÉÆIÉä{É&

xÉ´ªÉxªÉÉªÉ¶ÉÉºjÉä |ÉlÉ¨É& OÉxlÉ& ¦É´ÉÊiÉ MÉRÂóMÉä¶ÉÉä{ÉÉvªÉÉªÉäxÉ Ê´É®úÊSÉiÉ& iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉÊhÉ&*
®úPÉÖxÉÉlÉÊ¶É®úÉä̈ ÉÊhÉ&, MÉnùÉvÉ®ú¦É]Âõ]õÉSÉÉªÉÇ& ̈ É½þÉ¨É½þÉä{ÉÉvªÉÉªÉ& {ÉnÂù̈ É¦ÉÚ¹ÉhÉÂ ̧ ÉÒ. xÉÂ. ºÉÂ. ®úÉ¨ÉÉxÉÖVÉiÉÉiÉÉSÉÉªÉÇ
<iªÉÉÊnù +ÉSÉÉªÉḈ ÉªÉê& º´Éº´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉÆ ´ªÉÉJªÉÉxÉ°ü{ÉähÉ ºÉ¨ÉÌ{ÉiÉÉ SÉ* iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉhÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉOÉxlÉä
"iÉSSÉÉxÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÆ {É®úÉlÉÈ xªÉÉªÉºÉÉvªÉÊ¨ÉÊiÉ xªÉÉªÉºiÉnù́ ÉªÉ´ÉÉ¶SÉ |ÉÊiÉYÉÉ½äþiÉÚnùÉ½þ®úhÉÉä{ÉxÉªÉxÉ-ÊxÉMÉ¨ÉxÉÉÊxÉ
ÊxÉ°ü{ªÉxiÉä' (+´ÉªÉ´É&, {ÉÞ. 1) <ÊiÉ ´ÉÉCªÉ¨ÉÎºiÉ* +ºªÉ ¨ÉÊhÉOÉxlÉ´ÉÉCªÉºªÉ +ÉSÉÉªÉæhÉ
¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉº´É°ü{ÉähÉ B´ÉÆ®úÒiªÉÉ Ê´É´ÉÊIÉiÉ¨ÉÂ* iÉtlÉÉ - ""+xÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉEò±ÉIÉhÉ|É¨ÉÉhÉÉÊnù|ÉEòÉ®úEòYÉÉxÉ-
VÉxÉEò¶É¤nù|ÉªÉÉäMÉkÉ®úEòÉ±ÉÒxÉxªÉÉªÉiÉnù́ ÉªÉ´ÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉEòYÉÉxÉVÉxÉEò-¶É¤nù|ÉªÉÉäMÉÊ´É¶Éä¹ªÉEòEòÊ®ú¹ªÉ¨ÉÉhÉi´É-
|ÉEòÉ®úEòYÉÉxÉVÉxÉEòiÉSSÉiªÉÉtÉxÉÖ{ÉÚ́ ÉÔEò¶É¤nù|ÉªÉÉäMÉÉxÉÖEÚò±ÉEÞòÊiÉ¨ÉÉxÉÂ ̈ ÉÊhÉEòÉ®ú <ÊiÉ ¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉ&''
(+´ÉªÉ´É& {ÉÞ. 2) <ÊiÉ* ºÉÉvªÉºÉÆ¶ÉªÉ´ÉiÉ& ̈ ÉvªÉºlÉºªÉ ºÉÉvªÉÊxÉ¶SÉªÉÉäi{ÉÉnùxÉÉlÉÈ ́ ÉÉÊnù¦ªÉÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ&
|ÉªÉÖVªÉiÉä* xªÉÉªÉ´ÉÉCªÉäxÉ {É\SÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉÉlÉÇÊ´É¹ÉªÉEò& ¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉÉä VÉÉªÉiÉä* iÉäxÉ {É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ&, iÉiÉÉä +xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉ¶SÉ
=i{ÉtiÉä* |ÉÊiÉYÉÉÊnù́ ÉÉCªÉÉÊxÉ {É®ú̈ {É®úªÉÉ +xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉSÉ®ú̈ ÉEòÉ®úhÉÆ {É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÈ VÉxÉªÉÎxiÉ* |ÉÊiÉYÉÉ½äþiÉÚnùÉ½þ®úhÉÉä-
{ÉxÉªÉÊxÉMÉ¨ÉxÉÉ& {É\SÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉÉ&* iÉiÉ& ""+xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉSÉ®ú̈ ÉEòÉ®úhÉÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ{É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ|ÉªÉÉäVÉEò¶ÉÉ¤nùYÉÉxÉ-
VÉxÉEò´ÉÉCªÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ&'' (+´ÉªÉ´É&, {ÉÞ. 5) <ÊiÉ xªÉÉªÉ±ÉIÉhÉ¨ÉÖSªÉiÉä* ""+xÉÖÊ¨ÉËiÉ |ÉËiÉ SÉ®ú̈ ÉEòÉ®úhÉ¦ÉÚiÉ&
ªÉ& Ê±ÉRÂóMÉ{É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ& iÉºªÉ |ÉªÉÉäVÉEÆò ªÉiÉÂ ¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉÉi¨ÉEÆò YÉÉxÉÆ iÉVVÉxÉEÆò ´ÉÉCªÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ&
<iªÉlÉÇ&'' (¦ÉÉ´ÉnùÒÊ{ÉEòÉ, {ÉÞ. 5). B´ÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ¸É´ÉhÉÉxÉxiÉ®Æú {É\SÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉÉlÉÇÊ´É¹ÉªÉEò& ¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉÉä
VÉÉªÉiÉä* iÉSSÉ ¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉ& ºÉ¨ÉÚ½þÉ±É¨¤ÉxÉÉi¨ÉEòÉä Ê´ÉÊ¶É¹]èõEòÉlÉÇÊ´É¹ÉªÉEòÉä ´ÉÉ ¦É´ÉÊiÉ*
iÉÉoù¶É¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉ°ü{ÉºÉ½þÉEòÉÊ®úªÉÖHäòxÉ ̈ ÉxÉºÉÉ {É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ&, iÉiÉ& +xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉ& SÉ VÉÉªÉiÉä*

|ÉCEòlÉxÉ¨ÉÂ

+Éx´ÉÒÊIÉEòÉ, xªÉÉªÉÊ´ÉtÉ, ½äþiÉÖÊ´ÉtÉ, ½äþiÉÖ¶ÉÉºjÉÆ, iÉEÇòÊ´ÉtÉ, ´ÉÉnùÊ´ÉtÉ, |É¨ÉÉhÉ¶ÉÉºjÉ¨ÉÂ
<iªÉÉÊnù xªÉÉªÉ¶ÉÉºjÉºªÉ +lÉÉÇxiÉ®ú̈ ÉÂ* Ê´ÉÊnùiÉ¨Éä́ É ºÉ´Éæ¹ÉÉÆ MÉÉèiÉ¨ÉäxÉ +É®ú¦ªÉiÉä xªÉÉªÉ¶ÉÉºjÉºªÉÉänùªÉ&
<ÊiÉ* iÉjÉ |ÉlÉ¨É& OÉxlÉ& ¦É´ÉÊiÉ xªÉÉªÉºÉÚjÉ¨ÉÂ* +xÉxiÉ®Æú ́ ÉÉiºªÉÉªÉxÉ-=tÉäiÉEò®ú-´ÉÉSÉº{ÉÊiÉÊ¨É¸É-
=nùªÉxÉÉSÉÉªÉÇ <iªÉÉÊnù +ÉSÉÉªÉÉÇ& ́ ªÉÉJªÉÉxÉ°ü{ÉähÉ OÉxlÉ°ü{ÉähÉ SÉ +±ÉÆÊGòªÉiÉä <nÆù ¶ÉÉºjÉ¨ÉÂ* iÉjÉ
|ÉÉSÉÒxÉxªÉÉªÉ& xÉ´ªÉxªÉÉªÉ& <ÊiÉ xªÉÉªÉ¶ÉÉºjÉºªÉ ÎºlÉÊiÉ& ÊuùvÉÉ ́ ÉHÖÆò ¶ÉCªÉiÉä* iÉjÉ xÉ´ªÉxªÉÉªÉ¶ÉÉºjÉºªÉ
={ÉYÉÉiÉÉ MÉRÂóMÉä¶ÉÉä{ÉÉvªÉÉªÉ& ¦É´ÉÊiÉ* iÉäxÉ Ê´É®úÊSÉiÉ& OÉxlÉ& iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉhÉÒ SÉ* iÉnùxÉxiÉ®Æú
®úPÉÖxÉÉlÉÊ¶É®úÉä̈ ÉÊhÉ, MÉnùÉvÉ®ú¦É]Âõ]õÉSÉÉªÉÇ <iªÉÉÊnù xÉ´ÉÒxÉxÉèªÉÉÊªÉEòÉ +Ê{É iÉÉÌEòEòºÉèrùÉÎxiÉEòÉxÉÉÆ
ºlÉÉxÉ¨É±ÉRÂóEÖò´ÉÇÎxiÉ* xªÉÉªÉºÉÚjÉ|É´ÉÞÊkÉEòÉ±ÉÉnùÉ®ú¦ªÉ iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉÊhÉ|ÉlÉ¨É|ÉSÉÉ®úEòÉ±É{ÉªÉÇxiÉÆ |ÉhÉÒiÉä¹ÉÖ

Sruthi P. A.

¦ÉÉ´ÉnùÒÊ{ÉEòÉ®úÒiªÉÉ xªÉÉªÉ±ÉIÉhÉÊ´ÉSÉÉ®ú&
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OÉxlÉä¹ÉÖ ªÉä ªÉä ÊºÉrùÉxiÉÉ& {ÉÊ®úMÉÞ½þÒiÉÉ& iÉ B´É |ÉÉSÉÒxÉxªÉÉªÉÊºÉrùÉxiÉÉ&* iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉÊhÉÊxÉ¤ÉxvÉÉxÉxiÉ®Æú
iÉnùÒªÉ´ªÉÉJªÉÉxÉÉä{É´ªÉÉJªÉÉxÉÉÊnù°ü{ÉähÉ |ÉhÉÒiÉä¹ÉÖ MÉRÂóMÉä¶É|É´ÉÌiÉiÉÊºÉrùÉxiÉ¨É´É±É¨¤ªÉ xÉ´ÉÒxÉ®úÒiªÉÉ
º´ÉiÉxjÉiÉªÉÉ SÉ ÊGòªÉ¨ÉÉhÉä¹ÉÖ xªÉÉªÉ|ÉEò®úhÉOÉxlÉÉÊnù¹ÉÖ ªÉä ªÉä ÊºÉrùÉxiÉÉ& ÊxÉ¤ÉrùÉ& iÉ B´É
xÉ´ªÉxªÉÉªÉÊºÉrùÉxiÉÉ& <ÊiÉ*

iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉhÉä& ®úPÉÖxÉÉlÉÊ¶É®úÉä̈ ÉÊhÉxÉÉ Ê´É®úÊSÉiÉÉ nùÒÊvÉiÉÒ, iÉºªÉÉ& MÉnùÉvÉ®ú¦É]Âõ]õÉSÉÉªÉæhÉ Ê´É®úÊSÉiÉÉ
nùÒÊvÉÊiÉ|ÉEòÉÊ¶ÉEòÉ <ÊiÉ ́ ªÉÉJªÉÉxÉ¨ÉÊ{É ́ ÉiÉÇxiÉä* iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉhÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉOÉxlÉºªÉ ¦ÉÉ´ÉnùÒÊ{ÉEòÉ xÉÉ¨É
´ªÉÉJªÉÉ xÉ´ªÉxÉèªÉÉÊªÉEäòxÉ b÷É. xÉÂ. ºÉÂ. ®úÉ¨ÉÉxÉÖVÉiÉÉiÉÉSÉÉªÉÇ̈ É½þÉänùªÉäxÉ Ê´É{ÉÖ±ÉiÉªÉÉ ºÉ®ú±É¦ÉÉ¹ÉªÉÉ SÉ
EÞòiÉÉ* ºÉÉ iÉÖ iÉkÉiºlÉ±Éä¹ÉÖ ̈ ÉÊhÉEòÉ®ú-nùÒÊvÉÊiÉEòÉ®úªÉÉä& MÉnùÉvÉ®ú¦É]Âõ]õÉSÉÉªÉÉÇhÉÉ\SÉ ¦ÉÉ´É¨ÉÖqùÒ{ÉªÉxiÉÒ
iÉÉ´Énùx´ÉlÉÇxÉÉ¨ÉvÉäªÉÉ ¦É´ÉiªÉä́ É*

xÉ´ÉÒxÉxÉèªÉÉÊªÉEòÉ& SÉiÉÖÌ´ÉvÉ|É¨ÉÉhÉÉxÉÂ +RÂóMÉÒEÖò´ÉÇÎxiÉ, |ÉiªÉIÉ-+xÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉ-={É¨ÉÉxÉ-¶É¤nùÉ& <ÊiÉ*
xªÉÉªÉ¶ÉÉºjÉOÉxlÉä¹ÉÖ ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉäxÉ |ÉiªÉIÉÉÊnù®úÒiªÉÉ OÉxlÉÊ´É¦ÉÉMÉ& ºÉÉvÉªÉÎxiÉ* iÉjÉ +xÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÆ º´ÉÉlÉÇ{É®úÉlÉÇ¦ÉänäùxÉ
ÊuùÊ´ÉvÉ¨ÉÂ* iÉSSÉ =HÆò nùÒÊ{ÉEòÉªÉÉ¨ÉÂ - ""+xÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÆ ÊuùÊ´ÉvÉÆ º´ÉÉlÉÈ {É®úÉlÉÈ SÉ'' (iÉEÇòºÉÆOÉ½þ&, {ÉÞ. 21)
<ÊiÉ* ""iÉjÉ º´ÉÉlÉÈ º´ÉÉxÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉ½äþiÉÖ&'' (iÉEÇòºÉÆOÉ½þ&, {ÉÞ. 30)* ""ªÉkÉÖ º´ÉªÉÆ vÉÚ̈ ÉÉnùÎMxÉ¨ÉxÉÖ̈ ÉÉªÉ {É®Æú
|ÉÊiÉ ¤ÉÉävÉÊªÉiÉÖÆ {É\SÉÉ´ÉªÉ´É´ÉÉCªÉÆ |ÉªÉÖVªÉiÉä iÉi{É®úÉlÉÉÇxÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉ¨ÉÂ'' (iÉEÇòºÉÆOÉ½þ&, {ÉÞ. 31)*

{É®úÉlÉÉÇxÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉº´É°ü{É¨ÉÂ

iÉjÉ iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉhÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉOÉxlÉä +xÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉJÉhbä÷ +xÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÆ ÊxÉ°ü{ªÉ xªÉÉªÉºiÉnù́ ÉªÉ´ÉÊxÉ°ü{ÉhÉÉ´ÉºÉ®äú
xªÉÉªÉ{ÉnùºªÉ ±ÉIÉhÉ¨ÉÖSªÉiÉä +ÉSÉÉªÉæhÉ* iÉjÉ iÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉhÉÒ´ÉÉCªÉÉä B´ÉÆ ¦É´ÉÊiÉ, ""iÉSSÉÉxÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÆ
{É®úÉlÉÈ xªÉÉªÉºÉÉvªÉÊ¨ÉÊiÉ xªÉÉªÉºiÉnù́ ÉªÉ´ÉÉ¶SÉ |ÉÊiÉYÉÉ½äþiÉÚnùÉ½þ®úhÉÉä{ÉxÉªÉÊxÉMÉ¨ÉxÉÉÊxÉ ÊxÉ°ü{ªÉxiÉä''
(+´ÉªÉ´É&, {ÉÞ. 2) <ÊiÉ* {É®úºªÉÉlÉÇ& |ÉªÉÉäVÉxÉÆ ªÉº¨ÉÉkÉiÉÂ {É®úÉlÉÇ̈ ÉÂ* {É®ú¶É¤nùÉä ¨ÉvªÉºlÉ{É®ú&*
+lÉÇ¶É¤nùºªÉ ÊxÉ¶SÉªÉÊ¨ÉiªÉlÉÇ&* iÉlÉÉ SÉ ¨ÉvªÉºlÉºªÉ ºÉÉvªÉÊxÉ¶SÉªÉ°ü{É|ÉªÉÉäVÉùxÉºÉÉvÉxÉ¨ÉxÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÆ
{É®úÉlÉÇÊ¨ÉiªÉÖHÆò ¦É´ÉÊiÉ* iÉjÉ {É®úÉlÉÉÇxÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÆ xªÉÉªÉºÉÉvªÉÊ¨ÉÊiÉ {É\SÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉEòÉä xªÉÉªÉ <nùÉxÉÓ ÊxÉ°ü{ªÉiÉä
<iªÉlÉÇ&* iÉlÉÉ SÉ {É\SÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉÉlÉÇÊ´É¹ÉªÉEò¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉäxÉ {É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÉæ VÉÉªÉiÉä* iÉäxÉ SÉ +xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉ&
=i{ÉtiÉä*

+´ÉªÉ´É <ÊiÉ ´ªÉ{Énäù¶É& B´ÉèEò´ÉÉCªÉi´ÉÆ ºÉÚSÉªÉiÉÒÊiÉ ´ÉÉSÉº{ÉÊiÉÊ¨É¸É& |ÉÉ½þ* iÉSSÉ
""+´ÉªÉ´Éi´ÉäxÉèEò´ÉÉCªÉiÉÉ nùÌ¶ÉiÉÉ'' (iÉÉi{ÉªÉÇ]õÒEòÉ 1-1-32)* BEò´ÉÉCªÉèEònäù¶ÉÉ& Á´ÉªÉ´ÉÉ&
+ÉMÉRÂóMÉä¶ÉÉiÉÂ ºÉ´Éæ |ÉÉSÉÒxÉÉ& BEò´ÉÉCªÉiÉÉ´ÉÉÊnùxÉ B´É* ®úPÉÖxÉÉlÉÊ¶É®úÉä̈ ÉÊhÉ& nùÒÊvÉiÉÉè |ÉÊiÉYÉÉnùÒxÉÉÆ
BEò´ÉÉCªÉi´É¨ÉÂ +ºÉÆ¦É´ÉiÉÒÊiÉ ÊxÉ°ü{ÉªÉÊiÉ* iÉSSÉ ""|ÉÊiÉYÉÉÊxÉMÉ¨ÉxÉªÉÉä& =nùÉ½þ®úhÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉÉxiÉ®úªÉÉä&
SÉ xÉ ºÉ¨¦ÉÚªÉèEòÉlÉÇ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEòi´ÉÆ, pùÉMÉä́ É iÉÖ {É\SÉÉxÉÉ¨É´ÉªÉ´ÉÉxÉÉ¨ÉÂ'' (+´ÉªÉ´É&, {ÉÞ. 9)* BEò´ÉÉCªÉi´ÉÆ
xÉÉ¨É ́ ÉÉÊnùiÉÉi{ÉªÉÇÊ´É¹ÉªÉ¦ÉÚiÉÉäqäù¶ªÉÊ´ÉvÉäªÉ¦ÉÉ´ÉÉ{ÉzÉèEòÉlÉÇ¤ÉÉävÉEòi´É¨ÉÂ* ªÉÉä ªÉÉä vÉÚ̈ É´ÉÉxÉÂ ºÉ ºÉ ́ ÉÎ¼xÉ¨ÉÉxÉÂ
<iªÉÖnùÉ½þ®úhÉ¨ÉÂ* iÉlÉÉ SÉÉªÉÊ¨ÉiªÉÖ{ÉxÉªÉ&* iÉº¨ÉÉkÉlÉäÊiÉ ÊxÉMÉ¨ÉxÉ¨ÉÂ'' (iÉEÇòºÉÆOÉ½þ&, {ÉÞ. 32)*
""ºÉÉvªÉ´ÉkÉªÉÉ {ÉIÉ´ÉSÉxÉÆ |ÉÊiÉYÉÉ* {É\SÉ¨ªÉxiÉÆ Ê±ÉRÂóMÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEÆò ́ ÉSÉxÉÆ ½äþiÉÖ&* ́ ªÉÉÎ{iÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEÆò
´ÉSÉxÉ¨ÉÖnùÉ½þ®úhÉ¨ÉÂ* ́ ªÉÉÎ{iÉÊ´ÉÊ¶É¹]õÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEÆò ́ ÉSÉxÉ¨ÉÖ{ÉxÉªÉ&* ½äþiÉÖºÉÉvªÉ´ÉkÉªÉÉ {ÉIÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEÆò
´ÉSÉxÉÆ ÊxÉMÉ¨ÉxÉ¨ÉÂ'' (iÉEÇòºÉÆOÉ½þnùÒÊ{ÉEòÉ, {ÉÞ. 32) {ÉIÉºÉi´ÉÆ xÉÉ¨É ½äþiÉÉä& {ÉIÉºÉ¨¤ÉxvÉ&* iÉlÉÉ
SÉÉªÉÊ¨ÉÊiÉ ={ÉxÉªÉ´ÉÉCªÉäxÉ vÉÚ̈ É´ÉÉxÉÂ {É´ÉÇiÉ& <iªÉÉEòÉ®úEÆò vÉÚ̈ Éä {ÉIÉºÉ¨¤ÉxvÉÉ´ÉMÉÉÊ½þYÉÉxÉÆ VÉÉªÉiÉä*
+iÉ& ={ÉxÉªÉºªÉ {ÉIÉºÉi´ÉÊ´ÉÊ¶É¹]õÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEòi´É¨ÉÂ* =nùÉ½þ®úhÉ´ÉÉCªÉäxÉ ́ ªÉÉÎ{iÉÊ´ÉÊ¶É¹]õºªÉ
Ê±ÉRÂóMÉºªÉ |ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùxÉÉiÉ Â ´ªÉÉ{iÉ ä¶SÉ, |ÉÉSÉÒxÉ¨ÉiÉ ä ºÉÉvªÉ´ÉnùxªÉÉ´É ÞÊkÉi´É ä ºÉÊiÉ
ºÉÉvªÉºÉÉ¨ÉÉxÉÉÊvÉEò®úhªÉ°ü{ÉiÉªÉÉ Ê´É{ÉIÉÉ´ÉÞÊkÉi´ÉºªÉ ºÉ{ÉIÉºÉi´ÉºªÉ SÉ |ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùxÉÉiÉÂ iÉºªÉ
´ªÉÉÎ{iÉPÉ]õEòÊ´É{ÉIÉÉºÉi´ÉºÉ{ÉIÉºÉi´ÉÊ´ÉÊ¶É¹]õÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEòi´É¨ÉÂ* iÉº¨ÉÉkÉlÉÉ <ÊiÉ
ÊxÉMÉ¨ÉxÉ´ÉÉCªÉºlÉiÉSUô¤nùºªÉ +¤ÉÉÊvÉiÉi´É-+ºÉi|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÊIÉiÉi´ÉÊ´ÉÊ¶É¹]õÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ¨ÉlÉÇ&* +iÉ& ÊxÉMÉ¨ÉxÉºªÉ
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iÉÉoù¶ÉÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEòi´É¨ÉÂ <ÊiÉ ¦ÉÉ´É&* B´ÉÆ SÉ {ÉÚ́ ÉÉæHòiÉk´ÉÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉhÉÒ´ÉÉCªÉºªÉ ¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉ&
B´ÉÆ ¦É´ÉÊiÉ - ""+xÉÖ̈ ÉÉxÉÊ´É¹ÉªÉEò±ÉIÉhÉ|ÉÉ¨ÉÉhªÉÉÊn-ù|ÉEòÉ®úEòYÉÉxÉVÉxÉEò¶É¤nù|ÉªÉÉäMÉÉäkÉ®úEòÉ±ÉÒ-
xÉYÉÉxÉVÉxÉEòiÉSSÉäiªÉÉtÉxÉÖ{ÉÚ́ ÉÔEò¶É¤nù|ÉªÉÉäMÉÉxÉÖEÚò±ÉEÞòÊiÉ¨ÉÉxÉÂ ¨ÉÊhÉEòÉ®ú&'' (+´ÉªÉ´É&, {ÉÞ. 2)
<ÊiÉ*

xªÉÉªÉ±ÉIÉhÉÊ´ÉSÉÉ®ú&

<nùÉxÉÓ xªÉÉªÉ¶É¤nùºªÉ Eò& +lÉÇ <ÊiÉ Ê´ÉSÉÉªÉÇiÉä* iÉº¨ÉÉnÖùHÆò -""ºÉ¨ÉºiÉ°ü{ÉÉä{ÉzÉÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ-
|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEò´ÉÉCªÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ&'' (+´ÉªÉ´É&, {ÉÞ.4.) <ÊiÉ* iÉnùÊ{É xÉ ªÉÖVªÉiÉä* iÉlÉÉÊ½þ ""ºÉ¨ÉºiÉè&
ºÉEò±Éè& {É\SÉÊ¦É& °ü{Éè& {ÉIÉºÉi´É-Ê´É{ÉIÉÉºÉi´É-+¤ÉÉÊvÉiÉi´É-+ºÉi|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÊIÉiÉi´É®ú{ÉvÉ¨Éê& ={É{ÉzÉÆ
ªÉÖHÆò ªÉiÉÂ Ê±ÉRÂóMÉÆ iÉºªÉ |ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEÆò ¤ÉÉävÉEÆò ´ÉÉCªÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ& <iªÉlÉÇ&'' (¦ÉÉ´ÉnùÒÊ{ÉEòÉ, {ÉÞ. 4)*
""ºÉÉvªÉ´ÉkÉªÉÉ ÊxÉÎ¶SÉiÉ& ºÉ{ÉIÉ&* ºÉÉvªÉ¶ÉÚxªÉiÉªÉÉ ÊxÉÎ¶SÉiÉ& Ê´É{ÉIÉ&'' (¨ÉÖHòÉ´É±ÉÒ, {ÉÞ. 216)*
""ºÉi|ÉÊiÉ{ÉIÉÉä xÉÉ¨É "ºÉÉvªÉÉ¦ÉÉ´É´ªÉÉ{ªÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ {ÉIÉ&' <ÊiÉ'' (¨ÉÖHòÉ´É±ÉÒ, {ÉÞ. 247)* ""¤ÉÉvÉ& iÉÖ {ÉIÉä
ºÉÉvªÉÉ¦ÉÉ´É&'' (¨ÉÖHòÉ´É±ÉÒ, {ÉÞ. 250) <ÊiÉ* <nùÉxÉÓ ºÉ¨ÉºiÉ°ü{ÉÉä{ÉzÉÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ <iªÉxÉäxÉ Ê½þ
ºÉ¨ÉºiÉ°ü{ÉÊ´ÉÊ¶É¹]Æõ Ê±ÉRÂóMÉÊ¨ÉÊiÉ ¤ÉÉävÉÉä VÉÉªÉiÉä* iÉº¨ÉÉiÉÂ ºÉ¨ÉºiÉ°ü{ÉÉä{É{ÉzÉÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ|ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉnùEòi´ÉÆ
ºÉ¨ÉºiÉ°ü{ÉÉä{É{ÉzÉÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ¶É¤nù°ü{Éä ́ ÉÉCªÉä +ºiÉÒÊiÉ xªÉÉªÉxÉÉi¨ÉEäò iÉjÉ xªÉÉªÉ±ÉIÉhÉºªÉ +ÊiÉ´ªÉÉÎ{iÉÊ®úÊiÉ
¦ÉÉ´É&*

+iÉ& ̈ ÉÊhÉEòÉ®úºÉ¨¨ÉiÉÆ ±ÉIÉhÉ¨ÉÖSªÉiÉä - ""+xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉSÉ®ú̈ ÉEòÉ®úhÉÊ±ÉRÂóMÉ{É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ|ÉªÉÉäVÉEò¶ÉÉ¤nùYÉÉxÉ-
VÉxÉEò´ÉÉCªÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ&'' (+´ÉªÉ´É&, {ÉÞ. 5) <ÊiÉ* ""+xÉÖÊ¨ÉËiÉ |ÉÊiÉ SÉ®ú̈ ÉEòÉ®úhÉ¦ÉÚiÉ& ªÉ& Ê±ÉRÂóMÉ{É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ&
iÉºªÉ |ÉªÉÉäVÉEÆò ªÉiÉÂ ¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉÉi¨ÉEÆò YÉÉxÉÆ iÉVVÉxÉEÆò ́ ÉÉCªÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ <iªÉlÉÇ&'' (¦ÉÉ´ÉnùÒÊ{ÉEòÉ, {ÉÞ.
5)* EòÉ®úhÉä SÉ®ú¨Éi´ÉÆ SÉ +xÉÖÊ¨ÉiªÉÖi{ÉÉnùxÉä º´ÉÉäkÉ®ú¦ÉÉÊ´ÉYÉÉxÉÉxÉ{ÉäIÉi´É¨ÉÂ* +lÉ´ÉÉ
+xÉÖÊ¨ÉiªÉ´ªÉ´ÉÊ½þiÉ{ÉÚ́ ÉḈ ÉÌiÉi´É¨ÉÂ* Ê±ÉRÂóMÉ{É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÉæ xÉÉ¨É ºÉÉvªÉÊxÉ¹`ö|ÉEòÉ®úiÉÉÊxÉ°üÊ{ÉiÉ´ªÉÉ{ªÉi´É-
ÊxÉ¹`ö|ÉEòÉ®úiÉÉÊxÉ°üÊ{ÉiÉ-Ê±ÉRÂóMÉÊxÉ¹`ö|ÉEòÉ®úiÉÉ¶ÉÉ±ÉÒ-´ÉÎ¼xÉ´ªÉÉ{ªÉvÉÚ̈ É´ÉÉxÉÂ {É´ÉÇiÉ& <iªÉÉEòÉ®úEò&
¨ÉÉxÉºÉ|ÉiªÉIÉÊ´É¶Éä¹É&* iÉSSÉ =HÆò MÉÉnùÉvÉªÉÉÇ̈ ÉÂ - ""+xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉSÉ®ú¨ÉEòÉ®úhÉÆ ªÉÉä Ê±ÉRÂóMÉ{É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÉæ
´ªÉÉÎ{iÉ|ÉEòÉ®äúhÉ {ÉIÉä ªÉÎ±±ÉRÂóMÉYÉÉxÉÆ iÉi|ÉªÉÉäVÉEÆò ªÉSUôÉ¤nùYÉÉxÉÆ iÉVVÉxÉEò´ÉÉCªÉÊ¨ÉiªÉlÉÇ&'' (+´ÉªÉ´É&,
{ÉÞ. 6) <ÊiÉ* B´ÉÆ SÉ +xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉEòÉ®úhÉÒ¦ÉÚiÉ{É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇVÉxÉEò¨ÉxÉººÉ½þEòÉÊ®ú¶ÉÉ¤nùYÉÉxÉVÉxÉEòi´ÉÆ xªÉÉªÉ´ÉÉCªÉä
+ºiÉÒÊiÉ ±ÉIÉhÉºÉ¨Éx´ÉªÉ&*

={ÉºÉÆ½þÉ®ú&

xªÉÉªÉ¸É´ÉhÉÉxÉxiÉ®Æú {É\SÉÉ´ÉªÉ´ÉÉlÉÇÊ´É¹ÉªÉEò& ºÉ¨ÉÚ½þÉ±É¨¤ÉxÉÉi¨ÉEò& Ê´ÉÊ¶É¹]èõEòÉlÉÇÊ´É¹ÉªÉEòÉä ́ ÉÉ
¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉÉä VÉÉªÉiÉä* iÉÉoù¶É¶ÉÉ¤nù¤ÉÉävÉ°ü{ÉºÉ½þEòÉÊ®úªÉÖHäòxÉ ̈ ÉxÉºÉÉ {É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ& VÉÉªÉiÉä* iÉiÉ& +xÉÖÊ¨ÉÊiÉ&
=i{ÉtiÉä SÉ* BiÉºªÉ Ê´É¹ÉªÉºªÉ °ü{É®äúJÉÉ +vÉ& nùÒªÉiÉä -
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Footnotes
i. Îgvedam, Malayalam Translation, Dr. Venganoor Balakrishnan,

Mantra 2 of S£kta 71, Ma¸·ala 10, Îgveda, p. 933.
ii. Idem.
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iii. N¡¶yas¡stra of Bharatamuni with commentary Abhinavabh¡rati, Part I,
by Madhusudan Sastri M.A, VII. 7, p.795.

iv. Dhvany¡loka of Ënandavardhan¡c¡rya by Acharya Jagannatha Pathak,
P.178.

v. K¡vyam¢m¡Æsa of R¡ja¿ekhara, Edited by the Late. Mr. C.D. Dalal and
Pandit R.A. Sastri, p. 14 &15.

vi. Idem.
vii. Dhvany¡loka of Ënandavardhan¡c¡rya by Acharya Jagannatha

Pathak,p. 39.
viii.Ibid, p. 1.
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Abstract: This paper explains the concept of Symbols, Images
and Archetypes in literature with special reference to Ka¶opaniÀad.
The analysis of these words images and symbols in Ka¶opaniÀad
leads to the Jungian concept of archetypes. So it is a cultural study
in a historical manner. It is very relevant to the study of ancient texts
in the modern scientific and literary criteria.

Keywords: Ka¶opaniÀad, Symbolism, Imagism, Archetypes.

Ka¶opaniÀad : A Preface

The orthodox Commentators of eastern philosophy clearly stated
that Ka¶opaniÀad belongs to the Ka¶a¿¡kha of K¤À¸a Yajurveda.
But some have referred it to Samaveda and others give place in
Atharvaveda. It is not possible to evaluate the authenticity of these
comments because the portions of the Vedas in which the UpaniÀad
is supposed to be included are now available. So its real Vedic con-
nection is now also in dispute. But its powerful rhetoric and charm-
ing description of the ultimate doctrine of Vedanta arouse interest in
all scholars of Indian philosophy. According to Max Mueller it has
been frequently quoted by English, French and German writers as
one of the most perfect specimens of the mystic philosophy and
poetry of ancient Hindus.

It is the story of Naciket¡, an obedient child who had to wait for
three nights at Yama's abode while he was away from his residence.
The gentle, hospitable god Yama, very sublime to his guest, offered
him three boons. (Ka.Va.I,Mn:9)

Naciketas the child with the quality of "¿raddh¡"(Ka.Va.I,Mn:2)
sets things straight; he must sacrifice himself so his father is ab-

Latha K. S.

SYMBOLS, IMAGES AND ARCHETYPES IN
KAÙOPANIâAD
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solved of the sins. Naciket¡ was not one who would be afraid of
dying if dying is what it takes to do the right thing. (Ka.Va.I, Mn.6).
He shows great character in facing the challenging situation that
had suddenly presented itself to him, at such an unripe age. In addi-
tion to that, Naciket¡ showed all the qualities of a person who is fit
to receive transcendental knowledge. He had the power to discern
his standing among many being a useless gift that can be done away
with, like those that his father had already given up during the yajµa.
When such sharp discernment is joined together with greatness of
character, monumental conviction, and an iron will within a single
person, mountains are moved, and sometimes even gods. Yama,
the god of death, had definitely been moved by Naciket¡'s charac-
ter and the course of the action the young boy had taken.

The very first of these boons guaranteed that Naciket¡ would
return safely back to his father's house, unharmed, released from
the "jaws of death". The second boon is the knowledge of the di-
vine fire which helps the ancestors to attain heaven. The third boon
is the secret after death.

Naciket¡ came back from the House of Death to the house of his
father in one piece, in addition he brought with him a sound under-
standing of what death is, what happens to men when they die, where
they all go after death. He came to know and understand all that
there was to know and understand about death, the inevitable, for
his instructor in this lesson was none other than the Lord of Death
himself. The Ka¶ha UpaniÀad describes Naciket¡’s state as having
become virajaÅ (spotless) and vim¤tyuÅ (deathless) at the very end
of the text. It ends with a promise: whosoever thus contemplates the
vidy¡ taught by death becomes likewise Brahman (Ka.Va.
VI.Mn.18).

The Philosophical Interpretation

In the philosophical view, like other principal UpaniÀads,
Ka¶opaniÀad also preaches the everlasting beginningless, undecaying
and transcendental principles. The story is only a skeleton to enrich
the vedic thought. A seeker after truth of the Atman is one who
discriminates between the real and unreal, whose mind is turned
away from the unreal, who possesses calmness and allied virtues
only one who is longing for liberation is considered to be qualified
to enquire Brahman. Naciket¡s is an apt example for a true disciple
of unlimited inspiration. The inquirer of truth who possesses the
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four means of attainment should approach a wise preceptor.
Naciket¡s approaches a great teacher namely Yama and his acute
desire to know the answer to his third question, compels Yama to
unfold the mystery of death and profess the ultimate reality of all
beings.

Naciket¡s is free from the lust for physical properties of divine
gifts like long life and land wealth etc. His mind is far from the
unreal earthly profits because it is transient. He has a stubborn con-
viction that Brahman is real and the universe unreal, and he gave up
all transitory enjoyments of subject - object relation. Naciket¡s is an
ideal disciple of Indian concept. The great teacher Yama blesses his
people like this. May we get enquiries like thee.

Yama profoundly teaches that the manifestations can neither limit
Him nor contaminate Him. As the sun, which helps all eyes to see, it
cannot be affected by the blemishes of the eyes or the external things
revealed by it, so also the one Atman dwelling in all beings, is never
contaminated by the misery of the world.

The Empirical Interpretation

The philosophical truth revealed in the UpaniÀad is unquestion-
able though, the structure may seem loose or incredible in an em-
pirical sense. Vajashravasaa practical minded father gave use-
less cows in the sacrifice. The boy Naciket¡s an idealist is not satis-
fied in the poor offerings of his father. Here we can trace the change
in ideals of the different generations. Vajasravasa  gave  all  he had
in the desire to conquer the world by the Visvajith sacrifice. Father
has the ultimate gain in his mind. Son is more worried about the
means.  He repeatedly asked his father to whom he gave him. The
boy seems to be irresponsible or atleast irresistible. The father was
naturally irritated. He replied that the boy would be given to death.
But the boy took it in its literary sense.

A brahmin guest is like fire. To please him Yama offers the boon.
The first boon is to restore the affection of his father. What does it
signify? Naciket¡s stands on the earth and his considerations are
earthly. He is really a tender boy who cannot tolerate the wrath of
his father.  By the second he chooses a gift, unworldly ie. of heaven.
The third boon is most of a transcendental nature. One who has
realised the ultimate need not bother about the first two things. Here
the maturity of the seeker is shown by the word Naciket¡s, though
still a boy, was filled with áraddh¡, and he thought.
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There is a similar story of a father and son in Chandogya
UpaniÀad. Here the son has already undergone the routine studies.
Yet he finds it difficult to answer his father - 'Have you studied that-
by which one can hear what cannot be heard, by which one can
perceive  what cannot be perceived, by which one can  know what
cannot be known? Then Uddalaka as a dutiful and loving father
explains the secret of Atman. His instruction led the boy to the right
path. This story is well fitted in its form and characterisation. It takes
place in a sublime state. But the story of Naciket¡s is a dramatic
situation created by the poet to illustrate the nature of Atman. It is a
frame to enlarge the vedic ideas of Atman.

Mythical elements in the text

A young boy, accomplishing such a daunting feat by "¿raddha"
the  conviction, plus will, plus faith in oneself or self-confidence,
and probably much more - it causes an opening of the heart, an
expansion of it - just like it happened in  Naciket¡'s case. By the end
of the Ka¶ha UpaniÀad, it becomes clear to the reader (or the
sv¡dhy¡y¢, depending on the approach of study) that Naciket¡ was
a boy of prodigious ¿raddh¡. This matter is the crux of this whole
episode described in the UpaniÀad, this very moment when sraddha
arises in Naciket¡'s heart is the tipping point in his young life; it
transforms him completely - effectively ending his boyhood and
catapulting him into the life of a responsible, wise man, who will
ultimately be rendered enlightened by Yama's teaching. Naciket¡s
is completely metamorphosed, he is a renewed man. And the word
¿raddh¡, it has got such a beautiful ringing sound to it, a non-trans-
latable Sanskrit word, turns out to be the key to understanding the
whole text of Ka¶ha UpaniÀad, even others from vedantic canon
(vedantasara).

Naciket¡'s father V¡ja¿rav¡ happened to have descended from
Udd¡laka and Ëru¸i- figures who appear elsewhere in the UpaniÀadic
canon and who too had strived and attained par¡-vidy¡, the tran-
scendental knowledge, but he turned out to be totally unlike his
son. He is desirous of heavenly rewards of the kind that Yama wishes
to tempt and distract Naciket¡ with, thus attempting to dissuade him
from pursuing the truth about what happens to men after death; and
even in seeking such ephemeral rewards. (Ka.Va.I, Mn. 23 V¡ja¿rav¡
indulges in corruption in his offering as the performer of the
Vi¿vajityajµa (Ka.Va.I,Mn.3). Further, immediately after uttering
the terrible words "I offer you to Yama", when he realized what
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implication his utterance had, he got scared. He even pleaded with
Naciket¡ not to go when the latter became resolute in undertaking
his journey to the abode of death. In every sense Naciket¡'s old
man is a reversal of the attributes that are applicable on Naciket¡.
We may safely say that Naciket¡ is the archetype of the blameless,
innocent, fearless man, while his father is the archetypal corrupt,
limited, uncharitable man who is laden with the fear of losing his
possessions - including his child. The Ka¶ha UpaniÀad ironically
depicts the lofty character as a child and the mean character as the
father, reminding us of the contents in the seventh book of the
Bh¡gavata Pur¡¸a were Prahl¡da had played a similar (but much
more dramatic) role vis-a-vis his father Hira¸yaka¿ipu. The Ka¶ha
UpaniÀad gives several clues to the ancestry of Naciket¡: he identi-
fies his father as Gautama (probably a reference to the gotra); Yama
refers to Naciket¡ and his father as Audd¡laka and Ëru¸i. This
leaves Naciket¡ to be identified as a worthy inheritor of an illustri-
ous line of Brahmajµ¡n¢s. The Ka¶ha UpaniÀad evokes death and
turns it on its head, it reveals the true nature of death as the greatest
teacher that man can ask for. Thus, death becomes accessible for
everyone who seeks wisdom and direction in this life. It becomes a
veritable source of Ëtma-vidy¡, Self - Knowledge. But most of all,
death no longer remains a morbid subject.

The story of Naciket¡s is a fertile soil to sprout the ancient seeds
of quest for truth. Here uses the mythical symbolization of voyage
towards the ultimate reality. Naciket¡s is an example of one of the
most common literary archetypes, the Hero. The hero is generally
the protagonist of a narrative and displays ubiquitous characteris-
tics such as courage, perseverance, sacrifice and rising to challenge.
Though heroes may appear in different literary forms across time
and culture, their characterization tends to be universal thus making
them archetypal characters.

Archetypal Literature

An archetype is a literary device in which a character is created
based on a set of qualities or traits that are specific and identifiable
for readers. The term archetype is derived from the studies and writ-
ings of psychologist Carl Jung who believed that archetypes are
part of humanity's collective unconscious or memory of universal
experiences. In a literary context, characters (and sometimes im-
ages or themes) that symbolically embody universal meanings and
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basic human experiences, independent of time or place, are consid-
ered archetypes.

As a rule, there are twelve primary character types that symbol-
ize basic human motivations and represent literary archetypes. Here
is a list of eight peculiar types of literary archetypes and their gen-
eral descriptions:1) Lover: character guided by emotion and pas-
sion of the heart.

2)  Hero: protagonist that rises to a challenge. 3) Outlaw: charac-
ter that is rebellious or outside societal conventions or demands. 4).
Magician: powerful character that understands and uses universal
forces. 5) Explorer: character that is driven to explore the unknown
and beyond boundaries. 6) Sage: character with wisdom, knowl-
edge, or mentor qualities. 7) Creator: visionary character that cre-
ates something significant. 8) Innocent: "pure" character in terms of
morality or intentions.

Archetypal characters are recurrent when it comes to human ex-
perience, especially in art. A literary archetype represents a charac-
ter that appears universal and therefore gives readers a sense of rec-
ognition and familiarity. This ability to relate to an archetypal char-
acter alleviates a writer's burden of excessive or unnecessary de-
scription, explanation, and exposition. Due to a reader's experience,
they are able to understand traits and characteristics of archetypes
in literature in an almost instinctual way without detailed explana-
tion.

Archetypes can also help writers establish contrasting charac-
ters, sometimes known as foils. In general, a literary work does not
feature just one archetypal character. Since readers have an aware-
ness of the inherent and typical characteristics of an archetype, this
can create contrast against other characters in the narrative that are
either archetypes themselves or not. Therefore, writers are able to
create conflict and contrast between characters that are logical and
recognizable for the reader.

Archetypes in Ka¶opaniÀad

Archetype is an effective literary device as a means of creating
characters with which the reader can identify. Because "Forms or
images of a collective nature which occur practically all over the
earth as constituents of myths and the same time as autochthonous
individual products of unconscious origin." (Carl Jung). The origin
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of the word from Greek and the meaning of it is the true pattern.
'Arche' means beginning and 'typos' means imprint also. All arche-
types have shadow manifestations as well as positive aspects.
Sigmund Freud taught the subconscious mind of an individual but
Carl Jung concentrated more on the collective unconscious of the
society. Archetypes are the products of collective social conscious-
ness. The inner patterns immersed in the collective unconscious-
ness of the society are called Archetypes. The journey or voyage in
the quest of truth is a typical archetypal description repeatedly used
in Puranas and Epics. The story of Naciket¡s is also a typical ex-
ample of Archetypes. It is the mythical symbolism used in UpaniÀads.
Ka¶opaniÀad is included in the category of old UpaniÀads formed
before Buddhism. According to Buddhist scholars it was composed
after the early Buddhist text (5th century B.C) and Hinduism schol-
ars stating that it was likely composed before the Buddha (8th cen-
tury B.C). So here depicts the wonderful search for the eternity of
Vedic seers and their constant quest for unchanging truth
(Ka.Va.I,Mn.27).

It profoundly stated the strong conviction of Naciket¡s that the
knowledge of the ultimate truth is the final goal. It is not replaced
with any material wealth. So he is a hero Archetypes according to
the Jungian perspective and a mythical symbol in the Vedic inter-
pretations.

Symbols in literature

Symbolism is the practice or art of using an object or a word to
represent an abstract idea. An action, person, place, word, or object
can all have a symbolic meaning. Our language contains an im-
mense number of symbols whose intended meaning or significance
is well-known and accepted by the majority.

Symbolism is often found in colors, black is used to represent
death or evil and white, red, purple, yellow and blues are significant
in its own symbolic way. Everyday objects are often used to sym-
bolize something else; a chain can symbolize the coming together
of two things. A ladder can represent the relationship between heaven
and earth or ascension. A mirror can denote the sun but, when it is
broken, it can represent an unhappy union or a separation. Even
flowers possess symbolism, Roses stand for romance. Violets rep-
resent shyness. Lilies stand for beauty and temptation. Chrysanthe-
mums represent perfection.
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Animals and weather are also used as Symbols. A bear might
represent courage or danger. Frog might represent a bad omen or
something terrible on the horizon. A metaphor is a figure of speech
that uses symbolism. It compares two things that aren't similar and
proves they actually have something in common. In a metaphor,
there is an additional meaning to a word. This makes it an example
of symbolism. 'Time is money' is a metaphoric symbol because it
warns you that, when you spend your time, you're giving up the
opportunity to be doing something else with that time (like making
more money). Just as when you spend your money, you give up
your chance to do something else with the money. Further, like
money, time is finite.

Sometimes symbolism takes the form of a literary tool called an
allegory. An allegory is an extended use of symbolism and meta-
phors. A story, a poem, or even a whole book can be an allegory
and the symbolism will permeate throughout. The monologue from
Shakespeare in his play 'As You Like It' - All the world's a stage,
and all the men and women merely players; they have their exits
and their entrances; And one man in his time plays many parts   is a
symbolic allegory.

Typically, artists want to say something with their work and sym-
bols are a great way for them to communicate. In this medium, sym-
bols are often tangible items, like an animal, object, or plant. Sym-
bolism is often used by writers to enhance their writing. Symbolism
can give a literary work more richness and color and can make the
meaning of the work deeper.

In literature, symbolism can take many forms, including the fig-
ure of speech where an object, person, or situation has another mean-
ing other than its literal meaning. The actions of a character, word,
or event have a deeper meaning in the context of the whole story.
There are conventional Symbols also in literature. A symbol is a
setting, object, character, or event in a story that carries more than
the literal meaning and therefore represents something significant
to understanding the meaning of a work of literature. In other words
symbols always have a literal (concrete) meaning and a figurative
(abstract) meaning. Literal meaning: A serpent is a slithering reptile
that hisses. But its symbolic meaning is the devil, especially the
devil's aspect of deceit and deception.
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Symbols in Ka¶opaniÀad

In the second valli of Ka¶opaniÀad the simile of a blind person
goes beyond blind is a symbol of ignorant person dwelling amidst
worldly pleasures and believing it is ever situated with in him.
(Ka.Va.II, Mn.3)

The concept of the soul as the master of the chariot who sits
within the body and the body is the chariot, the intellect as the chari-
oteer and the mind is the rein in another fascinating symbolic ex-
pression of j¢v¡tman and param¡tman ( Ka.Va.III, Mn.3).

Arise, awake! Realize that Atman has approached the excellent
teachers. Like the sharp edge of a razor is that path, difficult to cross
and hard to tread, so say the wise (Ka.Va.III, Mn.14). This is the
most powerful and often quoted mantra from Ka¶opaniÀad. The way
to self knowledge is not an easy way; it is like a razor's edge.

Another peculiar symbol is the upward rooted Banyan tree. This
symbol is repeated in Bhagavad G¢ta also (Ka.Va.VI, Mn1). This is
the ancient A¿vattha tree whose roots are above and whose branches
spread below. Here creation is compared with a tree whose root is
the unmanifested Absolute Brahman as from Him the whole uni-
verse proceeds.

Conclusion

The UpaniÀadic mantras are sometimes uplifted in the realm of
independent symbols. Images and symbols are synonymously used
in literature. Images are words with wings in language and it touches
the skies of unlimited sensibility. In other words it is a literary por-
tion written by deep intensified inspiration. The imageries create a
universal emotional experience. This literature leads to the ultimate
sublimity.  It is the picture painted with metaphor or simile which is
perceptible with all senses. This empowered word is the magical
veil of literature.

But symbols are self expressed independent portions of litera-
ture. It dragged and astonished the reader with its amazing unique
self illumined existence. It may be unimportant relatively with the
literary portion, but it expresses the emotional relation between in-
dividual consciousness and external objects. The dance of Siva,
The love of Radha and Krishna, The Rasaleela, The Magic Flute
are the ancient Indian symbols. When literature interacts with imag-
eries and symbols it becomes more and more pure. A pure literary
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form attracts the individual consciousness without the barriers of
space and time because the primary forms of the same experience
are hidden in each individual as Archetypes. V…… i…n‰∂…EÚ…±…¥™…¥… Ωi……x……®… {…
∫®…fi i…∫…Δ∫EÚ…Æ™……‰:  +…x…xi…™…Δ«BEÚ∞Ú{…i¥……i - (™……‰M…∫…⁄j…®)* Indian theories on Ra¿a
discussed this concept  on the basis of literary experience. (±……‰±±…b:-
=i{… k…¥……n:,∏…“∂…R¬EÚŸEÚ:-+x…Ÿ ®… i…¥……n:, ¶…^x……™…EÚ:-¶…Ÿ HÚ¥……n:, + ¶…x…¥…M…Ÿ{i…:-
+ ¶…¥™… HÚ¥……n:) So Archetypal study is a part of cultural study and it is
relevant too. Imageries, symbols and myths are the golden mines of
ancient history. It attracts, convinces, fascinates and overpowers
human beings. The Vedic texts must be studied in the stream of
modern systems of thought and the facts of the past must be changed
into the history of present.

Footnote
1. i…∫®……x |… i…j…“x ¥…Æ…x ¥…fih…“π¥… - Katha: Valli: I, Mantra: 9.
2. i…Δ Ω EÚŸ®……ÆΔ ∫…xi…Δn I…h……∫…Ÿx…“™…®……x……∫…Ÿ ∏…r…SS ¥…¥…‰∂…, ∫……‰S®…x™…i… - Katha: Valli: I,

mantra; 2.
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Abstract: Menstruation is a vital process in the life of a human
being since it regulates her survival in the world. The term and its
discourses hedged with many mysteries, obfuscations and restric-
tions in the patriarchal world of morality. The discourse is devel-
oped through the various cultural transitions that occurred in India
and the taboos and restrictions related to it, lead Indian women to an
unhealthy life. Now the modern world tries to explore the hidden
truths behind the process of menstruation and make it a natural and
most important process in the life of a human being. Menstruation
is also related to the female identity, female right and female sexual-
ity. Like sexuality, the Hindu scriptures discussed widely about
menstruation. The article tries to explore the Hindu notions about
menstruation and the ritual of Thriputharattu becomes a best ex-
ample of it.

Keywords: Menstruation, Taboos, Impurity, Goddess,
Upanishads, Vedas, Female etc.

Menstruation or menstrual blood is considered as a dark part of
female life. The pain, mental and physical hardships associated with
the process tend woman to believe and consider the process as a
curse to their life. Now-a-days, the concepts related to the process
become an item of discussion in the social and political life of Kerala.
The issue of Sabarimala, develops a mixed attitude among the fe-
male folk about menstruation. The modern world considers men-
struation as a part of female identity, sexuality and her right. The
patriarchal world, developed misconceptions about menstruation and
made it a tool to subjugate woman in her home, society and even in
her spiritual life. The resulting inferiority complex developed in the
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THE SACRED BLEEDING: A CULTURAL READING OF
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mind of woman encourage her to forget the importance of the pro-
cess of menstruation and consider it as a curse in her life. The tran-
sition period of new thoughts and considerations about menstrua-
tion and its related spiritual and physical life of woman constantly
tries to break the patriarchal concepts. One of the best examples for
the revolution is the campaign of Happy to Bleed1 One of the po-
ems, written by Greshma (Amritha Institute of Medical Science)   in
the Facebook page of Kartavya as a part of the campaign is quoted
here:

Just remember,
A man bleeds for death,
For agony and for misery.
Do you know why a woman bleeds?
She bleeds for glee,
For happiness,
And to create a new life.2

The patriarchal discussions always try to impose the misconcep-
tions about menstruation in the name of tradition. So, exploring the
traditional concepts about the menstruation is important here. The
Indian scriptures like Vedas, Upanishads, Puranas discussed about
menstruation in different ways. According to Hinduism, it's a pe-
riod of rest, detachment and a period of sacred celebration. The
tantric tradition relates the goddess Chinnamasta to the menstrual
blood. It is believed that in the rituals conducted for the worship of
Chinnamasta is used menstrual blood.

The Iconography of Chinnamasta
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The Upanishads said that Chinnamasta is the form of Parvathi
and she is appeasing the hunger of her two attendants.4 At the time
Devi is standing on the Kama Deva and Rati Devi who were in
sexual intercourse. While giving the blood to the attendants who
were in hunger, the Chinnamasta acts as a mother who nourishes
her children. But the iconography gives direct reference to the men-
strual blood and its significance in nourishing the world, the moth-
erhood. When a woman become pregnant, she stops to bleed and
her breast is filled with milk to feed the offspring. The blood be-
come milk here. Thus, the iconography explains, the sexual inter-
course increases the power of a woman to be mother and here the
blood itself become food and protection to the offspring and the
mother also get a part of it. Because after giving birth, the menstrua-
tion come back to the life cycle of the woman and breast milk also
sustains.

Nithin Sridhar explains in his text titled Menstruation Across
Cultures : A Historical Perspective that Menstruation is Ashaucha,
Austerity, Sacred celebration, Sin or one-third of brahmahatya and
natural process. With the help of the samhitas and Upanishads he
explains that in Hinduism Shaucha is the purity of five layers of
individuality (Panca-Ko¿¡s)5 such as physical, vital, mental, intel-
lectual and bliss. The Sanskrit name of Menstruation is Rajasraava
which means flow of blood. In the Physical condition, the flow of
menstrual blood contains blood, cervical mucus, vaginal secretions
and endometrial tissue that are excretions of body. Considering the
vital sheath, the blood is the carrier of Prana Shakti and it is in its
utmost level at the time of menstruation and in the mental sheath,
menstruation is a time of uncontrollable mental states, with thoughts
and emotions such as anger, frustration, uneasiness, irritation, mood
swings etc. Thus, it is considered as Ashaucha. So, in this perspec-
tive the time of menstruation is not limited to the physical purity
which is discussed widely in the modern period (12-16).

In Hinduism, Tapas is the most sacred stage in a human life, for
attaining mokÀa he or she has to practice Tapas. Hinduism consid-
ers Menstruation as a stage of self purification or austerity to women.
It also helps to detach from the worldly emotions and gain control
over the senses, prevent him from committing Adharma etc. The
Hindu scriptures explain Mensturation as S¡dhana. The restrictions
imposed on woman like should not comb her hair, anoint her eyes,
do not have conjugal relations, should sleep on earth, do not eat
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meat etc are part of this S¡dhana. According to the Yajurveda
Taittiriya Samhita (Verse2.5.1) and other Hindu scriptures is to con-
sider this s¡dhana is a very beneficial process, available only to
woman and it empowers woman as a powerful human being.6

From the celebration of the first puberty of a girl in Hindu tradi-
tion it's also evident that it is a positive incident in her life. After four
days of S¡dhana, her menstruation period is celebrated as great oc-
casion. New clothes, ornaments, Dance, Songs etc. are common
things all over India in the ritual connected to the Puberty. All these
symbolises a positive and sacred occasion.

Menstruation is also considered as a one third of Brahmahatya, a
most worstpapam or sin in Hinduism. Actually the thought is devel-
oped from a story of Indra in Yajurveda Taittiriya Samhita or áatapata
Brahmana. In jealousy Indra Killed Vi¿var£pa, Son of Tvastr and
with the help of earth, tree and woman he divided his guilt of cut-
ting three heads of Vi¿var£pa. Along with the guilt he blessed them
with a boon to each of them. The third part of the guilt was taken by
women and that turned into menstruation. The boon they get is that
they will have off spring from the menses and they can enjoy the
intercourse which lead them to give birth. This is the story behind
the thought that it's a one third guilt of Brahmahatya.7 But while
analysing deeply, the menstruation is a kind of killing. The blood of
menstruation flows out with the unfertilized egg, endometrium tis-
sue etc.

Apart from Chinnamasta, there are some other goddesses also
connected with menstruation like, Parvati, Lajja Gowri, Brahmac¡ri¸i
Durga, Bhuvaneswari, Kamakhya, Harchandi, Bhoomi Devi
etc.Through out India, the Rajas of these goddesses are celebrated
through various rituals.

Chengannur Mahadeva Temple is one of the most famous Shiva
Parvati temples in Kerala. It is situated in the Alappuzha district.
The celebration of Thriputharattu makes the temple a unique one.
The temple is called as Dakshinakasi. In the legends, the place is
connected to the marriage of Shiva and Parvati. Agastyamuni per-
formed a yaga at chengannur for the smooth functioning of their
marriage. Then Shiva and Parvati came to visit Agastyamuni at
Chengannur and Devi experiencedmenses and stayed for four days
at Chengannur. After four days theywent back to Kailasam. It is
also said that, after the suicide of Sati Devi, Mahadeva reached at
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the place where Dakshayaga was performed and began to dance
with the Skeleton of Sati Devi. All the earth began to vibrate in the
furious tha?dava of Shiva. Mah¡viÀ¸u in disguise came to Shiva
and cut off the Skeleton of Sati, to reduce the anger of Shiva and
stop the th¡´dava. He cut the Skelton into 108 pieces. The Part of
waist fell on Chengannur. This is also a reason for having Thriputhu
at Chengannur. During colonial period, Madras Governor, Sir Tho-
mas Munro banned the ritual because he believed that the ritual was
an absurd one and nonsense. But immediately after this decision,
His wife got menses and she suffered a severe bleeding continu-
ously for several days. The doctor's medications had no effect on
her. Then one of the administrative staff of Munro said to Murno
that his decision upon the Thriputharattu may be the reason for the
bad condition of his wife. He immediately visited the temple and
gave precious ornaments to Devi and gave approval for conducting
the ritual. The temple administration said that the British govern-
ment is giving money for conducing Thriputharattu, till the date.
The ritual is a celebration of the goddess Parvati's menstruation.
Two or three times in a year, the ritual is celebrated. One cannot
plan the date of Devi's menstruation. It may occur at any time, any
day. The priest examined the sacred garments of Devi every day
morning. If he happened to see any marks of the menstrual blood in
the sacred clothes (Udayada) of the goddess, he reported it to the
woman folk in the temple including the wife of chief priest. They

Procession of Devi after Arrattu (photo from the website of Chengannur Temple)
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examined and confirmed the menstruation of the goddess. Then the
shrine of Devi is kept closed for three days and the usual poojas are
performed atanothershrine where a procession idol is placed. In the
main shrine, Devi is practicing the tapas- the menstrual rest. On the
fourth day, the idol of Devi is taken to the near by river and the
ritual of sacred bath  (Arrattu) is  conducted. After this, the devi is
taken back to the temple on an elephantin a procession. When the
procession reachesNalambalam, Bhagavan is waiting for Devi on
another elephant and with another team of procession. They together
encircle the temple three times and enter into the temple.

The Ërr¡ttu of Devi is celebrated auspiciously and thousands of
worshippers take part in it. After Ërr¡ttu Devi comes back to ár¢kovil
on Elephant with procession of Thalapoli. During the procession
Devi is sitting on a swan. Swan is the symbol of Sattvagu?a. As
discussed earlier, the menstruation is a symbol of rajas. So, after
sadhana and self purification, Devi is in Sattvabhava after menstrua-
tion. It is believed that Devi is very powerful on the fourth day after
Arrattu and worshippers are instructed to do some special poojas on
the occasion and pray for their wellbeing on this day of
Thriputharattu.

Thriputharattu also faced many criticisms that it is a superstitious
belief and non-sense that it is based on menstruation of a sculpture
in a rock. The explanations of the Vedas, Upanishads about
menstruationare also criticised in this modern period. Its interpreta-
tion as S¡dhana, self-purification etc. are attacked by modern femi-
nist views. Even then, such concepts also represent some positive
attitudes about the phenomenon. The rituals like Thriputharattu in-

Devi's Ërr¡ttu
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creases the value and significance of the most important femininity,
the menstruation. Moreover, the ritual is a celebration of woman
folk through their gathering and thecarnival of their womanhood.

Footnotes
1. An Indian campaign against the taboos of menstruation occurred in

2018-2019.
2. (1) Kartavya - EÚi…«¥™… - Posts | Facebook.
3. A parallel tradition to the Vedic tradition in India. The tradition

celebrates the womanhood.
4. Tantric Vision of the Divine Feminine: The Ten Mahavidyas, David

Kinsley, P-146-150.
5. The five sheaths which covers the innermost self 'Atman'. Those are

Annamaya Kosha (Physical Sheath), Pranamaya Kosha (Vital Sheath),
Manomaya Kosha (mental sheath), Vigyanamaya Kosha (Sheath of
intellect) and Anandamaya Kosha ( sheath of bliss).

6. Sridhar, Nithin. Menstruation Across Cultures, p-20-27.
7. Ibid, P-20-40.
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¶…⁄i…‰ xp™…|…Efi i…i¥…®…¬' < i… |…∂…∫i…{……n¶……π™…‰, "{…fi l…¥™…{i…‰V……‰¥……™¥……EÚ…∂…{…\S…EÚΔ ¶…⁄i…{…n¥……S™…®…¬'
< i… x™……™…§……‰ v…x™……Δ S… =HÚ®…¬* +∫™… ∫…¥…«∫™… V…M…i…&, +j…  ¥…t®……x……x……Δ ∫…¥…‰«π……Δ EÚ…™……«h……Δ ®…⁄±…Δ
Bi…… x… p¥™…… h… ¶…¥…xi…“i™…i…& |……S…“x…n∂…«x…{…Æ®{…Æ…™……®…¬ Bi…… x… {…\S…p¥™…… h… {…\S…®…Ω…¶…⁄i…… x…
< i… EÚl™…xi…‰* ""{…\S…®…Ω…¶…⁄i…‰¶™……‰% J…±…Δ V…M…i…''2, ""{…\S…¶…⁄i……i®…EÚ…‰ n‰Ω& {…\S…®…hb±…{…⁄ Æi…&''3

<i™…‰i…… x… ¥……C™…… x… +j… |…®……h…… x… ¶…¥… xi…* ¥…‰n‰π…÷ |……™…& Bi…… x… {…\S…®…Ω…¶…⁄i…… x… + v…EfiÚi™…
{…Æ…®…∂…«& x… ={…±…¶™…i…‰*  EÚxi…÷ ™…V…÷¥…‰«n‰ B¥… BEÚj… {…\S…i…k¥…{… ÆEÚ±{…x……™……& ®…⁄±…∫¥…∞Ú{…Δ
|……{i…÷Δ ∂…C™…i…‰* i…tl……-

""{…\S… ¶…v……«i……  ¥…nv…… <nΔ ™…i…¬ i……∫……Δ ∫¥…∫…fiÆV…x…i…¬ {…\S… {…\S…*
i……∫……®…÷ ™…… xi… |…™…¥…‰h… {…\S… x……x……∞Ú{…… h… GÚi¥……‰ ¥…∫……x……''4 < i…*

 B¥…Δ  x…Ø˚H‰Ú +x…‰EÚ…∫…÷ ={… x…π…i∫…÷5 S… {…\S…i…k¥…∞Ú{…‰h… {…fi l…¥™…{i…‰V……‰¥……™¥……EÚ…∂……& {…Æ…®…fiπ]…&*
Bi…∫®……i…¬ +¥……«S…“x…EÚ…±…‰ |……{i… ¥…EÚ…∫……™……& {…\S…i…k¥…{… ÆEÚ±{…x……™……& {…fiπ`¶…⁄ ®…& ¥…Ë nEÚ¥……R¬®…™…Δ
¶…¥…i…“ i…  x…∂S…™…‰x… ¥…H÷ΔÚ ∂…Cx…÷®…&* +j… +π]…v™……™…“∫…⁄j……x…÷∫……Æ‰h… {…\S…¶…⁄i… x…∞Ú{…h…Δ  GÚ™…i…‰**

1. {…fi l…¥…“- ""|…l…x……i{…fi l…¥…“i™……Ω÷&''6* M…xv… B¥… {…fi l…¥™……&  ¥…∂…‰π…M…÷h…&* +i… B¥…  "i…j…
M…xv…¥…i…“ {…fil¥…“' < i… i…EÚ«∫…ΔO…Ω‰ +z…Δ¶… ‰̂x… {…fi l…¥™……& ±…I…h…®…÷HÚ®…¬* ∫… S… M…xv…& {…fi l…¥…“i…Æ‰π…÷
p¥™…‰π…÷ x…  i…π` i…* {…fi l…¥…“∫…®§…xv…‰x…Ë¥… V…±……tx™…p¥™…‰π¥… {… M…xv…& |…i…“™…i…‰* ∫… S… M…xv…&
{…fi l…¥…“i…Æ‰π…÷ p¥™…‰π…÷ x…  i…π` i…* ¥…Ë∂…‰ π…EÚ… + {… {…fi l…¥™……& M…xv…¥…i¥…Δ ∫¥…“EÚ÷¥…« xi…* i…n÷HÚΔ
¥…Ë∂…‰ π…EÚ∫…⁄j…‰- ""¥™… ∫l…i…& {…fi l…¥™……Δ M…xv…&''7 < i…**

{…… h… x…& +π]…v™……™™……Δ {…fi l…¥…“{…nP… ]i…… x… i…i∫…®§…r… x… S… S…i¥…… Æ ∫…⁄j…… h… ¥…n i…*
i…… x… S…-

1. ∫…¥…«¶…⁄ ®…{…fi l…¥…“¶™……®…h…\……Ë ({……-+- 5-1-41)
2. ®…fin ∫i…EÚx…¬ ({……-+- 5-4-39)

Dr. Rajeev P. P.

+π]…v™……™…“∫…⁄j……x…÷∫……Æ‰h… {…\S…¶…⁄i… x…∞Ú{…h…®…¬*
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3.  n¥…∫…∂S… {…fi l…¥™……®…¬ ({……-+- 6-3-29)
4. +®§……®§…M……‰¶…⁄ ®…∫…J™……{… u j…EÚ÷∂…‰E÷∂…C¥…R¬M…÷®… \V…{…÷ \V…{…Æ®…‰§… Ω« n«¥™… Mx…¶™…& ∫l…&-

({……-+-8-3-97) < i…*

¥…Ë™……EÚÆh……& + {… {…fi l…¥™……& M…xv…¥…i¥…®…‰¥… ±…I…h…Δ ∫¥…“E÷Ú¥…« xi…* ""M…xv…∫™…‰n÷i{…⁄ i…∫…÷∫…÷Æ ¶…¶™…&''8

< i… {…… h… x…™…∫…⁄j…®…¬ ¥…i…«¬i…i…‰* =i…¬, {…⁄ i…, ∫…÷, ∫…÷Æ ¶… Bi…‰¶™…& M…xv…∫™…‰EÚ…Æ…‰%xi……n‰∂…& ∫™……i…¬
< i… ∫…⁄j……l…«&* +j… ""M…xv…∫™…‰i¥…‰ i…n‰EÚ…xi…O…Ωh…®…¬''9 < i… ¥…… i…«EÚ®…÷S™…i…‰ EÚ…i™……™…x…‰x…* i…∫™…
 ¥…∂…‰π™…¶…⁄i…p¥™…∫™… BEÚ…xi…& BEÚ…n‰∂…& <¥… |…i…“™…®……x… <i™…l…«&* +j… M…xv…∫™… M…÷h…∫™…
p¥™…ËEÚn‰∂…i¥…Δ x… ™…÷V™…i… <i™……∂…R¬C™… BEÚ…xi…∂…§n& BEÚn‰∂…¥…n ¥…¶…HÚ‰ ±……I… h…EÚ B¥…*
+i… B¥……‰HÚΔ  ∫…r…xi…EÚ…Ë®…Ÿt…®…¬ ""BEÚ…xi…& BEÚ…n‰∂… <¥…… ¥…¶……M…‰x… ±…I™…®……h… <i™…l…«&''10

¥…∫i…÷i…∫i…÷ M…÷h…∫…®…÷n…™……‰ ¶…¥… i… p¥™…®…¬* i…∫™… p¥™…∫™… +¥…™…¥……‰ ¶…¥… i… M…xv…&* ""+ ∫i… S…
M…xv…∂…§n…‰ p¥™…¥…S…x…&''11 < i… i…k¥…§……‰ v…x…“EÚ…Æ& + {… +®…÷®……∂…™…Δ ∫{…π]“EÚÆ…‰ i…**

""®…fin ∫i…EÚx…¬'' < i… ∫…⁄j…‰ "®…fin‰¥…®…fi k…EÚ…' <i™…÷HÚΔ¥…i…«¬i…i…‰* ®…fi k…EÚ… <i™…∫™… {…fi l…¥™……&
 ¥…EÚ…Æ& <i™…l…«&* +i…& ®…fin…‰±……‰π]…n“x……Δ S… {…fi l…¥…“i¥…Δ ¥…H÷ΔÚ ∂…C™…i…‰* +i… B¥… ""±……‰π]…‰% {…
{…fi l…¥…“∞Ú{…‰h… |…i…“™…i…‰, ®…fii∫…®…⁄Ω…‰% {…, P…]…‰% {… {…¥…«i……‰% {…'' < i… Ω‰±……Æ…V…& + ¶…|…Ë i…*12

+™…®…‰¥……∂…™…& ¶……π™…EÚ…Æ‰h… + {… =z…“i…&- ""±……‰π]& |… I…{i……‰§……Ω÷¥…‰M…Δ M…i¥…… x…Ë¥…  i…™…«MM…SU i…,
x……‰v…«¬¥…®……Æ…‰Ω i…, {…fi l…¥…“ ¥…EÚ…Æ& {…fi l…¥…“®…‰¥… M…SU i…''13 <i™…x…‰x…* Bi…∫®……i…¬ {…fi l…¥…“ p¥™…Δ,
i…SS… M…xv…¥…i…¬ < i…  ∫…r¬™… i…**

2. +…{…&-

""∂…“i…∫{…∂…«¥…i™… +…{…&''14* ™…l…… M…xv…¥…i¥…Δ {…fi l…¥™……& ±…I…h…Δ i…l…… ∂…“i…∫{…∂…«¥…i¥…®…¬
+{……Δ ±…I…h…®…¬* ""+{∫…÷∂…“i…i……''15 <i™…÷Ci¥…… ¥…Ë∂…‰ π…EÚ… + {… <n®…‰¥… ±…I…h…Δ ∫¥…“EÚ÷¥…« xi…*
{…… h… x…x…… +§∂…§nP… ]i…… x… i…i∫…®§…r… x… S… S…i¥…… Æ ∫…⁄j…… h… =S™…i…‰* i…tl……-

1. + n¬¶…& ∫…Δ∫EÚfii…®…¬* ({……-+-4-4-134)
2. =nEÚ‰%EÚ‰¥…±…‰* ({……-+-6-2-96)
3. =nEÚ∫™……‰n& ∫…ΔY……™……®…¬* ({……-+-6-3-57)
4. +{……‰  ¶… ({……-+- 7-4-48) < i…**

¥…Ë™……EÚÆh…… + {… +{……Δ ∂…“i…∫{…∂…«¥…i¥…®…‰¥… ±…I…h…Δ ∫¥…“EÚ÷¥…« xi…* +i… B¥……‰HÚΔ x……M…‰∂…¶… ‰̂x…
"" x…P……i…‰ x… ∂…  x…Æ…¥…Æh…‰ ∂…™……x……x……Δ ∂…Ëi™……‰{…±…®¶…& i…∫™…Ë¥… S…Æ ¥… EÚÆh…∫…®{…EÊÚh… ®…‰P…∞Ú{…i…™……
¥……™…÷∫…Δ™……‰M……i…¬ ¥…fi π]&''16 < i…* <nΔ S… ∂…“i…∂…“i…∫{…∂…«¥…i¥…®…¬ +{……Δ ∫¥……¶…… ¥…EÚΔ ±…I…h…®…¬*

¥…∫i…÷i…& ∫… Æi∫…®…÷p… n∞Ú{…… ™…… +…{…& ∫… xi… i……∫……®…¬ ={……n…x…Δ EÚ…Æh…®…¬ +xi… ÆI…‰  ∫l…i……&
∫…⁄I®……& V…±… §…xn¥…& ¶…¥… xi…* ™…n… ®…fin…‰  ¥…EÚ…Æ…‰ ¶…¥… i… P…]&, ∫… ®…fi n ±…“x……‰ ¶…¥… i… i…l…Ë¥…
+xi… ÆI…‰  ∫l…i…∫™… ∫…⁄I®…∫…®…÷p∫™…  ¥…EÚ…Æ…‰ v…⁄®…&, ∫……‰%xi… ÆI… ∫l…i…‰ ∫…⁄I®…∫…®…÷p‰ ±…™…Δ M…SU i…*
i…nŸHÚΔ {…i…\V… ±…x……- ""™…… Bi…… +…xi… ÆI™……& ∫…⁄I®…… +…{…∫i……∫……Δ  ¥…EÚ…Æ…‰ v…⁄®… +…EÚ…∂…‰
 x…¥……i…‰ x…Ë¥…  i…™…«MM…SU i…, x……%¥……«M…¥…Æ…‰Ω i… + §¥…EÚ…Æ…‰%{∫¥…‰¥… M…SU i…''17 < i…* ""+xi… ÆI…‰
∫…⁄I®…&∫…®…÷p…‰% ∫i…* i… uEÚ…Æ& ∫…¥……« +…{…&* EÚ…h` ∫l…i……x……®…{……®… Mx…∫…Δ™……‰M……r⁄®……‰ ¥…EÚ…Æ&''18

<i™…÷Ci¥…… EÚË™…]& + {… +®…÷®……∂…™…Δ ∫{…π]“EÚÆ…‰ i…* B¥…®…¬ ""BEÚ…‰™…®……i®…… =nEÚΔ x……®…, i…∫™…
M…÷h…¶…‰n…nx™…i¥…Δ ¶…¥… i… - +x™… nnΔ ∂…“i…®…¬, +x™… nn®…÷πh…®…¬''19 <i™…÷Ci¥…… {…i…\V… ±…&
BEÚ∫™…Ë¥… =nEÚ∫™… ∂…“i……‰πh……t÷{…… v…¶…‰n‰x… x……x……i¥…®… {… ∫¥…“EÚÆ…‰ i…**
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3. i…‰V…&-

""=πh…∫{…∂…«¥…k…‰V…&''20* +∫™… i…‰V…∫…& ∞Ú{…Δ ¶……∫¥…Æ®…‰¥…* ¶……∫¥…Æi¥…® <i™…∫™…
{…Æ|…EÚ…∂…EÚi¥… ®…i™…l…«&* ""i…‰V…∫… =πh…i……''21 < i… ¥…Ë∂…‰ π…EÚ… + {… i…‰V…∫…& =πh…i¥…Δ ∫¥…“E÷¥…« xi…*
+π]…r¬™……™™……Δ |… i…{…… ni…… x… i…‰V…&∫…®§…r… x… ∫…⁄j…… h… +v…& |…∫i…⁄™…xi…‰-

1. +Mx……Ë S…‰&- ({……- +-3-2-91)

2. +Mx…‰f«E¬Ú - ({……-+-4-2-33)

3. +Mx…‰& ∫i…÷i…∫i……‰®…∫……‰®……&- ({……-+-8-3-82)

¥…Ë™……EÚÆh…… + {… =πh…∫{…∂…«¥…i¥…®…‰¥… i…‰V…∫…& ±…I…h…Δ ∫¥…“E÷¥…« xi…* ""n…¥……Mx…‰®…«v™……ºx……n…Ë
∫…⁄™…« EÚÆh…∫…®{…EÚ…«i EÚ…Ë™……« i…∂…™……‰ o∂™…i…‰'' < i… ""∫l……x…‰%xi…Æi…®…&''22 < i… ∫…⁄j…¥™……J™……x…‰
x……M…‰∂……¶…^& ¥…n i…* +l……«i…¬ n…¥……Mx…‰& ®…v™……ºx…∫…⁄™…«∫™…  EÚÆh…∫…Δ™……‰M……i…¬ i…∫™… =πh…… v…C™…®…¬*
Bi…∫®……i…¬  =πh…∫{…∂…«¥…i¥…Δ i…‰V…∫…& ±…I…h… ®… i… x……M…‰∂…¶…^& ∫¥…“EÚÆ…‰ i… < i… ∫{…π]®…‰¥…*

±……‰E‰Ú ∫…EÚ±…i…‰V…∫……Δ |…v……x…¶…⁄i…Δ i…‰V…& +… ni™…& ¶…¥… i…* i…∫™… +… ni™…∫™…  ¥…EÚ…Æ…‰
¶…¥… i… + Mx…&* +i… B¥… +Mx…‰& ∫…÷|…V¥… ±…i…… V¥……±…… ¥……™…÷Æ Ωi…|…n‰∂…‰ x…  i…™…«MM…SU i…, x…
+v……‰ M…SU i…*  EÚxi…÷ >Úv¥…«®…‰¥… + v…Æ…‰Ω i…* i…n÷HÚΔ {…i…\V… ±…x……- ""V™……‰ i…π……‰
 ¥…EÚ…Æ…‰% S…«Æ…EÚ…∂…n…‰∂…‰  x…¥……i…‰ ∫…÷|…V¥… ±…i…Δ x…Ë¥…  i…™…«MM…SU i…, x……¥……«M…¥…Æ…‰Ω i…* V™……‰ i…π……‰
 ¥…EÚ…Æ…‰ V™……‰ i…Æ‰¥… M…SU i…''23 < i…* ""∫…⁄™…« ¥…EÚ…Æ…‰% S…«& ∫…⁄™…«®…‰¥… M…SU i…''24 < i… EÚË™…]&
+ {…  +j… + ¶…|…Ë i…**

i…∫™… S… i…‰V…∫…& O……º™…i¥…O……ΩEÚi¥…∞Ú{…‰ u‰ ∂…HÚ…Ë ∫i…&* i…n÷HÚΔ ¶…i…fi«Ω Æh……-

""O……º™…i¥…Δ O……ΩEÚi¥…Δ S… u‰∂…HÚ“ i…‰V…∫……‰ ™…l……''25 < i…* i…tl…… ™…n… ∫…÷|…V¥… ±…i…& |…n“{…&
∫¥…|…EÚ…∂…‰x… ∫¥……i®……x…Δ §……‰v…™…‰i…¬ i…n… i…∫™… O……º™…i¥…®…¬* ™…n… ∫…& P…]…n“ x… +x™…¥…∫i…⁄ x…
|…EÚ…∂…™… i… i…n… i…∫™… O……ΩEÚi¥…Δ S…**

S…I…÷π…& i…ËV…∫…i¥…Δ |……{™…EÚ… Æi¥…Δ (|……{™…  ¥…π…™…n‰∂…Δ M…i¥…… EÚ…Æ™… i… §……‰v…™… i…  ¥…π…™…® < i…
|……{™…EÚ…Æ“, i…∫™… ¶……¥…& |……{™…EÚ… Æi¥…®…¬) S… ¥…k…«i…‰* i…tl……  ¥…π…™…n‰∂…Δ M…i¥……  ¥…π…™…Δ |……{™…
i…∫™… Y……x…Δ V…x… ™…i…÷Δ S…I…÷ Æ xp™…∫™… ∂… HÚÆ ∫i…* +i… B¥… |…EÚ…∂… ∫l…i…Δ ¥…∫i…÷Δ pπ]÷®…¬
+xv…EÚ…Æ ∫l…i…& {…÷ªπ…& ∂…Cx……‰ i…*  EÚxi…÷ |…EÚ…∂… ∫l…i…& {…÷ªπ…& +xv…EÚ…Æ ∫l…i…Δ {…n…l…» x…
{…∂™… i…* Bi…∫®……i…¬ S…I…÷π…& |……{™…EÚ… Æi¥…Δ ∫{…π]®…‰¥…* i…n÷HÚΔ EÚË™…]‰x…- ""S…I…÷ Æ xp™…Δ i…‰V……‰∞Ú{…Δ
|……{™… ¥…π…™…O……º™…i¥……i|……∫……nn‰∂……n{…GÚ®™… ¥…π…™…Δ M…SU i…''26 < i…* x……M…‰∂…¶…^& + {… i…j…Ë¥…
=t…‰i…¥™……J™……x…‰ +®…÷®… ¶…|……™…Δ ∫¥…“EÚÆ…‰ i…**

4. ¥……™…÷&-

""¥……™…÷¥……«i…‰¥…‰«i…‰¥……«∫™……n¬ M… i…EÚ®…«h…&, Bi…‰ Æ i…∫l……Ë±……π`“ ¥…&, +x…l…«EÚ…‰¥…EÚ…Æ&'' < i…  x…ªHÚ®…¬27*
B¥…\S… ¥……™…÷ Æi™…∫™… M…SU z… i… S…±… z… i… ¥…… +l…«&* ""∫{…∂…«¥……x…¬ ¥……™…÷&''28 < i… ¥…Ë∂…‰ π…EÚ…&
¥……™……‰±…«I…h…Δ ∫¥…“EÚ÷¥…« xi…* ""∞Ú{…Æ Ωi…∫{…∂…«¥……x…¬ ¥……™…÷&''29 <i™…z…Δ¶…^&*  ∂…Æ“Æ…xi…& ∫…\S……Æ“
¥……™…÷& |……h…&* ∫… S… BEÚ…‰% {… ={…… v…¶…‰n…i…¬ |……h……{……x…… n∫…ΔY……Δ ±…¶…xi…‰* +i… B¥… Ω‰±……Æ…V…‰x…
=HÚ®…¬ - ""|…h……J™……‰ ¥……™…÷& ∂…Æ“ Æh……®…xi…Æ¥…™…¥…∫… xv…π¥…¥… ∫l…i……‰ M…®…x……%%M…®…x…… nS…‰π]…&
∫……v…™… i…''30 < i…* ¥™……EÚÆh… n∂…… ¥……™…÷{…nP… ]i…… x… ¥……™…÷∫…®§…r… x… S… ∫…⁄j…… h… ¥…… i…«EÚ… x…
S… +v…& |…∫i…⁄™…xi…‰-
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1. ¥……™¥…fii…÷ {…j…÷π…∫……‰ ™…i…¬ ({……-+- 4-2-31)

2. ¥……i……% i…∫……Æ…¶™……Δ EÚ÷E¬Ú S… ({……-+-5-2-129)

3. ∂…fi ¥……™…÷¥…h…« x…¥…fik…‰π…÷* (EÚ…i™……™…x…¥…… i…«EÚ®…¬, {……-+- 3-3-29)

4. i…{{…¥…«®…ªn¬¶™……®…¬* (EÚ…i™……™…x…¥…… i…«EÚ®…¬- {……-+-5-2-121)

∫{…∂……«i®…EÚi¥…‰x… ¥……™……‰±…«I…h…Δ {…⁄¥…«®…ŸHÚ®…¬*  EÚxi…Ÿ ¥…Ë™……EÚÆh……& ∫{…∂……«i®…EÚi¥…‰x… ∂…§n…i®…EÚi¥…‰x…
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Food plays an important role in our daily life. It is one of the
basic needs for the normal growth and development of human be-
ing. The purpose of food is not only to increase longevity and bodily
strength, but also to purify the mind and consciousness. The health
of the body and the mind is interrelated. The body works according
to the instructions of the mind. All the good and bad attributes that
subdue the mind affect the functioning of the body. The improper
intake of food and the nature of food also affect the body and the
behavior, thought, emotions etc. In the modern world people waste
a lot of food. At the same time, there are millions of children in poor
countries who die because of starvation. So, food is precious, and it
should not be wasted. References found in ancient texts indicate
that the ancient people gave sacred position to food in their life.

This paper discusses the importance of food as depicted in
Taittir¢yopaniÀad and Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad. Taittir¢yopaniÀad is the
7th 8th and 9th prapadakas of K¤À¸ayajurveda of Taittir¢y¡ra¸yaka. It
is divided into 3 parts - ¿ikÀ¡valli, brahm¡nandavalli and bh¤guvalli.
The brahm¡nandavalli and the last part of bh¤guvalli deal with the
importance of food. These sections were included in this UpaniÀad
to delineate the Brahman, which is the ultimate truth of Advaita
philosophy as food. Here food is treated as higher value, above that
of ordinary food.

Origin of food in Taittir¢yopaniÀad

The Brahm¡nandavalli of Taittir¢yopaniÀad states the origin of
food as:

i…∫®…u… Bi…∫®…n…i®…x…: +…EÚ…∂…: ∫…®¶…⁄i…:*

Aswathy A. A.

SIGNIFICANCE OF FOOD -WITH SPECIAL REFER-
ENCE TOTAITTIRÌYOPANIâAD AND

CHËNDOGYOPANIâAD
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+…EÚ…∂……u…™…÷:* ¥……™……‰Æ Mx…:* +Mx…‰Æ…{…:* +n¬̆¶™…: {…fi l…¥…“*
{…fi l…¥™…: +…‰π…v…™…:* +…‰π… v…¶™……‰%z…®…¬* +z……i{…÷ªπ…:**1

From that self, space came into existence; From space emerged
air; From air, the fire; From fire, water; From water, the earth; from
the earth, herbs; From herbs, the food. From food, the person.

The second anuvaka of Brahm¡nandavalli says that

+z……uË |…V……: |…V……™…xi…‰* ™…… EÚ…∂S… {…fi l…¥…”  ∏…i……: +l……‰ +z…‰x…Ë¥… V…“¥… xi…*
+l…Ëx…n {…™…xi™…xi…i…: +z…Δ  Ω ¶…⁄i……x……Δ V™…‰π]®…¬* i…∫®……i…¬ ∫…¥……Ë«π…v…®…÷S™…i…‰* ∫…¥…»« ¥…Ë i…‰%z…®……{x…÷¥… xi…*
™…‰%z…Δ •…¿…‰{……∫…i…‰* +z…Δ  Ω ¶…⁄i……x……Δ V™…‰π]®…¬* i…∫®……i…¬ ∫…¥……Ë«π…v…®…÷S™…i…‰* +z……i…¬ ¶…⁄i…… x…
V……™…xi…‰* V……i……x™…z…‰x…¥…v…«xi…‰*2

All beings are born from food. All these beings are living only
by food. And then finally they pass into the food itself. Food is the
eldest born of beings. Therefore, it is called the medicine for all.
Those who worship food as Brahman acquire all food. The ele-
ments are born from food. By food they grow.

Definition of food in Taittir¢yopaniÀad

The 2nd anuv¡ka of Brahm¡nandavalli defines food as

+ti…‰ k… S… ¶…⁄i…… x…* i…∫®……nz…Δ i…n÷̆S™…i… < i…*3

That is, it is eaten and it eats beings. Therefore, it is called food.

Food as Brahman

+z…Δ •…¿‰ i… ¥™…V……x……i…¬* +z……r¬™…‰¥… J… ±¥…®…… x… ¶…⁄i…… x… V……™…xi…‰* +z…‰x… V……i…… x…
V…“¥… xi…* +z…Δ |…™…xi™… ¶…∫…Δ ¥…∂… xi…* i… uY……™…*4

Food is apprehended as Brahman. Food is the material support
for every kind of new birth among living beings. Every living being
lives because of food, and becomes food for some other being at
the end.

Some instructions related to food in Taittir¢yopaniÀad.

Some of the verses in the Brguvalli of Taittir¢yopaniÀad are like
instructions.

They are-

+z…Δ x…  x…xt…i…¬* (Do not speak ill of food)5

+z…Δ x… {… ÆS…I…“i…* (Do not despise food)6

+z…Δ §…Ω÷̨E÷Ú¥…‘i…* (Make food in plenty)7
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The first instruction says that the food is precious and it should
never be detested or hated. There is a divinity in food so it should
always be considered as sacred.

The second instruction says that the food should not be wasted
or rejected.

The third instruction says that the food should be made in plenty.
This statement does not imply to cook too much food but exhort to
cultivate plants in exuberance, increase the production and take care
of the cows and livestock. The third instruction indirectly encour-
ages the agriculture and animal husbandry. All these instructions
were also treated as a discipline.

In this section of Upanishad, the vital breath, the water and the
earth are also treated as food

(+…{……‰ ¥…… +z…®…¬* |……h……‰ ¥…… +z…®…¬* {…fi l…¥…“ ¥…… +z…®…¬*)8

The last part of this section explains the rewards for the person
who treats the food very well.

+z…¥……x…z……n…‰ ¶…¥… i…* ®…Ω…x…¬ ¶…¥… i… |…V…™…… {…∂…÷ ¶…•…«¿¥…S…«∫…‰x…* ®…Ω…x…¬ EÚ“i™……«*9

The one who follows these instructions gets established in better
lokas and becomes the possessor of food and the eater of food. He
thrives with plentitude of servant folk, a cattle and self-brilliance for
himself. He also gets fame in his life.

The 10th anuv¡ka of Bh¤guvalli gives another important instruc-
tion.

x… EÚΔS…x… ¥…∫…i……Ë |…i™……S…I…“i…*10

That is, when somebody visits our residence, do not turn them
away without giving food. This instruction is followed by the Indi-
ans. It is a customary rite of the domestic life in India. It is also a
well-known maxim which is followed by Indians.

The UpaniÀad also gives a harbinger to the people regarding the
way they should treat the guests and visitors.

Bi…uË ®…÷J…i……‰%z…Δ Æ…r®…¬* ®…÷J…i……‰%∫®…… +z…Δ Æ…r¬™…i…‰* Bi…uË ®…r¬™…i……‰%z…Δ Æ…r®…¬* ®…r¬™…i……‰%∫®……
+z…Δ Æ…r¬™…i…‰* Bi…uË +xi…i……‰%z…Δ Æ…r®…¬* +xi…i……‰%∫®…… +z…Δ Æ…r¬™…i…‰*11

This anuv¡ka indicates that those who give food in plenty will
get food in plenty. Those who give food in mediocre order, the
result will also be of the same order and the same is the case with
that of the lowest order too.
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Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad also shows the importance of food.
Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad is the last eight chapters of Ch¡ndogyabr¡hma¸a
of Samaveda. It is the second largest among the principal upanisads.
It contains 629 verses arranged into eight chapters and 154 sec-
tions.

Origin of food in Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad

The 2nd kanda of sixth chapter of Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad indicates
the origin of food as:

i…… +…{… B‰I…xi… §…º¥™…:∫™……®… |…V……™…‰®…Ω“ i… i…… +z…®…∫…fiV…xi… i…∫®……n¬ ™…j… C¥… S… ¥…π…« i…
i…n‰¥… ¶…⁄ ™…π`®…z…Δ ¶…¥…i™…n¬¶™… B¥… i…nz……tΔ V……™…i…‰*12

That is the water thought to itself and became many. It emitted
food. Whenever it rains, therefore, food becomes abundant; and
thus, it is from water that food stuffs are produced.

In Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad the importance of food is indicated by the
following srutis:

+z…Δ ¥……¥… §…±……n¬¶…⁄™…∫i…∫®……tt {… n∂…Æ…j…“x……«∂x…“™……tt÷ Ω V…“¥…‰nl…¥……%pπ]…%-
∏……‰i……%®…xi……%§……‰r…%EÚi……«% ¥…Y……i…… ¶…¥…i™…l……z…∫™……™…Ë pπ]… ¶…¥… i… ∏……‰i…… ¶…¥… i… ®…xi…… ¶…¥… i…
§……‰r… ¶…¥… i… EÚi……« ¶…¥… i…  ¥…Y……i…… ¶…¥…i™…z…®…÷{……∫∫¥…‰ i…*13

If one does not eat for ten days, even though he might live, he
becomes a non-seer, a non-hearer, a non-thinker, a non-doer, a non-
understander. But on eating food, he becomes a seer, a hearer, a
thinker, a doer, an understander.

This is asserted in the tale of ¿vetaketu. After a fast for fifteen
days, ¿vetaketu lost his memory and could not recite the Vedas. But
afterwards, he ate food, he regained his memory and recited the
Vedas.

Assimilation and function of food depicted in Ch¡ndogyopaniÀat

The fifth ka¸·a of the 6th prap¡¶haka of Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad ex-
plains the assimilation and function of food and water.

+z…®… ∂…i…Δ j…‰v……  ¥…v…“™…i…‰ i…∫™… ™…: ∫l… ¥…π`…‰ v……i…÷∫i…i{…÷Æ“π…Δ ¶…¥… i… ™……‰ ®…v™…®…∫i…x®……Δ∫…Δ
™……‰% h…π`∫i…x®…x…:*14

Food which is eaten is classified into three portions. That is gross
portion, medium portion and the subtle portion. The gross portion
becomes excretion, the medium portion becomes the flesh and the
subtle portion becomes the mind.
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Conclusion

All living creatures need food to survive. From the above indica-
tions, it is clear that how much importance was given to food by the
ancient people. The Taittir¢yopaniÀad and Ch¡ndogyopaniÀad show
the importance and value of food. The food is like fuel to our body.
We should take proper food in proper time. Our body and mind
become perfect only when we have food thus we should follow
these instructions and should acquire knowledge about food from
these Upanishads. We should not waste food. These ancient
grandh¡s shows us the importance of the food and the necessity of
preserving it for the wellbeing of the society. By studying and fol-
lowing the ancient traditions and wisdom, the modern world can
live in an excellent way.

Footnote
1. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 2-1
2. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 2-2
3. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 2-2
4. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 3-2
5. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 3-7
6. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 3-8
7. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 3-9
8. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬7, 8, 9
9. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 3-9
10. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 3-10
11. i…Ë k…Æ“™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 10-1
12. U…xn…‰M™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 6-2-4
13. U…xn…‰M™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 7-8-1
14. U…xn…‰M™……‰{… x…π…n¬ 7-8-1
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Abstract: Cornelia Sorabji was a barrister, social reformer and
writer. The aim and ambition of Miss Sorabji's life has been to serve
her country women. In her days of stress and strain of activity and
competition, a peculiar interest may be found in contemplating lives
spent in the strict privacy of the purdah under the iron discipline of
custom and in observing with reverence and admiration. It is true
that in her stories heroic actions are often performed from mistaken
motives and through superstitious fears. Sorabji's publications in-
clude Love and Life Behind the Purdah (1902), India Calling (1934)
and India Recalled (1836). The Fire is Quenched is taken from Love
and Life Behind the Purdah. It is the tragic story of Makhi a pretty
young Parsi woman who becomes the victim of cruel religious cus-
tom. The fire is Quenched is a powerful symbol of the Indian wom-
anhood in the patriarchal order. The tragic story of Makhi, a pretty
young Parsi woman who becomes the victim of cruel religious cus-
tom. The story dramatises how superstitious custom when rigidly
followed become death trap for innocent woman. Makhi the wife of
Zoroastrian priesthood, is a powerful symbol of womanhood that
has suffered centuries of cruelties in the hands of patriarchy. The
Zoroastrians have their own cultural practices and those who vio-
lates it are strictly punished. The most significant among cultural
theories is the theory that many influential social and cultural char-
acteristics are not inherent but are constructed by people. They are
concepts or beliefs that people have created in order to organise
their cultures or societies.

Key words: Zoroastrian custom, culture, Makkhi, Avemi,
Khursud.

Jimly P.

LIFE BEHIND THE VEIL: THE PORTRAYAL OF
ZORASTRIAN CUSTOMS IN CORNELIA SORABJI'S

THE FIRE IS QUENCHED
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Literature is an art that uses language as a means to shape an
image to reflect social life and express the author's thought and feel-
ings. Literature is seen as a reflection of culture and society portray-
ing people's ideas and dreams set in certain time and space frame-
works in the most creative and imaginary way. Literature and cul-
ture are deeply interrelated and both have a strong relationship with
each other, because during years and from the oldest of time, litera-
ture embodied culture. Culture can refer to the beliefs, customs,
values and activities of a particular group of people.

Cornelia Sorabji portrays the Parsi community and Parsi ethos
and describes the historical perspective of this minority community.
The aim and ambition of the writer's life has been to serve her
countrywomen. In her days of stress and strain of activity and com-
petition, a peculiar interest may be found in contemplating lives
spent in the strict privacy of the purdah, under the iron discipline of
custom, and in observing with reverence and admiration. It is true
that in these stories heroic actions are often performed from mis-
taken motives and through superstitious fears. The story begins with
the description of women folk of Zoroastrian priests weaving the
sacred thread 'kusthi'. Kusthi is a ritual cord worn by Zoroastrians
around the waist.  As they weave the good Zoroastrian lady will say
prayers for all the future generations who may use that sacred kusthi.
The story is ingrained with Parsi outlook, customs, values and
behaviour. Their religion and philosophy are based on the teach-
ings of Zoroaster. Zoroastrianism is the ancient pre-Islamic religion
of Iran that survives there in isolated areas and more prosperously
in India where the descendants of Zoroastrian Iranian (Persian) im-
migrants are known as Parsis. Zoroastrianism the term signifies the
worship of 'Ahura Mazda' regarded by Zoroaster the Supreme di-
vine authority.   The religious text of the Parsis is known as Avesta.
The Zoroastrian idea of worship is keeping the sacred fire perpetu-
ally alight on the altar. It must never be allowed to go out. There is
no greater sin than neglect of this duty. Under the early Zoroastrian
law, contact with a dead body meant contamination, for which the
penalty was ten thousand strikes, i.e. death.

The work minutely details the habits, customs and rituals of the
Parsi community. Khursud, the high priest, is the son of old
Avemi.Avemi lives with him and his pretty wife Makkhi and their
five-year-old grandchild little Khutti. in the ancestral home of Kursud.
Siddi, the small Negro attendant is also with them to take care of the
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child. Once when little khutti caught a little cold, people accused
Siddi of having bewitched the girl. As a punishment Siddi was tied
up and whipped and made to go through the most gruesome of
ordeals. But he did not feel the pain of gruesome ordeal as he was
aggrieved by the fact that his little mistress was ill.

From this it is clear that the Parsis are having their own rules and
nobody dares to question their acts because they are living in an
entirely different community following the Zoroastrian culture.

They tried all charms and medicines but nothing worked for
Khutti's improvement. The doctor suggested her to be taken to the
hills for her speedy recovery. The scene of action shifts to an Indian
railway station. When a train reached the station, a Parsi lady came
out from a reserved carriage. She was gracefully dressed. In her
arms she carried a child loosely clad in a red crimson vest. In spite
of the slight smile on its face, it suggested the stillness of a cold
chill. The child was dead. The woman ordered for a carriage and
bade them drive to the kitchen door so as not to disturb the house-
hold. The woman was none else but Makkhi, the mother of khutti.
She was returning with her child after the visit to the hill as per the
advice of the doctor. But the baby died in the train on their way
back. She arrived at the baby's nursery at home unobserved. She
was resolved that they must never know that the girl died in the train
and in her arms too. If it was known, the grandmother would accuse
her of contamination and the penalty would be beating with ten
thousand strikes which would mean death. She felt that without khutti
life would be meaningless.

Makkhi is determined to be firm not even shedding a tear. In the
tradition bound patriarchal Parsi community a woman has to accept
and practice the principles that the community lays down. Here be-
cause of the Parsi religious command Makkhi is not even able to
reveal the death of the only daughter to her husband. She was not
able to cry and share her torments. She was only bothered about the
things going to happen if Avemai knows about her contact with the
dead body. Nobody realised the truth that the girl was dead in her
hands. When they came to know that the girl was dead they call for
the death bearers. The death bearers would do the final rites. The
white robed procession of priests followed by the death bearers to
the 'Tower of Silence'. It is a circular, raised structure used by Zoro-
astrians for the exposure of the dead to vultures. They laid the baby's
body on the raised structure and left it for the hungry vultures.
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Khursud, the father of the baby and high priest of the Zoroastrian
was agonised at the thought of his little child's body being torn by
the hungry vultures. He doubted whether the burden on his soul
might allow him to do his duty of keeping the fire burning at the
altar. Since these are all part of the Parsi culture no rules were there
to complain or to take action against this mad customs. Khursud
and his old mother knew how to cling to duty and they clung fiercely,
as if in that alone lay life, salvation. They originated from the Zoro-
astrian religious belief of devotion towards their rulers. As for
Makkhi, she loved her husband so much that she found it unbear-
able to keep the secret of her heart from him. She was resolved to
speak it out to have peace of mind. But she was torn in between
affinal duty and her desire to live on with her loving husband. The
struggle lasted for several nights. Finally, she confessed to her hus-
band the secret of her heart. On coming to know the shocking truth
Avemai, Makhi's mother-in-law issued the mandate: ten thousand
strikes and Khursud must administer them. Such are the cruelties of
the god men's tender mercies. Avemai is the stern embodiment of
Zoroastrian Leviticus, a book consisting of the Zoroastrian religious
laws. She commanded her son, the high priest to carry out his duty
quickly before the altar in the name of Holy Prophet. Old Avemai,
the daughter, the wife, the mother of Zoroastrian priesthood asked
Makkhi to bare her back ready to receive ten thousand strikes. Her
excuse was that she loved the law and prophet more than she loved
Makkhi. She said Zoroastrians were born to perform the rites and
duties of their religion. She handed over the lash to Khursud. Though
he loved his wife so much he can't stay away from his duties. The
lash began to rise and fall on Makkhi's back. No one counted how
long it lasted. Suddenly the undreamt of incident took place. When
khursud was in the act of administering the duties, he failed to keep
the holy fire burn on the altar. The fire on the altar had gone out.
Avemai lamented that the lesser sin of Makkhi had been punished.
She asked who would expiate the greater sin. The silence that fol-
lowed was broken by a shriek piercing as awful in its helpless hor-
ror. Thus, both the sins the contact with the dead body and letting
the fire on the altar go out contribute to the tragedy of Makkhi's
family. The quenching of the fire is symbolic of the quenching of
the life of the victims of the tragedy. Makkhi is a powerful symbol
of Indian womanhood that has suffered centuries of cruelties in the
hands of patriarchy.
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From Avema's words it is clear that the Zoroastrian community
was blindly believing the laws of their religion and in no way, they
are giving importance to humanity. The story is ingrained with Parsi
outlook, customs, values and behaviour. It allows the readers to
have a full view of the life of Parsi's lived in an adopted country and
in a plural community. This expresses the rigidity of the Parsi cul-
ture which is constantly trying to maintain its identity. This also
explains the individual's deep and subconscious bonding with the
tradition, culture, religion, philosophy and language. Tradition, cus-
toms, rituals, values, myths and folklore, religion, philosophy and
language define a culture and make a community. These cultural
constructs are the platform that moulds the identity, behaviour and
philosophy of life.

The society imposes silence upon women which is accompanied
by the invisibility that patriarchy prescribes for them. Patriarchy often
misinterprets religious texts to justify the cruelties directed against
women. It often wears the cloak of religiosity to dominate women
and woman internalizes these false assumptions. They become will-
ing participants in their own oppression not being able to raise their
voice against the patriarchal strategy of side-lining them. Thus the
most significant among cultural theories is the theory that many in-
fluential social and cultural characteristics are not inherent but are
constructed by people. They are concepts or beliefs that people have
created in order to organise their cultures or societies.
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v¡cy¡rta' is the meaning which is extracted out of the poem. The
poetical marvel of 'Dhvani' arises when the 'Vya´gy¡rta' surmounts
the "V¡cyvrta". When a 'Vya´gy¡rta' which is more charming than
the 'V¡cy¡rta' gains entry into the mind of the reader, then such a
poem is called a 'Dhvanik¡vya'. 'Dhvani' is of two types;

   1) LakÀa¸¡m£la Dhvani

   2) Abhidham£la Dhvani

1) LakÀa¸¡m£la Dhvani

The LakÀa¸¡m£la Dhvani exsists where the 'v¡cy¡rta' is diverted
to another destination without getting mentioned and through which
a third suggestive meaning is lit up. For example, take the sentence
"The moon does not glow like the Breath-blinded mirror". Here the
'V¡cy¡rta' is the moon does not glow like the  mirror which is blind-
folded due to breath' but the mirror can never be blind because,
blindness is applicable only to living beings. By that reason, the
meaning 'The mirror which resembles someone who was blindfolded
by breath' is taken as the suggested meaning. This meaning is the
'LakÀy¡rtha' was accepted since the 'V¡cy¡rta' lacks its rational base.
Though a mirror can never be blind, its resemblance to a blind man
can be considered sensible. If the 'LakÀy¡rtha' is sufficiently logi-
cal, could a description such as 'The mirror that resembles a blind
man' not have stated right in the beginning? When saying 'blind-
folded mirror', through 'mirror' it is conveying a blind man's inabil-
ity to reflect light together with its darkness. This constitutes the
vya´gy¡rta here. The image of  dark mirror which- owing to breath-

Pravisha Raveendran K.

AESTHETIC CATEGORIES AND ITS EXAMPLES IN
DHVANI THEORY
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is powerless to reflect light comes to the readers soul. This is
LakÀa¸¡m£ladhvani. The benighted mirror -  V¡cy¡rta.

The mirror resembles a blind man- LakÀy¡rta.

The mirror which fails to reflect light - Vya´gy¡rta1

LakÀa¸¡m£ladhvani - of two types

i) Art¡ntara SamkramitaV¡cyadhvani

ii) Atyanta Thirask¤ta V¡cyadhvani

i) Art¡ntara SamkramitaV¡cyadhvani

Art¡ntara SamkramitaV¡cyadhvani is at a place where the
Vya´gy¡rta is brightened up by the diffusion of v¡cy¡rta into di-
verse implications.

Eg: ®úÉ¨ÉÉä%Îº¨É ºÉ´ÉÈ ºÉ½äþ*

The v¡cy¡rta is 'me, who is Raman, takes on all the hardship'.
Here the words 'me, who is Rama' holds another implication. 'Not a
mere a name 'Rama', instead, the V¡cy¡rta grows to the modifica-
tion 'Rama who lived through lots of miseries. This truly, is the
V¡cy¡rta at this point. From this, the reader's mind stretches to the
Vya´gy¡rta 'Rama is capable of with standing all adversities'. This
is a   fine example for Art¡ntara V¡cya Dhvani.

i) Atyantatirask¤ta V¡cyadhvani

Here, V¡cy¡rta does not spread into alteration. On the other hand,
it is being totally rejected. Previously - stated "breath - blinded mir-
ror" can be taken as an example for this.2

2) Abhidh¡m£ladhvani (vivakÀit¡nyapara V¡cyadhvani)

V¡cy¡rta is not ignored here. No doubt, it has been mentioned.
From that kind of a V¡cy¡rta a magnificent Vya´gy¡rta comes up.
The V¡cy¡rta stands there peripherally as a Part of thus hinted
Vya´gy¡rta. For instance, "As N¡rada, the Devar¿i was speaking
so, P¡rvati, bending down her head, reckoned the frolicsome lotus
petals". V¡cy¡rta has its relevance in this sentence. V¡cy¡rta does
not become inappropriate as in 'mirror cannot be blind'. Hence
LakÀy¡rta has no power to come forward. P¡rvati's  reckoning of
rose petals is real. When we think of the reason why she did so, we
come to the conclusion that it could be because of the shyness that
arouse in her when she heard the discussion between her father and
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the ¤Àis regarding her marriage. The Vya´gy¡rta that springs out
from the V¡cy¡rta is this expression of shyness.

Abhidh¡m£la Dhvani - of two types;

1) AsamlakÀyakramadhvani

2) SamlakÀyakramadhvani

i) AsamlakÀyakramadhvani

It is certain that the Vya´gy¡rta occurs only after the V¡cy¡rta.
Still, AsamlakÀyakramadhvani happens at a point where this two
occur these simultaneously without a distinct order. Regarding
SamlakÀyakramadhvani, Vya´gy¡rtha is obtained at the point of a
reconsideration after realizing the V¡cyvrta. In the previously given
example, "counted the frolicsome lotus petals" is the V¡cy¡rta. The
thought that followed is 'what might have made her count? 'Then
came up the Vya´gya 'shyness' to our mind. The sequence of
V¡cy¡rta and Vya´gy¡rta are clearly distinguishable here. But
AsamlakÀyakramadhvani is a condition where vya´gy¡rta is
recognised as soon as the V¡cy¡rta is understood. AsamlakÀyakrama-
dhvani- in eight ways;

1) Rasadhvani; 2) Bh¡vadhvani; 3) Rasabh¡sadhvani;
4) Bh¡vabh¡sadhvani; 5) Bh¡vodayadhvani;
6) Bh¡vasandhidhvani; 7) Bh¡va¿¡ntidhvani;
8) Bh¡va¿abalatadhvani.3

Rasadhvani is of nine types - S¤nk¡ra, H¡sya, Karu¸a, Roudra,
V¢ra, Bay¡naka, Adbhuta, B¢bhatsa, á¡nta Vibh¡va, Anubh¡va,
Vyabhic¡r¢bh¡va all these are presented openly in poems. Every
Rasa is that what is precipitated from this Rasadhvani resides where
the constant meaning is not disclosed directly by each Rasa but is
induced by the handiness of the entire meaning of the poem. In the
stage - play 'Ratn¡vali' a king with name Vatsar¡ja who was look-
ing at a picture drawn by Ratn¡vali is described. Vatsar¡ja who
shows the gestures of sensual romance impart S¤ng¡radhvani to the
readers. Bh¡vadhvani resides where expressions are indicated. There
are 33 types of Vyabhic¡r¢bh¡vas. Similarly the Sth¡yibh¡vas which
have not grown up to Rasa and also Bhavadhvani at the place where
all these are indicated.
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In Vikramorva¿¢ya the king who was worrying where Urva¿i
had gone at the time when he was deserted by her is picturised. In
the lyric, a king who had been grumbling such as 'she might be
hiding with anger', 'she might have disappeared to heaven', 'would
asur's have abducted her? Is implying the expression 'vitarkam' in
to the reader's mind. What implies at the place where the Rasa is
rotten due to the vulgarity of Rasa by the inappropriateness of the
description of R¡va¸a showing sensual gestures in front of S¢ta is
Rasabh¡sa. In the same way, Rasabh¡sadhvani turns up when nar-
rating the gestures of a profligate who has desire for another man's
wife. Bh¡vodayadhvani is the one which turns out in the middle of
a narration. We can find a new expression 'Outsukya' develop while
describing the situation of a wife who bends her neck to take a look
at her husband when he lay speechless for a while after an amorous
quarrel between the couple.4

Bh¡va¿¡nthidhvani arises where the expression   suddenly de-
clines unexpectedly in the course of articulating a strong emotion.
Bh¡vasanthidhvani appears in the narration of the state of a wife
who suddenly lets her anger slip when the husband suddenly em-
braces her as she was quarrelling with him by pointing out a list of
his loose-morale.

Bh¡va¿¡nthidhvani arises at a point where two emotions coin-
cide. Sr¢r¡ma chances on Parasur¡ma on his way to Ayodhya after
taking the hands of vydehi in marriage. The urge of r¡ma to put off
the arrogance of Parasur¡ma on one side. Sr¢r¡m¡'s eagerness to
caress Vydehi on the other side. Thus, the description of these two
emotions rises to Bh¡va¿¡nthi.

Bh¡va¿abalata comes forth where multiple emotions are brought
out. Bh¡va¿abalata is indicated in the description of the emotions
which work in Du¿yant¡'s mind that came across áakuntala at the
¡srama.5

ii) SamlakÀyakramadhvani

SamlakÀyakramadhvani is of two types;

1) Arta¿aktim£ladhvani

2) Sabda¿aktim£ladhvani

1) Arta¿aktim£ladhvani

Arta¿aktim£ladhvani is originated where another Vya´gy¡rta is
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induced by means of sense. The shyness that is indicated where
P¡rvati's reckoning of the frolicsome lotus petals is described makes
a good example for Arta¿aktim£ladhvani.

2) áabda¿aktim£ladhvani

áabda¿aktim£ladhvani originates where another Vya´gy¡rta is
induced by means of tenor. Its example given in 'Rasagang¡dhara'
is as follows ; some passer by speaks to a girl  "you, darlinglass,I am
subjected to the king's anger. So, you give me shelter and wealth".
The V¡cy¡rta is that she has to give him a place to stay. But, since
the person who has been requested to is a girl and due to the oddity
of the occasion the words used are king, lass, wealth  and shelter, all
these indicate his fleshy lust.6

Dhvani and Ala´k¡ra

Ala´k¡ras like Upama are situated where Rasas and Bhava are
encouraged by becoming their own part at places where they have
been induced. But Rasavadala´k¡ra comes where a beautiful
Vya´gy¡rta is passed by a prominent V¡cyvrta.

1) When Rasas and Bh¡vas mainly become Vya´gya and the
V¡cy¡rta is, surpassed then it is Dhvani.

2) There should be Ala´k¡ras like Upama as a part or as support
to  suchdhvani

3) If the Rasa and Bh¡va are beautiful and the poem remains in
V¡cy¡rta.7

Footnote
1. Sen R K, Aesthetic enjoyment; its background in philosophy and

medicine, Culcutta, University of Culcutta, 1966.
2. Sen R. K, A brief introduction to a comparative study of Greek and

Indian Aesthetics and poetics, Culcutta: Sen Ray& co. 1954.
3. .........., Marie- claudeporcher, Linguistic and Aesthetic categories in

Dhvani theory, On the Relation between Figures of speech and
suggestion.

4. Anandhavardana; Abhinavagupta; Daniel H. H Ingalls; J M Masson,
M V Patwardhan, The Dhvanyaloka of Anandhavardana with the Locana
of  Abhinavagupta, Harvard oriental series.

5. Anandhavardana, Dhvani, I, P-108.
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6. The Dhvanyaloka of Anandhavardana with the Locana of Balapriya
Commentaries, Chaukhamba Sanskrit Sansthan, Varanasi, 2009.

7. Dr. E. Sreedharan, P-64-68.
8. Abhinavagupta, Dhvani II, 26-27.
9. Anandhavardana, Dhvani, 26-27.
10. IBID, P-112.
11. Dr. T. Bhaskaran, Bharatiya Kavyasastram, P-98-109.
12. Dr. N. V. P. Unithiri, Samskrita sahitya vimarsanam, p-68-69.
13. Opcit, Dhvani Sidhantha-Vastuthakalum Sameepanangalum, P-68-79.
14. OPCIT, Linguistic and Aesthetic categories in Dhvani theory, On the

Relation between Figures of speech and suggestion.
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